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C � � � � � �  I
A� K�� was coming home for the Christmas holidays, after his first term at school, the
train stopped at Musborough Station. An old man, ringing a hand-bell, went along the
platform, crying “Musborough Junction. . . . Change for Tatchester and Newminster.”

Kay knew that he had to change trains there, with a wait of forty minutes. He
climbed down onto the platform in the bitter cold and stamped his feet to try to get
warmth into them. The old man, ringing the hand-bell, cried, “All for Condicote and
Tatchester. . . . All for Yockwardine and Newminster go to Number Five Platform by
the subway.”

As the passengers set off towards the subway entrance, Kay put his fingers into his
pocket for his ticket: it was not there. “Did I drop it in the carriage?” he wondered. He
went back to the carriage. “Stand back, master, please,” a porter said. “We’re going to
shift the train.”



“Please, I think I’ve dropped my ticket in the carriage.”
“Oh . . . one minute, then,” the porter said, opening the door. “Which seat were you

sitting at, master?”
“Here,” Kay said. He looked under the seat and in what he called “the crink”

between the back and the seat: there was no ticket there.
“I don’t seem to see it,” the porter said. “Had you it when they punched tickets at

Blunafon?”
“Yes.”
“Well, you’d better explain at the subway. We’ve got to shunt this train.”
The train presently moved away; Kay went to the bench where he had left his bag;

he began to rummage through all his pockets. He felt that the ticket-collector who was
watching him at the subway gate was beginning to think him a suspicious character.

An Irish terrier came up to Kay, sniffed at him and wagged the stump of his tail.
“Good boy,” Kay said. “Nice old boy, then,” and rumpled his head for him, which made
the dog bounce about with delight. Still, he could not find the ticket.

Two men, who had been standing near the subway entrance watching the people go
out, moved up to the bench and sat down upon it. Kay had noticed them, for he had
been told that detectives often stand near ticket-collectors, watching for escaping
murderers. He had thought, “Probably those are two men from the Yard, after
somebody.” Now he thought, “Supposing they arrest me, for not having a ticket?”

“Well,” one of the men said, “he’s diddled us. He’s simply not on the train. Here’s
the description sent: ‘Travelling first-class. In appearance like a French cavalry colonel,
with waxed moustaches, very smart and upright, height five feet eight, age about forty
to forty-five.’ He’s hopped off the train where it slowed down somewhere; depend
upon it.”

“We’d better telephone at once that he wasn’t on the train.”
“Asses that we are,” the other cried suddenly. “O silly chumps and fatheads. . . . Of

course . . . he got under a seat in a first-class carriage and he’s been shunted out and
away. Quick, quick . . . we may get him yet in the shunting yard. . . .”

“Of course, that’s it,” the other said. “Lively, then.”
At once, the two men ran off, past the subway entrance and away along the

platform in the direction in which the train had gone.
Now that the men were running, it seemed to Kay that some dogs, which he had not

before noticed, were running with them. “They are Alsatian dogs,” he thought, “but
they seem thicker in the shoulder than most Alsatians. . . .

“Why, of course,” he exclaimed. “They are Police Dogs, and they are going to be
put on the scent. O, I do wish I knew what the criminal had done.”

As he watched, one of the men paused in his run to signal with his hand to a man on
Number Five Platform, who signalled back with a real pair of handcuffs and then ran
out of the station.

“I say,” Kay said to himself, “I’ve never been so near to detectives before. O, I do
wish I could find this ticket.”



The Irish terrier was at his feet again, begging to have his head rumpled, which Kay
did for him. Then he noticed that the owner of the dog was standing near him.

He was a little old man in a worn grey overcoat. He had travelled there in the end
coach of Kay’s train. Since leaving the train he had been at the platform end securing a
big case in a cover of green baize. This he now carried in his hand.

“Ah, young Master,” the old man said, “I see that my Barney Dog has made friends
with you at first sight. That’s the time that likings are made. And you are looking for
your ticket, which, lo, is on the platform, dropped at your feet.”

“Why, so it is,” Kay said, picking it up. “So it is. Thank you ever so much.”
“You must have slipped it out as you rumpaged,” the man said.
Kay noticed that the man had very bright eyes, alert as a bird’s or squirrel’s.
“We must be moving along, young Master,” he said, “or they’ll be wondering if

we’ve got no tickets.”
“Could I give you a hand, please, to help you carry your case?” Kay asked. He

noticed that it was an awkward load for a little old man.
“No, I thank you, Master,” the old man said. “But if you would be so kind as to

steady her when I swing her; then I could get her to my back, which is where she rides
a-triumph. Only I do date from pagan times and age makes joints to creak. Or doesn’t
it?”

“I should think it does,” Kay said.
“Now, I’m going to swing,” the old man said, “and keep it, you, young Master,

from rolling me over, if you will be so gracious.” He swung his bundle up to his
shoulder; and, indeed, if Kay had not been there to steady it, the load might have pulled
him over; he had a frail little old withered body, “like the ghost of ninepence,” as he
said.

Kay walked with him through the subway to Number Five Platform, and there
helped him to set down his bundle at a seat. After this, he went into the refreshment
room and bought some biscuits for Barney, for which the old man was grateful. After
this, as there was still half an hour to wait before the Condicote train came in, he tried
to get to the shunting yard, to find out if the detectives had caught the criminal and
what it was that the criminal had done.

He was not allowed inside the shunting yard. The young porter who headed him off
at the gates told him that no one was allowed in. Kay asked if the detectives had found
the criminal under one of the seats. “What, just now?” the porter asked. “Yes; they got
him. He was under one of the seats dressing up as a Duchess. In another minute, he’d
have finished, so that not even the Prime Minister would have told the difference.”

“What had he done?” Kay asked.
“Done?” the porter said. “Er, he was a bad one. He had a row with his father-in-law,

and he got a big sharp knife and cut the poor old man up, put him through the mincer
and sold him to the dog’s-meat man. The dog’s-meat man wouldn’t have noticed it,
only one of the buttons stuck in a dog’s throat and the lady who owned the dog
complained, and then it all came out, and it’s thought it isn’t the first man he put
through the mincer, it’s a habit that’s been growing on him for years.”



“What will be done to him?” Kay asked.
“He’ll get the rope,” the porter said. “Madame Tussaud’s are offering any money

already for the mincer he did the deed with.”
“I say,” Kay said, “couldn’t you let me peep in and just see him where he is, with

the detectives?”
“Oh, they’ve gone, gone a long while,” the porter said. “They’d a special car and

went off at once to London with an armed guard.”
Kay was thrilled with the story, but as he walked back to the platform he wondered

whether the porter had been telling the truth. He bought a newspaper but could find
nothing at all about any such crime. While he was searching through the newspaper, the
train came in. He got into a carriage and was soon on his way home.

When he had been taken to school in September he had gone by car. He was now
returning home through a country quite new to him by a railway line over which he had
never before travelled. The train passed out of the meadows into a hilly land beautiful
with woodlands and glens. In spite of the bitter cold Kay was much interested in this
new country. Some of the hills had old camps on them. On the headlands there were old
castles; in the glens there were churches which looked like forts. He took from his bag
a cycling map of the countryside. By this he picked out the hills, castles and churches
as the train went past them. Soon all the land to the left of the railway was a range of
low wooded hills of the most strange shapes. He read the name on the map—Chester
Hills. “What a wonderful place,” he said to himself. “I do wish that I could come here
to explore.”

While he was looking through the window at these hills he heard a scratching at the
door. He saw that the Irish terrier, Barney, was standing on his hind legs in the corridor,
looking at him through the glass. He went to him, opened the door and patted him, and
after a minute the dog went scuttering off down the train. “I suppose,” he said to
himself, “that the old man is in the train somewhere. I’d forgotten all about him in
thinking about the murderer.” The train drew up at a station.

“Hope-under-Chesters,” he read. “Then that little river is the Yock. And that is
Chesters camp. It must be a Roman camp, from the name. And that is Hope Cross.
There must have been a battle there, for it’s marked with crossed swords. And the map
shows a lake only a couple of miles away.”

He stared at the hills. It was a grim winter morning, threatening a gale. Something
in the light, with its hard sinister clearness, gave mystery and dread to those hills.
“They look just the sort of hills,” Kay said to himself, “where you might come upon a
Dark Tower, and blow a horn at the gate for something to happen.”

The train was about to start; the whistle had blown and the station-master had
waved his flag, when there came cries from the ticket-office of “Hold on. Wait half a
minute.” Two men rushed across the platform and scrambled into Kay’s carriage just as
the train moved off.

The men took the further corner seats; they panted a little, and looked at Kay. Both
were in the black clothes of theological students. “They didn’t give us much time,” one
of them said.



“The news has only just come through,” the other said. Both were youngish men
(about twenty-three, Kay thought). Somehow, he didn’t like the men, nor their voices.
They made in some foreign tongue one or two remarks, which Kay judged to be about
himself. After this, as the train went on, they spoke to him. One of them, who was a
pale, eager-looking man, with foxy hair, said, “Going home for the holidays, ha-ha,
what?” and when Kay said, “Yes, please, sir,” the other said, “And very seasonable
weather, too: we are to have snow, it seems. And no doubt you enjoy snowballing, and
tobogganing and making snowmen?”

Kay said that he did: he began to like this other man, who had a round, rosy, chubby
face, with fair hair; and yet there was something about him . . . Kay couldn’t quite put it
into words . . . he had a kind of a . . . sort of a. . . . It was more in his eyes than in
anything else.

“And are you going far, may I ask?” the chubby man asked.
“I’m going to Condicote,” Kay said.
“Ah, indeed . . . Condicote Junction,” the chubby man said . . . “And I wonder if, in

the Christmas holidays, you will ever do card-tricks?”
“If you please, sir, I do not know any.”
“But you are of a studious turn, I see, ha-ha, what? With your maps and food-for-

the-mind,” the foxy-faced man said. “I wonder if I might try to teach you a simple trick,
since we are to be fellow-travellers.”

Kay said that it would be very kind, but that he was afraid that he would be stupid
at it.

“I see that you will be very clever at it,” the foxy man said. “Don’t you think,
Tristan, that he has the face of one certain to be clever at card-tricks; what?”

“The very face,” the other said.
“Just the facial angle and the Borromean Index,” the foxy one went on. “Now let

me see if I have my cards. I usually carry cards, because I am much alone, and find the
games of Patience a great mental solace. Ah yes, I have my old companions.”

He produced a little packet of green-backed cards in a dull red leather case.
“Let nothing tempt you into playing cards with strangers in a train or ship or

anywhere,” the chubby man said.
“I am inclined to agree with you, Lancelot,” the foxy man said, “but there will be

no harm in showing him one of the tricks by which sharpers deceive the unwary. Let
me show you the commonest trick. It is often known as ‘spotting-the-lady.’ ”

He dealt out three cards, one of which was the Queen of Clubs, the other two low
hearts. “See there,” he said. “Mark them well. I twist them and shift them and lo, now,
which is the Lady?”

“That one,” Kay said.
“So it is; so it is,” the man said. “What it is to have young eyes, Gawaine, is it not?”
“It was not his young eyes, but your clumsy dealing,” the other said.
“Ha,” the foxy-faced man said, “I lack practice, I see. I must give myself some

incentive. I will back my skill. Now, then; prepare: if you beat me this time, you shall
have sixpence, for, indeed, I must be put upon my mettle.



Watch now the whirling cards,
They shift, they lift, they dive.
Twiddle. Twiddle. Twiddle.
Pussycat and fiddlestrings.

Can you tell the Lady, this time?”
“Yes,” Kay said. “Here she is.”
“And here is your sixpence,” the man said. “And yet I thought I was discreet. But

you have an eye like a lynx. Now may I try once again? You are too young, you are too
sharp; there is no getting round you. Now, no denial: if I beat you this time you shall
give me half-a-crown for the Poor Box or next Sunday’s collection.”

Kay was about to protest, for he had promised never to bet, nor to play cards for
money; but the chubby-faced man said, “Of course . . . that would be simply
sportsman’s honour.”

“Agreed, agreed, what,” the foxy-faced man said, as he twiddled the cards. “Hark to
Merlin:—‘Again the fatal sister spins her web. Mark well her hand, the hand of
Destiny; so shoots the weft across the serried warp; and back the sword beats and the
shear descends.’ Now, which is the Lady?”

“This one,” Kay said. “I saw her from underneath as the cards went down.”
He was quite certain that he had seen the Queen, but when he lifted the card, it was

not the Queen, it was the three of Hearts.
“Now how did that happen, what?” the foxy-faced man said. “That will be just half-

a-crown, please; for the collection in aid of the Decayed Cellarers, poor fellows. A debt
of honour, you know.”

Kay felt very unhappy, but pulled out his purse and paid the half-crown. It may
have been suspicion or error, yet it seemed to him that both men seemed very
inquisitive, craning over, as it were, to see what money was in his purse.

“So you carry your money in a purse,” the chubby-faced man said. “It is always a
wise precaution; so much better than having it loose, when it will get pulled out with
the handkerchief or what not.”

The foxy-faced man spread his cards. “Now, Sir Lancelot,” he said, “that is two to
you and one to me. Won’t you give me my chance to get equal?”

Kay thought that he was already past being equal and a good deal ahead. He was
sorely perplexed as to what to say. At this moment, however, the train began to slacken
for a station.

“Ha, we stop here, what?” the foxy-faced man said. “Sir Dagonet, a word with
you.” He tapped his left ear and went out into the corridor; the chubby-faced man
followed him. The train was at a little junction, Yarton for Yockombe Regis; two or
three people left the train and others got in.

“I won’t play cards any more,” Kay decided. “Nothing shall induce me. . . .”
When the train started, the two men returned. Kay was again studying his map. He

was afraid that the men would suggest more cards, but they had returned deep in



thought. They talked to each other in low voices in a tongue which Kay thought must
be Italian.

He glanced at them sideways from time to time. There was something in the way of
their bending their heads together which seemed very sinister. Kay wondered that he
had ever thought either of them nice. They were talking about somebody. They seemed
to be looking out for somebody. Whenever the train stopped at one of the little stations:
—Gabbett’s Cross, Lower Turrington, Stoke Dever and Radsoe, the men went out into
the corridor, and seemed (as Kay decided) to watch all people leaving the train. They
had friends (accomplices, Kay called them) in the train, for once (at Radsoe), as Kay
was looking out for the landmarks of home, he saw the foxy-faced man, who had got
out onto the platform, signalling to a man in a forward carriage.

“These men are up to no good,” Kay thought. “They’re after somebody. Very likely
it’s some farmer, coming home from the beast-market with a lot of money, whom they
are going to rob. I do hope they won’t talk to me again.”

He settled again to his map as they returned to the carriage. “Still feeding the mind,
what?” the foxy-faced man said.

“Yes, please,” Kay said.
“And can you tell me what country we are now coming to?”
“Yes,” Kay said. “If you will look there, you will see Condicote Church. . . . Then,

that wooded hill is King Arthur’s Court: it’s a Roman Camp. . . . Up there, is
Broadbarrow, where there used to be a gibbet.”

“Indeed,” the man said. “Well, well. Then this next station will be Condicote, I take
it?”

“Yes,” Kay said.
“You hear that, Palamedes?” he said to his companion. “Sir Lancelot says that

Condicote is next stop, where the hawks get out to wait for the chicken . . . if the
chicken is still on the wing.”

“Not so loud, not so loud,” the chubby-faced man said, with a look of alarm. “Good
heaven, what was that?”

Some slight noise made them all look towards the corridor. It was only the Irish
terrier of the old man, “Barney Dog,” standing on his hind legs to look in to the
compartment. With a scratching of claws upon the paint, the dog dropped from his post
and slid away. Yet Kay felt somehow uneasy, for the dog had looked at him so
strangely.

“A dog, I think,” the chubby man said, with a warning glance at his friend. “One of
the friends of man, as they are called. And do you keep dogs at Seekings, Mr. Harker?”

Kay jumped, for how did the man know his name and home? “How did you know
about me, sir?” he asked.

“Magic, no doubt,” the man said. “But there is a proverb:

‘More know Tom Fool
Than Tom Fool knows.’



Not that I want you to think that I think you a fool; by no means.”
“By no means, what?” the foxy-faced man said, as he put up his cards in their case.

“He is no fool, but a hawk with the eyes of a gimlet, our young friend from Seekings
House. And this is Condicote Station?”

“It is,” Kay said, still marvelling that the men should know him. The train stopped.
There was always a press of people on Condicote platform at the coming-in of that

train: there was on this day. Kay was bumped and thrust by people getting in and out.
There in the press was Caroline Louisa come to meet him; then, among other familiar
faces, the old ’bus man, Jim, came forward to help him with his bags. “Why, Master
Kay, how you have growed, to be sure. Learning seems to suit ’ee.”

He crossed the line with the crowd. At the exit gate he was bumped and thrust
among the company. When he had won through the press and was safely in the car, he
found that he had been robbed.

“I say,” he said, “there must have been pickpockets in the crowd. They’ve got my
purse and my dollar watch.”

“When had you them last?”
“A few minutes before we reached the station.”
“Did you feel any hand at your pockets?”
“No, of course not. I was pushed and shoved in the crowd, of course.”
“Did you notice any suspicious person near you?”
“No. . . Hullo. Here’s my ticket. . . .”
“But you gave it up just now.”
“So I did,” he said. “Well. That’s a queer thing. I couldn’t find my ticket at

Musborough: and an old man who was there said ‘there lo, it’s on the platform’; and
there it was, right at my feet. I must have picked up some other chap’s ticket, perhaps it
was the old man’s own ticket. Why, there is the old man, that old fellow with the green
baize case and the Irish terrier.”

“What is he?” Caroline Louisa asked. “A Punch and Judy man?”
“I don’t know,” Kay said. “I’ll ask him. And I’ll ask if I had his ticket. And may I

offer him a lift? He’s rather a poor old chap to be lugging those loads about.”
“Ask him, if you like,” she said.
Kay asked him, had he given him his own ticket at Musborough.
“No, I thank you,” the old man said. “I had my own ticket, thank you, and have

now given it over.”
“Will you please tell me,” Kay said, “if you are a Punch and Judy man?”
“I am, so to speak, a showman,” the old man said, “and my Barney Dog is, as it

were, my Toby Dog, when chance does call.”
“I was to ask you, would you like a lift down into the town, as it is rather a step, and

it is so cold.”
“No, I thank you, my young Master,” the old man said. “But if you would once

more steady my show, why, then I should not stumble.”



Kay helped him a little, so that the case did not overbalance him as he swung it to
his shoulders.

“And I thank you, my young Master,” he said. “Time was when we had power, like
the Sun, and could swing the Earth and the Moon, and now our old wheels are all
running down and we are coming to a second childhood.

“Still, they say,” he went on, “that it begins again, in the course of time. But the
secrets of my show, they aren’t to be had by these common ones, now, are they?”

Kay did not know what to say to this.
“Hearts, diamonds, spades, clubs, it goes,” the old man said. “And then all the way

back again.”
The old man paused an instant and looked about him. By this time, all those who

had met or who had travelled by the train were gone from the station yard, while the
porters and ticket man had gone back to shelter.

“And now, Master Harker, of Seekings,” the old man said, “now that the Wolves are
Running, as you will have seen, perhaps you would do something to stop their Bite? Or
wouldn’t you?”

“I don’t know what you mean,” Kay said, “but is there anything I can do for you?”
“Master Harker,” he said, “there is something that no other soul can do for me but

you alone. As you go down towards Seekings, if you would stop at Bob’s shop, as it
were to buy muffins now. . . . Near the door you will see a woman plaided from the
cold, wearing a ring of a very strange shape, Master Harker, being like my ring here, of
the longways cross of gold and garnets. And she has very bright eyes, Master Harker,
as bright as mine, which is what few have. If you will step into Bob’s shop to buy
muffins now, saying nothing, not even to your good friend, and say to this Lady ‘The
Wolves are Running,’ then she will know and Others will know; and none will get bit.”

“I’ll do that, of course,” Kay said. “But how did you know my name?”
“When Wolves Run it betides to know, Master Harker,” he said. “And I do bless

you.
“But Time and Tide and Buttered Eggs wait for no man,” he added. He swung away

at once, bent under his pack, followed by his Dog Barney. He had that odd stagger or
waddle in his knees that Kay had so often noticed in old countrymen.

“How on earth does he know my name?” Kay thought. “And how does he know
Bob’s shop? I’ve certainly never seen him before today. . . .” He went back to the car.

“I’m sorry to have been so long,” he said. “He’s a queer old man. I should think he
has been something very different once. . . .”

“About your being robbed,” Caroline Louisa said. “Who was with you in the train?”
“Two men, but I don’t think they would have robbed me. They were two sort of

curates. They got in at Hope-under-Chesters and got out here. The funny thing was that
they knew my name and that I came from Seekings.”

“They could have read that from your luggage labels,” she said. “If your curates got
in at Hope-under-Chesters they may have been members of the Missionaries College
there.”

“I say,” Kay said, “are there any muffins?”



“No,” she said, “teacakes, but no muffins.”
“Would you mind frightfully if we stopped at Bob’s and got some muffins? Only

you’ll have to lend me some tin, for my purse is gone. I haven’t a tosser to my kick.”
“Now, Kay, you mustn’t use slang in the holidays.”
“That’s nothing to some I know.”
At this moment, the car passed the old man. Kay waved to him and the old man

waved back.
“By the way,” Kay said, “are there Buttered Eggs for lunch?”
“Yes, specially for you. We must get on to them.”
“You know,” Kay said, “there’s something very queer about that old man. He knew

that there would be Buttered Eggs. He said ‘Time, Tide and Buttered Eggs wait for no
man.’ ”

“I expect that a good many have said something of the sort.”
“No,” Kay said. “He meant me, and that I ought to hurry up. There’s something

uncanny about him. I mean in a good sense.”
“Do you think that he could have picked your pockets?”
“No, I don’t.”
“He was near you.”
“No, but I had my money and watch after I was near him and missed them before I

saw him the second time. Look. Look. . . . There are the two curate sort of men, both in
the ’bus, there.”

“I can’t look at them while I’m driving, I’m afraid. You’re sure they didn’t rob
you?”

“Quite. Though I didn’t like them much. I say, I wish you would let me drive.”
“Not for another five years, Kay.”
“I say; why ever not?”
“Because it’s against the law, for one thing, and likely to be fatal, for another.”
“Fatal fiddlesticks. We’ve a man in the Fourth, at the Coll, who drove the old

Bodger’s car once. What do the curates do at Chesters?”
“They read good books and learn how to be clergymen. They have to work in the

farm and garden, I believe. Did they want you to join them?”
“They didn’t ask me. I wish you’d tell me about them.”
“I don’t know very much to tell. They’re the other side the county. I seem to have

heard that most of them go off to missions after a time of training.”
“And get eaten by the cassowary?”
“Some of them, perhaps. But I’m not telling you the news. I’ve got rather a shock to

give you. All the Jones children are with us for the holidays.”
“Oh, I say, golly, whatever for?”
“The parents have to go abroad, and I couldn’t bear the children to have nowhere to

go for Christmas. I do hope you won’t mind frightfully.”



“I don’t mind at all,” he said. “I like the Joneses . . . some of them. No, I like them
all, really. There’s rather a gollop of them, though.”

“I’m putting Peter into your room,” she said. “You’ll have two little snug beds and
can be like robbers in a cave.”

“We’ll have some larks, I expect,” Kay said. “I do hope Maria has brought some
pistols. She generally has one or two.”

“I hope she has nothing of the kind. What do you mean by pistols? What sort of
pistols?”

“Oh, the usual sort of pistols: revolvers: she got a lot of them from some robbers
once. She’s sure to have some still. She says she couldn’t live without pistols now. She
shoots old electric light bulbs dangling from a clothesline.”

“She shall shoot none at Seekings, I trust.”
They sped on towards Seekings. “I say,” he said, “how far is Hope-under-Chesters

from here?”
“Thirty or thirty-five miles.”
“Do you know it at all?”
“No, not more than one can know by passing.”
“I thought it looked a wonderful sort of place. I’d like to go exploring there.”
“It’s deep, wild country,” she said, “but it is just a little far away for winter

exploring. Leave it till the summer.”
“When I grow up,” Kay said, “I mean to explore all the wild bits left in England.”
“There aren’t very many,” she said, “but the Chesters are the wildest near here.”
“Do you think any of the people are pagans, there, still?”
“Not at heart, the Bishop says, but a good many in outward observance.”
“There’s some snow,” he said. “I do hope we shall have a real deep snow, so that we

can make a snow-man.”
“The paper says that there will be snow, and the glass is falling.”
As they entered the little street, it was so dark with the promise of snow that the

shops were being lighted. They were all decked out with holly, mistletoe, tinsel,
crackers, toys, oranges, model Christmas trees with tapers and glass balls, apples,
sweets, sucking pigs, sides of beef, turkeys, geese, Christmas cakes and big plum-
puddings.

“I say, I do love Christmas,” Kay said. “You’ll have to give me a whole lot of tin
presently, please, for I’ll have to get four extra presents for the Joneses. And I wonder if
I could get Jane to give me a plum-pudding that I could give to that old man? I
wouldn’t like him to have no plum-pudding on Christmas. And would you mind
stopping at Bob’s?”

“Jane will give you a plum-pudding,” she said, as she stopped the car in the busy
market-place. There were open-air booths there selling all manner of matters for
Christmas; chiefly woollen mufflers, nailed boots, cloth caps, hedger’s gloves and the
twenty-eight-pound cheeses, known as Tatchester Double Stones. The keepers of the
stalls were flogging their arms against the cold; some of them were packing up before



the snow began. Kay passed through these in some excitement. “Of course, it’s all rot,”
he said. “How can he know there will be a woman near the door there. . . . And yet,
there is one, sure enough. . . .”

Bob was the baker and confectioner of the little town. His shop was always sweet
and pleasant with the smell of new bread. His window at this Christmas time was a
sight to see. In it were two Christmas cakes, four storeys high, in pink and white sugar,
both crowned with little dancers in tinsel who went round and round, each holding little
electric light bulbs. All round these cakes were the most marvellous crackers that eye
ever saw or child pulled. But Kay was not thinking of cake or crackers. He looked only
at the figure of a woman who stood near the shop-window, with her back to the wall,
staring at the man who was calling at a near-by booth:—

“The very best warm caps and mufflers.
As worn by the great Explorer Shackleton.
The North Pole caps and mufflers.
As worn by Airmen.
North and South Pole caps and mufflers.”

She was plaided over the head and shoulders with a grey plaid shawl.
Now, as Kay drew near, the woman, who had been motionless, stirred. Her right

hand came from underneath the plaid, drew the plaid closer about her, and held it there.
Her hand was wearing what looked like a chamois leather glove. On the middle finger
outside the glove, and, therefore, very conspicuous, was a ring such as the old man had
worn, a heavy gold ring arranged in a St. Andrew’s Cross and set with garnets. At the
same moment the woman shook the plaid back from her face, so that Kay saw a pair of
eyes so bright that they seemed to burn in the head. She looked keenly at Kay. At the
instant there was nobody very near. Kay looked at her. His heart beat as he said in a low
voice, “The Wolves are Running.” She looked hard at him, gave a very, very slight nod,
and, as Kay went on into the shop to buy the muffins, she slipped away sideways,
walking very swiftly with an erect bearing. An old woman coming out of the shop with
a basket shoved Kay aside, so that he lost sight of her at that point. She had moved into
the thickest of the crowd in the market-place.

“Well, it’s very odd,” Kay thought to himself. “I wonder what on earth he meant by
‘the Wolves are Running,’ and why it was so important that she should know?”

When he had bought his muffins, he stood on Bob’s steps for a moment trying to
get the packet into his pocket. He looked out with relish at the street, thinking how
good it was to be home for the holidays. “Well, I’m blest,” he said. “There are some
more of those Police Dogs . . . working a cold scent.”

Indeed, some Alsatian dogs were at the cross-roads, testing the air with their noses,
swaying their heads with the motion of a weaving horse, as though trying to catch a
difficult scent. There were three or four of them. They padded about, casting this way
and that, sometimes lifting, sometimes dropping their noses; somehow he did not like
the look of them.

“I wonder who it is who has Alsatians?” he said to Caroline Louisa.



“Oh, a good many people have them,” she said. “I never like them: they are too like
wolves.”

“Yes, they are like wolves, aren’t they?” he said. “Are they the sort of dog that they
have as Police Dogs?” But this Caroline Louisa did not know.



2

C � � � � � �  I I
W��� they reached Seekings, there were the Joneses; Jemima very smart, Maria very
untidy, Susan like a little fairy and Peter, a good honest sort of chap.

At lunch, Kay said, “What asses we were not to ask that Punch and Judy man to
come here to give his show. Don’t you think we might go down and find him and ask
him to come? Do let’s; we could have him in the study.”

“Yes, certainly, you can have him, if you can find him, and if he will come.”
“Then I vote we have tea at about half-past four,” Kay said, “and have the Punch

and Judy man at about half-past five, if we can get him, then.”
“I do wish,” Maria said, “that we could hear of a gang of robbers in the

neighbourhood, come down to burgle while people are at dinner, and hear all their
plans, and be ready waiting for them and then have a battle with revolvers.”

“I hope we may get through Christmas without that,” Caroline Louisa said.
“Christmas ought to be brought up to date,” Maria said; “it ought to have gangsters,

and aeroplanes and a lot of automatic pistols.”
After lunch, Kay went out with Peter to look for the Punch and Judy man. It was a

dark, lowering afternoon, with a whine in the wind, and little dry pellets of snow
blowing horizontally. In the gutters, these had begun to fall into little white layers and
heaps.

“I say, it is a foul day,” Peter said. “I’ll go back and get a coat. You go on; I’ll catch
you up. Which way will you go?”

“Down towards Dr. Gubbinses,” Kay said. “But you’d better ask for the Punch and
Judy man: and look for him, not for me.”



Kay went on alone into the street. He thought that he had never been out in a more
evil-looking afternoon. The market-place had emptied, people had packed their booths,
and wheeled away their barrows. As he went down towards Dr. Gubbinses, the carved
beasts in the wood-work of the old houses seemed crouching against the weather.
Darkness was already closing in. There was a kind of glare in the evil heaven. The
wind moaned about the lanes. All the sky above the roofs was grim with menace, and
the darkness of the afternoon gave a strangeness to the fire-light that glowed in many
windows.

From the cross-roads behind him a rider came cloppetting up, the horse slipping a
little, the rider bent into a long white overall to keep the snow from blowing down his
neck. “How d’you do, Master Kay?” the rider cried, checking his horse and looking
down upon him. Kay did not recognise the man, but he noticed that his eyes were very
bright. The man suddenly put his right hand to his chin. The hand wore a pale wash-
leather glove; outside the glove on the middle finger was a gold St. Andrew’s Cross, set
with garnets.

“They tell me, Master Harker,” the man said, “that Wolves are Running. If you see
Someone,” he added meaningly, “say Someone’s safe.”

“I will,” Kay said.
“And, look out for fun, Master Harker,” the man said, shaking up the horse and

riding on. Kay watched him go. He went skittering a little sideways and champing on
the bit. It seemed to Kay that the man’s arms were hung with little silver chains which
jangled. Later it seemed to him that it was not a horse and rider at all, but a great stag
from the forest. Certainly the figure that passed round the bend out of sight was a stag.

“ ‘If I see Someone,’ ” Kay repeated, “ ‘tell him that Someone’s safe.’ I suppose he
must mean the Punch and Judy man.”

At this moment Kay caught sight of the village policeman coming from the Beast-
Market, and putting on his oil-skin cape.

“If you please,” Kay said, “have you seen anything of a Punch and Judy man in the
Beast-Market?”

“Why, it’s Master Kay Harker,” the policeman said. “Why, Master Kay, how you’ve
grown. You are back for the holidays, I suppose. Now, a Punch and Judy man, now.
Why, I saw one that might be called such with his show on his back. Would it be a one
with a brown dog, Master Harker?”

“Yes,” Kay said, “an Irish terrier.”
“Well, I did see such an one,” the policeman said. “He was down by Cherry Fields.

He will be in one of the pubs, Master Kay, down by Lower Lock, sure to be. He
wouldn’t play in the snow and this bitter cold. It’s going to be a bad fall, by the look of
it.”

Kay thanked the policeman and walked on.
The Beast-Market was empty of people, save for one man who had just loaded a

pile of hurdles into a cart, and was now turning for home with a horse thankful to be
going from the cold.

“Please have you seen a Punch and Judy man?” Kay called. The man was singing:



“Though blind the seed, and dull the earth,
Yet sweet shall be the flower.”

The horse’s excitement, his song, and the noise of the great wheels on the paving kept
him from hearing the question. He went on over the ridge and away.

At the top of the ridge, Kay saw the woodland about the camp known as “King
Arthur’s Court” standing up black against the West. There was a stab of savage yellow
and red over the wood. Every tree stood out distinct and seemed very near. He thought
that he had never seen a landscape look so awful.

Kay went on to Lower Lock, which was a sort of double alley of very old houses
near Tibbs’s Wharf where the barges were lying up for Christmas. The two alleys were
known as Lockside and Quayside. There was a brew-house at Lockside, and in between
the two alleys was a little public-house known as the Lock and Key. A lot went on
down at Tibbs’s Wharf, around the Lock and Key. The barge-men used to come there,
“just like pirates from foreign parts,” so Ellen said, and would fight the landsmen for
half-a-crown or a gallon of ale (or for the fun of it if times were hard). Then the
poachers used to bring their game there, and plan their big drives with the men from the
city shops. Then there was cock-fighting, and sometimes dog-fighting; and men would
come in sometimes from the cities, to nobble a horse at the races, or to burgle a house,
and so away. No matter at what time of the day or night you came near to Lower Lock
you would always meet a dirty boy doing nothing in particular hanging about on the
approaches. If the boy whistled “God Save the King,” it was a sign that you were all
right, but if he whistled “Holy, holy, holy,” all those who felt uneasy used to get under
cover.

There was said to be a great deal of cover, in between the two alleys, chimneys
which would hide a couple of men, doors which opened from house to house, false
floors, under which a man could hide or a body could be hidden, traps which took one
into a cellar, or into a vault or into the big old drain of the monastery: there were
hiding-places above and below everywhere, where wanted men could lie; and in the old
brew-house who knew what went on?

However, Kay used to enjoy going down to Lower Lock, to look at the barges and
at the small sea-going vessels, colliers, topsail schooners, brigantines, and barquentines
which sometimes came there. He saw the usual dirty boy as he drew near. He
recognised the lad as one called Poppyhead, which is the country name for ringworm.
Poppyhead was sucking a straw, under the lee of the bridge, and beating his hands to
try to warm them. On seeing Kay, he took the straw from his mouth and stared, but did
not whistle. “Please,” Kay said, “do you know where the Punch and Judy show went?”

“What?”
“Do you know where the Punch and Judy show went?”
“Ah.”
“Where did it go?”
“He’s gone.”
“Do you know where to?”
“He went along.”



“Up this way, was it?”
“Ah.”
“Was it this way?”
“He didn’t say.”
“But did he go this way?”
“I don’t know.”
“But did you see a man with a Punch and Judy show, passing along here?”
“Yes, I saw a man go.”
“Had he a Punch and Judy show with him?”
“I don’t know.”
A couple of ragged little boys crept out from under the bridge: they stared, with

their fingers in their mouths.
“What does he want, Poppy?” one of them asked.
“I don’t know,” Poppy said.
“The man with the Punch and Judy show,” Kay said.
“He’s not there,” a woman who was passing said. “He’s gone up to Cockfarthings

in the Bear-Ward.” She was all wrapped against the snow in a grey plaid, and Kay did
not know who she was, but he saw a pair of very bright eyes, and noticed a gold ring of
odd shape on the bare hand that clutched the plaid close. She passed on over the bridge
at once, without heeding Kay’s word of thanks. Kay turned in the other direction for
Cockfarthings. The three little boys called out to him to give them some ha’pennies,
and as he did not, they flung stones after him and called him a Dinjer; but there were
not many stones lying handy, nor could they aim well, with the snow whirling into their
eyes, like gritty dust.

A very long time before, when the Abbot had ruled there, someone had kept bears
for the amusement of the pilgrims coming to the monastery: part of the village was still
called the Bear-Ward, though perhaps no bears had been there for four centuries.
Cockfarthings was the name of a man who kept a pub called the Drop of Dew there.
There had been two brothers Cockfarthings, John and Henry, but John was now dead.
Henry Cockfarthings made baskets when not serving in the bar. So Kay walked up to
the Drop of Dew and again admired the sign, which showed a drop of dew as big as
your head, all frosty with dust of glass. He went into the bar, expecting to see Henry
Cockfarthings, but Henry was somewhere in the backyard doing something with a
mallet, it seemed.

The only person in the bar was the little old bright-eyed man for whom he was
looking. He sat in the settle by the fire looking at a book, which he closed and put into
his pocket as Kay came in. Kay, who had very quick eyes, noticed that the book was
full of coloured pictures. Kay never quite knew why, but as soon as he saw the old man
sitting there in the lonely bar he said, “If I saw Someone, I was to tell him that
Someone is safe.”

“Ah,” the old man said, “but I say that that’s more than anyone knows when Wolves
are Running, Master Harker.”

“Please,” Kay said, “will you tell me what you mean by ‘Wolves’?”



“If you keep looking out for fun,” the old man said, “you will see the Wolves as like
as not. Or won’t you?”

“I don’t know,” Kay said.
“And now, Master Kay Harker,” the old man replied, “you want me to go up to

Seekings with my Punch and my Judy, and at half after five.”
“Did Peter tell you?” Kay asked. “Did my friend, Peter Jones, find you?” The old

man paid no attention to the question.
“I will be there, Master Harker,” the man said, “with my Punch and my Judy and at

half after five. And perhaps,” he added, “maybe I’ll bring more than my Punch and my
Judy, for a travelling man collects as he goes, or doesn’t he?”

“I should think he would,” Kay said, not knowing what else to say.
“Ah,” said the little old man. “You would think he would. You’re one that thinks

right, then. And now, Master Harker, as I’ve heard tell that you’re fond of birds, maybe
you will tell me what bird you’d like best to see, of all the birds there are.”

“There is a bird,” Kay said, “that I’d like frightfully to see, but I’m afraid it doesn’t
really exist.”

“Ah, but perhaps it does exist, Master Harker,” he replied. “Come, look now at the
desert sands, where the pebbles are diamonds: look now, the spice tree; smell the spice
upon it.”

As he spoke he pointed at the fire. The kettle on its hob was steaming a little but not
enough to dim the glow in the grate. As Kay looked, this seemed to open into a desert
all glittering with jewels. Kay knew that it was an Arabian desert, for, somehow, Egypt
with the Pyramids were behind him, and mirages were forming far, far in the distance.
Then, lo, in the midst of the desert was the sole Arabian tree, oozing gum, its leaves
dropping crystals of spice, its flowers heavy with scent, and its fruit shedding
sweetness. Leaves, flowers, and fruit all grew upon it at the same time.

As Kay looked, a wind parted the boughs, and, within, on a nest of cinnamon sticks,
was a Phœnix. “It’s a Phœnix!” Kay said. “And now, I can say I have seen one. Oh, I
wonder, will it begin to sing?” The Phœnix did begin to sing. She lifted her head, and
the plumes changed from white to gold, and from gold to orange. As the song
increased, so as to shake the very house, the plumes changed from orange to scarlet,
and, lo, they were no longer plumes, but flames, which burned up the Phœnix, so that
the song died away, and at last there was no Phœnix, nor any nest, only some ash
blowing away in the wind and a few embers.

“Watch now,” the old man said. Kay watched. Something stirred among the embers.
Something was being thrust from among the embers, so that it fell with a little click
upon the jewels at the tree-foot. Kay saw another thing fall, and then saw that these
things were white fragments of egg-shell, which the wind carried away.

Then out of the embers in the tree a little unfledged Phœnix rose. It hopped onto a
branch, pecked a flower, then pecked a fruit and crowed.

“There,” the little old man said, “that is the bird you were afraid didn’t exist. But
now, Master Harker, Master Cockfarthing is coming; so you shall see me at Seekings,
with my Punch and my Judy and my little dog Toby at one half after five.”



“Oh, but please,” Kay said, “I was to settle with you how much we were to pay for
the performance.”

“As to that,” the man said, “suppose you were to dig down at Seekings, and found
the way into what was, what would you pay for going in?”

“I don’t know,” Kay said.
“And suppose,” the man said, “you were to dig through at Seekings, and found the

way into what is, what would you pay for going in? One silver sixpence with a hole in
it, isn’t it?”

“I don’t know,” Kay said.
“And I don’t know,” the old man said, “that what you give me for my great show

will be a fair pay for all the wonders seen. But five new silver shillings won’t break
you; that and a biscuit for my Toby, and a dish of eggs and bacon afterwards for me.”

“Indeed, you shall have all that,” Kay said.
“In my box,” the old man said, “that I carry about with me, I’ve other delights

besides my show.” He tapped a little flat wooden box, covered with some black,
shining waxed or tarred cloth against the rain. “But perhaps you shall see that later,
Master Harker, while I eat my eggs and my bacon, with my good grinder teeth.”

Kay thanked him very much, and went out from the Drop of Dew into the snow,
which was now powdering the world and making all things dim. “How on earth did he
show me the Phœnix and know that I was thinking of it?” he wondered. “And how did
he know me, and all about me? I have never seen him before.”

Though he had not been long at the Drop of Dew, the storm had grown much worse
while he had been there. It was so bad that he thought it wise to take the short cut to
Seekings, through Haunted Lane as it was called, which was a way he did not like, for
it was a very dark lane of old houses some of which were still marked with red crosses
on their doors to show that within them, two centuries before, someone had lain sick of
the plague.

He was very glad to get out of the lane into the open, and so over the fence into the
garden and into Seekings out of the snow. In the house he found Peter.

“I say, Kay,” Peter said, “I’ve been all over the place and couldn’t find your Punch
and Judy man.”

“I’ve found him,” Kay said. “He’ll be here at five-thirty. And now let’s get ready
for Robber Tea.”

Robber Tea was one of Kay’s delights. It was a game only played in winter
evenings, in the dark old study that had shelves full of old books, and old guns on the
walls above the shelves.

At the beginning of the game, the window curtains were drawn, so as to make a
darkness. Then, the fire was built up with wood and coal, so as to make a hot toasting
fire. Then, the table was pulled to one side of the room against the bookshelves, and
some dark curtains were brought down and spread over the table and adjoining chairs,
so as to make an inner cave. When the cave had been rigged, it was lit with some
lanterns that had coloured glass slides. When all this was ready, a waterproof sheet was
spread on the hearthrug with a supply of toasting forks, sausages, bread, butter,



dripping and strawberry jam. Then, the robbers lay in the glow of the fire toasting bread
and sausages, and afterwards eating them in the inner cave.

When they had feasted, the robbers decided to turn in for the night with Peter as a
guard outside. The clock on the mantel struck for half-past five. There came a noise of
pan-pipes outside the window.

“Here is the Punch and Judy man,” Kay said. “I’ll fetch him in.”
As he opened the door a whirl of snow sped in. There was the showman bent under

the frame of his show, looking rather like a giant without any head or arms.
“Do come in out of the snow,” Kay said. The man came in and stamped the snow

from him onto the mats, put down his show, and brushed the sleeves of his coat.
“Wild weather, Master Harker,” he said.
“It is wild,” Kay said. “Would you like a cup of tea before you play?”
“No, I thank you, Master Harker, but it is as wild a night as any I’ve known, ever;

and I’ve been a long time on the roads, Master Harker, first and last.”
“How long, sir?” Kay asked, for the man looked very old, although his eyes were so

bright.
“I get a little out of my reckoning,” he answered. “First there were pagan times;

then there were in-between times; then there were Christian times; then there was
another in-between time; then there was Oliver’s time; and then there was pudding
time: but there’ve been a lot since them and more coming: but the time I liked best was
just before the in-between time, what you might call Henry’s time.”

Kay didn’t know what the old man was talking about, but by this time, he had
brushed off the snow and was ready to begin his play: so, as soon as the room was
ready, and everybody comfortable on the floor, he came in and played his Punch and
Judy play.

“And now, Master Harker and friends,” he said, coming outside his stand, “now that
I’ve played my play, I’ll play more than my Punch and my Judy, for a travelling man
collects as he goes, or doesn’t he?”

“He does,” little Maria said.
“Ah, he does, the bright Miss Maria says,” he repeated. “He collects: and what he

collects he shows.”
He propped his theatre against a bookcase, sat cross-legged in front of the door and

produced a little white ball, which he tossed into the air. It broke into two balls while it
was aloft, he tossed them repeatedly, till they broke into four balls, which shone as they
flickered up and down. Presently, while three of the balls were in the air, he beat the
fourth into the ground, where it became a little bright mouse which ran away into a
hole: then he tossed another ball to the ceiling where it became a shining bird which
flew away: then he caught the remaining two balls one in each hand: one turned into a
red rose which he gave to Jemima, the other to a white rose which he gave to Susan.

“These are all little things,” he said, “which a travelling man collects as he goes.”
After this, he turned to Maria, who was the smallest person there. “And you, Miss

Maria,” he said, “I’m told you are fond of guns and that, so shall I see what will happen
if I blow my bugle? But first I must tap the wainscot, to see if there’s any gate there.”



He walked across to the western wall and tapped the wainscot. It was all dark old
wood there, with no hole or cranny in it, yet now, after he had touched it, there was a
tiny double gate of bronze, with gilded pinnacles, in the wood. As they all watched this,
the old man blew a little bugle, and instantly from within the wainscot a little bugle
answered. Then suddenly a little tiny voice called out an order from inside the
wainscot, and instantly two little tiny men pushed the double gates open and stood
aside. Then a lot of little drums and fifes and trumpets struck up a march, and out came
a band of soldiers headed by a drum-major. There must have been at least a hundred of
them. They had big drums as big as walnuts and little drums as little as filberts; and
tiny white ivory fifes and lovely little brass trumpets. They were playing Green Sleeves.
They wore scarlet coats, with white facings, and neat little black trousers, but the
beautiful thing was the way they marched. Then after them, there came a regiment of
foot-soldiers, then a regiment of cavalry on little horses, and the horse of the Colonel,
which was a white charger, shied at little Maria: then after these there came a regiment
of artillery with guns and ammunition wagons: then after these there came wagons full
of supplies of all sorts. The band halted in the middle of the room: but went on playing
while the army marched about. Then presently, the army halted: the foot-soldiers piled
their arms: the cavalry dismounted and tethered their horses; the artillery men parked
their cannon and put their horses into lines; then they unpacked the wagons and put up
tents, unrolled blankets, lighted camp-fires, cooked their suppers and went into the tents
to sleep, except the sentries who marched about, and sometimes said “Who goes
there?” Presently the buglers came to the tent doors to blow the waking call. Everybody
sprang at once to work: some struck the tents: others lit fires and cooked bacon and
made coffee, or loaded up the wagons, or rubbed down and harnessed the horses, after
giving them their feed. Then, when the men had breakfasted, they all fell in, the
horsemen mounted, the artillery men climbed onto their guns, and away they all
marched as the band played, three times round the room and then through the double
bronze gates which closed behind them. After they had closed, the children heard the
band fading away into the distance till it was silent. As they looked at the little gates,
they began to fade, till in a minute no trace of them was there: the wainscot was old,
dark wood, in a solid panel.

“That was lovely,” Maria said.
The old Punch and Judy man said, “I seem to remember that little Miss Susan was

once very fond of butterflies. I’ll see if I can’t call a few, in spite of the cold.”
He began to blow a low note upon his pan-pipes. Presently he said, “The leaves are

falling. All the cocoons are in the leaves.” It seemed to the children that the ceiling
above them opened into a forest in a tropical night: they could see giant trees, with the
stars in their boughs and fire-flies gleaming out and ceasing to gleam among the lower
sprays. Heavy leaves began to waver down onto the floor, where they lay crackling, till
it grew brighter, when lo, the sun was shining among the tree-tops, green and grey
parrots and scarlet cardinal birds came pecking the fruits, and now, out of the fallen
leaves, there came butterfly after butterfly, bursting out of cocoons and chrysalides of
many strange forms into images of lively beauty, bright as jewels. They sunned
themselves for a moment, then leaped into the air and flew about. “Put a little sugar
from the bowl into your hands,” the old man said to the children, “then they will perch



on your hands.” The children put sugar into their hands, moistening it from the milk-
jug, and lo, the lovely gleaming blue and scarlet and golden creatures perched on their
hands and glistened and quivered there, as they thrust long snouts into the sweetness.
Little Susan had as many as nine on her hand at once, as well as a big shining blue one
which perched on her hair. When all the butterflies had had some sugar, they flew up
into the air, and danced in and out in a maze, as gnats will, but the maze danced by
them was all in order and very beautiful. At last they all went spiring up into the bright
tropic day, and flickered away among the trees, going round and round and round till
they were out of sight, so far up. Then the tropic forest disappeared: it was the study
ceiling again.

“And now,” the old man said, “I’ll show you yet another little play, which many an
ancient queen has watched, in her palace by the banks of the Nile.” He produced two
cubes of ivory, one red, one white; they looked like dice.

“Now,” he said, taking one in each hand and shaking them, “look at these.”
He was shaking the dice in a strange way, so that suddenly the moving rhythm of

the hands became waves of the sea; the little red cube was a tiny little red shark,
snapping after a little white skate; he swam round and round the room after it, always
just missing it, and at last, when he had almost caught it, the skate turned into a skylark
and went up singing to the ceiling. Instantly the shark turned into a hawk and went after
her. They went round and round the room up and down: always the hawk nearly caught
her, and once it seemed had caught her, but the lark turned into a little deer and ran
among the children. The hawk turned into a wolf and chased her; yet just as he was
about to pounce, the deer turned into a princess on a little white pony, and galloped
away. The wolf turned into a red knight who called for a black horse and presently
galloped away after her. The children could hear the hoofs dying away and away and
away. A lot of little green fairies came dancing down onto the forest track by which the
riders had gone. They pulled the sides of the forest inwards, so that at last there was the
study wall again.

“Now,” the old man said, “if you’ve been pleased with my shows, if I may have my
silver shillings, my biscuit for my Toby, my egg and my bacon for myself, I will be
taking my way.”

Kay paid him the silver shillings, and brought in biscuits and some good meaty
bones for Toby, and then a supper of eggs and bacon, with hot buttered toast, and a jug
of sweet chocolate.

The old man seemed suspicious about the French window. Before he sat to his
supper at the table, he went to it, to make sure that the curtains were drawn completely
across it.

While he ate, the children sat round the fire, talking of the wonderful show, and
telling each other what they would like to see again. Suddenly the dog Barney pricked
his ears and from just outside the French window two key bugles and an oboe struck up
the tune of “O come, all ye Faithful.” Some twenty singers outside in the snow broke
into the hymn.

“Carol-singers,” Kay said, “and very good ones. How silently they came up. I
didn’t hear a single step.”



Peter went to the window and twitched back the curtain a little. “It’s deep snow
already,” he said peering out. “They have got Japanese lanterns. Do look how beautiful
they are!”

Outside was a party of twenty men and women wrapped against the snow, and
bearing big Japanese lanterns hung upon sticks. Snow was whirling all about them.
Their shoulders were covered white with snow. Their faces glowed in the lantern-light.
The musicians had music-stands with electric torches.

“That’s not the Condicote Choir. We’ve not got a style like that. Who are they?”
Kay said.

“That’s the Cathedral Choir from Tatchester,” Caroline Louisa said. “There are the
Canons and the Precentor, and that’s the Bishop himself.”

When the hymn had finished Kay and Caroline Louisa went into the hall to the side
door. The Bishop and his singers moved towards them as they opened.

“Good evening, Bishop,” Caroline Louisa said, “come in into the warmth, while we
brew some cocoa for you.”

The party came in stamping the snow onto the door-mats. They stood in the hall
while Kay ran to fetch Jane, Ellen and Joe. Then they all sang “Good Christian Men,
Rejoice,” “Christians Rejoice,” “Deep was the Night,” “O Night peaceful and blest”
and “Noël.” When they had sung, Kay and the others brought buns and hot cocoa for
the singers. They sat about in the hall and ate and drank.

“And now,” the Bishop said, “we have finished our tour here and must be thinking
of getting back. I want you all to come tomorrow night to the Palace at Tatchester. We
are having a children’s party, with a Christmas Tree, at five o’clock, and I shall expect
you all.”

The children said that they would be delighted and thanked him for the thought.
“Then, another thing,” he said: “I want you all to come on Christmas Eve to the

Midnight Service of the Thousandth Christmas Celebration in Tatchester Cathedral.
There has been a midnight Celebration every Christmas Eve since the Foundation. We
wish this Thousandth Festival to be really memorable.”

The children loved any festival which would keep them out of bed at midnight like
grownups. They said that they would love to come.

He looked about the faces gathered in the hall: “Ha,” he said, “I think I have seen
that face before. Aren’t you my little friend, Miss Maria? Well, I am glad to see you
again.”

Little Miss Maria showed some small confusion, for once, only a year before, she
had started the Bishop’s motor-car and driven it into a lamp-post. However, the Bishop
seemed inclined to forgive and forget.

A moment later he caught sight of the Punch and Judy man, who was packing his
puppets into a box.

“Ha,” he said, “isn’t this the famous Punch and Judy man, Cole Hawlings? We have
met before, I think.”

“You’ve seen me a many times,” the old man answered. “Yes, Your Grace.”



“And you’re just the very man I was hoping to see; a Punch and Judy showman,”
the Bishop said. “At this party tomorrow we shall have a great many children. Would
you consent to come to play for them?”

“Right gladly,” the old man said. “I will bring my Punch and my Judy and my dog,
Toby; for I have played a Christmas play on that Night ever since pagan times, so to
speak.”

“Thank you,” the Bishop said. “Will you be at the Palace at half-past four, then,
tomorrow? Good. And now ‘Good Night to all of you; a merry Christmas and a most
happy New Year, and many, many thanks for your most warm welcome.’ ”

As the members of the Choir swathed themselves up against the snow before
venturing forth, most of the children scattered upstairs. Kay waited to open the door for
the Choir and, while standing near the door, he heard, or thought that he heard, the
noise of swift padding feet. The thought flashed into his mind, he did not know why,
that these were the Alsatian dogs again. “They move just like wolves,” he thought. The
noise ceased and he thought that he must have been mistaken. Then he saw that the
dog, Barney, had pricked his ears and was staring towards the door. Barney uttered a
little yap.

“There was something passing,” Kay said to himself.
But now the Choir was ready to start. He opened the door and, as he opened it, he

saw that three men were there at the French window which led into the study.
Undoubtedly, they were trying to peer in through the window; as the door opened they
wheeled round.

One of the first of the Choir to leave the house was the Precentor who lifted his
Japanese lantern to see who the men were, and Kay saw that one of the men was the
foxy-faced man who had done the card trick in the train.

He cried, “Aha, Precentor, we were just too late for your concert, what?”
He and the other two caught step with the Precentor and passed along with him.

Kay could not hear what the Precentor called them nor what they talked about, for the
other members of the Choir were filing past, each saying something, such as: “Burr-r-r,
what a night!” “I say, isn’t it snowing!” “Don’t you stop at the door, Kay. You’ll catch
cold,” etc., etc.

Kay noticed that Cole Hawlings came to the door as the last of the Choir passed
out; he leaned from it to watch the departing party. As he turned back into the house,
Kay thought that his face was very white. He noticed that he walked somewhat
unsteadily back into the study. “He didn’t like those three men,” he thought.

As Kay shut the door and slipped the chain onto it, he heard the bell of the back
door violently rung. Someone beat on the knocker there. Jane and Ellen hurried to the
kitchen to see who was knocking. Then the telephone bell in the porch began to ring.
Caroline Louisa went to the telephone.

At this instant, little Maria, who was with the other children upstairs, leaned over
the banisters and cried, “Buck up, Kay! We are going to dress up and play Pirates.”

“All right. In a minute,” Kay said.



He went back into the study to look after the old man. He noticed that the curtains,
which had been disarranged when Peter and the rest had stared at the carol-singers,
were now carefully re-drawn over the French window. The Punch and Judy man stood
in the corner near the door, looking very white and tense, as though the earth were
about to open.

“So, Master Harker,” the old man said, “we always used to say, ‘It’s the snow that
brings the wolves out.’ Many a bitter night did we stand the wolf-guard. Now here,
once more, they’re running. We must stand to our spears.”

“Everything’s all right,” Kay said.
“Where did those three men go?” the old man asked in a whisper.
“I think they went with the Choir,” Kay said, “but I couldn’t see.”
The old man shook his head and pointed at the dog. Barney had stiffened in his

tracks, with a bristling fell. He was showing his teeth and staring at the curtained
window. There could be no doubt that somebody was outside.

The old man lifted a finger to the dog, perhaps to keep him from barking. He then
shut his eyes and muttered something. It seemed to Kay that he was in great distress of
mind. Then, as he opened his eyes, it seemed to Kay that he had found comfort, for he
smiled, pointed, and whispered to Kay, “Master Harker, what is the picture yonder?”

“It is a drawing of a Swiss mountain,” Kay said. “It was done by my grandfather. It
is called the Dents du Midi, from the North.”

“And do I see a path on it?” the old man said. “If you, with your young eyes, will
look, perhaps you will kindly tell me if that is a path on it.”

As they stared at the picture, it seemed to glow and to open, and to become not a
picture but the mountain itself. They heard the rush of the torrent. They saw how
tumbled and smashed the scarred pine-trees were among the rolled boulders. On the
lower slopes were wooden huts, pastures with cattle grazing; men and women working.

High up above there, in the upper mountain, were the blinding bright snows, and
the teeth of the crags black and gleaming. “Ah,” the old man said, “and yonder down
the path come the mules.”

Down the path, as he said, a string of mules was coming. They were led, as mules
usually are, by a little pony mare with a bell about her neck. The mules came in single
file down the path: most of them carried packs upon their backs of fallen logs, or
cheeses made in the high mountain dairies or trusses of hay from the ricks; one of them
towards the end of the line was a white mule, bearing a red saddle.

The first mules turned off at a corner. When it came to the turn of this white mule to
turn, he baulked, tossed his head, swung out of the line, and trotted into the room, so
that Kay had to move out of his way. There the mule stood in the study, twitching his
ears, tail and skin against the gadflies, and putting down his head so that he might
scratch it with his hind foot. “Steady there,” the old man whispered to him. “And to
you, Master Kay, I thank you. I wish you a most happy Christmas.”

At that, he swung himself onto the mule, picked up his theatre with one hand,
gathered the reins with the other, said, “Come, Toby,” and at once rode off with Toby
trotting under the mule, out of the room, up the mountain path, up, up, up, till the path



was nothing more than a line in the faded painting, that was so dark upon the wall. Kay
watched him till he was gone, and almost sobbed, “O, I do hope you’ll escape the
wolves.”

A very, very faint little voice floated down to him from the mountain tops. “You’ll
see me again”; then the mule-hoofs seemed to pass onto grass. They could be heard no
more. “He has gone for ever,” Kay thought, as he watched.

There came, as it were, a little gust of wind, blowing what looked like snowflakes
from the mountain path. The snowflakes flew out into the room and fluttered about the
ceiling, growing rapidly larger. They resolved themselves into shapes of coloured
tissue-paper, such as the caps and crowns sometimes found within crackers: there were
also little paper balloons, in the shapes of cocks, horses, ships and aeroplanes: these
floated and lifted and drifted down. Kay saw that there was one of a different shape and
colour for each child there: and printed, too, with his or her name. Thus:—

For little Maria,
  from Cole Hawlings.
    Shoot Not, Shock Not.
 
For Master Kay Harker,
  from Cole Hawlings.
    The Wolves are Running.
 
For good Miss Jemima,
  from Cole Hawlings.
    Happy Is that Happy Makes.

When the coloured papers had all floated to the floor, the lights seemed to grow
dimmer. Caroline Louisa came into the study.

“Kay,” she said, “I am so very sorry to upset your holiday. My brother is very ill
again, in London, with his recurrent fever: and there is nobody to look after him at all.
I’m afraid I must go up to him by the seven train tonight. Celia has been cabled for and
should be on her way to him now: I ought to be there until she comes. I hate to leave
you on the first night of the holidays, but I hope it won’t be for more than just tonight,
or perhaps tomorrow night as well.”

“I say, I’m most awfully sorry,” Kay said. “I do hope you’ll find your brother better.
I say, can’t I drive you to the station?”

“No, indeed, Kay, thanks,” she said. “You will not drive any car for five years.”
“Well, can’t I see you off?”
“No, no, thank you. I’ve told Joe to take me. He’s putting on the chains now.”
“I will see you off though,” Kay said. “It’s an awful night. I hope your train won’t

be snowed up.”
“It’s not so bad as that,” she said. “Now I must run and be ready. I shall telephone

to you at ten tomorrow morning.”
“You won’t,” Kay said. “All the wires will be down from the snow.”



While she ran to be ready, Kay slipped out of the front door to the garage, where he
found Joe chaining the car-wheels to keep them from slipping in the snow.

“Even with the chains her’ll slither in the drifts,” Joe said.
Indeed, when they started for the station a few minutes later her did slither in the

drifts. Kay went to the station to see Caroline Louisa away, and much enjoyed the car’s
skidding and the appearance of the engine of the express, glowing with fire and
steaming, yet all hung with icicles from snow which had melted on the boiler and
frozen as it dripped.
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C � � � � � �  I I I
W���� K�� was out of the house and Caroline Louisa making ready to leave, the other
children were in their rooms, dressing up as pirates, and giving themselves pirates’
moustaches with burnt cork. Just as the front door slammed and the car lurched away to
the station, they came down to the study for a dress-parade. There they found the paper
toys which had floated down from the mountain. They much enjoyed seeing their
names in print.

“Shoot not, shock not,” said little Maria. “I like whoever it was’s cheek. I shall
shoot and I shall shock as long as my name’s Maria. Now let’s toss up for who shall be
Captain. One of you’s got to be a Merchantman and be taken and have to walk the
plank.”

“No, let’s be Christmas pirates,” Jemima said, “and put all our treasure into poor
people’s stockings and let nobody know who did it: let the people all go to bed in
despair wanting money, and then find it in their stockings in the morning and be made
happy.”

“I say,” Peter said, “of all the sickly sentiments.”
“It’s a jolly good Christmas sentiment.”
“Well, I didn’t dress up to be a pirate to have Christmas sentiment.”
“Hold on a minute,” Maria said. “I believe there’s someone just outside that

window.”
“I expect it was only snow falling.”
“No, somebody coughed: it’s carol-singers again. Well, I’ll tell them to sing and

then we’ll get on with Pirates.”
“Let them ring the door-bell,” Jemima said, “then somebody will attend to them.”
“Not a bit,” Maria said. “They’re probably a lot of foul little boys trying to peep in

at the window. I’m going to open this window to them here.”
With that she flung back the curtain, unlocked the French window, and opened it

into the night. There, directly outside in the snow, was the figure of a man. “Good



evening, my young friends,” he said in a gentle, silky voice. “I could not make anybody
hear. This is the house called Seekings House, is it not?”

“Did you want Caroline Louisa?” Jemima asked.
“I am afraid you will think that what I want is very absurd,” he said. “I was given to

understand that a man called Hollings, or Hawlings, a Punch and Judy showman, is
here.”

“There was a Punch and Judy showman,” Maria said, “but he has gone.”
“Gone?” the man said. “How long has he been gone?”
Although he had not been invited to come in out of the snow, he had come in, and

had closed the French window behind him, and was shaking the snow from himself
onto the mat.

Maria answered in good faith, believing that what she said was true, and little
guessing what trouble her answer was to cause to others.

“He went away with the Tatchester Choir,” she said.
“D’you mean the party with the Japanese lanterns?” the man asked.
“Yes,” Maria said, “they had a lot of Japanese lanterns.”
“That went off,” the man asked, “in a motor-bus to Tatchester?”
“I don’t know how they went off,” Maria said.
They saw that the man was dressed as a clergyman underneath his greatcoat.
“And so, I miss him once more,” he said. “How very vexatious! I am interested, I

should tell you, in the various forms of the Punch and Judy show, and this man is the
son, and grandson of Punch and Judy men, who were on the roads many years ago.
This man is known to have versions of the play which they played, and other versions
still older, which are not played, and I do most earnestly want to meet him, and now he
is off to this wild life of the roads in weather like this, where a touch of pneumonia, or a
passing van, may wipe out his knowledge for ever.”

“You would get him at Tatchester,” Peter said. “The Bishop asked him to give a
performance there tomorrow.”

“Ah!” the man said. “So that fixes him to Tatchester.” He looked at Peter curiously.
“May I ask,” he said, “if you are the gentleman known as young Mister Harker?”

“No,” Peter said. “I don’t know where he is at the moment: probably upstairs
somewhere, dressing up.”

The man looked at little Maria. “And this little friend is your sister, I take it?”
“I may be little, but I am not a friend of yours,” Maria said, “and you may take it, or

leave it.”
“Indeed!” the man said. “But I interrupt your Christmas gambols, and if the man is

gone I must go too. Good night, my little Maria.” He slipped out, and closed the French
window behind him.

“I say, Maria,” Peter said, “you ought not to speak to people like that.”
“I’ll speak to people as I like,” she said.
“But he was a clergyman.”
“I’ll bet he wasn’t. What would a clergyman be doing spying in at the window?”



“He wasn’t spying in at the window.”
“Well, he was trying to, anyhow. As to his saying that he had been trying to make

people hear, that’s all bunk. If he had rung the bell, or knocked, we’d have heard him.
He was creeping round, spying. What clergyman would come round hunting for a
Punch and Judy man on a night like this? Any real clergyman would be going round
carol-singing, or doing choir-practice, or visiting the sick or the poor. I vote we all go
out and snow-ball that villain down his false neck.”

“Oh, chuck it, Maria,” Peter said. “Now, come on and play Pirates. Where on earth
is Kay?”

At that moment, Kay was driving home from the station. On his way through the
market-square he asked Joe to stop the car. “You go home alone, Joe,” he said. “I must
do some Christmas shopping. I shall be back in a minute by the short cut.”

He had drawn some money from Caroline Louisa. He bought a little scissors-case
for Jemima, and a sheath-knife for Peter, at the ironmonger’s. Then he went into Bob’s
shop, which was almost next door, and bought a bottle of acid drops for Maria and a
box of chocolates for Susan. After stuffing these into his pockets, he turned for home
up the Haunted Lane.

Near the most haunted part of the lane, there was a short cut into Seekings garden
across a derelict place known as Monk’s Piece. There were still some stub ends of
monkish building there, with the hollow of their fish-pond, now dry, and the vaults of
some of their cellars, often full of water.

No one much liked the place after dark, but Kay liked it better than Haunted Lane,
and in this night of snow it was a real short cut.

As he climbed the ruined wall into Monk’s Piece, he saw an electric torch flash in
the main ruin: several men were there. He had been told that the ghosts of monks
always gathered there at Christmas time to sing carols, but ghosts of monks do not use
electric torches. One of the men lit a cigarette with a pocket-lighter, another bent over a
lighted match sucking at a pipe.

Kay would have slipped past without pausing, but:—
“So he was among the Bishop’s Choir and we never noticed, ha-ha, what?” a

familiar voice said.
“Yes,” a silky voice answered, and the silky voice was familiar to Kay, too. “And

you never noticed. Do you notice anything, I sometimes wonder?”
Kay pressed close in to the ivy on the ruined wall.
“A clever dodge, though, what, to get in with the Choir,” the foxy-faced man said.
“No doubt it seems so to you,” the silky voice replied. “I should have thought it the

obvious dodge that you might have expected. Now he has got right through our ring
again. Those fools let him trick them at Musborough. Then by sheer luck we got his
message that he would be here. Just as we learn his disguise and where he is, you let
him go right through you, with the goods on him. O, if I’d only not been tricked to the
Drop of Dew for him I’d have been here and I’d have had him.”

“You’d have thought him a carol-singer, just as we did,” a man growled.



“Would I?” the silky voice said. “Would I, my gentle Joe, my far-seeing friend? But
come on, now. The Wolves are Running. Get on to Tatchester. There seems no doubt
that he’s gone there, but he may slip off by the way. Overtake that motor-bus, if you
can. If not, find out where he’s got to in Tatchester, and get the goods off him.”

“Won’t you come, Chief?” the man called Joe asked. “We’re willing hands, maybe,
but where are we without your great brain? Ha-ha, as our friend says, what?”

“You might well ask where you are without me,” the silky voice said. “Are you
going to start to Tatchester? Get to Tatchester, will you?”

All the silkiness fell from the voice at a breath: the men jumped as though they’d
been kicked. “All right, Chief,” the man called Joe said. “We’re going. I only asked,
won’t you?”

“I’ve got a report coming to me here,” the Chief said. “Report to me at the inn in
Number Three Code. My thundering sky, are you ever going to shift?”

Kay thought, from the voice, that he would strike them. The men hurried out of the
ruin, going away from Kay, who was now pressed into the ivy on the wall. He heard the
men clumping at a trot along the Seekings garden fence: presently he heard their car
start off, taking the Tatchester road. Just before the car door slammed he heard a waif
sentence from the foxy-faced man:—

“Little Abner’s in his little tantrums, ha-ha, what?” The others laughed.
“He’ll tantrum you pretty soon,” the man growled from within the ruin.
“So it’s Abner Brown and his gang again,” Kay muttered. “I am up against Magic,

then, as well as Crime. What report can he have coming to him here? I daren’t move
until he’s gone from here. And if anybody comes here with a report he’s almost bound
to see me. O dear, O dear.”

Kay was standing pressed against the ivy outside. Under the vaulted roof inside the
ruin Abner stamped his feet and flogged with his arms. Kay had not waited a minute
after the starting of the car before he heard a sort of scuttering, scraping noise coming
from somewhere below. There were also little splashes and snarls. He knew that under
the ruins there were many queer underground ways. Someone was coming up by one of
them into the ruin where Abner was.

“Is that you, Rat?” Abner asked.
“Ah, it’s me,” a surly voice answered, “and what’s the good of being me? Up in the

attic and down in the cellar, all weathers, all hours, for one who’d sell his mother, if he
had one, for what she’d fetch as old bones. And what do I get by it? Bacon fat, you
might say, or the green of that cheese the dog won’t eat, or the haggie that made the
hens swoon. But I don’t, my Christian friend. I get rheumatics; that, and the dog sickt at
me. That’s what.”

“As a matter of fact, I’ve got some green-looking cheese for you,” Abner said.
“Look here.”

There was the scratch of a match; Abner lit a candle-end. Kay found that he could
see through a hole in the wall right into the ruin. There, blinking at the light, was a
disreputable Rat whom he had known in the past but had not seen for years. He was
now much more disreputable than ever before. Kay had heard that everybody had



dropped him, and that he had gone pirating. But there he was again; and a sickening
object he looked.

“Ah,” Rat said, taking the cheese, which Kay could smell even in that cold weather.
“And you wouldn’t give me this if you could sell it to a Tourists’ Rest.”

“You’re right,” Abner said. “I wouldn’t.”
“I understand you, Abner, and you understand me,” Rat said. He was eating the

cheese with a sort of sideways wrench, while his little beady eyes stared at Abner.
“That man Joe, you’d better look out for, Abner,” Rat said. “He’s putting in for

chief: likewise the ‘ha-ha, what?’ man.”
“What d’you mean?” Abner asked.
“That’s what,” Rat said. Here he dropped his cheese on the floor; he picked it up

and ate it without wiping it. “Ah, that’s what,” he repeated.
“What’s your report?” Abner said.
“Him what you wot of,” Rat said, “is a getting rid of his Dog this evening.”
“That’s nothing,” Abner said.
“A lady friend will take the Dog. There’s many a Dog as I’ve loved more than that

one now lies in a watery tomb with a stone round his neck. But some who claim to be
friends never take a hint. That’s what. . . .

“Ah, and there’s to be dark doings. You’ve scared ’em, Abner: and I beheld their
scare.”

“Well, this is news at last,” Abner said. “What did you see?”
“The Drop of Dew, upper room, the Lion and the Rose chamber as they call it.
“There’s passages pretty near all under and round this city, to them who knows

them. I’ve gone a dark stravage into pretty near every one first and last. They’d a
meeting in the Lion and the Rose at the Drop of Dew. One what you wot of will be
trying to get out of your ring at dawn tomorrow, by Arthur’s Camp, across Bottler’s
Down, to Seven Barrows.”

“But Cole is at Tatchester,” Abner said.
“Well, one of what you wot of will be trying.”
“Will he have the goods on him?”
“Ah,” Rat said, “that’s what.”
“Well, will he? And which of them is it?”
“I been a cellarman, I have,” Rat said, “and I’ve gone marine cellarman. And I’ve

been a poor man, living in the dark, though others live in the light, with a haggy every
day, and grudge a poor man so much as a old fish-bone; yes, they do. You says to me:
—‘Find out what they decide.’ Them was your words to me . . . ‘Find out’ . . . you says
. . . ‘what they decide.’ There I’ve been in those dark dwellings in danger of Dog, and
found out what they decided. Now you says, ‘Will he?’ and ‘Which of them is it?’ You
didn’t tell me about that.”

“No, but you heard,” Abner said.
“I found out what they decided,” Rat said.



Abner seemed ready to box Rat’s ears, for his stupidity; he seemed to gulp down his
wrath and said very sweetly:

“So you don’t know?”
“I know what they decided,” Rat said. “And why? Because I found it out. And

how? By going the dark ways, and being in danger of Dog. What your words was to
me, that I done, although in danger of Dog.”

“And you did well,” Abner said. “My brave Rat, you did superbly.”
“That’s what,” Rat said.
There was a pause; Abner said nothing, Rat seemed to expect something. At last he

said, “You said I was to have a bacon-rind, over and above the cheese.”
“So you shall have, my brave Rat,” Abner said. “I’ll bring you one tomorrow.”
“That’s the bacon-rind to bring the plump on a man,” the Rat said, “bacon-rind-

tomorrow. That and marrow-bone-the-day-after proper makes your fur shine. Is there
any little dark job you want done then, Master Abner, or shall I go now?”

“I want you to report at eleven tomorrow at the usual place, in case there should be
anything.”

“Will I have the bacon-rind, then?”
“Yes.”
“That Kay Harker, what you wot of,” Rat said, “if you was to saw his head off

you’d do a good deed. He’s to have a Dog give him at Christmas. That’s what.”
“He won’t bite you,” Abner said.
“Ah,” the Rat said, “I hate him, and I hate Dogs.”
“Why?”
“Acos he’s going to have a Dog give him.”
After this Rat smeared his paw across his nose and lurched off sideways to the

candle-end. He blew out the light and took the candle-end: Kay judged that he bit the
still soft tallow at the end. He moved off into the underground passage singing, with his
mouth full of tallow, a song to his one tune, “Sally in our Alley”:—

      “Now nights are cold,
      And on the wold
The wintry winds do whist-ol.
      I ride my gray
      On the high way,
To shoot ’em with my pist-ol.
 
      Now berries red
      Hang overhead,
And pale berries of mist-ol.
      It’s my delight
      To go by night
To shoot ’em with my pist-ol.”



Presently, the words died away underground. Abner took a few paces to and fro
within the ruin. Kay could hear a few muttered words: “Putting in for Captain, are
they? We’ll see. So Kay Harker is to have a Dog at Christmas. If that fool Rat would
only choose the things that interest me, instead of what interests himself, he might be
really useful. As for that intolerable child, Maria, at the house here, I wonder if she
would be useful?” He seemed to reflect for a while. “What did that fool of a Rat
mean?” he muttered. “Who is to get out of the ring by Arthur’s Camp at dawn
tomorrow? Could Cole double back from Tatchester and try it, or would it be one of the
others? Going to Seven Barrows, too; what would they hope to do there? Well, the
chances are that the Box will be on the man who tries to get out of the ring that way.
Bottler’s Down, eh? As nice a quiet place for a scrobbling as ever was made. We’ll stop
whoever it is. And, of course, it may be Cole, Box and all. I believe it will be. It
probably will be. . . .

“Rat, if it be, you shall have three rancid kippers and a haggis.
“Come now, I must telephone.”
So saying he flashed a torch on the broken stones of the floor, and walked briskly

away, passing within two yards of Kay. When he had gone, Kay slipped from his
hiding-place and returned to Seekings.

“Well,” he thought, “they always say that ‘Listeners hear no good of themselves,’
but I never thought that old Rat in the old days would want to saw my head off. And
who is going to give me a dog? I’ll find out from Ellen.

“And what a world to come home to. Abner Brown and a gang, all dressed up as
clergymen, and all after something that the Punch and Judy man has. I wonder what it
can be. The Punch and Judy man is a wizard, if ever there was one, so it’s probably
some magic thing that he carries about with him. Why should Abner say that he has
gone to Tatchester? I suppose he has heard that the Bishop asked him to come to
Tatchester. Those spies at the window might have heard that. He might have been one
of the spies himself for that matter.

“Then who are Cole Hawlings and the other two with the ‘Longways crosses’ on
their fingers?

“Well, when Caroline Louisa comes back tomorrow, I will tell her the whole story
and ask her advice.

“Now what can I get for Caroline Louisa’s Christmas present?”
By this time, he had reached Seekings. He shook the snow from him and went in.
“I say, Kay, wherever have you been?” Peter said:—“We’ve been waiting simply

ages for you, and you aren’t dressed, or anything, and we were just going to play
Pirates, and there has been a clergyman sort of chap here asking for the Punch and Judy
man.”

“What did you tell him?” Kay asked.
“Oh,” Maria said, “I told him he had gone with the Tatchester Choir.”
“So that’s how he thought that,” Kay thought to himself.
“What did he say?” Kay asked.



“I rather thought he was going on to Tatchester after him. But don’t think for a
moment that he was a clergyman. He was a burglar of the deepest dye. However, he
didn’t get much change out of us.”

“What did he want the Punch and Judy man for?” Kay asked.
“Oh, he had got some cock-and-bull story that he wanted some old versions of the

Punch and Judy play. I’ll bet that wasn’t his real reason. I’ll bet the Punch and Judy
man is a member of a gang of burglars, and this clergyman is a member of a rival
gang.”

“Oh, you’ve got gangs on the brain,” Peter said.
“If I have got gangs on the brain,” Maria said, “whose brain is right as a general

rule, may I ask? I’ve got a good deal more knowledge of life than you have, although
you are so old and so wise, and go to a public school, and have to say ‘Sir’ to the
Masters. I’d ‘Sir’ them, if it was me.”

“Well,” Kay said, “he has gone on to Tatchester, you say?”
“Yes,” Peter said. “I told him that the Bishop had engaged him to play tomorrow.”
“Come on then,” Kay said, “let’s play Pirates. I’ll go up and dress.”
“Oh, no, you won’t,” Maria said. “We’re not going to wait any longer. We’ve been

waiting simply hours, as it is. You’ve had your chance of being a pirate and you haven’t
taken it, and now you’ll be a merchantman, and you’ll be captured and tortured, and
then you’ll have to walk the plank, and Peter and I are going to be the sharks that will
eat you.”

After they had played Pirates, they had supper. After supper, they sat round the fire
and toasted chestnuts. Then, they told a chain ghost story, each telling a little piece and
passing it on to the next one. Then presently, it was time for all the children to go up to
bed. Kay and Peter were the last to go up. They got into their beds, and talked to each
other across the room about what they would do in the holidays.

It was very snug in their room, for Ellen had built up the fire. Peter had just said
that he thought he would be getting off to sleep, when Kay was thoroughly startled by
the whining cry of the wind in the chimney. Often, on snowy nights, he had heard that
cry of the wind in the chimney, but tonight there was something in the shriek that was
very awful.

“I say, Peter,” he said, “did you hear that? It was just like wolves howling.”
“Wolves are extinct,” Peter muttered, half asleep. Kay thought that he would turn

off to sleep, and was just on the brink of sleep, when the wind again howled.
“It was wolves,” Kay said. “It was what the old man said, ‘The Wolves are

Running.’ ”

Kay could not have been long asleep when he woke up feeling certain that there
was something very important to be done at King Arthur’s Camp. He rolled over,
thinking, “Well, it isn’t likely that anything is to be done there at this time of night,”
and was very soon asleep again. However, his dreams turned to King Arthur’s Camp.
He saw the place, half woke, then slept and saw it again. At this, he woke up wide



awake, convinced that he must go there at once. He sat up in bed, struck a light and lit a
candle. Peter woke up very grumpily. “What on earth are you lighting a candle for?” he
said.

“I’m going out to Arthur’s Camp,” Kay said; “will you come along?”
“Arthur’s Camp?” Peter said; “it’s miles away. Whatever are you going there for?”
“I don’t know,” Kay said, “but I feel that I’m wanted there.”
“Wanted?” Peter said. “You’re talking in your sleep. What time is it?”
“Nearly midnight,” Kay said.
“Well, who on earth would want you there at midnight?” Peter growled. “Do be

sensible; you’ll catch your death of cold. It’s probably pouring snow still.”
“It isn’t,” Kay said. “Look.” He pulled back the curtains from the window so that

Peter could see the bright moon shining on a world of deep snow. “You see, it’s stopped
snowing; it’s a lovely night now.”

“I know your lovely nights,” Peter said; “freezing like billy-o, and about a foot of
snow to slodge through.”

“It’s jolly fine being out in the snow at night,” Kay said. “You see foxes, white owls
and tawny owls.”

“I never heard such rot,” Peter said. “Do blow the light out and let a chap get to
sleep.”

Kay said, “I’ll go alone.” He had wrapped himself up in thick things; now he took
the candle and slipped downstairs. It was certainly icy cold in the hall. Some frosty
snow had driven up underneath the doors and lay gleaming on the mats. He pulled back
the bolts, took off the chain and opened. As he pulled the door back he became aware
of something scraping the snow upon the drive. Somehow he had half expected it, and
there it was:—a shining white pony, with a proud Arab head and scarlet harness and
headstall. “Mount and ride, Kay,” the little horse said, “for the Wolves are Running.”

Kay at once mounted; the horse sped over the garden with him, making no noise at
all, but flicking up snow behind him as he sped. Kay could not be sure that these flicks
of snow did not change into little white hounds.

All the town was fast asleep, there was only light in one window. Soon the houses
dropped behind, and there was the open country, looking very wild and strange under
the snow. “Of course it’s wild and strange,” he muttered; “all the buildings are away:
the two farms and the mill. Where have they gone? And those black pools . . . how did
water come there?”

While he was wondering, the horse turned off on the track to Arthur’s Camp. At
this moment, Kay heard on the wind a note which he had heard once before that night.
It was faint and far away, but it was the cry of wolves running.

At the Camp there was more strangeness. All the trees which had darkened the
Camp the day before were gone; it was now a bare hill with a kind of glare coming
from the top of it. By this glare, Kay saw that the earthen wall of the Camp was topped
with a wooden stockade, which the horse leaped.

Kay slipped off the horse and kept a tight hold of the reins while he looked about
him. Within the stockade a big fire was burning; it hissed and smoked as men put



snowy branches onto it. By the light of the fire Kay saw that the Camp was busy with
many short, broad, squat, shag-haired men and women, among whom some wizened
savage children darted or cowered. Penned in one place were some half-starved cows,
in another place some long-legged sheep. A dog or two skulked and yapped. There
were some huts and ricks, and great piles of wood for firing. Whoever these people
were, they had certainly been roused in the midnight by an attack of some sort.

In a moment Kay understood what the attack was. Somewhere down on the hill-
slopes coming towards them that cry which had so scared him now burst out with a
frenzy and nearness which made his blood run cold.

“The Wolves are Running,” he muttered. “And now here they are.”
At this instant, the little white horse shied violently, plucked the reins from Kay and

bolted. Kay saw the people running towards the stockade. The moon had come from
her cloud and was shining brightly.

“Of course,” Kay said, “this is only a dream. I shall wake up presently. . . . But, no,”
he added, “no, it isn’t a dream. They are wolves, and here they are at the pale.”

Just three feet from him, a big wolf leaped to the stockade and almost scrambled to
the top. A man struck at it with a kind of adze, and missed it, Kay thought, but the
fierce head fell back. As he fell back, there was a worrying, yapping snarl, as the rest of
the pack came over the palisade in a body behind Kay. All rushed to meet them,
flinging stones and lighted logs, shouting and striking. Kay rushed with them. Three
wolves had got over, all the cattle and sheep were stampeding in the pens. There were
the three wolves all hackled and bristled, snarling and slavering. Stones and burning
embers fell all about them and hit them, they flinched and dripped and snarled but did
not give way. Some men ran up and struck at them with spears and adzes; they gave
way then and leaped easily back over the paling, to their fellows. In another instant, the
pack was over the stockade in the darkest of the Camp. “They’re over again,” Kay
cried. It was plain that they were over, for the cattle and sheep now cried out in terror
and again stampeded, this time in such force that they broke their pens and scattered.
The men shouted, and ran at the wolves. A woman thrust a great piece of gorse into the
fire, lit it, and ran with it blazing. Kay seized another piece of gorse and did the same.
A terrified little cow charging past him upset him. When he was again on his feet he
saw that one of the sheep had been bitten, not too badly, and that the wolves were
driven off. One wolf in scrambling back had had his backbone hacked through with an
axe: another was being finished with spears. Three or four women had lighted gorse:
for the moment the glare was too much for the wolves; they drew away; but they had
not yet given up the attack. Kay could see them not far away, sometimes as green eyes
glaring, sometimes as darknesses in the snow. They were waiting for the fires to die
down, getting their breath, laying their plans, and licking their knocks and singes. Kay
wondered how he was to get home to Seekings with the wolves in the fields. “They
always said there aren’t any wolves,” he muttered, “but there could easily be wolves in
places like Chester Hills, and now, in this wild winter, out they come.”

The men now drove the stock to a space all lit and cornered by fire. Great flakes of
fire floated away into the wind, as the dead leaves took flame: blots of snow fell hissing
among the embers; the cattle flinched at both.



Kay had been reading a few days before that wolves are creatures of extraordinary
cunning. Presently, he noticed that all the pack had shifted away from the palisade. The
cattle inside the enclosure became quieter. The men and women put out the flares
which they were burning. There was a general slackening of the tension. Then,
suddenly, from the darkest point of the Camp, there came a howl and the noise of
rushing bodies. The pack was over the stockade and into the Camp, and the cattle were
stampeding, and the people shouting and lighting flares, and flinging weapons and
burning embers again. Kay said to himself, “This is the real attack. The others were
only just feints to find out how the land lay.” Two enormous wolves, with red eyes and
gleaming teeth, rushed directly at himself.

He felt himself plucked by the arm. There was the little old Punch and Judy man,
but no longer dressed like a Punch and Judy man: he was wearing a white stuff that
shone. “You come here beside me, Master Kay,” he said. “Don’t you bother about those
things: you only see them because I’m here. But it is like old times to me, Master Kay,
to see this. I’ve had fine times in winter nights, when the wolves were after the stock.
Many times we would stand to, like this, almost till daylight. And, then, the thing to do
is to follow them, Master Kay, and never to let up till you’ve caught them; for the
wolves lose heart, and they’re not half what you’d think they’d be when you see them
like this.

“But, I hoped that you would come, Master Kay, because other wolves are running.
They’re running after me, and they’re running me very close. It’s not me they want, it’s
my Box of Delights that you caught sight of at the inn. If I hand that to you, Master
Kay, will you keep it for me, so that they don’t get it?”

“Of course,” Kay said, “I’ll keep anything for you that you want kept, but, if you
are in danger from anybody, go to the magistrates; they’ll defend you.”

“Ah,” he said, “the magistrates don’t heed the kind of wolf that’s after me. This,
Master Kay, is the little Box, and there are three things I must tell you about it: you
open it like this; if you push this to the right you can go small; if you press it to the left
you can go swift. I’ve not had this long, Master Kay; it is Master Arnold’s, not mine;
and though I’ve sought for him and called him, I have not found nor been heard. He’s
gone a long way back, Master Arnold has.

“If I had time, Master Kay, I might best the wolves. But they run me close, with this
New Magic, which I can’t guard myself against. Going swift and going small will save
you, you’ll find; you’re young. But they won’t save me, Master Kay, not any more, for
I’m old now, and only know the Old Magic. Now, will you keep this for me till I’m
able to claim it, if I ever may be able, or till old Master Arnold can come back for it?”

“I will indeed,” Kay said.
“And, if they put me to an end, Master Kay, as perhaps they will, then you are to

keep it till old Master Arnold comes; but above all things, keep it from coming to them.
Will you do that?”

“If I possibly can, I will, of course. But who is this Master Arnold and how shall I
know him?” Kay said.

“You’ll know him if he comes,” the old man answered, “for he’ll come right out of
the Old Time.



“Now, one other thing. If you and your friend, Master Peter, would come out this
way towards dawn, you may see what comes to me. And now, good fortune, Master
Kay, and I hope that I’ll come back for this Box of Delights before so very long and
give it to Master Arnold in person.” He handed Kay the little black, shiny box. Kay had
seen one or two of the old men in the village with tobacco boxes that looked like it.
“Put it in your inner pocket,” the old man said.

He was about to put it into his pocket, when somebody thrust a big gorse bush into
the fire. It flared up with a blaze and crackle. Instantly, the cattle and the tribesmen had
disappeared. Kay seemed to be alone in a glare of light, surrounded by a ring of wolves
all snarling at him and glaring with red eyes.

“Never heed them,” the little old man’s voice said from far away. “Press it to the
left and go swift.”

He had the box in his breast pocket with his hand still upon it. He pressed the catch
to the left, and in a flash, he was plucked up into the air away from the wolves and the
hill-side, and there he was, rather out of breath, in his bed at Seekings, with Peter
sitting up in the bed opposite, saying, “I say, Kay, what are you doing? Haven’t you
gone yet? What’s the time?”

“Quarter-to-one,” Kay said.
“Uh,” said Peter with a growl, rolling over.
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K�� put the little box under his pillow, and was soon asleep again. He dreamed of
wolves padding on the snow after the Punch and Judy man. At six o’clock he woke
again, and heard the bells chiming for the hour. What with the moonlight and the snow-
blink, there was light enough in the room for him to see the Box with its old, worn,
shiny, shagreen cover, and magic knob upon it. “He said I must go out towards the
Camp at dawn with Peter,” he muttered. “I must do that.” He waited for another twenty
minutes, and then called to Peter: “I say, Peter, wake up. Let’s go out and explore.”

“Explore what?” Peter growled. “What d’you expect to find—mushrooms, may I
ask?”

“Oh, don’t come if you’d rather not,” Kay said, “but it’s always rather fun being out
in the fresh snow, and seeing all the animals’ tracks.”

“But to get up before it’s light on the first day of the holidays—I think it’s the
purple pim!” Peter said.

“Oh, get up, Peter,” Kay said. “We can forage in the larder. We can get heavenly
breakfast foraging in the larder, then a real breakfast when we come in.”

“Oh, all right,” Peter said. So up they got.
They went down into the larder, and got themselves ham and bread, which they

spread with blobs of butter. Then, each had a big mince-pie, and a long drink from a
cream pan.

Before they set out together, Kay looked at the little black box in his inner pocket.
“I won’t examine this till I come back,” he thought, “when I can be sure of being alone.
Now we must hurry, to see what comes to him . . . if it isn’t all an absurd dream.”

They went out into the white world of the snow, and took the road to Arthur’s
Camp. Nobody was about yet: a few upper windows showed lights, a few chimneys
smoked. The way looked very different from what it had been when he had ridden it at
midnight. The buildings were back in their places and the lakes of water were gone. By
the short cuts, it is only twenty minutes’ walk to Arthur’s Camp.



At the Camp, the wood (with its yew-trees) was again in its place. All bracken and
brambles were prone under the snow; there was no close cover left. There were no
wolf-tracks in the snow under the ramparts where the wolves had run: there were many
rabbit-tracks. Now that it was beginning to be light, the boys found some fox-tracks
and the tiny neat imprint of what they judged to be rats’ feet.

Kay was soon at the very place where he had stood within the stockade, when the
fires had burned and the beasts had stampeded. That was the place, with Oxhill dead in
front and Broadbarrow, or Gibbet Hill, square to the right; the bearings proved it.
Where the old man had spoken to him must have been a little to the left. Three great
yew-trees grew there now close together, all very old. Kay moved towards them. In the
space between them, which must have been the spot where the old man had given him
the Box, someone had scuffled aside the snow, and had camped for the night, wrapped
in a woven stuff which had printed its texture on the snow: it must have been a coarse
woollen. The strange thing was, that no footprints led to the place, although footprints
led away from it.

“Someone’s been here for the night,” Peter said. “Look out for creepy-crawlies.”
“No footprints to show where he came from,” Kay said.
“He must have come before the snow,” Peter said. “Let’s follow to see where he

goes. What a night to have been out in.”
“Snow’s said to be warm, if you get really into it,” Kay said. “But I dare say that’s

one of the things they say.”
They followed the footprints, which were those of a man about the size of Cole

Hawlings. “But I don’t think it can be Cole,” Kay thought, “because there are no tracks
of a Barney Dog: and he must have had Barney with him. But then, Rat said that the
Lady was going to take the dog. Of course, she has him.”

The tracks led on over the Camp wall, across the ditch, and presently out of the
wood onto the bleak upland known as Bottler’s Down. There are some spinneys on the
shoulders of Bottler, the tracks led past these, going due west. As the boys came over
one of the shoulders past a spinney edge, they sighted their quarry two hundred yards
ahead, a little old man, trudging the snow, bent under a green-baize-covered bale. He
was near the spinney called Rider’s Wood.

At that instant four men darted out of Rider’s Wood and ran at the old man, who
dropped his bundle. One of the men had something that flew up: Kay gasped, as he
thought it was a club, but it seemed to be a sack or bag, which came down over the old
man’s head. A second man in the same instant lashed rope round the old man’s arms
and legs. In five seconds they had the old man trussed up and lifted. Three of them
hurried with him to the other side of the spinney; the fourth man followed with the
bundle. The boys were too startled to cry out or to do anything: they stood spell-bound.

There came the roar of an engine from beyond Rider’s Wood. “That’s an
aeroplane,” Kay said. They heard confused noises and the slamming-to of a door. The
roaring of the engine became much louder and an aeroplane lurched into sight past the
covert-end, going across the snow to take off into the wind. “It will stick in the snow,”
Kay said, “and then they’ll have to leave him.” However, it didn’t stick in the snow. It
lifted after a short run, and at once lifted higher and higher, with great lolloping leaps.



Now that it was in the air it was silent, of a grey colour and swifter in going and
climbing than any he had seen. It had almost no wings and was in the clouds in no time
(going north-west Kay judged).

“Well, they scrobbled the old man,” Peter said.
“Come along, Peter,” Kay said, “we must go to see what tracks those people have

left.”
“I say,” Peter said. “I am glad I came out with you. I never thought I should see a

gang scrobble an old man and carry him off in an aeroplane.”
“It’s very lucky,” Kay said, “that we’ve got the snow. All the tracks will be as clear

as print. Don’t let’s run, and keep well to the side of the old man’s tracks so as not to
obscure them, and let’s get it absolutely clear so that we can tell the Police: two men in
white ran out, then two others, and there must have been another man in the aeroplane.”

“There were four who did the attack,” Peter said, “and the first one, who had a bag,
was the tallest of the four, and they’d all got something over their faces.”

They came to the scene of the kidnapping and then went into the copse to see where
the gangsters had lain in wait.

They had been in the spinney some little time and had scuffled out their tracks: they
had been resting in a yew clump among some tumbled stones clear of the snow. They
had not smoked during their wait: there were no cigarette-ends, no matches, no tobacco
ash. They had scuffled out their foot tracks from the aeroplane, but, of course, the
tracks to the aeroplane were plain. All that they could see was that there were four men
of different sizes, one a good deal bigger than the other three, and that all were wearing
new rubber goloshes or rubber boots. The tracks of the aeroplane told the boys nothing:
it had run on its wheels to a level strip near the spinney on a part of the down kept clear
of snow by the wind.

“Well, that’s that,” Kay said. “They’ve got him, and they’ve got away with him, and
I’m pretty sure it was our Punch and Judy man.”

“It looked jolly like him,” Peter said. “Well, we’d better go back and tell the
Police.”

They made a last examination where the aeroplane had rested, but there were no
clues but a few spots of black oil. They took the short cuts home and called at the
Police Station.

The big red-faced Inspector was an old friend of Kay’s. He understood rabbits and
was a clever amateur conjurer. Kay had always thought that there was a lot of sense in
him. Kay told his story; Peter backed him up.

“Ah, indeed,” the Inspector said: “that was those young officers from the aerodrome
having a bit of a frolic.”

“It wasn’t like a frolic,” Kay said; and Peter said, “And they weren’t in uniform,
and it wasn’t a government aeroplane.” “And then,” Kay said, “it was such a lonely
place and such a time in the morning.”

“And what were you doing in that lonely place at that time in the morning, Master
Kay?” the Inspector said. “I hope you young gentlemen weren’t trespassing in pursuit
of game.”



“No, of course we weren’t. We were out looking at the tracks of the animals in the
snow.”

“Ha,” the Inspector said. “Now, did this old man struggle at all or cry out?”
“He didn’t have a chance to,” Kay said.
“Did he see you or did the other people see you?”
“No, they couldn’t,” Kay said, “from where they were.”
“And, did you shout or try to raise an alarm?” the Inspector asked.
“I’m afraid we didn’t,” Kay said. “We were just spell-bound, and it all happened in

an instant. They ran out, scrobbled him up, put him into the aeroplane and away they
went.”

“Well,” the Inspector said, “it sounds like the aerodrome to me: those young
fellows, Master Kay, serving their country and away from the civilising influence of
their mothers, just full of spirits, the spit of what I was myself when I was a young man.
It was a Christmas gambol and a bit of what you call ‘ragging.’ And you see, Master
Harker, the Law isn’t like ordinary things: sometimes the Law has to put its foot down,
sometimes it has to shut its eyes. And the Law, Master Kay, makes much of what is
called ‘motive’: what’s prank when meant as prank may become felony when meant as
felony, and what you saw seems to me to be no more than prank.

“But all the same, I am obliged to you, Master Harker. We in the Law are always
glad of evidence, first-hand evidence, from one who knows what’s what. I’ll keep my
eyes and ears open, Master Kay, for anything out Bottler’s Down way, but nothing’s
come in yet: no job for the Law has been done out Bottler’s Down way. But we in the
Law keep our eyes open as well as our ears. I’ll ask what aeroplanes were out that way
this morning.

“And you were a matter of two hundred yards from the scene of this fracas,” the
Inspector said, “and you didn’t recognise any of the parties?”

“Well,” Kay said, “we both think, and are almost sure, that the man was the Punch
and Judy man who was at Seekings House last night from half-past five to half-past six.
He was stopping yesterday at the Drop of Dew and his name was Cole Hollings or Cole
Hawlings.”

At this moment the telephone bell rang. The Inspector lifted the receiver. “Yes,” he
said, “Condicote seven thousand. What is it?” Someone talked to him for a minute or
two. “Now that,” the Inspector said, putting down the receiver, “that’s what we call in
the Law a coincidence. That was our officer at Tatchester asking about your Punch and
Judy man, Cole Hollings or Hawlings. The man is at Tatchester now and the Police are
asking ‘Is he a fit kind of man to give a public performance at the Bishop’s Palace this
very night as ever is?’ ”

“And he’s at Tatchester now?” Kay asked.
“Yes,” the Inspector said, “at the Police Station, showing his licence. You heard me

ask ‘Is he all right?’: they said ‘Yes.’ You heard me ask ‘Does he make any
complaints?’: they said ‘No.’ So if he was the man you saw, Master Harker, he can’t be
much the worse, even if they did put him in the aeroplane. Now is he, Master Harker, a
kind of man to perform before a Bishop and other holy men?”



“He’s simply wonderful,” Kay said.
The Inspector took up the receiver and spoke again. “I have every reason to

suppose,” he said, “from information received, that the man is a good performer and
can be trusted not to disappoint nor yet to shock the company. By the way, is the man
there?”

He listened and then said, “Just bring him to the telephone. There’s a young
gentleman would like to know something. Hallo. Hallo. Is that Mr. Hawlings? Are you
any the worse for being in the aeroplane?

(‘No,’ he says, ‘none the worse, sir.’)
“Mr. Hawlings, who was it put you in the aeroplane?
(He says some young friends, with more fun than sense.)
“And what brought you out Bottler’s Down way in the snow, Mr. Hawlings?
(He says it was the only flat bit where he could meet the aeroplane.)
“Now here’s a young friend wants to ask how you are.”
The Inspector handed over the receiver to Kay.
“Is that you, Mr. Hollings?” Kay asked. “I rang you up to ask how you are . . . if

you’re any the worse for the wolves or the aeroplane?”
The telephone was full of crackles and buzzes. A female voice said, “Pottington-

Two-Five, please.” A distant man’s voice said, “Give up the strychnine and go on with
the belladonna”; then from far away an old man’s voice said, “No, none the worse, I
thank you: all the better.”

“You are really Mr. Hollings?” Kay asked, “that found my ticket and was scrobbled
into the aeroplane?”

“Really, truly he,” the voice answered. “And you’re the young gentleman?”
“Yes,” Kay said.
“Good-bye, my young Master,” the voice said. Kay hung up the receiver.
“So that’s that,” the Inspector said. “That’s how Science helps the Law. You thought

your friend was scrobbled. Now by Science and the Law you hear from his own lips
that all is well.”

Somehow Kay wondered if all was well. The telephone was working badly and the
voice was like the old man’s voice, but still, somehow he felt uneasy.

“I’m very glad,” Kay said, “that the man is safe. Please forgive us for taking up so
much of your time.”

“A public man’s time is the public’s,” the Inspector said. “It’s my duty, as a public
man, to listen to all and sundry at all times. Sometimes the Law has to shut its eyes,
sometimes there isn’t enough for the Law to go upon, sometimes the Law intervenes;
but at all times, I say, let the Law in, Master Harker. Any tale that’s first-hand evidence,
you bring it to the Law, and, depend upon it, Master Kay, murder will out. However
dark the deed, Master Kay, we bloodhounds of the Law, as they call us, will bring it
into the limelight.”

Kay thanked him again, then they talked for a moment of brighter topics—rabbits,
simple conjuring tricks, blue Persian cats, the Condicote Rugby Team, etc.—then they



both shook hands with the Inspector and wished him a very happy Christmas and New
Year, and then they went home to breakfast, for which they were a little late.

Just before they clambered over the garden fence of Seekings a puff of air came
upon Kay’s face, which made him look up at the sky. It had been bright clearing
weather at dawn; now it was clouding over from the west on a muggy windless air. A
weeping thaw had set in. As he entered the house there came the slip and splosh of
snow dropping from the roofs. “There’s a thaw,” he said. “We shan’t get very far with
that snow-man we were going to build.”

Before he went to breakfast, Kay tried to telephone Caroline Louisa, to ask how her
brother was. Unfortunately, the line was out of order, owing to the snow. They said that
the men were doing their best, but couldn’t promise anything; they hoped to have the
line ready during the day. The post had not come: that, however, was due to Christmas,
not to the snow.

All through breakfast, the snow fell from roofs and trees, slither, slither, splosh.
When they went into the field to set about their snow-man they found the snow rapidly
becoming too slushy: they were soon working in slush.

“We’d better stop,” Jemima said. “We shall be wet through. He’ll never look up to
much.”

“We’ll give him a sort of a head,” Kay said. They did this. Maria topped it with an
old top hat that had lost its crown, Susan put in some dark stones for the eyes, and Peter
added a clay pipe. Then they flung some sploshy snow-balls at him.

Ellen called to them from the door: “If you please,” she said, “you’re not to get wet
through.”

“Oh, by the way, Ellen,” Kay shouted, “have you had any telephone message?”
“No, the telephone isn’t working,” Ellen said.
“Are they doing their best?” Peter called.
“Oh, Miss Susan,” Ellen said, “you are naughty to go and get yourself wet through

like this; and you, Miss Jemima. Miss Maria, your things will be ruined.”
“Jolly good job,” Maria said.
“No, Miss Maria,” Ellen said, “it isn’t a good job, and you know that it isn’t; and

you ought not to say such things. To be wet through in the cold is the way to take your
Death. Come along now, like a good little girl. Come along in now; no nonsense. You
must change all your things.” She shepherded the girls to the door, and then
remembered the boys:—“And you, Master Kay, you are wet through too,” she said.

“Oh, come on, Peter,” Kay said. “Let’s get out of this. There’s too much discipline
here altogether.”

They slipped over the fence in spite of Ellen’s calls. “What shall we do now?” Peter
said.

“Shall we go out again to Arthur’s Camp?”
“But you’ve been there once this morning.”
“I know, but I don’t think we’ve heard the last of that aeroplane . . . I can’t help

thinking we shall find out some more or hear some more, if we go out. And we might
try tracking the foxes down. It’s only a mile.”



“Well, all right,” Peter said.
Though the thaw was now streaming, they found their own tracks and those of the

little old man. Besides these were the tracks of two other men.
“You see, two men have been along here since we were here,” Kay said, “and they

are not country men, for they didn’t wear nailed boots.”
“One of them was smoking a cigarette,” Peter said: “see the ash. There’s the

cigarette-butt—Egyptian.”
“What on earth have they been doing here, sweeping the snow aside?” Kay said. “I

wonder why they’ve done that?”
“Oh,” Peter said, “these bird enthusiasts are always doing things like that to let the

birds get at the worms.”
“That’s a bright idea,” Kay said. They went on, noticing that here and there the

snow had been carefully swept aside. As they were now trackers on a trail, they went
cautiously. When they came in sight of the spot where the old man had been set upon,
they saw two men sweeping the snow with a sort of hard handbrush.

“Keep under cover, Peter,” Kay said. “There are your bird enthusiasts. The plot
thickens. I see it all. They scrobbled that old man thinking that he’d got something
which they wanted. They released the old man when they found he hadn’t got it. Now
they think that he’s dropped it in the snow and they are looking for it. They won’t find
it in this slush, I’ll bet. What d’you make of the two men?”

“They look like two curates to me,” Peter said.
“They’re the two who were in the train with me yesterday, and I’ve a very shrewd

suspicion that they picked my pockets.”
“You think that curates’ clothes are a disguise?”
“Yes.”
“Golly!” Peter said. “Well, let’s watch.”
Presently, the two men wearied of their search and decided that it was no good

searching longer. They went off down the hill. With some little trouble, the boys
followed, unobserved (as they hoped). The two curates went downhill to the road,
where a big, dark, shabby car was waiting for them: they got into the car and drove off.
They went, as Kay noticed, in a north-westerly direction. Presently, as he chanced to
look in that direction, he saw some bright, moving speck in the sky, which he judged to
be an aeroplane.

“I wonder,” he thought to himself, “if that motor-car could turn into an aeroplane.”
“I wonder what it was,” Peter said, “I wonder what it was that the men were hoping

to find?”
Kay knew very well what it was that they were hoping to find, but he did not feel

that he had a right to say.
“Oh, these gangs,” he said airily, “they always try to get each other’s codes and

passwords.”
“I shouldn’t think they’d bother about those,” Peter said. “They could always

torture a prisoner till he told them all the passwords. I should think they were rival



gangs of jewel thieves, after the same diamond necklace, and one of the gangs has got
it and is trying to get it out of the country, and the other gang is trying to waylay it.”

“That’s an idea,” Kay said. He was afraid that that might be the explanation. “When
I get in,” he thought, “I will hide, and look at this Box. If it is a diamond necklace I’ll
take it straight to the Police Inspector.” They went home.

Now, at last, Kay felt that he was free to look at the Box of Delights. He went up to
his bedroom. He was very anxious not to be spied upon, and, remembering how those
three spies had been peering in at the window the night before, and how the repulsive
Rat had crept about in the secret passages finding out all sorts of things, he was not sure
that he could guard himself from being seen. His bedroom had two doors in it opening
on to different landings. He locked both doors and hung caps over the keyholes: he
looked under the beds. Then, as in the past, when he had wished to hide from his
governess, he crept under the valance of his dressing-table: no one could possibly see
him there.

The Box was of some very hard wood of a dense grain. It had been covered with
shagreen, but the shagreen was black with age and sometimes worn away so as to show
the wood beneath. Both wood and shagreen had been polished until they were as
smooth as a polished metal. On the side of it there was a little counter-sunk groove, in
the midst of which was a knob. “I press this to open,” he repeated. “If I push it to the
right I can go small, whatever that may mean. If I push it to the left I can go swift, and
that I’ve tried. I do want to see what’s inside it. I wonder, is this wood that it’s made of
lignum-vitæ wood?”

“It’s the wood the Phœnix builds in,” the Box said.
“Is it really?” Kay said. “No wonder it smells like spice.”
Then he saw that the groove was inlaid with gold and that the golden knob within

the groove had been carven into the image of a rose-bud, which was extraordinarily
fragrant. “I say,” Kay said to himself, “this is a wonderful Box. Now I’ll open it.”

He pressed the tiny, golden rose-bud and, at once, from within the box, there came a
tiny crying of birds. As he listened he heard the stockdove brooding, the cuckoo tolling,
blackbirds, thrushes, and nightingale singing. Then a far-away cock crowed thrice and
the Box slowly opened. Inside he saw what he took to be a book, the leaves of which
were all chased and worked with multitudinous figures, and the effect that it gave him
was that of staring into an opening in a wood. It was lit from within; multitudinous, tiny
things were shifting there. Then he saw that the things which were falling were the
petals of may-blossom from giant hawthorn trees covered with flowers. The hawthorns
stood on each side of the entrance to the forest, which was dark from the great trees yet
dappled with light. Now, as he looked into it, he saw deer glide with alert ears, then a
fox, motionless at his earth, a rabbit moving to new pasture and nibbling at a dandelion,
and the snouts of the moles breaking the wet earth. All the forest was full of life: all the
birds were singing, insects were humming, dragon-flies darting, butterflies wavering
and settling. It was so clear that he could see the flies on the leaves brushing their heads
and wings with their legs. “It’s all alive and it’s full of summer. There are all the birds
singing: there’s a linnet; bullfinch; a robin; that’s a little wren.” Others were singing



too: different kinds of tits; the woodpecker was drilling; the chiffchaff repeating his
name; the yellow-hammer and garden-warbler were singing, and overhead, as the bird
went swiftly past, came the sad, laughing cry of the curlew. While he gazed into the
heart of summer and listened to the murmur and the singing, he heard another noise
like the tinkling of little bells. As he wondered what these bells could be he decided
that they were not bells, but a tinkling like the cry of many little long-tailed tits
together. “Where did I hear that noise before quite recently?” Kay said to himself. It
was not the noise of long-tailed tits: it was the noise of little chains chinking. He
remembered that strange rider who had passed him in the street the day before. That
rider, who seemed to have little silver chains dangling from his wrists, had jingled so.
“Oh,” Kay said, as he looked, “there’s someone wonderful coming.”

At first he thought that the figure was one of those giant red deer, long since
extinct: it bore enormous antlers. Then he saw that it was a great man, antlered at the
brow, dressed in deerskin and moving with the silent, slow grace of a stag; and,
although he was so like a stag, he was hung about with little silver chains and bells.

Kay knew at once that this was Herne the Hunter, of whom he had often heard.
“Ha, Kay,” Herne the Hunter said, “are you coming into my wild wood?”

“Yes, if you please, sir,” Kay said. Herne stretched out his hand. Kay took it and at
once he was glad that he had taken it, for there he was in the forest between the two
hawthorn trees, with the petals of the may-blossom falling on him. All the may-
blossoms that fell were talking to him, and he was aware of what all the creatures of the
forest were saying to each other: what the birds were singing, and what it was that the
flowers and trees were thinking. And he realised that the forest went on and on for ever,
and all of it was full of life beyond anything that he had ever imagined: for in the trees,
in each leaf, and on every twig, and in every inch of soil there were ants, grubs, worms;
little, tiny, moving things, incredibly small yet all thrilling with life.

“Oh dear,” Kay said, “I shall never know a hundredth part of all the things there are
to know.”

“You will, if you stay with me,” Herne the Hunter said. “Would you like to be a
stag with me in the wild wood?”

Now, next to being a jockey, Kay had longed to be a young stag. Now he realised
that he had become one. He was there in the green wood beside a giant stag, so
screened with the boughs that they were a part of a dappled pattern of light and shade,
and the news of the wood came to him in scents upon the wind.

Presently the giant stag gave a signal. They moved off out of the green wood into a
rolling grass-land, where some fox cubs were playing with a vixen. They passed these
and presently came down to a pool, where some moor-hens were cocking about in the
water; a crested grebe kept a fierce eye upon them. They went out into the water. It was
lovely, Kay thought, to feel the water cool upon the feet after running, and to be able to
go paddling, although it had been winter only a minute before. “And it’s lovely, too,”
he thought, “to have hard feet and not get sharp bits of twig into one’s soles.” They
moved through the water towards some reeds. Looking through the stalks of the reeds
Kay saw that there were a multitude of wild duck. “Would you like to be a wild duck,
Kay?” Herne asked.



Now, next to being a jockey and a stag, Kay had longed to be a wild duck, and, at
once, with a great clatter of feathers, the wild duck rose more and more and more,
going high up, and, oh joy! Herne and Kay were with them, flying on wings of their
own and Kay could just see that his neck was glinting green. There was the pool, blue
as a piece of sky below them, and the sky above brighter than he had ever seen it.

They flew higher and higher in great sweeps, and, presently, they saw the sea like
the dark blue on a map. Then they made a sweeping circle and there was the pool once
more, blue like the sky. “Now for the plunge,” Herne cried, and instantly they were
surging down swiftly and still more swiftly, and the pool was rushing up at them, and
they all went skimming into it with a long, scuttering, rippling splash. And there they
all were paddling together, happy to be in water again.

“How beautiful the water is,” Kay said. Indeed it was beautiful, clear hill-water,
with little fish darting this way and that and the weeds waving, and sometimes he saw
that the waving weeds were really fish. “Would you like to be a fish, Kay?” Herne
asked.

And, next to being a jockey, a stag and a wild duck, Kay had always longed to be a
fish. And then, instantly, Kay was a fish. He and Herne were there in the coolness and
dimness, wavering as the water wavered, and feeling a cold spring gurgling up just
underneath them and tickling their tummies.

While Kay was enjoying the water Herne asked, “Did you see the wolves in the
wood?”

“No,” Kay said.
“Well, they were there,” Herne said; “that was why I moved. Did you see the hawks

in the air?”
“No,” Kay said.
“Well, they were there,” Herne said; “and that was why I plunged. And d’you see

the pike in the weeds?”
“No,” Kay said.
“He is there,” Herne said. “Look.”
Looking ahead up the stream Kay saw a darkness of weeds wavering in the water,

and presently a part of the darkness wavered into a shape with eyes that gleamed and
hooky teeth that showed. Kay saw that the eyes were fixed upon himself and suddenly
the dark shadow leaped swiftly forward with a swirl of water. But Kay and Herne were
out of the water. They were trotting happily together over the grass towards the forest;
Herne a giant figure with the antlers of the red stag and himself a little figure with little
budding antlers. And so they went trotting together into the forest to a great ruined oak-
tree, so old that all within was hollow, though the great shell still put forth twigs and
leaves.

Somehow, the figure of Herne, which had been so stag-like, became like the oak-
tree and merged into the oak-tree till Kay could see nothing but the tree. What had been
Herne’s antlers were now a few old branches and what had seemed silver chains
dangling from Herne’s wrists were now the leaves rustling. Then the oak-tree faded and
grew smaller till it was a dark point in a sunny glade. The glade shrank and there was
Kay standing between the two hawthorn trees, which were shedding their blossoms



upon him. Then these shrank till they were as tiny as the works of a watch and then
Kay was himself again under the valance in his room at Seekings looking at the first
page in the Book of Delights contained within the Box. “My goodness,” Kay said, “no
wonder the old man treasured this Box and called it a Box of Delights. Now, I wonder,”
he said, “how long I have been in that fairyland with Herne the Hunter?” He looked at
his watch and found that he had been away only two minutes. It was now ten minutes
to eleven. “My goodness,” Kay said, “all that took only two minutes.”
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H� was just wondering whether he should hide the Box in his secret locker, when he
remembered that Abner had told the Rat to report to him at eleven at the usual place. “I
wonder,” Kay thought, “if I could possibly be present when he reports.”

He took the Box of Delights in his hand and muttered, “If I push this to the right I
can go small, and if I push it to the left I can go swift.” He pushed the knob to the right
and instantly found himself dwindling and dwindling, while the furniture in his room
grew vaster and vaster, and there beside him, just beyond the edge of the carpet, was a
little hole between two boards in the flooring. A mouse had once lived in the hole but
had long since gone, and once Kay had dropped a sixpence there and had fished for it
in vain with a boot-lace smeared with cobbler’s wax. He could see it shining there still
now. Without any hesitation he slipped himself down the crack and picked up the
sixpence, which was now bigger than his head and much too big to go into any of his
pockets. The wonderful thing was that down there, where the mouse had lived, was a
most charming corridor all as bright as day. It ran on and opened into a great space
which had once been, as Kay knew, a secret hiding-place made by his great-
grandfather. This was now laid out as a mouse’s recreation ground. There was a little
tennis-court, and a charming bowling-green and a little, tiny red pole hung about with
ropes for the giant-stride. Then, in one corner, a part had been specially polished and a
mouse was roller-skating here.



“Hullo, Kay,” the Mouse said.
“I say,” Kay said, “you know these underground places. Could I get to the Prince

Rupert’s Arms underground?”
“Why yes,” the Mouse said, “but, of course, it’s a bit of what you might call a

peradventure, getting to the Rupert’s Arms. Parts of the way there are some very terrible
fellows that lie in wait.”

“D’you mean cats and dogs?” Kay asked.
“Oh, no, no,” said the Mouse, “but a party that has only come here lately. Of

course,” he said, sinking his voice, “I don’t say anything against them. They’re awfully
nice fellows and good citizens and all that, but they’ve been away a lot. They’ve got
foreign ways that take some getting into.”

“But, who are they?” Kay said.
“The chap who used to be cellarman here,” the Mouse said: “I won’t mention

names. He went away. He said he went as marine cellarman, but, if you ask me, he was
on the Spanish Main under the skull and crossbones. But, come along, Kay: I can fit
you out with weapons.”

He led Kay along a little passage and unlocked a door labelled “Armoury.”
Inside the armoury were some little light suits of chain mail. The Mouse pitched

one over to Kay and took one for himself.
“You see, these will do for the body,” the Mouse said. “That is, they will do up to a

point. I expect you’d like a sword or something.”
He opened a cupboard in which there were some long shining rapiers made out of

bodkins and darning needles. Someone had put them on to a whetstone and had given
them edge and point.

“You see, these are very good,” the Mouse said, “if you have time to use them; but
the things that go for us are so sudden. And remember, when I put my finger to my lips
that’ll mean that we are at the danger point?”

“Tell me, before we start,” Kay said, “what is the danger point?”
“Well,” the Mouse said, sinking his voice, “when that one whom we named came

home from the Spanish Main, he did not come alone; no; he brought Benito’s crew with
him, the Wolves of the Gulf they call themselves: and they’re all there, drinking rum
and plotting devilry. They’ve brought a reign of terror into what we call the
Underworld. Oh, terrible things go on; every night.”

“Whereabouts are they usually?” Kay asked.
“The worst place is about two-thirds of the way there,” the Mouse said, “in the old

Powdering Cellar under William’s Vintry. We shall have to go right past it.”
“Lead on, Macduff,” Kay said. “If the worst comes to worst, take my hand, for I

think we shall be able to diddle them.” He thought that by pressing the knob on the Box
he might be able “to go swift” past any danger to which they came.

“Now the best way is this way,” the Mouse said.
Presently they reached the end of the Seekings cellar. Kay saw the barrels of cider

and perry which they made in the orchard every year. The Mouse unlocked a little door



out of the cellar into an underground passage. Someone had started digging under the
door here. There was a mass of earth and rock and a pile of pickaxes.

“You see there,” the Mouse said: “those pickaxes. Those Wolves of the Gulf that I
told you of were up here last night. They were going to break into Seekings—you can
see how they dug—but then that one you named came up and said: ‘I’ll take you into
Seekings by another way any time you like, but not yet,’ he said. ‘There are two cats in
Seekings,’ he said, ‘which are just Doomsday in Fur. One of them is called Nibbins and
the other is called Twiddles and they both ought to have their heads sawed off. And my
advice is: don’t break into Seekings till we’ve poisoned both of them. That’s what.’ ”

“And did they decide anything?” Kay asked.
The Mouse began to tremble violently and turned quite white.
“They did,” the Mouse said. “They are going to poison the cats. I heard the whole

plan.”
“Well, what is it?” Kay said. “Forewarned is forearmed.”
“They said,” the Mouse said, “they said, ‘First, we’ll catch that Mouse when he

comes along here and then we’ll bathe him good and rich in the ratsbane they put down
for us. Then we’ll make him run across the room the two cats sleep in. Then the cats
will pounce and eat him and then they’ll die. That’s what.’ And that’s what they’re
going to do.”

“Well, we’ll see about that,” Kay said.
“Oh, but Master Kay, Master Kay!” the Mouse said, “don’t tell them that I told

you.”
“Come now,” Kay said, “and don’t be such a funk.”
The Mouse led by all sorts of strange ways towards the Rupert’s Arms, along

corridors, down steps, across forgotten cellars, behind a skirting-board, out onto
somebody’s backstairs, down into another person’s cellar, then along an old wall and
then downstairs and downstairs again to a very damp, chilly cellar, where the floor and
walls gleamed with salt crystals and wept tears of moisture.

“This is the Powdering Cellar,” the Mouse said. “It’s here that we must look out.”
They stepped to one side from the Powdering Cellar and entered the thickness of

the wall again. As they went on they found that it was becoming much warmer and,
presently, it was hot.

“What makes it hot?” Kay whispered.
“This is near the furnace of William’s Vintry,” the Mouse whispered, “and it’s near

here that they’ve got their quarters.”
As they turned a corner, a reek of strong tobacco filled the air, there came a noise of

a chair being pushed back, glasses were pounded, a drunken voice squealed with joy
that Old Rum-Chops was going to sing. . . . The Mouse put a warning paw on Kay’s
arm. “They’re at it . . . just inside there,” he whispered.

Indeed, just beyond them, the light fell into the corridor from an open door. From
within the door there came cheers, mocking remarks of “Good Old Rum-Chops,” “Sick
him Rum-Chops,” and the pounding of hands upon a table: then a coarse voice said:

“Pray silence now, gents, for the song.”



Kay and the Mouse paused, while within the room a most unpleasant voice broke
into song. The singer may have been a little drunk, for he sometimes forgot his words
and often forgot his tune, but whenever this happened the other members of the
company cheered and pounded the table. These were the words of the song:—

“We fly a banner all of black,
With scarlet Skull and Boneses,
And every merchantman we take
We send to Davey Jones’s.

“Chorus gents, please. . . .”
And the company broke out into the chorus:

“And every merchantman we take
We send to Davey Jones’s.
Sing diddle-diddle-dol.”

The singer went on with his song:—

“To fetch the gold out of the hold
We make them shake their shankses.
Then over the side to take a dive
We make them walk the plankses.

“Chorus gents, please. . . .”
And the company shouted with drunken cheers and laughter:

“Then over the side to take a dive
We make them walk the plankses.
Sing diddle-diddle-dol.”

They were going on with this disgusting ditty, but the company seemed so
overcome by the beauty of the words and the sentiments that they all pushed back their
chairs, rose to their feet, snapped their clay pipes and started to repeat the chorus.

“Quickly, while they sing,” the Mouse whispered.
As they slipped past the open door Kay glanced in. Oh, what a terrible scene was

within! There, gathered round a table, lurching, shouting, swaying and clutching at each
other to keep their balance, were the Wolves of the Gulf, all Benito’s crew, whom the
Rat would have described as marine cellarmen. On the table round which they lurched
and carrolled were the remnants of a ham-bone without any dish, and a big bowl of rum
punch. As Kay glanced, one of the ruffians fell forward with his head into the bowl. He
splashed the rum over his head and another tried to set fire to him with a candle, but
was too unsteady in his aim. All these men wore sea-boots, rough red caps and red
aprons. No words can describe the villainy of their faces, all bronzed with tropical suns,
purple with drink, scarlet with battle and bloated from evil living.



“Sing diddle-diddle-dol,”

they cried. Then they drew their pistols and fired them at the ceiling, so that the plaster
came down with a clatter.

The Mouse plucked Kay on along the corridor. They turned a corner. There on in
front of them, at the passage end, Kay saw the familiar figure of Rat, with a younger
marine cellarman. Kay and the Mouse slipped back so as not to be seen. They heard
Rat saying:

“Now here we are at the door. Now, nephew, remember what it was I told you.
Don’t you be afraid of the gent: speak out.”

“I ain’t afraid of no gent,” the Rat’s nephew answered.
“Well, that’s what,” Rat said, and, stooping down, he knocked at a little door.
“What d’you knock for?” the nephew asked.
“To show respect to the great Abner Brown,” the Rat answered.
Kay heard Abner’s silky voice say, “Come in.” Rat and his nephew passed into the

room and shut the door behind them.
“Are we in the Rupert’s Arms?” Kay asked.
“Yes, this is the Rupert’s Arms,” the Mouse said. “If you will step up here there is a

place where you can see right into the room.”
He led Kay up a fallen wooden moulding to a ledge behind the panelling of the old

room. There was a crack in the panelling through which Kay could see. There was
Abner in a green silk quilted dressing-gown, sitting at a table. Beside him was a rather
stout, rosy-faced, but stupid-looking man whom Kay took to be the man Joe. Opposite
Joe was the foxy-faced man. Opposite Abner was a lady, whose figure and bearing
seemed familiar. She turned her head a moment to light a cigarette at a taper burning
beside her and Kay saw that it was, indeed, as he had thought, one who had been his
governess: Sylvia Daisy Pouncer, a witch.

“Come in, Rat,” Abner said. “Who have you got with you?”
“I make so bold as to present my nephew, Master Abner,” Rat said. “Make a

reverence to the gentleman.”
“What’s your nephew’s name?” Abner asked.
“Oh, he answers to any name,” Rat said; “Alf or Bert or any name. He ain’t earned

a name better’n one of those.”
“Now,” Abner said, “what will you take, Rat?”
“Well, since I’ve been marine cellarman,” Rat said, “I can’t stand the climate like

what I used. I do like a drop of rum. Not because I like it, it’s poison, but without it I
can’t stand the climate.”

“A drop of rum for Rat,” Abner said.
They gave Rat a tot of rum in a thimble. Rat wiped his lips with the back of his paw

and said, “Happy days, gents!” tossed it off and rubbed his chest. “That’s the stuff,” he
said—“poison. I can feel it doing me good all the way down.”



“Now, Alf,” the Rat said, when he judged that he would not receive any more rum,
“stand there and tell the gentlemen what you seen last night.”

Alf Rat came forward and seemed much abashed at having to speak in company.
Kay thought that he had seldom seen a more hardened young villain; he was pleased to
see the brazen face now confused, the eyes downcast, sweat starting from the brow, and
the cheeks flushing and turning white by turns.

“Speak up, Alf,” Abner said. “What does he say, Rat?”
“He says so many of you makes it worse than being tried, Mr. Abner,” Rat said.
“Well, speak for him,” Abner said.
“Honoured company,” Rat said, “my nephew, Alf, what is here, and doesn’t often

stand in such company, went faithful to orders to the Drop of Dew, by Henry
Cockfarthings, at the hour of a quarter-to-five yesterday. He was told to keep an eye on
One that you wot of, which was C.H., what keeps a Dog B. Danger of Dog my nephew
Alf was in. But he don’t flinch for that, no; he bides and looks. There is C.H. with Dog
B. Presently in come Two that you wot of, a man with chains and a woman without
chains. They talk of foreign talk. C.H. pulls out a Box thing, which they look at. He
says, ‘The Wolves have come very close.’ ‘Yes,’ nephew Alf thinks, ‘they’ve come
closer than you think.’ ”

“Oh, I know all about this, you told me this last night,” Abner said testily. “They
agreed that the only way not guarded was out by Arthur’s Camp, and that this C.H.
could get away at dawn by Arthur’s Camp; well, we waited for him at dawn at Arthur’s
Camp and got him. Tell me, Alf, when those three broke up, was the Box still in C.H.’s
possession?”

“Ah, in his pocket,” Alf said.
“It was in his pocket?”
“That’s where he put it.”
“He didn’t slip it to either of the others?”
“No, they said, ‘You keep it.’ ”
“He didn’t hide it in the Drop of Dew?”
“No,” Alf said. “He asked them if he should, but they said ‘No.’ ”
“Now listen,” Abner said. “After this, you followed this C.H. all the way to

Seekings House, never letting him out of your sight?”
“Never once he let him out of his sight,” the Rat said.
“Let your nephew answer for himself,” Abner said. “How close did you keep to

him, Alf?”
“I kept him in my sight,” Alf said.
“In spite of the Dog?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Could you see if he hid the Box on his way, or before he left the Drop of Dew?”
“He had it in his pocket; he kept tapping his pocket to make sure it was there; all

the way he tap his pocket.”
“It was snowing hard: did the snow get in your eyes?”



“No, sir.”
“You must have very odd eyes,” Abner growled.
“And you’re sure,” the man Joe said, “that on the way to Seekings he met nobody

to whom he could have given the Box?”
“I take my oath on Hamlet he didn’t,” Alf said. “Not a soul did we pass, it being all

snow, such as I never.”
At this point there was a pause. Kay saw Rat nudge his nephew, then nudge again.

At a third nudge the nephew said,
“What d’you keep nudging me for?”
“Tell the gent what I told you to tell him,” Rat said. “There was another thing, if

you please, gent, that my nephew had to tell you.”
“What thing? What is it?” Abner asked.
“It was about that Kay Harker, Master Abner,” Rat said.
“What about him?” Abner said. “Let your nephew speak for himself. What have

you got to say about this Kay Harker?”
“Well, nothing much, sir,” the nephew said, “except that he ought to have his head

sawed off.”
“What for?” Abner asked.
“Acos he’s going to have a dog give him for Christmas,” the nephew said.
“You infernal young lout!” Abner said. “What d’you mean, Rat, by bringing your

nephew here to repeat your folly to me? Get out, the two of you! Get back to your
sewer and have a bath. You’ve got to bring someone, Nine; show these dolts out as you
go. No, not by the way they came. I won’t have them listening behind the skirting-
board. Kick them both out of the back door.”

Joe and the foxy-faced man, who seemed to be “Nine,” took the two rats out
through the inn.

“Two infernal fools!” Abner said. “They don’t seem to have a very high opinion of
your ancient pupil, my dear,” he said, turning to the lady.

“I don’t wonder,” Sylvia Daisy Pouncer said placidly. “He was a child for whom I
had the utmost detestation and contempt: a thoroughly morbid, dreamy, idle muff with
a low instinct for the turf, which will be his undoing later in life.”

“Well, now,” Abner said, “the question resolves itself into this: what did that man
do with the Box when those fellows let him get past them at Seekings House?”

“I felt, too late,” his wife replied, “that we ought to have been there and not trusted
it to those people. However, it is too late now to cry over the spilt milk.”

“It’s not too late to make the spillers cry,” Abner said, angrily. “Of all the blithering
fools that I have ever had to deal with Joe and those two are the most blithering. He got
away right under their noses.”

“As for Cole,” Sylvia Pouncer Brown replied sweetly, “if he hid the Box he must
have done one of two things: either hidden it on one of the bookshelves in the study at
Seekings—there are old books there hardly ever disturbed; or, possibly, in the old
cupboard in the hall there, underneath the stairs. He did not go upstairs, that I know. I



have been over to Seekings in the last twenty minutes and talked to two of the little
girls. They told me everything. Cole gave a marvellous conjuring performance and did
not leave the library until the Tatchester Choir interrupted the party; then, apparently,
he went into the hall and from the hall went out with the Choir. Therefore, if he hid the
Box it must have been in the library or in the hall.”

“Not necessarily, my Brightness,” Abner said. “While the party was singing carols
in the hall he could have slipped upstairs and hidden the Box there.”

“I grant that he could have, my Astuteness,” Sylvia said, “but the little girls said he
didn’t.”

“Whatever they said, my Inspiration, the point will have to be eliminated as a
matter of routine,” Abner said. “Besides, he may not have hidden it; he may have
handed it to somebody. Who were there? These Jones children and this boy, Kay
Harker, your ancient pupil. I think, my Ideal, and hope that you may agree, that he
would not have trusted a treasure so great to any child whom he had not seen before
that afternoon.”

“Well then, there remains the guardian,” Sylvia said: “this Caroline Louisa.”
“Cole would have regarded her as the mistress of the house, certainly,” Abner said,

“and as a woman to be trusted. He must have been close to her in the hall. He could
have handed it to her and whispered to her to keep it for him.”

“Your imagination is quite Shakespearean,” Sylvia Daisy said.
“Therefore,” Abner said, “we shall have to take steps about Madam Caroline

Louisa.”
“May a weak woman make a suggestion, my starlike Abner?” Sylvia said. “Is it not

more likely that he handed it to the Bishop, the Precentor, the Archdeacon or one of the
Canons? You see, he was really in luck. There he was, unexpectedly in the midst of the
most respectable company in the county, everyone of which could be trusted to any
amount.”

“It is only too likely, my Empress,” Abner said. “Those three fools have let us in for
a perplexing time. Supposing the Box is not hidden . . . and supposing he didn’t give it
to this Caroline Louisa, he’d have handed it, probably, to the Bishop. Whichever of the
Cathedral staff had it would have called in all the others. He’d have called in the Dean,
the Treasurer, the Seneschal and these other fellows in the Cathedral, and they’d have
put the Box in the Cathedral treasure vaults. And you know what kind of vaults those
are: Guy Fawkes and his powder wouldn’t get through those, as we know from bitter
experience. That’s where the Box is now, depend upon it.”

“My dear,” his wife said, “I think you look a little too much on the gloomy side of
things. I do not doubt that in a normal season the Bishop, or whoever it was, would
have acted as you suggest, but this isn’t a normal season. At this time, so near to
Christmas time, the whole Cathedral staff is working overtime, and normal procedures
are in abeyance. I think it very likely, my dear, that the Bishop, or whoever it was,
when he got home to the Palace or the Deanery or the Canonry, put the Box into a
drawer in his dressing-table among his collars and handkerchiefs and thought no more
about it.”



Abner shook his head. “My priceless Pearl,” he said, “my blue and my yellow
Sapphire, if I may call you so, I wish I could think it. But if Cole didn’t hide it, he gave
it to someone, that’s sure; that’s the first point to settle, and Our Routine will soon find
out which. . . .”

“Will you ask The Boy?” Sylvia asked, making a sign with her hand.
“I can’t till I get home,” he answered. “With luck we ought to know before then.

Look here, Sylvia, I’m tempted to get rid of Charles, with his infernal ‘Ha-ha, what.’ ”
“Oh no, my Emerald,” she said. “He is one of our most precious workers. Get rid of

Charles? Never. Whatever for?”
“He was in charge of Joe and the other,” Abner said, “specially charged to nobble

and scrobble Cole. He knew that Cole had a Punch and Judy show. He let Cole go right
past him with the goods on him, with his Toby Dog in his pocket and the Punch and
Judy show on his shoulder. Could a Prize Imbecile have been blinder or sillier, I ask
you?”

“My Abner,” Sylvia said, “you are unjust to our Charles. The terrier may have been
in Cole’s pocket: many terriers are very small. No doubt the show was also folded up
very tight and not to be seen. Of course it was. How unjust of you to blame poor
Charles. You must never, never think of getting rid of Charles. I repeat, my Emerald,
never think of it. He did his duty well in a terrible night of storm and was deceived by a
ruse. Get your Routine to work by all means, but then get home and ask The Boy.”

“The Routine is all at work,” he said. “As to Charles, I shall follow my own
judgment.”

“My Topaz and Diamond,” Sylvia said, “your judgment is necessarily now mine.
Can you not see that Charles is our only buffer against the stupidity and the craft of
Joe? Can you not see that Charles is the only friend we have? But enough, my Idol, you
do see; I see you see. Now as to this child, Maria Jones, whose ways you like. I admit,
she sounds most promising. Remember that Cole may have given the Box to her.”

“I remember that,” Abner said, “but even so, that would be a point in her favour. I
think you’ll agree, that she would be an acquisition. She must be here with Nine, now,
Nine and Charles. Shall I ring for them to bring her?”

“Do, my own Abbey,” Sylvia said.
Kay saw Abner stretch out his left hand and press a button in the middle of the

table. An electric bell rang somewhere below in the house. Almost immediately the
foxy-faced man and another curate, whom Kay had never before seen, entered with
little Maria.

“Ah, Miss Maria,” Abner said, “good morning. It was most kind of you to come
over in answer to our message. Somebody was saying that you were very much
interested in stained glass. We were making up a little party to go over to St. Griswold’s
this morning, lunching there, looking at the glass and being back at Seekings before tea.
Would you care to come along? Oh, by the way, you haven’t been introduced; this lady
is Mrs. Brown.”

“Oh, thanks very much,” Maria said, nodding at Mrs. Brown, “I’ll be delighted. It’s
rather a mouldy lot of glass, isn’t it, at St. Griswold’s?”



“In the main church, yes,” the foxy-faced man said. “Nothing a day earlier than
fifteenth century; but in the Lady Chapel there is some of the very best that ever was
done.”

“It’s a pretty mouldy thing, English glass, if you ask me,” Maria said.
“Well, I think you will find that this isn’t English glass,” the foxy-faced man said.
“Well, my dear,” Mrs. Brown said, “before we start would you like to run back to

Seekings and get some thick wraps?”
“No, I’ll come as I am,” Maria said, “thanks.”
“Would you like to leave word,” Mrs. Brown said, “that you will be out until tea-

time?”
“Oh no,” Maria said, “thanks. They know that I can look after myself. They won’t

bother about me. I’ve generally got a pistol or two on me and I’m a dead shot with both
hands.”

“How you must enjoy the quiet atmosphere of school,” Abner said.
“School!” Maria said. “They know better than to try that game on me. I’ve been

expelled from three and the headmistresses still swoon when they hear my name
breathed. I’m Maria Jones, I am: somewhat talked of in school circles, if you take the
trouble to enquire.”

“I count it a great honour,” Abner said, “to entertain so distinguished an ornament
of her sex. Then, we will start, shall we? We will have a look at the glass in the
morning light. We will get to the Bear’s Paw at Tatchester for lunch: the place still
famous for duck patty. Then we will glance at the western window while it has the light
behind it and bring you safely back to Seekings in good time for tea.”

They moved out from the room, Mrs. Brown with her hand on Maria’s shoulder.
Kay, crouched at the spy-hole, tried to cry out, “Don’t go with them, Maria: they’re up
to no good. They are the gang,” but being tiny as he was his voice made a little reedy
squeak, like the buzzing of a fly.

“Back now,” he said to the Mouse, “back now to Seekings as fast as ever we can
go.”

At this instant round the corner of the corridor in which they were, came a party of
the Wolves of the Gulf. They had been drinking more rum since Kay had passed them
and there they were, pot-valiant, swinging lighted lanterns in their left hands and
brandishing cutlasses in their right. Kay heard one of them say, “There are their
footsteps in the dust—two of them: a mouse and another—and we’ll grind their bones
to make our bread.”

“Yes,” another said, “it’s the cold-blooded cheek of it: coming past us when we
were taking our ease round the bowl. We’ll cut ’em into little collops. There they are!”

“Where?” said another. “I’ll eat their livers fried.”
“Up there,” the first one said, “up there, where they can’t escape.”
“Come on now,” they cried to Kay, “come on. We’ll mince you into collops and

we’ll eat your livers fried.”
Kay saw their gleaming teeth, their red eyes and their flashing cutlass edges. “Give

me your hand, Mouse,” he said. Quickly he caught the Mouse’s hand and with his other



hand twiddled the knob on the magic box that he might go swiftly, and, instantly, the
two of them were plucked up into the air and whirled past the Wolves of the Gulf back
to Seekings. He dropped his weapons in the Mouse’s armoury, went back into his room
and resumed his shape.

“Kay,” Susan was saying from the other side of the door, “d’you know where
Jemima is?”

“No,” he said. “What d’you want Jemima for?”
“Well,” she said, “I was out in the street buying Christmas presents and Maria went

into a car with some total strangers at the Rupert’s Arms, and she has gone off with
them, and she knows she is absolutely forbidden to go into cars with total strangers.”

“What sort of a car was it?” Peter asked.
“Oh, it was a big, rather old, dark car. I didn’t like the look of the strangers at all,

though two of them were dressed like curates.”
“I expect it will be all right,” Kay said. He did not think that it would be all right: he

was very much worried.
Kay did not know what to do; he wished that Caroline Louisa was there. As he went

downstairs, Ellen met him.
“Oh, Master Kay,” she said, “I didn’t hear you come in. There has been a message

from your guardian. She’ll be here tonight by the eight-seven, she says, while you’re all
at Tatchester at the Punch and Judy show.”

“Oh, good; I am glad,” he said. “Is her brother well, then?”
“Much better, she said, Master Kay.”
“Oh, splendid.”
He called the others into the study and told them how Maria had gone with Abner

and the gangsters.
“She’ll be all right,” Peter said. “Maria can look after herself.
“It is like Maria,” Jemima said, “to go plunging off with any scoundrels who come

along with a suggestion.”
“I say, it’s rather sport,” Susan said. “Supposing they say, ‘Miss Maria Jones, you

will either join our gang or go down the oubliette for ever.’ ”
“I pity any gangster who talks like that to Maria,” Peter said.
“Supposing she joins the gang,” Susan said. “We might not see her again for years.

Then, presently, when we are all old and frightfully hard up, suddenly a mysterious
lady, covered with diamonds, will drive up in a Rolls, and say, ‘I’m your long-lost
sister, Maria, come back. I’m the Queen of the Gang now and all your troubles are at an
end.’ ”

“She’ll be Queen of the Gang, all right,” Kay said; but he felt uneasy, and wished
that he knew what to do.

He went round to the Rupert’s Arms to speak to the proprietress, Mrs. Calamine.
“Could you tell me, please, who the clergymen were who were here this morning?”
“Those, Master Kay?” she said. “That was the Reverend Doctor Boddledale, with

his wife and chaplain and private secretaries. He is the Head of the Missionary and



Theological Training College at Chesters, in the Chester Hills.”
“I thought he was named Mr. Brown.”
“Oh, no, Master Kay, he’s well known, and a very holy man, and his lady, Mrs.

Boddledale; oh, she does wear lovely jewels. And she reminds me of someone whom
I’ve seen somewhere: it’s always on the tip of my tongue who.”

Kay knew who, but did not say.
By this time, a steady warm rain had set in from the west. Under it, the snow was

falling apart into water: all spouts and gutters streamed and gurgled. The snow heaped
at the sides of the roads had turned to a dirty grey. As it was very wet, the children
stayed indoors after lunch. First, they played Work, then they played Murder. Kay
thought, “If Maria doesn’t come back by dark I’ll go to the Police about her. We shall
have to start for Tatchester at half-past four. Somehow, I don’t think the Inspector will
be much help in the business.”

The darkness came before four o’clock that evening. Little Maria had not returned.
Kay slipped round to the Inspector of Police and told his story with his suspicions.

“Have no fears, Master Kay,” the Inspector said. “The Reverend Doctor Boddledale
is a pillar of the Church and respectability. I’ve sung in the Glee Club with him time
and time again. A very sweet tenor, Master Kay. Now, depend upon it, Master Kay, you
have come home, if I may say so, a little faint from the strain of learning. Your nerves
want food. I often notice it in young fellows just back from school. Your young friend
is in good hands, believe me, and as to her not being back in quite the time they said
she’d be back, consider, Master Kay, the state of the roads, all swimming with sludge
and filth, and the rain coming down on your windscreen so that you can’t see a thing.
She’ll be back, you may be sure. Or, wait one moment, Master Kay, wasn’t you to be
tonight at the Punch and Judy show at Tatchester Palace?”

“Yes,” Kay said, “I was. We were just going to start.”
“And wasn’t Miss Maria to be there?” the Inspector asked. “Well then, you say

she’s been to St. Griswold’s to look at that old glass: why should she come back all the
way to Seekings if she’s got to be in Tatchester again at half-past five? She’s a young
lady who knows what’s what. She’ll have stopped in Tatchester, depend upon it, Master
Kay; had tea there, and gone on direct to the Palace. You’ll find her there when you get
there.”

“I hadn’t thought of that,” Kay said. “Of course, that’s very likely to have
happened.”

“Ah,” the Inspector said, “we in the Law, Master Kay, we’ve got a maxim, ‘It’s the
easy explanation that never occurs.’ You think all battle, murder and sudden death, and
all the time it’s only a tyre getting a puncture, or something equally simple. And we in
the Law, Master Kay, have another proverb: ‘Never cross the water until you come to
it.’ Time enough to think of making a bridge when you are at the water’s brink, but
until then, don’t worry, Master Kay. And you get that good guardian of yours to see you
take a strong posset every night. But you young folks in this generation, you don’t
know what a posset is. Well, a posset,” said the Inspector, “is a jorum of hot milk; and
in that hot milk, Master Kay, you put a hegg, and you put a spoonful of treacle, and you
put a grating of nutmeg, and you stir ’em well up, and you get into bed and then you



take ’em down hot. And a posset like that, taken overnight, it will make a new man of
you, Master Kay, while now you’re all worn down with learning.”

Kay thanked him and hurried back to Seekings, where all the children were
clamouring for him to hurry up or they would be late for the Punch and Judy.

“It’s all right,” Kay said. “We shall be in lots of time. It’s not much of a run to
Tatchester. On a Roman road most of the way.”

They got into the car, and, in spite of the slush upon the roads, they were soon at
Tatchester Palace, where the Bishop and his sister gave them a royal tea.
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“P�����,” K�� said to the Bishop, “can I talk to the Punch and Judy man?”

“I am afraid not,” the Bishop said. “He asked specially that the children should not
talk to him either before or after the performance. He is giving two performances. He is
an old man, and is suffering rather from his throat and doesn’t want to talk in addition
to having the strain of the two performances.”

“But, it is Cole Hawlings, isn’t it?” Kay asked: “the old man who was at Seekings
last night?”

“Oh, yes,” the Bishop said, “it’s Cole Hawlings.”
“Well, could you tell him from me,” Kay said, “that I am so very glad that it’s all,

all right?”
“Certainly, I will tell him that,” the Bishop said. In spite of the Bishop’s words, Kay

hoped very much to talk to Cole Hawlings.
Presently, they were all taken to the room in which the performance was to be

given. Kay thought, “Now I’ll be able to speak to him,” but in this he was disappointed.
The room was a long room, once the guest room of the pilgrims; at the end of it there
was a stage covered with a curtain. Kay realised that the performance would take place
on the other side of the curtain and that there would probably be no chance whatever
for him to speak to old Cole. The Bishop made a little speech and welcomed them all.
Then the curtain was partly drawn aside. On the stage was the theatre for Punch and
Judy. It seemed to be exactly the theatre that Cole had used and the Toby dog was an
Irish terrier, but at the end of the play when Kay called, “Barney, Barney,” the dog did
not answer to his name. Kay wondered several times during the performance whether
the performer’s voice was quite that of Cole. He couldn’t be sure. After all, the shrill of
one Punch is very like another.

“And now,” the Bishop said, “Mr. Hawlings will give you a much older version of
the Punch and Judy play, which his grandfather used to play upon the roads.” It was a
very interesting performance and the children hugely enjoyed it, but not so much as
they had enjoyed those magical tricks which he had played at Seekings.

Presently, the curtain fell and that was the end of Kay’s hopes of speaking to the old
man, for the Bishop at once said, “And now, everybody, I want you to move into the
next room, there behind you, to dance round our Christmas Tree and receive the gifts
allotted to you.”



The door opened behind the company. Beyond the room in which they had seen the
show was another room, also a part of the hostel. Pilgrims had come to that place in
hundreds in the Middle Ages, for the Cathedral had then held the Shrine of the great
Saint Cosric, Saxon King and Martyr, who had worked such famous miracles in the
cure of Leprosy, and Broken Hearts.

In the midst of this room was the biggest and most glorious Christmas Tree that had
ever been seen in Tatchester. It stood in a monstrous half-barrel full of what looked like
real snow stuck about with holly and mistletoe. Its bigger boughs were decked with the
glittering coloured glass globes which Kay so much admired. The lesser boughs were
lit with countless coloured electric lights like tropical fruits: ever so much better, Kay
thought, than those coloured candles which drip wax everywhere and so often set fire to
the tree and to the presents. At the top of this great green fir-tree was a globe of red
light set about with fiery white rays for the Christmas Star.

The boughs were laden with the most exquisite gifts. For the little ones there were
whistles, drums, tops of different kinds, whips, trumpets, swords, popguns, pistols that
fired caps and others which fired corks. There were also many dolls and teddy-bears.
For the older boys there were railways with signals and switches and passenger trains
and goods trains, some of which went by steam and others by clockwork. There were
goods yards with real goods: little boxes, bales and sacks, real cranes by which these
could be hoisted, and pumps by which the engines could get water. There were
aeroplanes which you could wind up so that they would fly about the room. There were
others which you made to fly by pulling a trigger. There were farmyards with cocks and
hens which really pecked and cows which waggled their heads. There were Zoos with
all sorts of animals, and Aquariums with all sorts of fish (in real water which could not
splash out). Then there were all sorts of mechanical toys, of men boxing, or wrestling,
or sawing wood, or beating on anvils. When you wound up these they would box or
wrestle or saw or hammer for three or four minutes. Then there were squirts of all kinds
and boxes of soldiers with cavalry and cannons, boxes of bricks and of “Meccano,” and
all sorts of adventure books and fairy books. Then for the girls there were needle-boxes
with silver thimbles and cases of needles. There were acting sets with costumes of
different colours, so that they could dress up to act charades. For each girl there were
necklaces, bangles and brooches, and each brooch had the girl’s name done in
brilliants. There were also boxes of chocolates and candied fruits and great glass bottles
of barley-sugar, raspberry drops, peppermint drops and acid drops. Then for both girls
and boys there were toy boats, some with sails, some with clockwork engines, some
with steam engines that would make real steam with methylated spirit furnaces.
Hanging from the boughs here and there were white and scarlet stockings all bulging
with chocolate creams done up in silver paper.

All round this marvellous tree were wonderful crackers, eighteen inches long. The
Bishop made all the children stand in a double rank round the tree, each with one end
of a cracker in each hand. The musicians struck up a tune and they danced in the double
rank three times round the Christmas Tree. Then the Bishop gave the word: they pulled
the crackers, which went off with a bang together, like cannons. And then, inside the
crackers there were the most lovely decorations—real little tiny coats of coloured paper
that you could put on, with the most splendid hats and necklets like real gold. Then the



Bishop’s sister and her friends gave each child two presents. Then they all played
“Hunt the Slipper” and other merry games and, then, suddenly, Kay remembered that
he had not thought about little Maria since he left the Police Inspector and that she
wasn’t there.

“Good heavens!” he thought, “Maria isn’t here. What shall I do?” He went up to the
Bishop’s sister and asked her if little Maria had been there.

“No,” she said. “No. And the Bishop said just now to me, ‘I’m sorry not to see little
Maria here. She may think that I bear malice for the smashing up of my car that time,
but, indeed, that isn’t so. I should have loved to have had her here.’ ”

“D’you mind if I telephone?” Kay said. He went down and telephoned to Ellen.
“No,” Ellen said, “Miss Maria hasn’t come back.”
“By the way,” Kay called, “we shall be a little late in getting away from here. Will

you ask the Rupert’s Arms to send a car to meet the eight-seven?”
Ellen said that she would do that. Then, presently, the evening came to an end and

all the happy children got ready to go away.
Just as they were crowding into the hall, going off in instalments as the cars came

for them, the butler came to the Bishop with a look of great gravity on his face. Kay
was standing close beside the Bishop at the moment. The Bishop said, “What is it,
Rogers?” and the butler said, “I am sorry to tell Your Grace, but during the
performances the burglars have been in every room of the Palace. They have turned the
place just topsy-turvy, Your Grace.”

“Indeed,” the Bishop said. “Warn the Police, Rogers. I will be with you in a
moment as soon as my young friends have gone.”

“If you please, Your Grace,” Kay said, “d’you think I might say good-bye to the
Punch and Judy man?”

“I am afraid he has gone,” the Bishop said. “Somebody in an old car came for him
as soon as the performance was over.”

“D’you know where he went to?” Kay said.
“I seem to know. I really can’t quite recollect. He did say, but I have forgotten,” the

Bishop said. “I shall think of it when I go to bed tonight. Somewhere not very far from
here.”

Kay thanked the Bishop for their glorious treat. Presently, they were in the car
driving home in the slush.

“The Palace has been burgled,” Peter said, “while we were at the Punch and Judy. A
gang got in. They got every single thing that there was worth taking.”

“How d’you know?” Kay said.
“I was up there talking to Rogers,” Peter said. “The Palace is full of guests—seven

old dowagers at least—and they have all brought their family jewels, and they’re gone.
A cool forty thousand wouldn’t pay the insurance.”

“The footman said we shall have the Police on us tomorrow,” Kay said, “and we
shall have our finger-prints taken to see if we were accomplices.”

“I say,” Susan said, “d’you think we shall?”



“Sure to,” Peter said, “it will be a matter of Police routine.”
Kay thought that the burglary was a matter of Abner Brown’s Routine.
“Well, I do hope,” he said, “I really do hope that little Maria hasn’t been in it with

the gang. It would be just like her to do a thing like that.”
“Oh, I do wish it was tomorrow morning,” Jemima said, “and we could see the

papers about it. If the motor-cars have gone from the garage, then we may suspect that
Maria has had a hand in it.”

“Maria won’t have had a hand in it,” Susan said, “except to collar all the swag and
bring it back to its owners.”

When they reached home there was no news of little Maria, but in some strange
way the news of the burglary had reached Ellen. She greeted the children with, “I do
hope the burglars didn’t frighten you.”

“No, they didn’t,” Kay said. “But has Miss Maria turned up?”
“No, not yet, Master Kay,” Ellen said.
“Is my guardian back?” he asked.
“No, Master Kay,” Ellen said. “The Rupert’s Arms man met the eight-seven, but she

didn’t come by that train, and there’s no other train from London tonight.”
“Has any message come from her?”
“No,” Ellen said. “I telephoned through to the number you gave. She’d started to

catch that train.”
“Well,” Kay said, “I suppose the trains are all upset, partly with Christmas and

partly with the snow. She may have gone a certain distance and then had to come on by
car.”

“It may have been something like that,” Ellen said.
“You see, sometimes,” Kay said, “they have to run the trains from London in two

parts at this time of year. She may have come by the second part.”
“Something like that, I dare say,” Ellen said.
They telephoned to the station, and the station telephoned to Paddington, and

Paddington replied that the train hadn’t started in two parts. Then they telephoned to
the address where she had been staying. They replied that Caroline Louisa had started
and hadn’t since returned.

“Well, I don’t know,” Kay said. “D’you think I had better speak to the Inspector of
Police?”

Then he remembered the Inspector’s maxim “That the simple explanation was
always the last one thought of” and thought, “Well, the Inspector would only laugh and
tell me to take a posset.”

“Ellen,” he said, “can you make possets?”
“Yes, Master Kay,” she said, “I can.”
“Well, I wish you’d make me a big one,” he said, “because I’m feeling very

miserable.”
He went up to bed. He found Peter already in bed, reading a murder story. Kay got

into bed. Presently Ellen brought him a posset in a mug. He drank it down, thinking



that the Inspector certainly knew a good thing. After he had drunk it the comfort
seemed to tingle through him, which put an end to his miseries. He half heard Peter
chuckling and saying, “I say, Kay, do listen to what the detective said.” He knew that
Peter went on to read what the detective said, but he paid no heed. He was fast asleep.
When he woke the fire was almost out, but the moonlight shone in through the open
curtains, and outside on the hard asphalt of the walks round the house came the clank of
weapons and the stamp of feet marching in time. A trumpet blew and a stern voice
cried, “The Wolves Guard setting out for Duke’s Heath! Guard against the wolves! Just
starting for Duke’s Heath! You coming there?”

Kay looked out of the window and there he saw in the moonlight a pack of armed
men with bronze scale-armour, helmets and short spears.

“Are you coming, Kay?” the captain said. Duke’s Heath was a couple of miles
away, but it seemed to Kay much too good a chance to miss.

“Yes, of course I’m coming,” he said.
He took his precious Box, which had been under his pillow, and in a minute he was

out of the house.
“Very strange lot of men,” he thought. “Even in the moonlight they seem to be

sunburnt and tanned.” They had shields on their left arms, short swords by their sides
and each man had two short spears.

“Well, you’ll want a coat of armour, Kay,” the captain said, and put a lovely little
coat of mail over his shoulders. It was lined with wash-leather and very warm, so that
Kay was very glad that he had not stopped to put anything on over his pyjama coat.
Then they gave him two lovely little spears and a little short sword, and away they
went.

Kay thought that the officer, beside whom he was marching, was very good-looking
and agreeable. He was young, pale, with quick eyes and black hair; some of his dash
was in his men: they marched like one man, with snap and swagger.

“Will you tell me who you are, please?” Kay asked.
“We?” the young officer said. “We’re the smartest squad in the finest cohort in the

star wing of the crack Legion of the whole Imperial Roman Army, search it where you
will; you’ll not find anything anywhere to touch or come near the Blue and White
Stripers of the Tatchester Toms.”

“I suppose not,” Kay said. “And are you going to camp at Duke’s Moor?”
“No, no,” the man said. “We’re the Wolf-guard passing that way with the mails. We

go on to the frontier.”
“Are the wolves very bad?” Kay asked.
“So, so,” the man said. “It’s best to keep your eyes skinned. Duke’s Moor is none

too good a place. There are some of the old lot there, who used to hold Chester Hills.”
“There’s a Roman Camp at Chester Hills,” Kay said.
“There had need to be,” the officer said.
“Were you ever fighting there, please?” Kay asked.
“You’d call it so,” he said. “A bad place and bad people. Men disappeared—sentry

after sentry; and were never seen again. You see, it’s a limestone country, all



honeycombed with caves, and these Wolves as we called them were all underground. It
cost us a lot of men to get them out of it.”

They marched so swiftly that very soon they were out of the town in the open fields
with Duke’s Moor already black to their right front.

“You’re looking for a friend,” the officer said. “Well, here’s the bridge over the
brook. There’s a dingle to the right where you could shelter in case the rain should
come on again. If I were you, I’d wait here for your friend. Don’t cross the brook.
Some of the Wolves may be out on the other side, and they’re none too good.”

“You mean men wolves?” Kay said.
“See now,” the officer said, “that flat bit near the brook. When we were operating

here, we were camped on that bit of slope behind us, and had double sentries out,
visited every half-hour. Well, on that flat bit, one of our posts saw a calf come out in the
moonlight to feed; just one of these wild white calves that you see. Well, nothing odd in
that; the calf fed, and scratched and stamped like any other calf; but the posts noticed
that it was always drawing nearer. At last, one of the men in the post didn’t like the
look of it, so he flung a stone and called ‘Get out of that,’ and at once the calf tossed off
its skin and charged the post, hurt one man and got away with two spears. The calf was
two of these young Wolves under cow-skin. That was only three years ago, just here.
They’re none too good, the Wolves.

“Now if you stay here, your friend will soon be with you; and we’ll go on.”
The squad’s music, a strange kind of horn and drum, broke out into a march; the

squad stepped out to it with a stamp and jingle. Soon even the noise of the march was
gone. Kay was alone near the swollen brook and the dripping trees of the dingle.
“Duke’s Brook,” he thought. “I wonder who Duke or the Duke was.” He had been told
that the real name was Duck’s Brook. Kay wished that the soldier had not told him that
tale about the wild white calf. The night was now black as a pocket; and there in the
blackness, oh horror, was a white calf moving towards him just as the Roman had
described.

Was it a calf? He remembered, that Cook had said, that there was a White Lady
who “walked” out Duke’s Brook way. This thing that was coming was a White Lady
. . . but supposing it was a White Wolf, standing on its hind legs and ready to pounce. It
looked like a wolf: its teeth were gleaming. Then the moon shone out again; he saw that
it was a White Lady who held her hand in a peculiar way, so that he could see a large
ring, with a glittering “longways cross” on it. She was the Lady who had been outside
Bob’s shop, waiting for the message.

“Come, Kay,” she said, “you must not stay here; the Wolves are running: listen.”
The midnight was still enough, save for the babble of the brook, and the occasional

running patter of drops from the ash-trees. Now above these noises, from out to the
north by the straw yards, came the cry of Wolves in pack, “all mad,” Kay thought, “like
the bark of foxes, but much more awful.”

“Come with me,” she said, giving him her hand.
As he took it, he felt himself lifted from the grass, so that he glided beside her up

the stream to the pool from which the stream rose. Near this, to the right, was an oak of



great age, which Kay had always called King Charles’s Oak and the country-people
called the She Oak. It was hollow with age, but the mighty shell was alive still.

“There are the Wolves,” she said. “Look.”
There in the moonlight, racing over the grass to them, were the Wolves in pack,

with their ruffs up and their eyes glaring. The oak-tree opened behind Kay, the woman
stepped within it drawing Kay with her. Instantly they were within the quiet of the tree
in a room panelled with living oakwood and hung with tapestries of oak-leaves in
which the birds were alive.

Kay marvelled, for the birds came out of the tapestries and perched upon his hands.
“They want some strawberries,” the woman said. “Won’t you give them some?”

“Please, I haven’t any,” Kay said.
“Ah, here they are,” the woman said. “Now you can give them some.”
Out of a little door in one of the walls a red squirrel came cocking, with very bright

eyes. He carried in his fore-paws a cabbage-leaf heaped with strawberries. He hopped
down to the table and offered the leaf to Kay, who took the berries and gave them to the
birds. It was charming to have the little birds’ claws upon the fingers and to see the
little bills peck the berries.

“Squirrel would like some nuts,” the woman said. “Bring some nuts, Mole.”
Three black moles came swiftly out of the floor, each bearing dock-leaves, one with

beech-nuts, one with walnuts, one with filberts. As the squirrel cracked and ate these he
sat on Kay’s shoulder (and tried to drop the shells down his neck).

“Now Kay would like some supper,” the woman said. “For indeed, Kay, things are
not going too well, when the Wolves have the best of us underground, and are still
Running.”

Indeed, they were Running; they were sweeping past the tree with every kind of
shriek and madness.

But Kay in the happy oak never bothered about the Wolves, for the woman was
now grown young before his eyes: she was all bright, shining and beautiful, and
humming a most beautiful tune which brought more and more birds out of the
tapestries, so that perhaps there was no kind of bird known to Kay not fluttering near
him. Whenever he thought, “I don’t see a gold-crest,” or “There’s no golden-crested
wren,” or “I don’t see a lesser spotted woodpecker,” lo, that bird would be hopping
onto his finger. “These birds are lovely,” he said. “However do you make them so
tame?”

“Oh, I have a way with them,” she said. “But tell me, now, which season do you
like best, Kay?”

“I like them all,” he said. “I suppose I like April best, on the whole.”
“Look, then,” she said.
All one side of the room changed to a rolling red ploughland stretching down to a

blackthorn hedge where a brook was running. The blackthorn was in blossom; there
were marsh-marigolds in the mud near the brook and a few primroses in the dead grass
of the bank. Nearer to Kay, at his feet, a couple of lambs were nibbling. A patch of
daffodils grew in the grass. It was April beyond all doubt.



A blackbird flew suddenly with a chackering cry onto the blackthorn near him.
Before the spray had ceased to shake, a missel-thrush settled beside him: the spray
swayed and settled; then the blackbird sang:—

“Out of the many-coloured earth,
That eats the lights and drinks the rain,
Come Beauty, Wisdom, Mercy, Mirth,
That conquer Reason, Greed and Pain.
 
My laughter ripples in the corn,
In the green leaf it claps its wings,
In summer’s rose it blows a horn,
In brook and flying cloud it sings.
 
Come missel-thrush with merry will
Ring out your jolly notes agen,
And April will come up the hill
A million bright green little men.”

As soon as the blackbird had sung, the missel-thrush lifted up a magical voice and
sang in answer:—

“The withered thorn-trees on the hill
Mope on the rabbit-barren dry,
I flute their thin blood to a thrill
Of quicking bud as I go by;
 
The dormouse drowsy to the soul
In warmth of mossop where he lies,
Uncurls his beech-nut-battened roll,
And is all dart and is all eyes;
 
And out along the hedge the curled
Green little buds that lambkins bite
Spring, and the blackbird calls the world,
And all the cherry-trees are white.”

“Spink, spink,” said a chaffinch. “That’s a very good song to me-oh.”
“Sing the song again,” said Jenny Wren, so the missel-thrush sang.
As she sang, the squirrel, the moles, the most beautiful little mice and seven little

foxes brought Kay strawberries, raspberries, red and white currants, ripe mulberries,
plump blackberries, red and yellow cherries, black cherries, walnuts, beech-nuts, hazel-
nuts, filberts, little round radishes, little pointed wild strawberries, sloes all cracking
with ripeness, a mushroom for a relish, a chip cut from a turnip, an apricot from the
south wall and a peach almost bursting its skin. Then there came blue grapes, black
grapes, yellow grapes, almonds, raisins, all so ripe and so sweet and so good; and the



animals were so charming, offering them on dock-leaves held in their front paws, and
all the time the beautiful woman hummed. At last she said, “They have taken Cole,
they have taken Maria, and they will take others; but don’t lose courage, Kay, even if
the Wolves are Running. You will beat the Wolves, won’t you, Kay?”

Kay said he would, and at once there he was back in his bed at Seekings, in
daylight, with Peter saying, “It’s about time you woke. You’ve been snoring like a stuck
pig. Have you had a nightmare?”

When he came down to breakfast there was no letter from his guardian, but there
was a newspaper and the children pounced upon this for news of the burglary at the
Palace.

“REGRETTABLE INCIDENT AT TATCHESTER
PALACE.

ALLEGED BURGLARY.

“We are informed that a serious and very successful burglary was carried out at
Tatchester Palace last evening. According to the Bishop’s laudable custom before
Christmas the Palace was the scene last night of a large children’s party with a
Christmas Tree and other festivities. While these were in progress the burglars,
who, it is thought, were assisted by someone secreted within the Palace, went
through the guest-rooms and escaped with considerable booty, including the jewel-
cases of five ladies who were guests of His Grace’s sister. The Police preserve a
professional reticence over the affair, but it is understood that they regard the work
as that of smart London men and are at present engaged upon exhaustive enquiries.
It is understood that dramatic developments may be expected shortly.”

“But that’s what they always say,” Peter said. They talked among themselves about
how lovely it would have been if they could have caught the burglars at work, and held
them up with pistols till the Police came.

Kay was very much worried about Maria being still absent, but Maria’s brother and
sisters said that she would be all right. “She always falls on her feet,” they said. “Don’t
you worry about Maria.” But Kay did worry. As soon as breakfast was over he went
across to see the Inspector of Police.

“And so, you haven’t seen Miss Maria,” the Inspector said. “Ha, that doesn’t look
so well, but you leave the matter in my hands, Master Kay, and I’ll make what inquiries
are called for. And your guardian, I hear, hasn’t come back.”

“No,” Kay said, “that’s another point. She ought to have been back: she started out
yesterday to catch a certain train and she didn’t come by the train. We have had no
word from her since.”

“So I understand,” the Inspector said.
“How did you know?” Kay said.
“Well, in the Law, Master Kay,” the Inspector said, “it’s our duty to hear all things:

‘Information Received’ we call it. But I will put through the necessary enquiries,
Master Kay. You leave the matter to the bloodhounds of the Law, and, depend upon it,
information will be received.”



Kay was cheered by his confident manner and by his repeating, “The simple
explanation is always the last thing thought of.”

When he reached Seekings Ellen said, “Oh, Master Kay, your guardian’s brother
has rung up. There was so much fog and such a crowd at the station yesterday that she
didn’t start, but went back to her brother, and one or two other little things have sprung
up since, so she won’t be back today, but she may be back tomorrow. And she sends her
love and tells you not to worry, and she hopes you are having a good holiday.”

“Well, that’s a jolly good thing,” Kay said, and being much cheered by the news, he
went upstairs to get his catapult and some bullets. He kept these in a little secret hiding-
place underneath his bed. After he had put them in his pocket he looked out of the
window towards King Arthur’s Camp, and there in the fields below the Camp he saw
the gleam of water. He ran down at once to the others. “I say,” he said, “it’s splendid.
The floods are out. We’ll go for a mud-lark. We’ll get out all our ships and sail them on
the floods.”

Both Peter and he had received ships from the Bishop’s Christmas Tree. Kay had a
ship called the Hero which went by methylated spirit, Peter had a ship which he called
the pirate ship, the Royal Fortune, which went by clockwork, and Kay, in addition to
these, had an old cutter which he called Captain Kidd’s Fancy. “We’ll launch these and
christen them properly,” they said.

“It’s perfectly lovely,” Kay said, “that the floods are out. We’ll pretend that these
ships are real ships, and we’ll provision them with almonds, raisins and chocolates and
we’ll all take long sticks so as to poke them off if they get stuck anywhere. And we’ll
take sandwiches, cakes and hard-boiled eggs and we won’t come back till tea-time.”

“I’ve got some lovely little things that would do for the ships,” said Susan. “In the
stocking which they gave me from the tree there were those little tiny wooden barrels
filled with Hundreds and Thousands. They were just the sort of barrels to go in the
ships.”

She fetched the little barrels and they divided them up among the three ships, and
they put raisins and currants and bits of biscuits in each barrel.

“I vote,” Jemima said, “that the other barrels shall be filled with ham, which we
will pretend is salt pork.”

“They don’t take salt pork any more,” Peter said. “They take pemmican, which is
beef chopped up with fat and raisins and chocolate and beer and almonds and ginger
and stuff. It must be a sickening mess, but it’s very nourishing. It’s supposed to be what
the ancient Britons had. They could take a piece as big as a currant and live on it for a
week.”

As there weren’t enough barrels to provision the ships, Kay got some match-boxes
and egg-collector’s pill-boxes, which they filled with food. Jemima produced some
drapers’ patterns of woollen goods. “The ships ought to have these,” she said. “They’d
be exactly the size of thick blankets for the little sailors.”

“I tell you what we might do,” Susan said. “When we get to the water we might
take a little plank and make a landing-stage of it, and take some of those little flags that
we’ve got, and we’ll pretend that these ships are Christopher Columbus’s ships going
out to discover. We’ll tie the ships to the landing-stage and then Jemima shall be the



Queen of Spain and Kay had better be the King of Spain, and we will all be monks and
nuns and people and sing to Columbus, and then we’ll push him out into the Atlantic.”

“That would be a good idea,” Kay said. “And then, presently, we could be Sir
Francis Drake, and some of us could be Indians and some of us could be Spaniards.
And then one of us will be going to be burnt by the Inquisition, and, just at the end,
we’ll rush in and kill all the Spaniards, and take all their treasure and sail away to
Plymouth. And we could fire red-hot shot, to tell the truth, if we didn’t get the cannon
too wet. You see, we can’t fire gunpowder, but we could get the caps from toy pistols
and load the guns with those, and then, if you put a match to the touch-hole they
sometimes go off with quite a bang.”

“You’d better have some anchors,” Jemima said. “All ships have anchors, otherwise
they wouldn’t be able to stop.”

“You’ve got to be jolly careful with anchors, with ships so little as these,” Kay said.
“Very often, if you try anchoring little ships like these, the anchor will pull them right
underneath the water.”

They made ready the ships. Peter found a plank and rigged up some flags upon it
for the landing-stage. Ellen brought sandwiches, cake, boiled eggs, fruit and ginger-
beer. Kay had a bottle of methylated spirit for the engine. Then they went out to the
wood-shed to Joe, who gave each one of them a long wand or stick for poking off the
ships if they got stuck. Then away they went in bright, sunny, clearing weather, with the
noise of running water everywhere. When they came to the meadows there were pools
in all the hollows and many of the mole-hills were bubbling up water like running
springs. When they came to a suitable place on the mill stream they fixed the landing-
stage and the children poked about among the banks with their sticks, while Kay and
Peter got the methylated spirit furnace to make steam in the boiler.

Kay had the Box of Delights in his inner pocket and sometimes poked his hand
inside to be sure that it was there.

Presently all was ready. The King and Queen of Spain, with the monks and nuns
and people, sent off Christopher Columbus on his voyage, and away the ships went
down-stream with the children following, shouting and cheering and poking them clear
of the banks with their sticks.

When they had gone about half a mile down the stream, Susan, who was looking up
at the sky, said, “There’s an aeroplane: no, two.” The others didn’t see the aeroplane at
first but then saw them like two bright specks against a dark cloud. “It’s odd we didn’t
hear them,” Susan said. They hadn’t heard them.

They went on with their ships, paddling in the water, getting very wet and enjoying
themselves so much that they forgot about all other things, till Kay suddenly saw a
shadow running across the field in front of him, and, looking up, saw two aeroplanes
circling silently overhead. “I say,” he said, “look at the aeroplanes, absolutely silent.”

He didn’t say so, but the thought flashed through his mind that the aeroplanes were
there after them, but the other thought also flashed that no aeroplane would dare to land
on ground so rotten with springs as that low-lying field. “They’d stick in the mud if
they tried that,” he thought.

“They’re going to land,” Susan said. “They’re coming down by the copse there.”



“I’ll bet they’re after us,” Kay said to himself. “Bring the ships in to the banks.”
They saw the two aeroplanes come down on to the big dry open field near the copse

on the other side of the stream. There were some old willow-trees where Kay was
standing. He climbed up one of them. “There are four men getting out of the
aeroplanes,” he said. “They’ve got pistols and ropes and they’re coming this way. I
think it would be wise to get out of the way.”

“Do you think they’re after us?” Susan said.
“I shouldn’t wonder,” Kay said.
“But it’s all tommy-rot,” Jemima said. “Who’d be coming after us with pistols and

ropes? They’re probably mole-catchers coming to set traps over these fields now that
the moles are working in the soft earth.”

“That’s a champion remark,” Peter said. “When did you ever hear of mole-catchers
coming in aeroplanes with pistols?”

“They’re the men who kidnapped the Punch and Judy man,” Kay said. “That’s the
man who was in the front of that attack: the tall one with the white splash of paint on
his leggings. I’ll bet they’re after us.”

“What shall we do?” said Susan. “Shall we run to the mill or the farm?”
“They’d beat us to either of those,” Kay said.
“Could we get down into the gully there?” Susan said.
“The gully’s full of water in this flood,” Kay said.
“Well, what can we do?” Susan asked.
“Well, I’ve got here,” Kay said, “a sort of magic dodge. If we all hold hands while I

touch a button on it, we shall all shrink into little tiny creatures, and then we’ll pop on
board our ships and go down the stream.”

They held hands, and he twiddled the little button, and instantly, each one of them
felt lighter and brighter than ever before. The earth seemed to shoot up and to become
enormous, and there they were, clambering on board their gigantic ships. They cast
loose the strings which tied them to the bank and away they sailed down-stream, round
a bend and on. “All very well,” Kay thought, “as long as we can keep in mid-stream,
but in a flood like this if we jam against some wreckage or fallen tree we shall be
sucked right under.”

Just as the ships went round the bend, Kay saw the four men coming in sight close
to the bank. It was plain that each man had two long pistols stuck in his belt and they
were coiling lassoes ready for a throw. The ships went gaily down the mill stream into
the mill-race. At the mill-race came a roaring and terrible torrent, down which the ships
plunged so swiftly that they were through it before they had time to be afraid. In an
instant they were in quiet water out of all the currents, gently rubbing the ships’ sides
against the roots of an elm-tree, which grew in the high bank. Kay and Peter hooked the
anchors onto some of the roots of the tree. They secured all three ships alongside each
other.
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“A�� now,” Kay said, “I vote we have our pemmican and decide what we’ll do next.”
At this moment a little voice sounded from up above. “Hullo, you people,” it said.

“Come indoors. There’s going to be a shower. You can have your feast in here. I’ll let
down a cage to hoist you up.” Then they saw a little field-mouse leaning over a
platform which projected from the trunk of the elm. He had a little crane on the
platform. Evidently he hoisted all his stores from the water by means of it. Presently the
little cage came dangling down from the crane and the Field-mouse said, “Not more
than two of you at one time.”

Peter and Jemima got in and the little mouse went to a winch and set the works
going, and, instantly, the cage was up at the platform. Then the cage was sent down for
Kay and Susan.

“Well, here we are,” the Field-mouse said. “Come in.” He led the way from the
platform into a corridor to a room with little windows which looked out upon the river.
The floor was covered with dry leaves and moss, and the wall had lockers all along it,
labelled: “Beech-nuts,” “Corn,” “Pig-nuts,” “Best Berries,” “Second-best Berries,”
“Berries,” “Assorted Seeds,” “Hazel-nuts,” “Honey,” “Dried Minnow,” etc., etc.

“Well, now let’s lunch,” he said. They all got out their provisions: pemmican, ham
and the rest. The Field-mouse told them where to look for other things. He produced
some blackberry wine and some beech-nut loaves, which Susan toasted at the fire.
While they were feasting in this happy way they heard a great clumping noise outside.
“That’s men,” the Field-mouse said. “They might be elephants the noise they make.”
Almost at once the men began to talk.



“Well,” one man said, “they seem to have got away from us. They must have come
down-stream under cover of the banks somehow. We’d have seen them if they’d gone
up-stream, because there aren’t any banks.”

“Well,” another said, “if they’ve gone into the stream the flood must have got
them,” and another said, “Well, if the floods have got them, we’ve got to fish them
out.”

“Well,” the first one said, “there’s nothing like little children for leading one a
dance: little devils! I thought we were making a mistake bringing both the ’planes
down and losing sight of them. You see, those little creatures have popped away into
almost nothing.”

“How would it be to look under the bridge there?” one of them said. “They’d time
to get to the bridge.”

“Yes, the bridge is a good idea,” they said, and then the voices and footsteps moved
away.

When they had gone the Field-mouse said, “Perhaps you’d like to see some of the
wonders of this tree.”

“We should love to see the tree,” the children said. The Field-mouse threw up a
shutter in the wall. In the hollow behind the shutter was a little cage like that in which
he had hoisted them from the ships. “You see,” he said, “I have to have a good many
places like this. Chaps like me sometimes have to leave the room in a hurry; if I hear
someone coming whom I don’t want, you understand; I name no names, but there are
several round here; uncertain sort of chaps, and you never can tell in a place like this
which door they will come in at. But now that I’ve got the lifts fixed, if I hear anyone
suspicious I nip into one of these places. Just step in here, will you? And I press a
button and up we go.”

The cage shot upwards. When it stopped, the Mouse opened the door. “See, it’s
rather a bare loft here,” he said. “If you will just come to the window here you’ll be
able to see down.” They looked out of the little window. They were amazed to find that
they were right at the very top of the great elm-tree. Close to them was an old rook’s
nest: it looked like a mass of black timbers, big as a church. Just beyond it, on a twig,
was a rook swaying in the sun: his back, which was towards them, glistened purple.
“Dangerous chaps, those,” the Field-mouse said. “I keep out of their way as a rule.
Now just come this way. Now here,” he said, “is one of the slides. If you just let
yourself go you can’t hurt yourself. You just slither down on to moss.”

They slithered down and found themselves in another bare corridor, in which there
was a strange droning noise, which the children took to be the wind in the boughs.
There was a strong smell of honey in the air. The Mouse opened a little shutter and told
them to look within to the hollow of a tree. They saw that within the tree there were a
multitude of bees which had almost filled the hollow with their honeycombs. Although
it was winter they were moving there, making the place drone like a thrashing-machine.
The place smelt as though all the summer was still there with lime-blossom and bean-
blossom. “This is a fine place on a cold winter night,” the Field-mouse said, “curled up
in a blanket and letting the bees drone you to sleep. And in any place you can get a
draught of honey. Lots of the tree is all blocked with very old honey which the bees



will never get to now. And, of course, here and there in this part of the tree there are
woodpeckers, the green and the spotted. They’re very nice people, of course. The rooks
are very nice people too: very wise. But all those chaps have got rather a snappy way.
They don’t mean anything, of course, but if you get one good snap with those great
beaks I ask you, where are you? Oh, and then, of course,” he said, “there are the
jackdaws. Very odd chaps, the jackdaws. If you will look in the corner here you’ll see
the kind of things they bring.”

In a corner near an opening, where a knot in the wood had fallen, was a heap of
stuff which sparkled. The children went to it and pulled the things over. There was a
lady’s little, old gold watch, two rings set with brilliants, a pin with a fox’s head top, a
bit of quartz which gleamed, two scraps of Roman glass, iridescent from being in the
earth for eighteen hundred years, the red cut-glass stopper of a bottle, a broken glass
marble with a coloured spiral in it, a bit of brass chain and a crystal seal set in gold.
“They just bring these things in and leave them,” the Mouse said. “Queer chaps.”

“But come on down now. Oh, before we go just come up this stair. You will see a
sight.” They crept up a little stair and looked into what seemed like a cavern. Within the
cavern, just below them, a big white owl was perched, fast asleep, gurgling and
growling. Peter dropped a bit of bark on to him. He half opened an eye and gurgled
back to sleep again. “He’s the oldest thing around here,” the Field-mouse said. “He’s
ever so old: he remembers when this tree was a sprig and when the Very Good People
were here. He makes my blood run cold, he’s so old. But come on down. His place is a
bit bony and birdy and he’s a graveyard of my relations, if the truth were known. I
never come here except in winter,” the Field-mouse said, as he went down the little
stair. “This is really the birds’ quarter. In the season there’ll be a matter of seventy or
eighty young jackdaws in this tree first and last, and about half that of young rooks.
And they knock the place about and nothing’s safe from them.”

He opened another little door, a trap-door in the floor. The children could see a long
shoot leading downwards. “It’s perfectly safe,” the Mouse said, “if you just let yourself
go. Nothing but weed and moss to fall on to: you can’t hurt yourself.” And with that he
let himself drop and the children followed. “Now this,” the Field-mouse said, as they
got on to their feet in a strange room, “this is a part of the tree that’s really worth
seeing.”

The room in which they were had been a music-room. There was a stage still set
with music-stands and torn music propped up: against the wall were old ’cellos and
pretty little fiddles: a drum with the end knocked in: and parts of brass trombones. It
had not been used for many years: it was dusty and cobwebby. “Now this, you see, is a
part that was made by the Very Good People, who don’t come here any more.”

“D’you mean Fairies?” Susan asked.
“No, very, Very Good People,” the Field-mouse said: “very clever, very beautiful

and very wise. But they went away. It’s a long time ago,” the Field-mouse added. “I
don’t know the rights of it. It isn’t wise to talk about those People, but, of course,
everybody knows they were very, very good.”

He led the way out of the music-room to a beautiful staircase hung with tapestries
and lit still with glowing lights. The staircase was carpeted with scarlet. The banisters



were beautifully carved with flowers growing on stems. The tapestries showed
countless little people carrying coloured baubles to a queen of extraordinary beauty
who sat upon a mushroom.

“Now, this place,” the Mouse said, when they reached the foot of the stairs, “this
place I don’t quite like going into, but it’s so beautiful I can’t keep from it.” He opened
a big door, so that they pressed into a great room which seemed to fill the whole hollow
of the tree. The walls were hung with banners and with portraits of extraordinary
brilliant people, whose eyes seemed to move in their painted heads. This room was lit
like the staircase with a soft, glowing light: it was carpeted with scarlet: at the end of
the room was a dais with a throne, and in front of the throne a table on which lay an
ivory horn. Underneath the horn, written in letters of flame which flickered to and fro,
were the words:

“He that dares blow must blow me thrice.
Or feed th’ outrageous cockatrice.”

“Oh, I would love to blow,” Kay said, “just to see what would happen. What is a
cockatrice?”

“Oh, don’t,” Susan said. “Anything might happen. A cockatrice is a fearful thing,
like a cock and a cobra mixed.”

“Oh, I wouldn’t touch the thing, sir,” the Field-mouse said. “Oh no, you mustn’t
think of doing that. Nobody’s done that: even the Owl wouldn’t dare to do a thing like
that: why, the Fox wouldn’t.”

“Do blow it, Kay,” Peter said. “Just for a lark.”
“Oh, don’t, don’t!” the Mouse said. “You don’t know what they are. Of course,

they’re awfully Good People; very beautiful and very good and very, very clever and
wise, but that’s why I wouldn’t like to hurt their feelings.”

“Oh, if they’re beautiful and good and clever and wise,” Kay said, “their feelings
wouldn’t be hurt.”

“Oh, but you don’t know,” the Field-mouse said. “Remember I’m not saying
anything against them.”

They could see that the Mouse was in a twitter with terror, but Kay picked up the
horn, put it to his lips and blew. He had had a little practice in the blowing of horns. He
had an old hunting-horn that had belonged to his father and sometimes the Police
Inspector had let him try an old coach-horn, so that he could blow without fear of
splitting his lips. He blew once and a strange noise as sweet as the winter singing of the
storm-cock came from the ivory. With a little tinkle and clack all the frames fell from
the portraits on the walls. The little Mouse shrieked with terror and got underneath the
table.

Kay blew a second time. This time the note was louder and stronger: it was like the
first calling of the cuckoo when he comes in April. The children heard a sort of gasp of
breath from the portraits on the walls and all the figures of the portraits turned their
heads and looked at Kay.

“Oh, Kay, they’re looking at you,” Susan said.



“Never mind,” Kay said. The Mouse had by this time got his head underneath the
carpet.

Kay blew a third blast, and at this all the lights in the room burned out a thousand-
fold more brightly, and the blast of the horn became like the song of all the birds in
June singing together, with a noise of the little silver bells that had hung on the sleeves
of Herne the Hunter. And at this all the beautiful people in the portraits stepped down
into the room. The air became fragrant as though all the flowers and spices of the world
had come suddenly together there. The glorious creatures formed in two lines. The
portraits over the door were those of a King and a Queen. As the children turned, they
saw this King and Queen advancing through the company towards the throne. They
took their seats upon the throne and all the company burst out into singing. The
children stared in amazement, for they had never seen people so beautiful as these: all
were exquisitely lovely and so delicate and so swift. Some were winged, but all could
move with the speed of thought, and they were clad in the colours of the dewdrops in
the sun. And as they sang, countless other marvellous people of the sort thronged in
through the doors and at once they fell to dancing to music so beautiful, so moving, that
to listen to it was almost too great a joy. Some beautiful little men moved up to Jemima
and Susan and asked them to dance; beautiful princesses caught Kay and Peter by the
hand and swept them into the dance; and as they danced they all seemed to understand
what it is that makes the planets dance about the sun and the great stars keep their place
in the constellations as they move for ever in the heavens. Kay, as he danced, could not
help the thought that the Field-mouse might be a little out of it, but as he came round a
second time he saw that someone had placed the Field-mouse in a corner near the band,
where he was eating what looked like wedding-cake with Hundreds and Thousands on
it. When the dance ended seven exquisite little fiery horses came into the room and
galloped round and round; and all those who cared could run after the horses, leap on
their backs and dance upon them as they galloped, and leap from horse to horse. Kay
couldn’t resist these beautiful galloping horses. He leapt into the ring with them and
found that he could spring upon their backs and leap from horse to horse. Then,
presently, the horses trotted out of the room and were gone. Then out of the ceiling
little coloured flowers began to fall, and these the Fairies caught as they fell and put to
their lips. Kay did as they did: a little white violet fell into his hand and when he put it
to his lips it was as though all the honey and every sweetmeat that he had ever tasted
were pressed into his mouth at once. A joy thrilled through him such as he had never
before known. Then the King of the Fairies said, “Friends, the long enchantment has
been brought to an end. What can we do to Kay, who has ended it for us?”

As the Fairies didn’t answer, the Queen of the Fairies said, “We will grant him the
power to come again into Fairyland on one day in every year.”

At this moment Kay heard again that heavy tread which had so disturbed him at
lunch. “Kay’s enemies,” the King of the Fairies said. At once the lights went out: the
Fairies vanished. Groping in the dark the children found each other. The Field-mouse,
with chattering teeth, was saying to them, “Well, it ended all right, but I was never so
scared, not even that time with the sparrow-hawk.”

He groped his way to the trap-door, which he opened, and they slid back into his
dining-room, where they heard the voice of a man saying, “Well, it’s no good waiting



any longer. Wherever they’ve gone they’ve got right away from us. Now, it’s my belief
that they’ve been in the mill the whole time.”

“How could they have been in the mill?” another man said. “In all this mud their
footprints would have shown. Inside the mill in all that flour their footprints would
have shown, too. They’ve beaten us, but how they beat us I’m blessed if I can think.”

“I can’t think,” another said.
“Abner won’t be too pleased,” another said, “when he hears the result of today. I

told you one of the aeroplanes had better keep up in the air to observe.”
“Oh, you told us a lot, didn’t you?” another voice said.
“Blessed if I haven’t got pins and needles all over me, crouching there by that

bridge,” one of the men said, as they moved off.
“And I have,” another said.
“It isn’t pins and needles,” Susan said; “the Fairies are pricking them. Look there.”
Indeed, down at the tree-foot the children saw countless little Fairies jabbing and

tweaking the men. They looked like little fire-flies darting to and from the great dark
figures.

“Blest if we haven’t all got rheumatics waiting like this,” a man growled. “Come
on. We’ll get home before we’re paralysed.”

After this, the men hurried away.
“I say,” Kay said, “it’s quite dark. Whatever time is it? I say, Mouse, I’m awfully

sorry that we’ve stayed so long.” By his watch, it was half-past six.
When they had said good-bye, the Field-mouse opened the front door at the foot of

the elm. The children joined hands, Kay pressed the button of his Box and they
resumed their shapes and fished out the boats from the hollow of the elm-tree roots.
“Come along,” Kay said. “We’d better hurry.”

As they came into the garden of Seekings they saw that the house was lit up at
every window: the doors were wide open. “Good heavens!” Kay said, “look at this.”
While they had been away the study and hall had been turned topsy-turvy: the carpets
taken up and rolled back; every drawer and cupboard ransacked; every book moved on
the shelves. The house had been thoroughly searched. Susan and Jemima cried out that
their rooms had been turned topsy-turvy, by someone who had smoked strong shag
tobacco. While they were marvelling, Ellen and Jane came back. They said that they
had been called away to look to Ellen’s mother who was said to be very ill, but when
they reached her mother they found her never better.

“Well, while you’ve been away a gang’s ransacked the house,” Kay said. “Do look
at what they’ve done. They don’t seem to have taken much.”

“Oh, Master Kay,” Ellen said, “whatever shall we do? Whatever will your guardian
think?”

“This is more of Abner’s Routine,” Kay thought. “I must go and find the Inspector,”
he said.

The Inspector was soon there with his notebook. “Ah,” he said, looking at the study,
“they’ve been in.”



While the Inspector began to examine the house for clues and finger-prints, Kay
went to his room. That, too, reeked of strong plug tobacco. “I know who has been in
here,” he said. “Those Wolves of the Gulf have been in; that’s the plug tobacco they
were smoking in the cellar there.”

Hanging on the bed-post of Peter’s bed was a dirty red bonnet or Cap of Liberty
such as the pirates had worn at their carouse. It was very old and greasy. Inside it was
stitched a piece of card with the legend:

R CHOPPS KAP
HANS ORF

This MEENS U.

The Inspector went rapidly through the house and examined door-handles for
finger-prints through a strong lens. “Yes,” he repeated, after the examination, “they’ve
been in. Smart London men, Master Kay: old hands. They’ve all worn gloves. I’ll just
ask what the maids say about it.”

Ellen and Cook said that at about half-past three a car had come from the Rupert’s
Arms with the word that a telephone message had come from Ellen’s mother at
Naunton Crucis to come at once as she was dangerously ill. So she and Cook had gone
and had found, on arrival, that the mother was well. “Well, that may be a clue,” the
Inspector said. “We may be able to trace where the telephone message came from, but
it’s none too rosy.”

“And Maria hasn’t come back,” Kay said.
“Ah, that reminds me,” the Inspector said. “I’ve got a message for you about that.

Your young friend, Miss Jones, was at St. Griswold’s looking at the glass with some
clerical gentlemen and Father Boddledale. Then they had lunch at the Bear’s Paw, and
after that Father Boddledale says he and his young men said good-bye and came away,
and Miss Jones was to come by a later ’bus. What happened to her since we don’t yet
know, but she was seen at the Bear’s Paw long after Father Boddledale had gone. But
you leave the matter in the hands of the Law, Master Kay. The Law is said sometimes
to be slow, but it never sleeps. While you are snug in your bed, Master Kay, the Law is
up and about taking thought for you, and your Miss Maria won’t be long missing, you
take my word for it.”

Presently the Police had made all their examinations and had questioned everybody
remotely connected with Seekings. They went away. Kay longed for his guardian to be
back: even to have a word from her would have been much in this time of trouble, but
there was no word from her. But as Ellen said, “The posts are all upset for Christmas.”

After supper that night, as the four children were sitting round the study fire, the
hall door opened and somebody came in. “I wonder is that my guardian,” Kay said. He
went into the hall and there was little Maria. “I say, Maria, I am glad to see you,” he
said. “Where on earth have you been?”

“I don’t know where I’ve been,” Maria said. “I’ve been scrobbled just like a
greenhorn. I knew what it would be, not taking a pistol. Well, I pity them if I ever get
near them again. They won’t scrobble Maria Jones a second time.”



“But what on earth happened to you?” Peter said. “You aren’t usually the one to get
scrobbled. Who scrobbled you?”

“I don’t know,” she said. “I went with those clergymen people and looked at the
stained glass: then we had lunch. It was the only good part of the proceedings: I’m very
partial to duck patty. Then, presently, they went out: said they’d got to go. Well, it was
beastly wet, as you know, so I thought I’d take a taxi to the ’bus: telephoned for a taxi
from the Bear’s Paw: taxi came: I got into it: ‘Drive me to Market Square, please,’ I
said. Presently I saw it was going a different way, so I said, ‘Market Square!’ The
driver said, ‘The road’s up, miss: got to go this way,’ and at that he put on speed and a
sort of cast-iron curtain came down over all the windows. There I was, shut up in a
black box, going about fifty miles an hour, right out of Tatchester. I beat on the shutters,
but they were cast-iron and I might have spared my strength; and the car went faster
and faster and at last, from the queer lurch it gave, I knew that it was up in the air.”

“Oh, that’s rot,” Peter said. “How can a car go up in the air? And a Tatchester taxi!
Poor old crocks tied together with boot-lace!”

“This wasn’t a taxi,” Maria said. “I don’t know what it was: it was some marvellous
invention, but it was an aeroplane or a car that became an aeroplane. And there we
were, lurching through the air, going lickity-spit in absolute darkness—I hadn’t a ghost
of a notion in which direction we were heading: we were making hardly any noise,
too.”

“It couldn’t have been an aeroplane, then,” Peter said. “You must have an
enormously powerful engine to go fast, with an enormous number of cylinders and an
enormous number of explosions every second, so, of course, you have noise.”

“I tell you,” Maria said, “this was an aeroplane, and it was silent, and it was going
lickity-spit.”

“I say,” Kay said, “you are in luck, Maria. And what happened then?”
“Well, it would have been about a quarter-to-three when I got into the taxi,” she

said. “Presently I felt that the aeroplane was dipping down. Then it touched the ground
and went bumping over grass for a while, then I heard it scraunch on gravel. Then I
heard a sort of door clang to behind it, and I said to myself, ‘Now we’re in the garage.’
Then there came a sort of sickening feeling, as though we were dropping down a well.
The shutter went up on one side and the sort of door of the thing opened, and I saw a
light.

“Well, the light was along a little passage. It seemed to me that the car or taxi or
aeroplane or whatever it was was in a small stone cellar. The door was open and, as I
said, I could see into this little passage with the light at the end. I didn’t see anybody,
but I got out of the aeroplane and I walked towards the light. I came into a small room
with no window, but a sort of a little ventilator high up. The walls were rock: I touched
them; and they had been whitewashed. It was lit from the ceiling about twelve feet up. I
was no sooner in the room than a great iron door shot up behind me and there I was,
shut in. Then rather high up on the wall an iron shutter slid to one side and there was an
iron grille with what I took to be a lady’s face; and a very silky female voice said, ‘Miss
Maria Jones, please forgive any inconvenience we may have caused you in bringing
you here and, above all, don’t be afraid.’ ‘I’m not used to being afraid,’ I said; but all



the same I was afraid. ‘We only brought you here,’ the female said, ‘because we hope
that you may be interested. We are rather in need of a dashing young associate at the
moment and we wondered whether we might persuade you to become that.’ ‘Oh,’ I
said, ‘what are you: a gang of crooks?’ ‘Oh no,’ she said, ‘a business community.’
‘Oh,’ I said, ‘what business does your community do?’ ‘Social service,’ she said.
‘Setting straight injustices with the least possible inconvenience to all concerned.’ ‘And
how do you do it?’ I asked. ‘Oh, sometimes in one way, sometimes in another,’ she
said. ‘You would soon learn if you would join us.’ ‘Why d’you want me?’ I asked.
‘Well, you are young,’ she said, ‘and full of dash. It’s an interesting world for our
younger agents: lots of motor-cars, lots of aeroplanes. Life is one long, gay social
whirl.’ ‘And what is the work?’ I asked. ‘Ah,’ she said, ‘we shall discuss that if you
expressed a willingness to become one of us.’ ‘If your job were honest,’ I said, ‘you’d
say what it is. It can’t be nice, or it wouldn’t have you in it.’ ‘If children are pert here,’
she said, ‘we make them into dog-biscuit. Many a good watch-dog is barking now on
insolent little chits like you.’ So I said, ‘If ladies are pert to me I make them into cats’-
meat. Many a good caterwaul have I fed on meat like you, cold.’

“We should have become quite eloquent, but a black-bearded man’s face appeared
at the bars and he said, ‘Now, ladies, ladies, ladies! The first word in business of any
kind is unity. Do let us have unity. Without that we can never get anywhere. Now, Miss
Jones, if we cannot have unity from you, let us have some information. When Mr. Cole
Hawlings gave his performance of Punch and Judy at Seekings, did he hand you a
small black box?’ ‘No,’ I said, ‘he didn’t.’ ‘Did he leave it with one of the others of
your party there, or hide it in Seekings House?’ ‘How on earth do I know?’ I said.
‘That’s the point,’ he answered. ‘Do you know?’ ‘Well, I don’t know,’ I said.

“This time, by the light from the bars, I looked at my watch and found that it was
four o’clock. ‘You need not look at your watch,’ the woman said. ‘You will have lots
and lots of time. If I were you, sir,’ she added, ‘I would put this young person into the
scrounger. D’you know what a scrounger is, my dear?’ ‘Yes,’ I said. ‘I don’t think you
do,’ she replied. ‘It’s a place that we put people into. It has a thing in it that goes round
and round and round, which is the scrounger; and then, presently, of course, the thing
scrounged becomes dog-biscuit.’ At that the shutter went across the bars and the light
went out. I was in absolute darkness and utter silence: I might have been fifty feet
underneath the ground. I don’t know how long I was in that absolute blackness. I stood
perfectly still for some little time because I was afraid that there might be a trap-door
which would let me down into some dungeon.”

“I say,” Peter said, “you’re making all this up.”
“Am I?” she said. “Let something of the sort happen to you and you’ll see whether

you can make it up.
“Presently, I couldn’t bear standing still. I thought that I might perhaps come to

some door in the wall that would lead somewhere, so I groped to the wall and felt my
way all round the room. I reckoned that it was fourteen feet by twelve feet: cold stone
walls, cold stone floors; but not damp and the air neither chilly nor foggy; it was well
ventilated. I had gone all round the room feeling the wall and there wasn’t so much as a
knob or a crack. I had gone round once and was starting round in the opposite direction
to make absolutely certain, when suddenly, down came something thick and warm and



woolly right over my head and shoulders and I was pinioned. I couldn’t see, but I felt
that the light went on and that horrible woman’s voice said, ‘All right, you needn’t kick
and you needn’t try to bite and you can’t scratch. I only just want to know if you have
got this box upon you.’

“Well, I was searched, and then I was carried along the little passage by which I had
come and I was put into the taxi which had brought me. They removed my woollen,
and, though I hit out pretty hard when they took it away, the woman was a lot too quick
for me and I only rapped my knuckles on the taxi door, which was sheet-iron. They
turned on a little light in the taxi roof and I saw that they had put me a pot of tea and
some cold ham and some bread inside the taxi, so I thought, ‘Well, nothing like keeping
one’s pecker up,’ and so I made a hearty meal.”

“Was there any knife with the food?” Kay asked.
“No such luck,” she said. “I had to eat it with my fingers. I’d have soon hacked my

way out if they had left me a knife.”
“Weren’t you afraid of the food being drugged?” Jemima asked.
“No, that never occurred to me,” Maria said. “I’d been through a good deal of

mental strain and had to restore my nervous force.
“Well then, after I had made a meal I looked about and there on the floor of the taxi

was a little bit of pink tissue-paper. I picked this up and it was a bit of one of those
coloured papers which floated down after the Punch and Judy man had gone. You
remember you, Susan, had one with a bit of your name torn from it. Well, this is the
very bit. You see: ‘. . . san Jones’: it was the one designed for you.”

“I’ve got the torn cap here,” Susan said. “You see, it does fit. How very, very
strange.”

“Yes,” Maria said. “That Punch and Judy man was one of the gang.”
“He was nothing of the sort,” Kay said. “He was scrobbled by the gang the morning

after his performance, and he was scrobbled in the sort of aeroplane that carried you.
But what happened next?”

“Well, I waited and waited for what seemed like hours: I didn’t hear any sound of
men, only from time to time I thought I heard, very, very far away, the noise of water
falling; quite a lot of water: a sort of waterfall. Then the light went out and I was in the
dark. I suppose, what with fatigue and fear and one thing and another, I fell asleep, and
the next thing I knew the taxi was moving. I heard some roller doors clang open, and
we scraunched on the gravel, and then we ran upon grass, and then we gave that sort of
lurching leap that an aeroplane does and we were away in the air, going higher and
higher and making no noise. And then, presently, we were on the ground, running along
the road. We stopped. The bottom of the aeroplane quietly opened and dropped me
through it and, before I could get on to my feet, it had moved away. And there I was in
the churchyard, with the Condicote church clock striking nine and chiming, and the taxi
or aeroplane or whatever it was was away. It just lifted up past the church and was
gone.”

“Did you see which way it went?” Kay asked.
“It just went behind the church and then I couldn’t see it any further. I haven’t the

vaguest notion where I’ve been. I should think we were flying for an hour and a quarter



both times and I don’t doubt that we were going at a frightful speed. We might have got
to Scotland for all that I know. We might easily have gone three hundred miles.”

“I say,” Peter said, “you do have all the luck.”
“Well, I’m awfully glad you’ve got out of it. Would you like to go round to tell your

story to the Police Inspector?”
“I’m not going to tell any more story,” Maria said. “What I want is underdone

chops and plenty of them. I’m going to build up my nervous system before anything
else, and then I’m going to bed.”

“Well, come along down to the larder,” Kay said. “And, Jemima, you might put on
a kettle and we’ll boil her up some cocoa.”

“I’m not going to drink any poison like cocoa, thank you,” Maria said. “When one’s
had a nervous strain such as I have, one wants a posset with three fresh eggs in it and a
spoonful of sherry.” They went into the larder and found a nourishing meal after
Maria’s own heart. Then Jemima and Susan took her up to bed and gave her a posset.

Kay and Peter went up to their rooms. “Well, I’m blessed,” Peter said, “we are
having a holiday. I wonder what was in the black Box that the gang wanted. I shouldn’t
wonder if it wouldn’t be the Duchess’s diamonds that were stolen.”

“I hope they won’t kidnap any more of us,” Kay said; and with that he slipped the
black Box under his pyjama coat next to his skin, rolled over and fell asleep.

He hadn’t been long asleep before he woke in a state of perplexity and excitement.
He kept thinking of what Maria had told him. He said to himself, “She might have been
fifty feet underneath the ground, in cold stone walls and cold stone floors: well, she
must have been underground. And where was it I was reading about, or heard about,
caves underneath the ground? It was that Roman chap last night, talking about Chester
Hills: he said, ‘It’s a limestone country, all honeycombed with caves; and those wolves,
as we call them, were all underground.’ I wonder whether this gang is at Chester Hills?
There would be nothing like a lot of underground caves for the secret quarters of a
gang. Get down there with their aeroplanes which can become taxis by pressing a
button and the Police might hunt for years and never find them. And then, what if this
Theological Missionary College should really be a gang in disguise? It’s just what I
should do if I were a gangster: pretend to be a clergyman. And I’m sure that Abner
Brown is that man they call Father Boddledale—the Reverend Father Boddledale, D.D.
He’s a magician and a gangster of the deepest dye, and now that he’s married to the
Pouncer he’s probably five times as bad as he ever was before. And I do wish my
guardian were here and then I could ask her advice.”

He fell asleep again, but could dream of nothing but caves, dark and damp, with the
noise of dripping water and long stalactites hanging from the roofs. When he would
wake up from being, as he thought, a prisoner in one cave he would fall asleep and
dream of another, black as a pocket, with water falling into some almost bottomless pit.
Now he remembered something that somebody had said to him of the people at Chester
Hills in the old days stealing and killing sheep and dropping them down pot-holes into
the underground waters, which would carry the carcasses of the sheep for some miles
and bring them out at other pot-holes where people waited for them. He seemed to
remember that in the story somebody had said that once, when the people were waiting



for the sheep to appear, the body of the thief appeared. “That was at Chester Hills,” he
thought. Then he slept again and seemed to hear the voice of Caroline Louisa calling to
him in great distress from a great distance and, in his dream, it seemed that he answered
her and asked, “Where are you?” and heard her cry, “Here,” and ran towards the voice
and found nothing but stone walls, against which he beat and thrust, but could find no
door nor any window. But through the thickness of the stone came the voice, “I’m shut
up here in the darkness, Kay. I don’t know where it is, but it’s somewhere where I can
hear the noise of water falling.” Then he woke up, but found nothing but the dark night
with a little glimmer of moonlight coming through the curtain and the fire in the grate
almost out. “I’m almost sure that they’ve got her in Chester Hills, somehow,” he
muttered. “Though why,” he wondered, “and how? Of course, if they’d got her into one
of those taxis they could have flown her to Chester Hills in less than an hour, even from
London.” He fell asleep again, but passed an uneasy night. When he woke again it was
time to get up, so he dressed and was down by eight o’clock. By some fortune or freak
the post was in, in spite of the Christmas rush, but, as Ellen said, it was probably the
post of two days before. There was no letter from Caroline Louisa.
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C � � � � � �  V I I I
W���� he was looking through the letters Ellen brought in the paper. “Oh, Master Kay,”
she said, “have you heard the news? The Bishop of Tatchester has disappeared.”

“What?” Kay said.
“The papers are full of it,” Ellen said. “The reverend gentleman went out of the

Palace last night for a brisk walk before going to bed according to his custom and he
hasn’t come back, Master Kay.” Kay opened the paper:

“STARTLING DISAPPEARANCE OF THE BISHOP
OF TATCHESTER

“Considerable alarm was caused,” he read, “in ecclesiastical circles last night
when it was known that His Grace, the Bishop of Tatchester, had failed to return to
the Palace and was not heard of at the time of our going to press. The very
reverend gentleman had passed the evening at the Palace in making ready for the
Christmas season and in dispatching his Christmas cards to the clergy of his
Diocese, a duty that His Grace leaves to no hands but his own. On conclusion of
this pleasant duty His Grace signified to his sister, Dame Eleanor Chasuble, that he
would go for a brisk walk through the Precincts before retiring to rest. According
to her nightly custom, Dame Chasuble prepared tea for His Grace on his return. As
he had not returned at the accustomed time she proceeded to the Precincts, but
could not see him. At first she thought it likely that His Grace had joined some
body of carol-singers and might be singing carols in the neighbourhood, but at
midnight as he had not returned she became alarmed and telephoned to the Dean,
who enquired at once at the Hospital if His Grace had been the victim of some
accident, but, receiving a negative response, they communicated with the Police
and, although an active search was at once instituted, we regret to announce that no
news has been received of His Grace’s whereabouts. It will be remembered that the
Palace was the scene of a serious burglary the night before last and it is thought
that the Bishop’s disappearance may be connected with that earlier outrage. Dame



Chasuble is confident that the Bishop has no enemy who would lay violent hands
upon him and flouts the opinion that he may have become subject to some sudden
loss of memory. The Police are inclined to the view that the reverend gentleman
may have received some shock, as from a passing motor-car, which may have
caused a temporary aberration. Anyone who may have seen anyone answering to
the description of His Grace or any occurrence which may seem to throw light on
his disappearance is earnestly asked to communicate with New Scotland Yard, or
with the Tatchester Constabulary: Tatchester 7000.

“Naturally His Grace’s disappearance has cast a gloom upon what would
otherwise be a festal city. We would remind our readers that on Christmas Eve at
midnight His Grace hoped to celebrate the thousandth anniversary of the
dedication of the Cathedral, for which great occasion the usual Christmas
decorations and expectations have been increased thousand-fold. We are sure that
we voice the feelings of thousands of our readers when we extend to Dame
Chasuble our heartiest sympathy in her anxiety, and our liveliest hopes that His
Grace may soon be restored to the bosom of his household and his Diocese.

“Few figures in the church of today are more eminent for piety and the
Christian virtues than His Grace, the Very Reverend Michael Chasuble, D.D. Our
readers will remember that Dr. Chasuble in his young days was a famous oarsman,
long-distance runner, cricketer and heavyweight pugilist. In the scholastic field he
carried away not only the prize for Greek verse, the Newdigate, the Latin Oration
and the Ponsford Laurel Crown for Hebrew, but took first-class honours in Natural
Science and in what are known as ‘Greats.’ Few people of his time at the
University have attained such universal distinction in the provinces of sport and
learning.”

“I say,” Kay said to himself, when he had read this, “now they’ve got the Bishop. I
won’t mind betting it’s the same gang, and they’re after this Box of Delights and they
think that the Bishop’s got it.”

While he was meditating this in the dining-room, Peter came down. It was about ten
minutes past eight, and, being a dark winter morning, was still hardly full daylight.
“You look pretty gloomy, Kay,” Peter said.

“I am pretty gloomy,” Kay said. “They’ve scrobbled the Bishop. I’ll bet it’s the
people who scrobbled Maria.”

“And who d’you think they are?” Peter said.
“Well, I’m worried, Peter,” Kay said. “I know you think it’s absurd, but I think

they’re the Missionary College people out at Chester Hills. Would you come with me,
Peter,” he said, “to Chester Hills, to see what kind of place it is?”

“Well, I don’t mind,” Peter said. “Shall we go after breakfast?”
“I was thinking we might get there and back before breakfast,” Kay said, leading

the way to the door. “Breakfast won’t be till nine.” He paused just outside the door. It
was a gloomy morning.

“How on earth could we get about forty miles and back?” Peter said.



Kay caught hold of Peter’s arm, and, with his other hand, twitched the button on the
magic box and, instantly, both of them were plucked through the air in a north-westerly
direction so swiftly that they saw the fields and the brooks in a kind of blur beneath
them. Then, suddenly, they were whirled downwards and there they were, on a hill-
side, standing on what was the rampart of an old camp. Both the boys were a little out
of breath.

“Now, this is Chester Hills,” Kay said. “Look there: that’s Hope-under-Chesters, the
railway station where the curates got into the train who I believe picked my pocket.
And you can see that this was once a Roman Camp. This is the Chester.”

“Well, where d’you want to go now?” Peter said.
“I think down there, into that valley,” Kay said.
Looking down on the valley the boys saw nothing but a great sea of woodland

which began a little way below the camp and filled all the valley; but there were folds
in the valley and what there was in the folds they could not see.

“I say, it’s a lovely country,” Kay said.
“It looks all right,” Peter said. “I vote we go and explore in the woods.”
Kay looked first at the Roman Camp. The line of the rampart was still firm and

sharply cut; the gates were just as they were when the Romans had marched out of
them for the last time.

“Jolly good chaps, the Romans,” Kay said.
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Peter. “They were rather a mouldy lot. They were lucky

chaps not to have to learn Latin grammar, but to know it naturally.”
“I don’t know, I admire them enormously,” Kay said. “You see, we are a thousand

miles from Rome and they hadn’t any trains and they hadn’t any steam and they walked
here, carrying all that they wanted on their backs; and when they came to the sea they
made ships and sailed here. And when they were here they made the only roads that we
had, that were any good, for the next eighteen hundred years, and the only baths that
people took until about fifty years ago. You see there, you can see from the lie of the
land that a road ran out of this gateway down the hill. I’ll bet if you had a spade to clear
away the turf you’d come upon a pavement underneath.”

He led the way down the hill and presently, the lines of the Roman track became
more difficult to follow. When they came to the edge of the wood the track was barred
with a locked and chained gate. There was a notice nailed to a tree:—

“TRESPASSERS WILL BE PROSECUTED.”

and on another tree there was a bigger notice:—

“DANGER!”
“MAN-TRAPS AND SPRING-GUNS.”

The track inside the wood was hardly more than a narrow woodland path. The
wood looked curiously forbidding and evil. It contained a great deal of yew and other
dark evergreens. The undergrowth was curiously grown and in the darkness and
wetness, with its profuse mass of close, sinister growth, it put a chill onto both boys’
hearts.



“It doesn’t look a very cheery place,” Peter said. “I don’t think we ought to risk
those notices.”

“Oh, rats!” Kay said. “I don’t believe in any of those notices. For years I was scared
of a notice that said ‘Bloodhounds’ and there wasn’t a bloodhound within the county.
Come along in. But we’d better not talk much and we won’t make more noise than we
must.”

He clambered over the gate and Peter followed. They went down the woodland
track. It was a still, sinister wood, very thick covert, even for the depths of winter. As
they went along it seemed to Kay that somewhere on his left hand there was the noise
of water falling, much as he had heard it in his dreams. The little track led down the
hill: it wasn’t straight, but bent and twisted; Peter went with a beating heart: Kay went
forward boldly.

“I say, Kay,” Peter said, “I wish you wouldn’t hurry on like this. You ought to go
cautiously.”

“It’s absolutely safe,” Kay said. “Do look; nobody has been on this woodland track
for weeks.”

“But a keeper might come at any minute,” Peter said.
“There aren’t keepers,” Kay said. “You can see that this place isn’t preserved. If it

were preserved we should have seen pheasants long ago or, if not pheasants, we’d have
seen keepers’ vermin boards, or dead stoats and weasels and poor, beautiful owls.”

Presently they passed from the woodland into a rather denser part, that was more
like a neglected shrubbery with azaleas and overgrown rhododendrons. In this part of
the wood a very great deal of box had once been planted. This had straggled and grown
to a great height and made the wood even darker than it would otherwise have been.
There the track ended in a double line of box-trees. No doubt the trees had once been
trimmed into a box walk; now they were all straggled and overgrown and untidy.
Between the lines of box-trees, however, a path, that seemed to be in considerable use,
led to right and left, and through gaps in the dense shrubbery the boys saw the gleam of
water just below them.

“That will be the lake,” Kay said; “it’s marked on the map. Let’s go on down and
look at the water.”

They left the path and thrust through the shrubbery where it seemed thinnest and
presently were just inside a rhododendron bush on the very lip of the water, which
stretched to right and left in a long and very beautiful lake of deep water. It was not
much more than a hundred yards across, but it gave to Kay the illusion of great depth
and of being very evil, it was so dark, being fringed on both sides by beautiful trees
nearly all dark.

“I say,” Kay said, “what a place!”
“It gives me the fantods,” Peter answered. “I don’t like this place.”
“Well, we’ve come here now,” Kay said; “do let’s examine it before we go.”
A little to the right of where they were they saw among the trees the roof and part

of a building, and what was either a boat- or a bathing-house. Away to the left, about
five hundred yards from where they were the lake came to an end in some tumbled



rocks and boulders. Beyond this the ground rose with shrubberies and ornamental trees
and, beyond the trees, there were buildings seemingly of great extent: yellowish, Kay
thought, as though built of Cotswold stone, which must have been imported there.
From somewhere in the mass of these buildings, which were mainly screened by the
trees, a little bell chimed gracefully for the half-hour.

“Now, I’m going along here to have a look at the house,” Kay said. “You coming?”
“No, I don’t think I will, thanks,” Peter said. “You go and look at the house if you

like. I’ll just go along and look at the boat-house and to see if one could come here in
the summer for a swim.”

“Well, do look out for yourself,” Kay said. “That little clock has just chimed for
half-past eight. When it chimes for nine, you be inside the track we came by. You can
easily take cover and wait for me.”

“All right,” Peter said, “but I do wish you wouldn’t go into this place. You’ll get
dropped on most frightfully hot if they catch you.”

Kay went off along the path between the box-trees, and he hadn’t gone very far
before he heard footsteps and voices coming towards him. He nimbly took cover
between the path and the water and listened as the voices and steps drew nearer.

Presently Kay could distinguish the voices of those who were approaching. He
heard the unmistakable high voice of the foxy-faced man saying, “So you’ll get them
all in the soup, ha-ha, what?”

Then something followed which Kay couldn’t quite catch; but the next voice which
spoke was undoubtedly that of Abner.

“As to that matter, sir,” Abner was saying in his silky, soft voice, “that’s a question
that must wait till we have had our bathe and our breakfast. Perhaps they will be in a
better mood and more disposed to be reasonable after their good night’s rest.”

The men passed where Kay was hidden without seeing him. The foxy-faced man
said, “It will be mighty cold. One plunge and then out will be enough for me.”

“It will be exhilarating,” Abner said. “By the way, I think I shall recommend Eleven
for service abroad. But my head will be clearer after my bathe.”

Kay heard the men enter the bathing-box a little distance from him. He heard feet
running upon spring-boards and two splashes, followed by sputterings. The foxy-faced
man was saying, “It’s like iced water, what?” Kay heard them crawling up the steps
from the water and Abner saying,

“Enough for honour: we will leave the rest to the British.”
He heard them rubbing themselves down and muttering with clacking teeth that

“their blood would never run warm again.” Soon they had their robes round them and
were running back along the path by which they had come.

Kay went out from his hiding-place and crept along in the direction in which they
had gone. Presently he came to the end of the lake among the tumbled rocks and
boulders. At first he could see no outlet to the waters but then heard, above the sighing
of the pine-trees, a sort of wash of water. Somewhere underneath his feet some water at
any rate from the lake was falling into a passage underground. The path by which the
bathers had come led above the tumble of rock. He followed it through a dense



shrubbery and presently came into a thicket of laurel bordering on a drive. Through the
laurel he could see the spacious mansion, built in Cotswold stone somewhere early in
the reign of George the Third on a foundation much older.

He was looking directly across at great double front doors within a portico. They
were lofty doors paned with glass to give light to the hall within and, as the morning
sun was now shining onto the glass, he could see something gleaming inside the hall: it
looked like a suit of armour. The hall had the look of having been built on after the
main structure had been finished. While he watched, there came from within the house
the sweet banging of a gong. Almost immediately half a dozen men wearing black
cloaks came out of the outhouses to the right of the house and passed through the front
doors. “That’s the gang,” Kay said to himself, “or some of them—this college of young
clergy—and the gong was for their breakfast, and I can creep in and see them while
they’re at breakfast.”

Just as the last of the men in the black cloaks passed under the portico, there came a
loud hissing noise, something between a whistle and an escape of steam, from
somewhere up in the air. The laurel was rather in the way of Kay’s getting a good view,
but he saw the men in black look up towards the noise and looked up himself. To his
amazement he saw a silvery aeroplane poising just like a kestrel above the house: it had
come noiselessly and there it was, hovering in a way that Kay hadn’t thought to be
possible for any aeroplane; and the whistle or hiss of steam was plainly a signal, for a
moment later the aeroplane sank slowly down vertically, as though into the very body
of the house.

“I say,” Kay thought, “whoever would have thought that an aeroplane could do
that.” He thought to himself at once, “Well, I suppose that’s the kind of aeroplane that
scrobbled little Maria, and, of course, if they’ve got a thing like that they could do all
sorts of things that nobody would suspect. Now, I wonder,” he said, “if poor old Cole
Hawlings and the Bishop, and perhaps Caroline Louisa, are shut up in dungeons only a
few yards away.” Almost at once, as he listened, he heard a lot of men’s voices singing
together a familiar hymn. “Well, I don’t know,” he thought, “that sounds like a
Missionary College; but what would they want with Abner Brown and what would they
be doing with an aeroplane like that, if they were only missionaries?”

However, it was now time to start back towards Peter. As he crossed above the
tumbled rocks he looked again, hoping to see some opening among them. This time he
saw what he ought to have noticed before, a sluice with its winch, beside which was a
rusty iron grating, so covered with drift of different sorts that it could not easily be
distinguished. The water seeped and trickled through this grating and fell, as he judged,
some little distance. “I would like to go down there on a rope,” Kay thought, “with
torches, and explore.”

At this moment the bell above the Missionary College struck nine and chimed the
hour. Kay hurried to the agreed place where Peter was to be, but Peter was not there.
Kay looked in the thickest cover nearest to the agreed place, but there was no sign of
Peter. He certainly had not entered the cover there. Kay waited some minutes, thinking,
“Well, Peter always was an ass. He never had much sense of time and will always go
wandering on and blundering into something.” He waited a few more minutes, but



Peter had not come. Then Kay thought, “Well, perhaps, if he has gone on by himself, he
will have left a patteran.”

He had often played gypsies with Peter and had read in one of George Borrow’s
books that gypsies put what they called a patteran, some sign or mark of leaves or
twisted grass on the ground, to show the direction they have taken; the agreed sign
between Peter and himself was a handful of leaves squeezed and dropped on the
ground. He looked on the paths for such a mark, but could find none. “Oh, where has
he gone?” he thought. Then he wondered, “Well, what should I have done if I had been
in Peter’s place. He had gone on probably past the little bathing-box and would have
kept on the further side of the bathing-box while the men were bathing; but what on
earth would he have done then?” He followed along the path by which he thought Peter
might have gone on his exploration. Presently a little brook ran across the path; in the
mud by the brook’s bank was the mark of Peter’s shoes. “He did come as far as this,”
Kay thought, “and he hasn’t come back this way. Well, of course, he wouldn’t come
back this way.” It was the maxim of these young scouts never to come back the way by
which they went in a strange or dangerous country.

Presently the ground began to be very soft: a good many springs broke out there
and the channels by which they had fallen into the lake had been allowed to become
choked. Peter’s tracks were plain indeed. On the farther side of the soft patch the track
turned a corner and there, to Kay’s horror, were other tracks. Two or three men had
been there and there were little fresh, unmistakable signs of rapid trampling and
scuffling. “There’s no doubt about it,” Kay thought, “they’ve scrobbled Peter.
Somebody’s been here and they’ve got Peter. Just like that silly ass to go right into the
lion’s den. But if they scrobbled Peter what did they do with him? Where did they take
him? They didn’t take him to the house at any rate: they took him away from the
house.”

He reckoned up the chances and decided that it would be safe to follow after these
people, whoever they were. They had got Peter and were removing him. The chances
were that they would not be expecting anybody else and that it would be safe to follow
in that direction. He had not gone far before he heard the noise of oars on the lake.
Going down towards the water and peering through the branches he saw that a boat was
pulling towards the mansion on the other side of the lake. In the stern-sheets of the boat
was something that looked like a roll of blanket. “That’s Peter, scrobbled,” Kay
thought. Two sinister-looking men in black cloaks were at the oars; two sinister-looking
men were sitting in the stern-sheets beside the bundle; one of them was steering and the
other was trailing for pike. “They’ve got Peter all right,” Kay thought. Then he
wondered, “Should he go to the village of Hope-under-Chesters and rouse the Police
there.” Then he thought, “No. The Policeman is probably one of the gang and I should
be arrested for trespassing. I’ll get back home and speak to the Inspector and, perhaps,
by that time there will be a word from Caroline Louisa.”

He took up his Box of Delights and pressed the knob. A sort of whirlwind plucked
him up above the tree-tops and snatched him south-eastwards to the box-tree walk at
Seekings, where he was set gently upon his feet.

He found the other children at breakfast. “You’re very late, Kay,” Maria said. “Have
you seen the latest?”



“No,” he said, “what is it?”
“Something like a mystery,” Maria said. “Here.” She unfolded the paper for him. In

the middle page were large black headings:—

“MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE.
THE MERRY DEAN DISAPPEARS.

DEAN OF TATCHESTER MISSING SINCE
TEA-TIME.

“Ecclesiastical and other circles have been convulsed at Tatchester by the
strange disappearance of the well-known Dean from the Precincts. It appears that
the Dean went out shortly after dark last night, in response to what was said to
have been an urgent summons, and has not yet been heard of. He was first missed
at six p.m. when he should have attended a meeting connected with Cathedral
business, but it was not until he failed to return to the Deanery for dinner that the
family became concerned. At the time of going to press no news has been received
of the reverend gentleman.

“It is feared at the Deanery that he has been the victim of a motor-car accident,
but we are entitled to our own conviction that the disappearance of the reverend
gentleman, coming so soon after the recent burglary at the Palace and the
disappearance of His Grace, the Bishop, are crimes perpetrated by some local
gang. Until a late hour the Cathedral Clergy were indefatigable in their search for
their friend, who is perhaps the most popular figure in the Establishment.
Something like a reign of terror exists at this moment throughout Tatchester. The
Police preserve a becoming reticence in the matter and, though they scout the
notion that the reverend gentleman has been the victim of a practical joke, they
abstain from committing themselves to any definite theory.

“It is hardly necessary to remind our readers that the Dean of Tatchester is the
well-known author of ‘Possible Oriental Influences in Ancient Philosophies’ as
well as the famous handbook ‘Cheerfulness: The Christian’s Duty.’

“We are sure that we voice the feelings of the rest of the world when we wish
that Christmas at the Deanery may be gladdened by his speedy return to the bosom
of his family.”

“Now, what d’you think of that?” Maria said. “That’s the gang that scrobbled me.”
“I believe they’ve scrobbled Peter,” Kay said, “and as soon as I’ve had some

breakfast I’ll go round to the Police Station.”
“I love to see the sleuths at work,” Maria said, “so I’ll come too.”
They went round and the Inspector welcomed them. “Come in, Miss Maria and

Master Kay,” he said. “What is it now? More clues for the Law to follow?” Kay told his
story and all his suspicions.

“Ha,” the Inspector said. “And footprints in the mud, you say, and the roll of
blanket in the boat. But you know, Master Kay, you ought not to have gone trespassing
at Chester Hills. I was there as a young man and it’s a dangerous place. They have a lot
of those holes that they call ‘dings,’ like old mines. Lots of folk break their necks going
into them and I hope your Master Peter hasn’t gone and done the like. But you are quite



wrong, Master Kay, in saying that the Principal of the Training College is a Mr. Brown:
it’s Father Boddledale, as I told you. I will telephone him now.”

He telephoned: “Is that you, your reverence?” he asked. “I’m the Inspector of
Police speaking. I want to ask if you have seen anything of a lad aged ten, by the name
of Peter, who was out at your place this morning. . . . You haven’t seen him? . . . Hasn’t
been seen at all? . . . Thank you. And have you with you a gentleman by the name of
Abner Brown? . . . No? . . . You don’t know the name. You train simply young men for
parish and missionary work, isn’t that so, your reverence? . . . Well, you will forgive
my disturbing you at your good work, but Duty is the policeman’s watchword, as you
will understand, sir. I’m much obliged, I’m sure, sir. . . . Thank you, sir, and I wish the
same to you.

“You see, Master Kay,” he said, hanging up the telephone, “they know nothing of
Master Peter there; but it’s my belief about boys, Master Kay, that ‘leave them alone
and they’ll come home.’ ”

Kay thanked him and they returned home. “Pompous old ass,” Maria said.
“He’s a jolly good chap, really,” Kay said. “He mayn’t be quite a Sherlock Holmes,

but he’s most awfully good about rabbits.”
As they went into the little street more newsboys came rushing from the station

shouting, “Special edition of the Tatchester Times!” They were shouting, “Another
disappearance—Special!” . . . “Canons of Tatchester disappear—Special!” . . . “Murder
gang suspected—Special!” . . . “Bloodhounds on the trail—Special!” . . . “What
clergyman is safe?—Special!” . . . “Another dreadful religious mystery—Special!”

“There you are,” Maria said.
Kay bought a paper, for which the boy charged him sixpence. He read the little

sheet which was still wet from the press:—

“We feel that this morning’s events are so extraordinary that we are warranted
in making them the subject of a special edition of our paper.

“The night before last our deservedly popular Prelate was torn from us; last
night the World’s Dean, as we may call him, similarly disappeared; early this
morning, while they were walking back from the early morning service, Canon
Honeytongue and Canon Balmblossom, his friend, were met, we learn, by a
messenger who told them that the Dean had met with a motor accident, was
suffering from a slight concussion and was asking eagerly to see them. The
reverend gentleman then hurried to the waiting car and, on asking the driver how
long they would be, were told ‘Less than an hour.’ They called to their friends,
others of the Cathedral Clergy who were accompanying them through the Close,
that they would be back to breakfast. After this the car—a Rolls-Royce according
to some, a large Daimler according to others—drove rapidly away. At that early
hour few people were about and no one seems to have taken the number of the car.
The anxiety of the people of Tatchester may be judged when the breakfast-hour
passed without any message whatsoever from the missing Canons. Becoming
seriously alarmed, Mrs. Honeytongue telephoned to the Police, who at once
instituted a widespread enquiry, so far, we regret to say, without result. Though



some people are inclined to believe that our Cathedral Clergy have been the
victims of a practical joke, these events are so strange and follow so closely upon
the burglary of the Palace that serious people may be excused for having the
gravest misgivings.

“We ask all the inhabitants of the Diocese to come forward at once in aiding
the Police by reporting the movements of all cars likely to have been concerned in
the removal of the reverend gentlemen. The car is reported to have been a large
black, dark blue, dark brown, or even dark green or grey saloon, with a clean-
shaven driver in a dark suit. Anyone who may have seen such a car in any of the
country roads in the hours between five and seven-thirty this morning are asked to
telephone at once to the Chief of the Tatchester Constabulary: telephone number,
Tatchester 7000.

“In the meantime we would convey to all the members of the Cathedral
Establishment our heart-felt sympathy with their anxiety. We would also reprehend
in the strongest terms all those who venture to criticise the work of our splendid
Police Force. We are sure, what indeed we have never doubted, that they have the
matter well in hand, and though it is against the public interest that they should
divulge at this juncture the point to which their investigations have proceeded, it is
an open secret that they are in the possession of certain clues which may lead to
startling denouements in the near future.”

“Now what d’you think of that?” Maria said.
“Wait a moment,” Kay said. “There’s some ‘Stop Press’ news here at the side:—

“STOP PRESS NEWS.

“The rumour current that the missing Prelate was seen near Chester Hills last
night turns out to be without foundation. The gentleman mistaken for the Bishop
was the Reverend Father Boddledale, of the Ecclesiastical Training College, who
has long been known as the Bishop’s double. Father Boddledale went yesterday
afternoon with the Clergy’s Christmas offerings to the children in the village
school of Hope-under-Chesters and, wearing clerical dress, was again mistaken for
the Prelate. No reliable information has reached the Authorities about any of the
missing dignitaries.”

“Well, what d’you think of that?” Maria repeated.
“Well, I know what I think of it,” Kay said. “They’ve got the Bishop, the Dean, the

Punch and Judy man, the two Canons and Peter in that den of theirs at Chester Hills.”
“Well, if I were you, I’d telephone to the Yard,” Maria said. “It’s no good going to

your champion rabbit man, or whatever he is: go to the sleuths whose job it is to sleuth.
Let’s telephone the Yard.”

They telephoned to the Yard, who referred them to the Chief of the Tatchester
Constabulary: telephone number, Tatchester 7000. When they did this they were told
that the matter would meet with every attention and that, though no news had come
about any of the missing gentlemen, they expected developments before the evening.



At lunch-time Kay was called to the telephone. Caroline Louisa’s sister wanted to
speak about her brother who was now better. Kay explained that Caroline Louisa had
not returned from London and had left no word: had neither written nor telegraphed.

“Well,” the sister said, “she set off from here two days ago. Whatever can have
happened?”

Kay had a very shrewd suspicion of what had happened. He said, “Perhaps she’s
been kidnapped like the Cathedral staff.”

The sister said, “That doesn’t sound very likely to me, but I will telephone to the
hospitals to find out whether anybody has been brought in as the result of an accident.”

She said that she would telephone later if she heard anything. She did telephone
later to report that she could learn nothing of her sister whatsoever. Kay went back to
lunch feeling very miserable. After lunch it came on to rain. There was no news of
Peter. It wasn’t possible to go playing in the garden. He went upstairs to his room;
locked the doors; put caps over the keys as before; climbed under the valance of the
dressing-table and looked again into the Box of Delights.

This time he looked into an entirely different scene. There was a little hill with a
beech clump upon it and a vixen playing with her cubs on some tumbled chalk outside
a burrow. A badger was padding about; from the glow upon the wood it seemed to Kay
to be about sunset on a fine May evening. The cubs rolled over and over, playing with
themselves or with a bit of rabbit-skin, and presently Kay was aware that some of the
glow upon the trees was due to the presence of multitudes of butterflies of the most
brilliant colours—painted ladies, red admirals, peacocks, purple emperors, chalk blues,
commas, tortoise-shells, purple and green hairstreaks: and besides these there were
others—Camberwell beauties and swallow-tails—and all these began moving suddenly
towards him; he noticed that they were drawing an airy chariot made out of rose-leaves
from some sweet-briar rose. It was liker a basket than a chariot and, although it looked
very fragile, it was held together with silk; Kay said to himself, “Silk is really the
strongest of all stuffs;” he stepped into the chariot. At once the butterflies lifted him up
high over the tree-tops, going much more swiftly than he would have thought possible
and, although their flight wavered now up, now down, it was extraordinarily delightful.

“Of course,” he said, “we are going to Chester Hills;” and very soon they were
indeed flying over the very wood from which Peter had disappeared, but inside the
wood and all round the great house, as Kay drew near it, there were wolves running and
snarling with their hackles up and with their teeth gleaming: he had never thought it
possible that there could be so many. He saw them leaping and snapping, trying to
reach the butterflies, who kept well out of harm’s way. They floated up to the great
house and then round it, though the wolves came out of the chimneys and through trap-
doors onto the roofs and yapped and snarled and showed their teeth.

Then, at one little window, as Kay floated past, he saw Caroline Louisa stretching
out her hands to him, calling, “Help me, Kay!” Then, instantly, two great she-wolves
dragged her from the window and pulled down an iron shutter.

The butterflies changed their direction and floated away, and away from Chester
Hills, and at last brought Kay to a bare mountain which he had never before seen. In the



mountain-side there was a little door with a knocker. Kay knocked at the knocker and a
little old man opened the door and said,

“Will you please to walk in, Master Kay? And what would you like to see: the
treasures or the work?”

“I should like to see both, please,” Kay said.
The little old man opened a door and there was a little furnace with a bellows and

an anvil, with little men hard at work making extraordinary things out of metals and
precious stones. In cases on the wall were the most marvellous weapons and knives,
coats of armour, crowns and jewels. And there were also strange things shaped like
hands and, when the little man pressed a button, these hands took hold of hammers or
tongs, plucked molten metal from the furnace and beat it into whatever shape the little
man ordered. Kay was so delighted with these things that he stared and stared and, at
last, one of the pairs of hands plucked a piece of gold, beat it rapidly into the shape of a
little rose-bud and thrust it into Kay’s buttonhole. Then the little old man said that it
would be time for him to be going and led him to the stone door on the hill-side, and
there was a sort of boat harnessed to wild duck.

When he got into the boat the wild duck flew with it high into the air over the dark
woods, then down and down and down, till at last, the boat was just over Seekings
House and Kay had only to drop down the chimney, as it seemed, into his room. And
there he was in his room, snapping-to the Box and putting it back into his pocket.

Just as he snapped it to in his pocket there came a clattering at the door.
“Kay! Kay!” Maria cried.
“What is it?” Kay said.
“What isn’t it?” she said. “Come on down at once.” In the study, she showed him a

paper. “Look at this,” she said. “There’s a special edition of the paper. They’ve got the
whole of the Cathedral staff.”

“No,” Kay said, “they can’t have!”
“They have, though,” Maria said. “Look here.”
The special edition was a single sheet still damp from the press; the big black

headings easily smudged.

“UNPARALLELED ATROCITY!
MORE HORRORS AT TATCHESTER.
HAVE THE BOLSHEVIKS BEGUN?

A FEARED TERRIBLE PLOT.
REIGN OF TERROR IN CATHEDRAL CITY.”

And there was a note:—

“We had thought that the mystery attached to the disappearance of the eminent
Clergy of the Tatchester Establishment would by this time have been cleared up
with the return of the Bishop, the Dean and Canons to their functions. We regret to
say that our confidence was gravely misplaced. Tonight we have to report the
complete disappearance of the Precentor, the Vesturer, the Bursar, the Canons
Minor, the Archdeacon, Vergers, Organist, and, it is feared, other members of the
Cathedral staff.



“These gentlemen, according to their custom on the afternoon before Christmas
Eve, were proceeding in a motor-bus to the Tatchester Alms Houses laden with
suitable offerings for the old Men and Women Pensioners. They set off, according
to custom, at half-past three and, it is thought, were beguiled into entering a motor-
bus other than that sent for them. From that moment no word has been received
from any of them.

“Anyone able to throw the slightest light upon this very dark mystery are
adjured to communicate at once with the local Police (Telephone, Tatchester 7000),
and to spare no pains in bringing the offenders to justice.”

“But what time is this?” Kay said.
“It’s nine o’clock,” Maria said. “We’ve been wondering where on earth you’ve

been.”
“Oh,” Kay said, “I suppose I fell asleep.”
“What a very pretty shiny buttonhole you’ve got,” Maria said. “What is it?”
“Oh, that’s a little rose,” Kay said, looking down; and indeed, there in his

buttonhole was the little golden rose that had been made for him in the mountain.
“I suppose you got it from a cracker,” Maria said. “But just think of their bagging

the whole Cathedral staff at one swoop! They must have had the brains of buns. You
see, they’ve had warning: the Bishop went, the Dean went and then the Canons went.
And then, the whole of them go and plunge into a motor-bus and are whirled off, very
likely into eternity.”

“Well, I hope they’ve not been whirled into eternity,” Kay said. “They were awfully
nice to us, some of those clergy: we had a lovely party there the other night. What on
earth will they do for the Christmas services? We’ll get the news on the wireless. We’d
better wait up till then.”

They waited up until the news on the wireless. They heard that the Archbishops
were determined that, in case of need, the services should be held in the Cathedral in
spite of the absence of the regular staff and that certain clergy had been asked to
proceed to Tatchester to officiate there if the need arose. The announcer said that the
matter was viewed with the greatest seriousness and that the public was asked to co-
operate with the Police by giving instant, accurate information of a red, white, blue,
grey, brown or black motor-bus—the colours had been variously given by various
observers—proceeding at a frightening pace in the direction of Tatchester some twenty
minutes before the alleged outrage. He asked that those who had any information to
give should telephone at once to the Chief of the Tatchester Constabulary: telephone
number, Tatchester 7000.

“Well, I should think,” Maria said, “that even the sleuths at Scotland Yard will
begin to think that they are up against a gang by this time. I should think the gangsters
are dropping them biting post-cards: ‘Don’t you know my methods, Watson?’ etc.
However, I should think we’d better get to bed. We’ve not heard the end of this yet:
some more of them will be gone, you’ll see.”

“They’ve got the whole boiling,” Kay said. “I don’t see how many more they could
get.”



“The choir-boys aren’t there,” Maria said.
“I think you’ll find they’ve got the choir-boys,” Kay said.
“Well, I know who they’ll get,” Maria said, “and those are all the clergy who have

gone to Tatchester to take office in case. Blithering asses they were, to let the gang
know that.”

“I say!” Kay said. “There’ll be a fine old twitter in Tatchester.”
“Well,” Maria said, “if they survive they’ll have something to talk of as long as they

live. Next to being martyred I should think being scrobbled would be the greatest joy a
clergyman could have. I should prefer it to being martyred myself, but tastes differ.”

With that she went to put some holly in Jemima’s bed and then retired to rest.



9

K�� went back to his room, sorely perplexed. It was time for bed, but the sight of
Peter’s bed without Peter reminded him that the Wolves were Running: he could not
think of sleeping. “Oh, if I could only find out where Cole Hawlings is,” he thought,
“then I could give him back his Box, and put an end to all this kidnapping.”

He stayed, looking at the fire, without any thought of undressing. At last, in his
misery, he opened the Box, thinking, “Perhaps I may see Herne the Hunter. He might
be able to give me some advice.”

When he opened the Box, it seemed to him that he opened it at a stone gateway,
through which he passed to the waters of a lake, where a boatman sat in a little green
boat. “Going across?” the boatman asked. “Step in.”

So Kay stepped into the boat, the boatman thrust her off and rowed her over the
lake, which was so clear that Kay could see the golden and scarlet fishes on the pebbles
at the bottom. Kay landed at the other side of the lake, and walked up an avenue of fruit
trees all glowing with the ripe fruit, apples, pears, plums, apricots, peaches, those five,
all golden, scarlet, blue and orange-coloured. At the end of the avenue was a Castle
surrounded by a lawn of the greenest grass with the whitest daisies. Some gazelles were
nibbling the grass; they ran up to Kay to be petted. There were many little goldfinches
flying about. Kay walked towards the steps of the Castle. All sorts of birds were there,
herons, white ibises and scarlet flamingoes on the steps, and many finches flying. Out
of the Castle, to meet him, came the Lady who had feasted him in the oak-tree. She still
wore the ring with the “longways cross.” She seemed to be about twenty now, and more
beautiful, Kay thought, than even Caroline Louisa.



“Ah, Kay,” she said, “I know why you come to me today. You will hear more
tomorrow, if you go to Chester Hills. Now that you are here, what of all the things in
the world would you like to eat?”

Kay thought and thought, at last he said, “I think, mangoes, please.” Instantly out of
the wall three plates appeared laden with mangoes. The plates had neat little legs which
walked. They walked up to the table and bowed down before him, so that he could eat
the mangoes; afterwards a sponge walked up and mopped off the stickiness.

“And now, Kay,” the Lady said, “what, of all things, would you like to see?”
“Well, of all things, I think,” he said, “a tournament.”
Instantly, one wall of the room rolled away, so that he could look into the courtyard

of the Castle, which was now divided into two by a gaily painted barrier. The sides of
the yard were lined with tiers of seats, full of people and gay with banners.

At each end of the lists two Knights, one in scarlet, one in white armour, were
taking position on horses excited by the music and the crowd. Suddenly, the trumpeters
in the royal box blew all together, the Knights dropped their lances to the rests, drove in
their spurs, and hurtled at each other on different sides of the barrier. Under the royal
box, they struck each other’s shields with their spears; they themselves reeled in their
saddles, but were not unseated: the spears broke at the guards and leaped a dozen feet
into the air: the Knights finished their courses, then wheeled round and waited for fresh
spears. “Would you like to do that, Kay?” the Lady asked.

“Oh, I would,” he said.
Instantly a squire led forth a war-horse with blue and white trappings for him. Out

of the wall, the pieces of a suit of armour walked towards him and buckled themselves
about him, first the footgear, leggings and cuisses, then the body-armour and arm-
pieces, lastly the helmet with its plume. A squire came forward to give him a leg-up
into the saddle; another squire brought him a lance.

“It is not always wise to take part with the Past, Kay,” the Lady said. “Arnold of
Todi did so, as you may hear tomorrow, and where, in the Past, is he now? He is lost,
Kay.”

But Kay could not think of Arnold of Todi; he was on a great horse, feeling his
mouth, and staring through the slit of his helm at his enemy at the other end. His enemy
was a red Knight, just gathering his shield, which now turned to Kay, so that he saw
upon it a black wolf rampant. A squire handed him a white shield with blue chevrons
on it, but before he could take it, the trumpets blew. At once he drove forward at the
Wolf Knight. The horses whinnied with delight, the joy of the charge surged up in him,
he saw the red helm crouched above the Wolf; then, crash, they met.

“I’ve got him,” Kay shouted, as he felt his spear drive home on to the Red Knight’s
chest, and the Knight go backward over the crupper.

He had got him, but something odd had happened to himself. “My girths are gone,”
he cried. He felt the saddle turn under his horse’s belly while himself was flung
headlong, endlong, anylong, down, down, down, back to his chair by the fireplace in
his room at Seekings.

“Well, tomorrow,” he said, “as soon as ever it is light, I’ll go out to Chester Hills to
hear more.”



Next morning, as soon as ever it was light, he dressed. Taking the Box, he turned
the knob first so that he might become tiny; next, so that he might go swiftly; instantly,
he was whirled up through the chimney, out through the cowl and away, just as it was
growing to be light. He felt so minute that he trembled lest a sparrow should peck him
in mistake for a caterpillar. In a moment or two he was whirled down to the door-step
of the great house at Chester Hills, still clutching the Box. He was shrunken to the size
of one of his leaden soldiers. The front door was open. He was on the top step; he
walked towards the hall.

Unfortunately, at that instant, a boy and girl were coming towards the house
carrying between them a basket of packages. The sun shone at that instant on the door-
step. The girl dropped her end of the basket and made a dart up the steps.

“Quick, Bert!” she cried. “There’s a fairy. Quick, catch him! We’ll catch him and
sell him.”

As she darted up the steps Kay slipped into the house and dodged to cover under
the hangings of a window-seat. The two children followed and peered about at the door,
whispering together. Plainly they were afraid to come further.

“What was it you saw?” the boy asked.
“A fairy dressed like a little boy.”
“Oh, go on!”
“But I did and he can’t have gone far.”
“What d’you mean by a fairy?” the boy asked.
“A fairy, like a little boy—a little, tiny boy no bigger than my little finger.”
“Go on,” the boy said. “There aren’t such things as fairies: it’s all rot about fairies.”
“But I tell you, I saw one,” the girl said.
“Well, we’ll cop it if we are caught in here,” the boy said.
“Here,” the girl said, taking a walking-stick from the walking-stick-stand just inside

the door, “I’m going to give a prod underneath the seat there.”
The stick which she took was a sort of alpenstock with a long steel spike at the end

of it. She thrust it under the hangings of the window-seat and raked with it there. Kay
saw it coming at him like the head of a battering-ram mounted on a tree-trunk. It
missed him by about an inch.

“It was in there he went, I’ll bet a dollar,” the girl said.
The steel spike came prodding round again. Kay, crouching against the panels, gave

himself up for lost.
There came the pad of straw-soled slippers on the stone corridor and the squeaky

voice of an old man said, “What are you two doing there?”
The battering-ram fell with a crash. Kay heard the children rush away, pick up the

basket and fly off. The old man came slowly limping to the door. Kay could see his feet
in straw-soled slippers, with old trouser ends dangling down over them and the end of a
dark green apron; also the head of a broom which the old man was trailing after him.

“I shall report them,” the old man muttered. “They’re not allowed in. They know
that just as well as I do. I shall report them. It’s not the first time. I’ll report them as



sure as my name’s in the Bible. It was that girl and boy who cried ‘Hoi!’ at me, and I
shall report them and they’ll get stick pie, as sure as my name’s in the Bible. I’ll teach
them to cry ‘Hoi!’ at me!”

He kept muttering how he would report them and how his name was in the Bible as
he began to sweep out the hall. The broom began its work under the window-seat. In
one instant the broom was rushing at Kay with a row of bristling hairs like a small
plantation. They were soft hairs but they did not seem soft to Kay. They swept him off
his feet into a collection of dust, pins, wool, matches which looked like stakes of wood,
and cigarette-ends which to Kay seemed like great logs all covered with charred grass.
Kay was rolled over and over into the open hall, with his eyes tight shut for fear of
being blinded and clutching the Box of Delights lest he should lose it. Another thrust of
the broom buried him deep in grits, bits of gravel, mud and dead leaves which had been
knocked off on the hall floor from boots coming in. He saw the old man’s foot poised
above him and thought, “Now I shall be trodden on and squashed flat.” The old man
pitched the door-mat out of doors, picked up his broom, gave three vigorous thrusts
with it and rolled Kay with the last of them right out on to the porch.

Kay picked himself up and contrived to press the knob on the Box, saying, “I want
to go fast to the chief room in this place.”

Instantly he was plucked through the hall, along a corridor into a room where he
was set down on a shelf of books, six feet from the floor. Near to him on the shelf was a
sand-glass and behind him a row of the works of the English Poets, edited by
somebody called Gilfillan. The walls were hung with hunting pictures and one specially
he noticed which represented a small waterfall sweeping away a fox and three hounds;
just beside the waterfall a hunter in a red coat was climbing to his feet from a fallen
horse; with the legend: “The Chester Hills Day: February, 1841.”

He heard the bell of the house chime for half-past eight. Then a pleasant, silky
voice came towards him from along the passage singing a popular song.

“That’s Abner Brown,” Kay muttered; “and he wouldn’t sing unless he were doing
something pretty bad.”

Kay slipped in between two of the English Poets as Abner entered the room.
“What news? What news?” Abner muttered.
He pressed the button of a bell and sat at his desk. Presently someone entered.
“Did you please to ring, oh Father?” the newcomer asked.
“Yes, Nineteen,” Abner said, “I did ring. Send Seven here, will you, please?”
Kay saw Abner take up various typewritten slips.
“The latest wireless,” he said. “Ho, he won’t, won’t he? Oh, so the Police have a

clue, have they? Clever chaps, the Police; clever fellows. Ha! She offers seventy
thousand for the sapphires. Ah no, Madam: this is not a bargain-sale. Eighty-five
thousand is our price.”

Presently a robust voice was heard approaching from the back of the house. It was
singing a song which was certainly not the song for a young clergyman:

“A rum-tum-tiddily-um,
Who’ll have a drink with me?”



The door was shoved open and a man came striding in. He was the big man whom
Kay had seen at the Rupert’s Arms: the man called Joe. He was laughing and singing in
a breath.

“You want me, Chief?” he said.
“You might close the door, perhaps,” Abner said: “Gently.”
The man, from where he stood, made a long leg and kicked the door to; then he

drew near to Abner’s desk and stood there, waiting.
“You sent for me, Chief?” he said at last.
“Yes,” Abner said. “I hear you’ve permitted yourself some little criticisms of my

orders about these clergymen.”
Kay, who could see Joe’s face, saw at once that Joe was asking himself, “Who on

earth could have told him that?”
“Odd how the news gets about here, isn’t it?” Abner said.
“You’re right,” Joe said.
“So you have been criticising my orders. Why?”
“Well,” Joe said, “if I knew why the orders were given I might see sense in them,

but to kidnap a lot of clergymen, who can’t afford any ransom worth your while, seems
to me a lot of foolishness. You’ve roused the Press, you’ve roused the Yard and you’ve
roused the Nation . . . here’s the morning papers . . . all to get a Box, you say, that
belongs to the Punch and Judy man.”

“Correct,” Abner said. “That was in the possession of the Punch and Judy man
would be better, perhaps.”

“Well, then, that’s why we criticise,” Joe said. “You know that this old man, Cole
Hawlings, had the Box when he went to Seekings House. You know that he hadn’t got
it next morning. Well, you’ve got Him, haven’t you? What we can’t understand is why
you don’t make him tell you where he put it.”

“How would you make him?” Abner asked.
“He’s an old man: a bit of talking-to would make him tell. No need to hurt him;

threaten him with a red-hot poker, or keep him awake with Itchy Powder. If he’d
scratched all these last two nights he’d have told you by this time.”

“Then you don’t realise who Cole Hawlings is?”
“We don’t. To us, he’s a prisoner with information which you want. I say threaten

him (or hurt him, if he’s stubborn), till he gives you the information. If that’s not cold
sense, what is?”

“Cold sense,” Abner said; “the English strong point, like ‘fair play’ and ‘justice’
and these others.”

“Well, they’re things you get the benefit of,” Joe said, “little as you may like them.
What about it?”

“Ah,” Abner said, “what indeed?”
Some of his words had been spoken with such savage sarcasm that Kay had

trembled in his shoes; now all the savagery went out of his voice; he spoke again, with
the utmost gentleness.



“Joe,” he said, “can I trust you with a secret?”
“Why, Chief,” Joe said, “you know you can trust me with anything, except perhaps

a cold drink on a hot summer day.”
“I think I can, Joe,” Abner said. “As a general rule, if a man can’t keep a secret he

needn’t expect anybody else to keep it for him. Still, in this case, I will tell you why
even I dare not threaten or hurt Cole Hawlings. It will go no further, of course,” Abner
said.

“It will be secret as the grave with me,” Joe said.
“Yes,” Abner said. “As secret as the grave; I think it will be; as secret as a very

secret grave.
“Did you ever heard of Ramon Lully, Joe?” Abner asked.
“You mean the chap who did the box trick at the Coliseum?” Joe asked.
“No, Joe, not the Coliseum man,” Abner said. “The man I mean was a philosopher

of the Middle Ages. They show his tomb at Palma. Remember the name, for I shall
allude to it later.”

“Right,” Joe said. “I can remember. But if you are going opening tombs don’t ask
me. It’s a job I don’t hold with, though, of course, I know some people have done very
well out of it.”

“Well,” Abner continued, “did you ever hear of Arnold of Todi?”
“No, I can’t say I ever did,” Joe said. “What was he, or is he?”
“Well, he too was a philosopher of the Middle Ages,” Abner said, “and not very,

very much is known of him. But the son of one of his disciples left some papers which
say that he and Lully were rivals. Lully was all for finding an Elixir of Life that would
make him last through the Future: Arnold was always trying to find some power of
entering the Past.”

“Golly!” Joe said, “they were a couple of queer cough-drops, if you ask me.”
“I’m not asking you,” Abner said: “I am telling you. This unknown man whom I

mentioned says in his papers that Arnold, by some extraordinary magic power, created
a Box, by means of which he could enter the Past at will.”

“In fact, he did the box trick,” Joe said; “like that chap at the Coliseum.”
“Now,” Abner said, “some think that Arnold entered the Past by means of this Box

and could not get out of it, but is wandering there for ever. Anyhow, he disappeared;
but the Box, the man says, remained. He thinks that Dante had it, and that two of the
great painters of Italy had it, and then a lesser painter, Zaganelli. I have reason to
believe that Shakespeare had it and that he gave it to a poet called Wilkins, who was
afraid to use it; and Wilkins gave it to a lady—one of the Stiboroughs—who was afraid
of it. She kept it in Stiborough Castle, about twenty miles from here. In the Civil War
Stiborough was besieged and she buried the Box in the Castle vaults. When the
Parliament took the Castle they blew up most of it, so that the vaults were filled with
the ruins.

“This woman, Aurelia Stiborough, when she was old repented of her folly. She
wrote down the bearings of the hiding-place.



“The actual bearings were in cipher, but above the cipher she wrote some verses in
English, which suggested that the cipher was worth deciphering.

“You won’t have heard of the Historical Commissions, which went about
examining papers in old houses all over the country and printing brief summaries of all
that they found. In their wanderings they came upon the Stiborough papers and printed
the cipher for the sake of the verses at the beginning: that was in 1882: and there were
the bearings for anybody with the wit to see what they meant. But perhaps, my dear
Joe, I worry you with this. I should be desolated to inflict boredom on an old friend.”

“Go ahead,” Joe said. “Now we’ve begun I may as well know it all.”
“Well, we came here,” Abner said. “I have always been interested in magic, as you

know. For many years I have been aware of all the stories about Arnold of Todi, but,
like most students of magic, I believed that the Box must have fallen into the hands of
Inquisitors or Puritans and been burned.

“I have always been interested in ciphers of different kinds and, quite by accident,
came upon this Stiborough cipher while I was stopping with the Bishop at the time of
the Missionary Conference. As I said, the poem at the beginning of the cipher showed
that it referred to something very important. You are not interested in ciphers, Joe?”

“Well, I did a little ciphering at school,” Joe said. “That’s been enough for me so
far.”

“So I gather,” Abner said. “Well, a cipher will always yield its secret if you go on
long enough and this one gave way to me, although it was a very ingenious thing. That
Aurelia Stiborough was not the fool I thought her by any means.

“You’re not an imaginative man, Joe, but you can imagine my excitement at finding
that this amazing treasure of one of the amazing men of all time was buried in the earth
less than twenty miles from here—a thing that Shakespeare and Dante and the great
painters had used? That I had only got to go and dig it up and have it for my own—a
thing that Ramon Lully had sought to buy from Arnold and been refused? Think, Joe, if
you can think; there were those two great men, each supreme in his own way of
thought. Lully travelled through Spain and across France and over the Alps and down
through Italy to Todi to offer his secret for Arnold’s, and Arnold refused.”

“So then, I suppose, you got busy,” Joe said.
“Busy!” Abner said. “You little know, Joe, what I went through. I learned what the

cipher contained at two in the morning here. Before three I was on the site of
Stiborough Castle; pitch dark night, gale blowing, rain coming down in torrents, the ivy
blowing loose from the walls, bits of boughs flying everywhere, the Castle in such a
mess of old broken stones and earth and bramble that I almost broke my neck half a
dozen times. And then, gradually the autumn dawn appeared and I could get proper
bearings: a hill with a nick cut in it, a church spire and the entrance gate of Stiborough;
and then, Joe, I made my measurements. I was wet through: was cold to the marrow. I
didn’t mind wet: I didn’t mind cold. And there, by the first rays of light, I saw that I
was too late: someone had read the cipher a little before me. There were the brambles
cut away and the shaft sunk in exactly the right place and, at the bottom of the pit, the
marks showed that I was too late.”

“Gee!” Joe said, with feeling, “it isn’t often you’re too late.”



“I was too late. Here,” Abner said. Kay saw Abner pull open one of the drawers of
the desk. He took out some wrappings and covers of leather, much perished, of rotten
wood, of a harder wood that was not rotten, and what looked like wool and silk. “These
were the outer wraps,” he said. “Inside was this jewel-case—plain silver: time of James
the First—marked ‘A.S.’ for Aurelia Stiborough; but the inside box was gone. I had
been beaten, as you would put it in your poetical way, on the post by a short head. He
had got the things at sunset on the night before, just before the rain began.

“Well, there it was: the Box was gone but it hadn’t been gone long, and the next
question was to get it from the man who had it. Who had it? Who’d been digging at
Stiborough and making enquiries there? It is not difficult to find out in a countryside as
lonely as that. The only man who had been near the ruins was a little old man who
played a Punch and Judy show.”

“Cole Hawlings,” Joe said.
“As he calls himself now,” Abner said. “He was the man who had been taking

measurements at Stiborough and borrowing a bill-hook to cut away some of the
brambles and undergrowth.”

“Well, you’ve got Cole Hawlings all right,” Joe said. “You’ve no cause to complain.
I suppose it wasn’t hard to run him down: an old man with a Punch and Judy show?”

“I have other ways of finding things that I want,” Abner said, “than by questioning
all those who happen to be in the tap-room of the Blue Dragon. I used certain magical
ways. But, of course, you don’t believe in magic, Joe.”

“Well, sometimes, Chief,” Joe said, “sometimes you talk in a way that makes me
think you’ve got bats in your belfry.”

“Ah, so you don’t believe in magic,” Abner said. “That’s a pity. Just look at me,
Joe.”

Joe looked at Abner, who moved his left hand strangely. Instantly, the door opened
and through it came queen after queen, crowned, smiling and wearing scarlet. They
looked into Joe’s face and said, “Don’t you believe in magic, Joe?” then, smiled and
passed out at the door. After them there came little scarlet horses that whinnied and
tossed their manes. They, too, looked into Joe’s face and whinnied, “Don’t you believe
in magic, Joe?”

Then, immediately it seemed to Kay that the room had disappeared into a waste of
thistles and dried grass blowing in the wind. Over this expanse came an old donkey
with a matted, thick fell, one ear lopped down and the other cocked. He trotted up and
turned to look at Joe. He looked extraordinarily perverse and very clever. Then he
brayed, “Don’t you believe in magic, Joe?” Then he cocked the ear that was lopped and
lopped the ear that was cocked and brayed again, “No, Joe doesn’t believe in magic:”
and there was the room just as it had been before.

“For goodness’ sake,” said Joe, “how did you do that? I suppose you’ve got a magic
lantern somewhere.”

“You might call it that,” Abner said. “But by some such body of friends as those
you have just seen I was able to find out who Cole Hawlings really is.

“When you see your friends again, Joe, you will be able to tell them who he is and
why I have never hurt him. Cole Hawlings is Ramon Lully.”



Kay, who was watching Joe’s face, saw Joe gasp, and then assume a look of pity,
contempt and tolerance for a man plainly gone mad.

“But you said he was dead, Chief,” Joe said at last.
“I said, ‘They show his tomb at Palma.’ He discovered the Elixir of Life and flew

away from his disciples in the likeness of a golden cock, and here he is now as Cole
Hawlings.”

There was a pause at this, Joe looked at Abner, and at the floor, then back to Abner:
he was plainly trying to find something tactful to say: at last he found it:

“That thing you say he discovered, the liquor of Life and that, would be a kind of
cough-mixture?”

“If you can imagine a cough-mixture that will make a man eternal, able to survive
pestilence or any other way of death. . . .”

“It would be a good mixture to get on the market, I can see,” Joe said. “Abner’s
Cure-All, at one and six the half-pint bottle. These patent medicines just rake in the
money. But it wouldn’t cure crashing in an aeroplane nor being run over by a lorry, you
don’t pretend?”

“Why not?” Abner asked. “Why shouldn’t that which makes tissue unkillable make
bone unbreakable?”

“I see,” Joe said, scratching his head, “it’s like one of those rubber solutions they
used to pump into tyres; they made the tyres solid, so then you couldn’t puncture. Well,
if you could get a stuff like that on the market you’d beat all the pill-merchants, and all
the salts fellows. And should we all be in it with you?”

“My dear Joe,” Abner said, “if there is one thing I pride myself on it is my loyalty
to my colleagues. For whom do I toil here? For whom do I think and worry and
scheme, but for the Brotherhood? We have lived through all these years of danger and
adventure together. What could be a greater joy to me than to share all our little takings
and enter into partnership for the marketing of the Elixir, for an Elixir, for an eternity of
happy quiet?”

“Chief,” Joe said, “if you don’t mind, I’ll sit down. Some of what you’ve told me is
a bit of a knock-out.

“Well, that’s that then,” he said at last.
“That is that,” Abner answered.
“About these clergymen,” Joe said; “what still we don’t see, is why you keep

scrobbling the clergymen. See here now in The Daily Thriller:—

‘The latest outrage at Tatchester, culminating in the disappearance of the
Bishop’s Chaplain, the Reverend Edward Charity, D.D., and his friend, the Chief
Theologian, Doctor Isaiah Dogma, points to the existence of an organised
conspiracy, possibly, as has been suggested, to prevent the holding of the
Millennial Christmas Service advertised for the early hours of Christmas morning.
If this be so, and no other explanation of the outrage, so far suggested, seems to
meet the case, we would warn the scoundrels responsible that the Establishment
will contrive to defeat their machinations.



THE SERVICE WILL BE HELD.’

You see that, Chief, and the heading ‘Church Defies Bandits.’ They mean business.”
“So do I, Joe,” Abner said.
“Is it your game to stop that service?” Joe asked.
“I’ll stop that service if they don’t deliver the Box or tell me where it is.”
Kay saw looks of anger, bewilderment, contempt and mutiny cross Joe’s face in

quick succession; he noticed, too, that none of these looks was missed by Abner, who
was watching Joe intently. Joe rose from his chair and walked the room for a moment.

“Chief,” Joe said, “I don’t like what you’re doing. While you were just a fair and
square burglar, like the rest of us, I respected you; but this dabbling in magic and
scrobbling up the clergy will come to no good. You’ll find it so, when it’s too late. The
Press respects burglars like us who only burgle the very rich; but you’re going now
against children, women and the clergy, and you’ve turned the Press dead against you.
Of course, I’ve got no intellect; don’t go by what I say. . . .”

“I congratulate you on your knowledge of yourself,” Abner said sweetly. “You’re
not employed for your intellect, but for your nerve. Are you losing your nerve?”

“No,” Joe said sulkily.
“Good,” Abner said.
“I take it, Chief,” Joe said, “that you’re not keen on going dead against your own

interests in this?”
“No,” Abner said, “why?”
“Of course,” Joe said, “the profits are too small for you to bother about. A thousand

quid is nothing to you, but to us poor chaps, who do the work, they’re a thousand quid.”
“Come to the point; what is it?” Abner asked.
“Well, Chief,” Joe said, “now would be the time to stop this clergy business. The

Archbishop is offering a reward of a thousand pounds for the return of the Bishop or
Dean, with reduced sums for the rest; it’s twenty-five quid even for a choir-boy. It
would be quite a profitable little haul if you chose to take it. Tomorrow, or even today,
you’ll have the Yard poking about.”

“The Yard! The Yard could be in this room, and those clergy could shout, ‘O Come,
all ye Faithful’ at the tops of their voices, yet not be heard. Come to breakfast.”

“All right,” Joe said. “But there is another thing. There is a boy at Seekings; Kay
Harker. He was here with that boy Peter whom we scrobbled; and I don’t see why Cole
Hawlings shouldn’t have given the Box to him, if it comes to that.”

“You don’t see a good many things,” Abner said.
“I dare say I’m as blind as a bat,” Joe said, “and as for intellect I never claimed any,

but blind and balmy as I am I never talked such tosh as you’ve talked since I came into
this room; nor I never sold my soul to the devil. What with that and going to the films
you’ve got bats in your belfry. I thought so before and now I know it. You’ll come to a
bad end, let me tell you, and it won’t be long hence. . . .”

Kay saw Abner’s pale face turn a little whiter; he was plainly very angry and about
to answer savagely. At that moment, the door opened. In came Sylvia Daisy Pouncer



Brown, who had no doubt been listening at the keyhole. On seeing her, Joe muttered
what sounded like “Crikey, now here’s his Missus.” Sylvia D. P. Brown looked at Joe
and drew her own conclusions.

“Abner, my dear,” she said, “you’ve talked and talked. Do come to breakfast before
it’s all cold. Remember, you’ve got to speak a Christmas talk at Tatchester Alms
Houses at half-past ten.”

“Certainly, my dear,” he said. “We’ve said all that we had to say.”
Kay could not be sure, but thought that Joe muttered, “Oh, have we? You’ll see.”
“I was forgetting the Alms Houses,” Abner said. “Those poor deserving old men

and women, we mustn’t forget them, must we? Well, Joe, that will delay our business
till half-past two, in my room. Do you get that?”

“Half-past two, in your room; very well, Chief,” Joe said.
Abner walked past him to the door, “Come along to breakfast, Joe,” he said. “We’re

both starved.”
They walked out of the room together. After a moment Kay pressed his Box,

resumed his shape and slipped into the corridor after them.
To his right, the corridor led to the hall and main staircase. To his left, it led to a

closed door where breakfast was now in progress: cups, knives and forks were clicking;
there were strong smells of bacon and of coffee; Abner’s voice said, “May I beg you to
pass the butter?”

Almost in front of Kay, a second corridor led towards the kitchen or pantry; there,
coming from the kitchen, was the old man who had swept in the hall, carrying a dish on
which his eyes were fixed. He was muttering aloud to himself:

“Chop small with best green bacon. Add a pinch of powdered cheese. Add chopped
mushroom or, as some prefer, chopped sardine. Served hot with melted butter.”

He tapped at the door and entered.
Abner said, “You anticipate my every wish, David. You bring us more when hope

was failing.”
As David closed the breakfast-room door, Kay slipped towards the kitchen and

pantry. To his right was the pantry with a chafing-dish from which a savoury smell
came; to the left was a big kitchen where a man’s voice called:

“Jim, haven’t you done the scullery floor yet? They’ll be inspecting in a minute.”
“Danger here,” Kay thought. He turned swiftly back on tiptoe and ran up the main

staircase. At the top of the stairs was a long, broad corridor with doors and passages
opening to right and left. All the doors were shut and labelled: “Dean,” “Sub-Dean,”
“Prior,” “Sub-Prior,” “Bursar.” Kay opened the Bursar’s door very cautiously and
peeped in.

A preoccupied voice said, “No, no; you must wait just a minute longer. I haven’t
finished the accounts.”

He slipped back into the passage and shut the door.
“Nearly caught there,” he said. “I’m much more likely to be caught than to discover

anything.”



Then, as he walked along, a door opened down below and there came a clatter of
voices and a rush of feet coming up the back stairs. It came upon him in a flash that
these were the younger members of the brotherhood who had finished breakfast and
were running upstairs to tidy their rooms for inspection. They were shouting together
like schoolboys, evidently chasing each other and, as they were coming very fast, he
hadn’t an instant to lose.

“I’ll come back at half-past two,” he thought, “and hear what those two are up to.”
He turned the knob of the Box, so that he might go swiftly. At once, he was sped

away from those shouting collegiates, yet not before he was seen. He heard one young
man cry out, “I say, look . . . a swallow,” and a second answered, “Rats. Swallows
come in April.” But now, he was borne away upon unseen wings back to his late
breakfast at Seekings, with the three girls, each sure that Peter would be all right, and
all thrilled at the disappearance of Mr. Charity and Dr. Dogma.

“Now,” Maria said, “they have scrobbled every single clergyman attached to the
Cathedral. The Thriller has got a name for them now: the Red-Hot Atheists: Red-Hot
Atheists at it again. Wholesale Murder Feared. Shrieks heard from Shuttered House.
Bloodstains in the Snow.”

“The gang has put the clergy’s backs up now,” Susan said. “I’m simply thrilled to
think that Maria and Peter have been scrobbled as though they were clergymen. But the
whole English Church is resolved now, to hold that service tonight. You see what the
Archbishops say, ‘That they are happy to state that five clergy from the diocese have
proceeded to Tatchester to supply the Christmas services if by any unhappy occurrence
the rightful Ministers be unable to officiate.’ ”

“They ought not to have mentioned that,” Maria said. “Now the gang will scrobble
those, too, you’ll see.”

“I expect they will,” Kay said, “but all the same, they had to let people know that
the services will be held.”

“What makes my blood boil,” Maria said, “is the cheek of the gang, thinking they
can prevent the services.”

Kay did not answer this, he was thinking how very powerful the gang was, and how
miserable the beautiful Caroline Louisa must be shut up in the rock with two women
like she-wolves as guards.

After breakfast, he went round to the Inspector.
“If you please,” Kay said, “would you like to win the Archbishop’s reward of a

thousand pounds? If you would go to the Tatchester Barracks and fall out the Tatshire
Blues and raid the Chester Hills College, you’d find the clergy there, I’m sure you
would.”

“Why, how you run on about the College, Master Kay,” the Inspector said. “This is
what in Medical Circles is spoken of as a Hobsession. No, no, believe me, the College
is all full of young Reverends. However would young men like that go scrobbling the
very men who’ll ordain them?”

“By an aeroplane that can turn into a motor-car and then back into an aeroplane.
And it can hover just like a sparrow-hawk and settle down in through the roof.”



“Ah no, Master Kay, no aeroplane can do that; none.”
“But I saw the aeroplane settle through the roof . . . I did.”
At this moment, a car dashed up to the door. The Chief Constable of Tatshire was

there. “Are you there, Drew?” he called. “Come along, will you, we need every man we
can get: we’re to give Police protection to the clergy detailed for duty in the Cathedral.
Bring a truncheon, you may need it.”

The Inspector unhooked a truncheon and hurried away in the car.
“He simply will not believe me,” Kay said. “And in a few hours it will be too late.”
He went back in deep distress to his room at Seekings.
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“P������,” he thought, “if I look into the Box, I may meet with Herne the Hunter
again, and oh, if I do, I’ll ask about Arnold of Todi, for he’s the cause of all this trouble:
it’s his Box, and if he had it again then perhaps all this hunt for it and scrobbling folk
would stop. So, here goes.”

This time, as he opened the Box, it seemed to him that he was looking between two
columns, on which the snow lay thick. Here and there on the stone the snow had partly
melted and had again frozen, so that little icicles dangled from the ledges. Kay passed
between these columns into a wintry wood, full of snow, where even the rabbits had
turned white. In front of him was what seemed like the bole of a ruined tree, but it was
Herne the Hunter, clad in some pelt, powdered with snow.

“I know what you want, Kay,” he said. “You want to know about Arnold of Todi.
He went back into the Past, looking at it, and was caught in it somewhere and is lost,
never able to get back.

“And the Past, Kay,” he added, “is a big book with many, many pages; if you go
looking for Arnold in the Past, who knows if you will ever find him?”

“I have this Box. Won’t this Box help me to find him?”
“No,” Herne said. “Arnold left that Box behind him, because he made another way

of getting back, which he liked better. The Box is good for Europe, but Arnold wanted
the East.”

“Could you take me to Arnold, please?”
“No,” Herne said. “We do not know where he is. He is somewhere in the Past; that

is all we know.”
“Well, what part of the Past d’you think he went back to?” Kay said.
“Well, as to that,” Herne answered; “there’s one part that everybody goes to and

that’s the Trojan War.”
“Could I get down to the Trojan War to ask about him?” Kay asked.
“You could,” Herne said. “There are generally people there, and one of them may

have noticed Arnold, or heard where he went; he didn’t stay there probably, people



don’t: and if he had stayed there he wouldn’t be lost, would he, and we know that he is
lost.”

“How do you know?”
“The word got about,” Herne said.
“How could I get to the Trojan War to ask?” Kay asked.
“I could get you there,” Herne said, “but you must leave the Box behind you, and I

strongly advise you to do no such thing. You may never get back, if you once get there.
I can’t be sure that I can get you back.”

“I expect I could get back,” Kay said.
“I’m not so sure of it. You’re bent on going?”
“Yes, please,” Kay said.
“Well, in a way, it won’t be you that goes, it will only be a shadow of you: the rest

will be asleep. The you that goes will cast no shadow. People won’t like that, you’ll
find.”

“I shan’t mind,” Kay said.
“They may,” Herne said, “and they’re a pretty rough crowd in parts of the Past.”
“I’ll chance it,” Kay said.
“It’s a dangerous thing to get mixed up in the Past,” Herne said, “but if you must,

you must.”
He beckoned to Kay, and Kay felt that he became two Kays, one asleep at Seekings,

the other beside Herne.
He noticed then that the sea had come almost up to where they stood. There,

running into the sand at his feet, was a strange black ship, looking rather like a dolphin.
She had one mast and one big sail and a lot of men sitting on benches with the oars.
The captain of this ship was a fierce-looking man with long yellow hair. He had a
curious breastplate of some blue metal on which a wolf had been inlaid in gold.

“If you are for Troy, step on board,” this captain said.
Kay stepped on board, and, instantly, the rowers began to row and the sail filled and

the ship leaped like a dolphin. The men sang as they rowed. They went past island after
island, all bright in the sun, and, presently, they were beached on the sandy shingle
between two rivers. All the beach was lined with ships of different sorts, all rather like
the ship in which he had travelled. There were lanes between the lines of ships and in
these lanes there were huts, where men were cleaning their armour, cooking, or
washing their wounds.

Beyond the gate of this and crossing the beach Kay saw on a little hill beyond them
the wall of some castle from which a dense smoke was rising. As he went towards this,
he saw more soldiers, wearing those blue breastplates with the inlaid wolves. These
were driving down parties of unhappy men, women and children, laden with packages
of booty.

“Goodness,” Kay said. “This is really Troy. There are the walls and that’s the Tower
over the Skaian Gate, and I have come just too late: the city has been sacked.”



He came presently to the river, but he saw at once that, as a road led from it on the
other side, it could be easily forded. There it was very shallow and did not do much
more than cover his ankles. There were plenty of little fish in the clear water.

Beyond the river there were marks of frequent fighting: the graves of men marked
by broken spears with helmets on them, fragments of broken weapons or chariots and
some dead horses. The ground rose from this point, and out of the Skaian Gate, coming
towards him, were the last of the Trojans being beaten forward by the butt-ends of the
spears of their conquerors.

“Oh dear,” Kay said. “There are all the poor Trojans driven into captivity and the
beautiful walls all racked and ruined.”

After the party had gone past with the wailing captives and cursing guards, Kay
went into the Skaian Gate and looked about him at the desolation. The doors of all the
houses were open; the things which had not been worth carrying away lay smashed or
torn in the ways. There was nobody left in the city except a stray cat or two, mewing in
misery. The pigeons which had once nested in the temples were flying about in the
smoke. As Kay went up towards the temples a gust of wind caught the fire; it burst out
with a savage crackle and fierce flame.

He noticed then that an old, old crone was sitting at the corner of the ways. She
looked as though she had been too old to be taken away.

“You are looking for Arnold of Todi?” she said. “He was here, but he has gone.”
“Where did he go?” Kay asked.
“He went with the Wolves,” she said.
“Has he gone long?” Kay asked.
“A matter of five hundred years ago,” she said.
It did not seem very hopeful to Kay, but he went back down the hill and across the

ford to the beach, but the beach now was deserted. The ditch had fallen in, the stockade
was gone and all the space where the ships had lain now seemed ruined by floods from
the two rivers.

But there, drawing near to the shore, was a boat manned by long-haired, dirty men,
most of whom wore ear-rings. The boat had a name painted on her bows in clumsy red
letters. Presently, as she drew near, Kay read this as Seawolf. As the boat touched the
shore the man who was steering hailed him and said:

“Are you sick of the Mediterranean? We are.”
Kay said he did not know very much about it, but the man said, “You will, if you

stay. Come on board.”
Now that he could see their faces, Kay was not very eager to come on board. He

remembered to have seen, in an old print, by Hogarth, of the “Idle Apprentice,” a
representation of a boat-load of evil-looking men. It seemed to him that the men in this
boat might have been the brothers of those whom Hogarth drew. There was a pale and
toothless look about them that was very awful. They looked at him slantwise, and spat
sideways in a very crooked manner. Perhaps he would not have gone aboard their
cutter, had he not seen that a party of spearmen, wearing breastplates stamped with the
images of wolves, were slinking down the beach as though to seize him. They were



coming down the sands behind and on both sides of him; they were closing in on him.
Though they all made a pretence of looking for shells, or watching the sky, it was quite
plain that he was their mark. He did not like the looks of the cutter’s crew, but these
Wolf-men terrified him, so he climbed aboard the cutter, which at once shoved off into
the sea. The Wolf-men at once turned back: plainly, they had been after him.

Kay saw that the cutter was heading for a ship in the channel. As he sat in the stern-
sheets, looking at the crew, he found their eyes fixed on him. He had seen a cat looking
at a little bird with that sort of look; he had heard that snakes will look at mice with that
sort of look. He began to notice their dress: they wore short buckled shoes, no
stockings, rude red canvas petticoats or kilts, and canvas jackets. In their belts were
stuck pistols, knives and hangers. The boat was old, dirty, and had once been painted
red.

He looked a little anxiously towards the ship. He had heard that Mediterranean
cruises are delightful, and that the ships in which they are made are spotlessly clean,
brightly lit and very comfortable. There was nothing of all this about this ship. For one
thing, she flew no colours; for another, she was not in any sort of order. There was a
sort of green grass at her water-line; the paint had long since gone from her sides. It
seemed, too, that she had been in action not long before, for splinters had been torn off
her planking, leaving white wounds, sometimes jagged and irregular, sometimes round
like the shot which had caused them. She was rolling slightly to the swell; some of her
gear gave out a melancholy creak as she rolled. One of the rowers in the boat spat some
tobacco juice over his shoulder and said, “She creaks, just like Old Bill after he was
hanged in chains.”

Kay noticed that the fore-topsail was loose. He knew enough of the sea to know
that this meant that the ship was about to sail. He was shocked to notice that she was
not flying the Blue Peter. He had always heard that a ship about to sail invariably flies
the Blue Peter. The boat ran alongside the ship and the stroke oar said, “Up with you,
young Master”; so Kay clambered up the ladder to the deck. He was shocked to find
that the deck was dirty, scarred like the sides, and cluttered with gear. The ropes were
not coiled up; the hammocks were not in the nettings. There were heaps of old clothes
and hats on the deck. Two or three of the crew lay asleep in the scuppers. The ship had
guns upon both sides of her deck: on her bulwarks were little swivel-guns which could
be turned in any direction. On the quarter-deck, just above the ship’s wheel, was a
scrollwork which had once been gilded. Within the scroll was a painting of the ship as
she had been on her setting forth. “She must then have been a beauty,” Kay thought, for
the picture showed her gay with paint and hung with colours. Her name had been
painted underneath her, in white letters: The Bristol Merchant. Somebody had run a
streak of red paint across this name and had painted over it a new name: The Royal
Fortune. “I see what this is,” Kay thought. “She is a merchant ship which has been
captured by pirates.”

He had not time to think of his discovery. A pale man, who seemed to be the
captain, blew a whistle; all the crew gathered to him on the quarter-deck.

“Brothers,” the captain said, “I have called you all together . . . Steward, a bowl of
rum. . . .” A bowl of rum was brought forward. It was a tub of rum, not a bowl. The
captain said, “Brothers, fill your pannikins. We are going again on the Grand Account.”



The crew gave three loud cheers, dipped their pannikins in the rum, lifted their
pannikins, called out each one of them a different sentiment, such as: “Here’s how,”
“Drink hearty,” “Success to The Royal Fortune”; then they all drank success to their
cruise, drank a second, then a third success, and fired a salvo of guns.

Instantly the ship began to sail. Malta dropped astern in half a minute; they cleared
Gibraltar a moment later. The ship slipped swiftly towards the west.

Very soon the ship was in the tropics, not far from land: there in the water were
scarlet seaweeds, rainbow-coloured fishes, bits of wreck with coral stuck on them and
branches with strange leaves and fruits. Kay kept away from the evil-looking men, who
smoked short clay pipes, and sipped rum, as they sat on deck dicing for the old clothes.

Soon Kay saw an island rising ahead. It must once have been a volcano, for it rose
up in a cone, from which the slopes lapsed to the sea, under dense wood. At one side,
the island was sheer cliff against which the surf was bursting: elsewhere little valleys
ran down to beautiful white beaches. Kay could see the sparkle of brooks tumbling
down the hill.

He was so intently watching the island that he was surprised to find one of the crew
intently watching himself. This man had a bloated mouth with only two front teeth in it.
Suddenly this man seized him by the collar.

“I have got you,” he said. “Here he is, boys; here’s another of them.”
The captain, hearing this commotion, turned and said, “What is it, there?”
“It’s another of them, please, Captain,” the man said. “I have been watching him for

some time and he has got no shadow.”
“Bring him up in the sun,” the captain said.
They brought Kay up into the sun; they stood round him with their pistols drawn;

they turned him about, so that he caught the light.
“It’s true,” they said. “He’s got no shadow, no more than that other one we had.”
“Well, we’ll soon settle him,” one of the men said, drawing his cutlass and running

his thumb along the edge. “One good whack with this,” he said, “it’ll let the shadow out
that he’s got tucked away inside of him.”

“Hold on there, brother,” another pirate said. “That’s Death: it’s well-known sure
Death to cut a man with no shadow. Never take an edge to such. Tie ropes to him, that
is the way, and pull him underneath the ship from side to side till he is torn in three;
then let the sharks have him, shadow and all.”

“That’s a soft way to be rid of him,” another said. “It’s plain that you’re New to the
Coast, talking like that. That is just the way to start disease among the fish. The sharks
would swallow the shadow and die, the fish would eat the sharks and die; then men
would eat the fish and die. It’s just sheer murder, all the way along. Hang the sculpin up
by the heels till the shadow falls out of him, I say.”

Then another man said that it was well known that the thing to do with a person of
that sort was to shoot him with a blessed bullet. This sentiment met with general
applause that that was undoubtedly the way, but when they came to apply it to Kay they
found that they had not a blessed bullet. In fact they found that the only blessed thing
on board was a church candlestick, which had been in use so long on board for lighting



pipes and warming rum that it was probably no longer blessed. The general vote was
that it was probably, by this time, not blessed, and that in any case it would be a pity to
spoil the candlestick for a two-penny sculpin with no shadow.

“Wait now,” the captain said. “Once before we had one of this sort with no shadow,
but we found a way of dealing with him. We marooned him on the Tiburones. There are
the Tiburones. I say that we should maroon this man there too.”

This met with immense applause. “Yes,” they cried to Kay. “The Tiburones. You
will stay there and live with the other fellow till you get your shadows back. That’s the
place for them—the Tiburones.”

Kay heard one of the men say in an Irish voice, “That’s a queer sort of a name to
give a place. What did they give it a name like that for?”

“Well,” one of the men said, “Tiburones is its name, and Tiburones is its nature. It’s
the Spanish word for sharks.”

Having decided Kay’s fate, they filled the bowl with more rum. Some of the crew
dragged Kay to what they called the Bilboes, which were two iron rails fixed to the
deck. They chained his wrists to one rail and his ankles to the other, so that he sat with
great discomfort, with his hands behind him and the back of his neck being scorched by
the sun. After this, all hands drank their rum, fired their pistols and flung sea-boots at
Kay’s head. In a few minutes, the ship glided into the quiet of the anchorage: instead of
the roaring surf Kay heard a queer, dry, snapping noise.

“You hear that, sculpin?” one of the men said. “Those are the Tiburones, champing
their teeth for you. Each has got three rows of teeth; one to grip, one to tear, and the
third to chump up tiny.”

By this time some of them had lowered a boat. They thrust Kay into it and rowed
him towards the shore. The water in the bay was of the most vivid, pure green, so
curiously clear that far, far below he could see shark after shark, all spotted, spangled
and striped. From time to time an enormous shark would heave silently alongside, just
out of reach of the ends of the oars. It would turn over on its back a little and show its
awful mouth with the three rows of teeth.

“Now, out you get, you shadowless sculpin,” the captain said, as the boat ran into
the sand. They pitched Kay out head first on to the beach. “If you look among the
woods,” they cried, “you may find your brother.” With that the boat turned for the ship.
Kay was left alone on the desolate beach.

He thought, “Perhaps I would have been wise not to come exploring into the Past.”
The sun was exceedingly hot and he was without a hat. The beach was composed of

millions of tiny white shells, some of them flushed with pink. They scrunched under his
feet as he walked towards the shelter of the forest. As he reached the line of the trees he
turned to look at the ship, which was now heading for sea again. A bright flash darted
from her stern port and Kay instantly jumped to one side, thinking, “They have fired at
me.” He saw a column of water leap up from the bay, then another and then another, as
the shot skimmed towards him. Just as the bang of the report reached him, the shot
buried itself in the beach close to where he had been standing. A shower of little shells
came pattering on the leaves near him, and all the birds of the island (it seemed)
screamed and mewed and rose up out of the tree-tops.



“Well, here I am, marooned,” Kay said to himself; keeping well under cover lest
they should send another cannon ball. “Now I am like poor Ben Gunn in Treasure
Island: unless I am able to run down the goats, if there are any, I am not likely to get
much dinner. I am frightfully hungry.

“I wonder,” he said, “what I could do for food. There are lots of berries and things
on the trees, but they may be poisonous.”

He remembered to have read that berries which the birds ate freely could usually be
safely eaten by men. He saw that birds were pecking various red and yellow fruits, but
these fruits were high in the trees, and the trees were bare of lower branches; there was
no climbing to them. There were coconuts on some coco palms, but no monkeys to hurl
them to him, as he had read that monkeys did. He saw no goats, and he had no pin
about him with which to make a fish-hook. Now that the ship had gone he thought that
perhaps he would be able to creep down to the rocks to find shell-fish. There were
some shell-fish stuck to the rocks, but so tightly stuck that he could not get them away.
He repeated to himself an old poem:—

“Said gorging Jack to guzzling Jimmy,
‘I am extremely hunger-ee.’ ”

He remembered to have read of a sailor who used his white toes as bait, dangling
them in the sea to attract the fish and then spearing them as they came to nibble. He
found a stick and with great trouble rubbed it to a point on the rough shells of the shell-
fish on the rocks. Then, finding a rocky pool on the beach, he drew off his stocking,
slipped his foot into the water and gently waggled it about. Suddenly, what seemed like
the bottom of the pool rose up in a mass towards him. He snatched his foot from the
water, dropped his stick and fled, but had time to see two terrible jaws snap within a
inch of his foot as he withdrew it. The worst of it was that in his hurry he knocked his
shoe into the pool. Turning round he saw this floating like a little boat for a moment;
then the great jaws rose and snapped it up.

“Now I’ve only got one shoe,” Kay thought; “and shipwrecked seamen have to eat
their shoes. Well, I suppose I had better do that . . . eat the other shoe. . . .”

He took it off and tried to bite some of it, but it was extraordinarily tough and the
taste of blacking was not very pleasant.

“Oh come,” he thought; “animals can live on grass and leaves and things. Why
shouldn’t I?”

He picked some leaves, but they were so very bitter that they shrivelled his mouth
up. Then he picked some grass, but this was very salt. Then he picked some other grass,
which was so rough and sharp that it made his lips and tongue bleed.

He seemed to remember that some shipwrecked man or tribe of savages of whom
he had read had made elegant fish-hooks of sea-shells. Among the tiny shells on the
beach there were many bigger ones, but he could not find the knack of cracking them
into hooks.

“Well,” he thought at last, “perhaps this island is inhabited. There may be people
somewhere or other in it who will help me.”



He set off to walk through the jungle. He held his one shoe in his left hand as that
was his only supply of food. He found the going extraordinarily rough with so many
fallen trees and branches, but he had not gone long before a most appetising smell came
to his nose.

“Oh,” he said, “there are people. That’s something being cooked.” There was no
doubt about it: something very nice was being cooked not very far away. Then Kay
thought, “Supposing, when I come through the jungle I find that it is a whole lot of
cannibals cooking Man Friday or his brother. I wish I knew what cooked man smelt
like.”

Somehow the smell in his nostrils seemed too pleasant to be the smell of toasted
man. He went on with increasing hope that he would soon come to someone who
would feed him. He heard on ahead the pleasant splash of falling water. At this point,
somewhere beyond him in the jungle, an old man’s wavering voice began to sing a
song. As from the first it seemed a very queer song, Kay sat down on a fallen tree to
listen to it. This was the song:—



“When I was three, or two, or one,
I used to go to bed on Sun,
And wake on Mon.
And when I went to bed on Tues,
I woke on Wed, as true as trues,
I could not choose.
When Thurs, on Fri; when Fri, on Sat;
When Sat, on Sun; it all fell pat;
    And that was that.
 
Now that I’m four, or five, or six,
It is another bag of tricks;
    It is a mix.
For, when Tomorrow’s bed-time, say,
    I never, never wake Today,
        But Yesterday,
Yesterday, or the Day Before.
Or Two Months Since, or Three, or More,
In Years, Long O’er.
 
Sometimes, of course, I find this pleasant,
I never greatly loved the Present,
Except when eating roasted pheasant,
    Or reading Greek:
But still sometimes I stand aghast,
Stuck in the Week before the Last,
    With all the Present turned to Past,
        And Now, last week.
 
And what is worse, I sometimes fear
It isn’t Now at all that’s here . . .
No, but Next Year;
Next Year, or worse, some year beyond
In future time unkenned, unconned,
As far away as Trebizond,
    From Todi Weir.
 
And this I ask, and fain would know:
Will Now be in a day or so?
Is this-time-next-year Now or no?
    Or did Now happen long ago,
        Long, long ago?
And was Tomorrow Yesterday?
Or has it been and gone Today?
Will no one say?
I wish someone would say.”



The voice trailed off from the tune here, and the song ended. The singer muttered to
himself two or three times, “Yes, indeed, truly, I wish someone would say. The fact of
the matter is, they don’t know.”

Something in the voice made Kay feel sure that the singer would not harm him; he
rose from his log and pushed through the scrub towards him. After a few yards, the
jungle was less thick. He came through the jungle to a clearing, where he saw the
mouth of a cave, a bubbling spring falling down some rocks near the cave-mouth into a
rocky pool, and an old man sitting beside a fire, toasting two bananas stuck upon
skewers, which he held, one in each hand.

Kay limped towards this old man, who looked at him and said, “Italiano?” Kay
shook his head.

The man said, “Français?”
Kay, who was on surer ground here, said, “Non—English.”
The old man looked at him in astonishment and interest. “Come then,” he said

kindly; “sit, eat, drink;” he took the toasted bananas from the skewers, put them on a
broad leaf and offered them to Kay with a big shell full of water. Kay, who was really
very, very hungry, ate the bananas with thankfulness. He looked at the man who had
welcomed him. He was extraordinarily old, ragged-haired and tatter-bearded. He was
dressed like a scarecrow in a most strange patchwork of palm leaves, pieces of old sail
and what may once have been leather. Presently the man spoke in strange English:

“You excuse me,” the man said. “Make pardon. What year in Anno Domini is
this?”

“Nineteen-thirty-five,” Kay said.
“What you say? Nineteen—nineteen hundred?”
“Yes,” Kay said, opening his hand three times and then showing four fingers.

“Nineteen-thirty-five.”
“In the Future, or in the Present?”
“In the Present,” Kay said.
“Oh,” said the old man. “What a thing is Time. I have got lost in Time.”
“Tell me, please, sir,” Kay said, with interest, “are you Mr. Arnold of Todi?”
“I was once, young Englishman,” he said, “but that was when I belonged to the year

of Our Lord, which I went out of, by my own act. I would have none of it: I went back
into the Past, and should therefore have a name from the Past, such as Alexander.”

“Why did you go back into the Past?” Kay asked.
“Why?” Arnold said. “Because of the dullness of the Time into which I was born.
“But tell me; you, you say, are English. You will please excuse and pardon. The

English I have never seen. It is true that we Italians conquered the land. We have a
legend that the English are like rabbits, in that their front teeth stick out, but that they
are unlike rabbits, in that they have tails. You are a strange people.”

“We haven’t tails,” Kay said.
“The fact is well known,” Arnold said.



“But about Time: I am rather behindhand in Present Time. Perhaps I am not in
Modern Time at all, but in Future Time. It isn’t Past Time. You asked me why I went
back into the Past. So many things happened in the Past. In my young days, life in my
country was tedious to a man of thought. I made a way to get back into the Past . . a
certain Box. . . . You may not credit it, but a man came all the way from Spain to offer
me the Elixir of Life in exchange for it. He gave me a sip of the Elixir and I let him see
my Box, but I would not make the exchange; for I could get back into the Past by my
Box, that is into the Past of Europe. Young Englishman, I do not consider that the Past
of Europe is worth consideration.”

“I don’t know,” Kay said. “A good many things have happened in Europe. . . . The
Roman Empire, the Spanish Empire, Napoleon the Great, the Battle of Waterloo . . .
and the Great War.”

“The Great War!” Arnold said. “It was to see that that I gave away my first Box and
spent years finding a way into the Past of Asia. Tell me, in the Time that you know do
they speak much of Alexander the Great?”

“He is mentioned sometimes,” Kay said.
“Imagine it,” Arnold said. “Mentioned sometimes. Is not that typical of European

things and people? Rulers and ruled alike—childish, trivial, wanting in will.”
“You can’t call Julius Cæsar that,” Kay said.
“He only imitated Alexander,” Arnold said. “Besides he was bald. I was delighted

that he met the end he did. My race, the Italian, has ever been renowned for
intelligence. They never showed it more clearly than in ending that public pest. What is
your Christian name, young man?”

“Kay,” Kay answered.
“You ought to change it to Alexander,” Arnold replied. “Young men should have

prosperous names, names to live up to. Kay isn’t a name, it’s a letter of the alphabet. It
is the Greek Kappa. We Italians dispensed with it.”

“Did you ever meet Alexander?” Kay asked.
“Young man,” Arnold said. “I was weary of life in Todi, so I made my Box and

wandered into the Past of Europe. Oh, it was so dull . . . dreary kings, dreary murders,
silly wars; so I got out of it as soon as I could. I went into the Past of Asia. And d’you
know, a lot of that is very dull . . . silly wars, you know, rather dreary kings, not very
much thought; and then suddenly, in one of those cities in Asia Minor, I first saw
Alexander. You never met Alexander?”

“No, indeed,” Kay said, “I never did.”
“You ought to set to work,” Arnold said, “to make yourself a Box like mine that

would take you where you would meet with Alexander. As to the Present (not that this
is the Present, it seems like the Future), I do not know where he is, but he exists for
ever in the Past. He was the finest young man that ever trod this planet: beautiful, like
young Apollo. The sculptors and the painters, when they wanted to carve or to paint a
god, all turned to him. He was all beauty and strength and wisdom. He had only to ride
down the street on that horse of his, that spoke with a man’s voice, and every man
would come out with his weapons to follow him to the world’s end. Everybody saw
that he was the king. In the camps, the men would hurl the spear, or shoot with the bow,



or throw the quoit, or wrestle or run: he could beat the best of them at all these things.
And then, too, think of his Army, the Earth Shaking, and his Fleet, the Sea Taming, and
his Horses, the Thunder Bearing, and his Trumpets, the Spirit Lifting. Think of his god-
like scheme of making the world one kingdom under one worth-while king instead of
all these little dreary kings. But, of course, you know of this as well as I do. You have
seen Alexander. . . .”

“No, indeed,” Kay said, “I have not.”
“Well, it is hard to believe that anybody has not seen Alexander,” Arnold said, “for

who knows what Beauty is that has not? His hair is beautiful, young man, he has
marvellous eyes, and he has a way of leaping on to his horse’s back or into his chariot. I
saw him last driving in a chariot with white horses. He was dressed in leopard-skins
and had a crown of laurels on his brows, and people flung themselves down, crying that
he was a god. . . .” He paused for a moment, thinking of Alexander.

“I am behind in my Time, if you understand me, young man. I was in the Anno
Domini, and then I went back into the Past and the Anno Domini has moved on and I
have only partly moved on, or perhaps I have moved on too far, if you understand.”

“I think I do partly understand,” Kay said. “It was Ramon Lully who came to you
from Spain with the Elixir.”

“I never paid much attention to the man’s name,” Arnold said. “He was a thinker of
my time. I do not believe in the thinkers of my time. Now the thinker of Alexander’s
time—Alexander’s teacher, Aristotle—he was a real thinker.”

“Do you know, I have got your Box of Delights at present,” Kay said. “It belongs
really to the man who came to you with the Elixir.”

“It is a trivial toy,” Arnold said. “I ought to have let that Spaniard take it and had
his Elixir in exchange, and drunken deep of it; then I could have gone on and on with
Alexander over the Chorasmian Wastes and other Wastes.

“But permit me to offer you these raisins. I dried them myself in the sun. Alexander
used raisins in his campaigns. Other soldiers wanted meat, bread, wines, sweetmeats;
Alexander only a few raisins and a little water.

“What was the race that you said that you belonged to, young man?”
“The English,” Kay said.
“Some very small unimportant race,” Arnold answered. “I had a list of all the

nations of the world that marched with Alexander; there were no English among them.
We were in a great plain covered with tents. One morning he hung out his golden
banner, and all those countless nations blew their trumpets and hung out their standards
and away we went. It took a week for the army to pass out of the plain, and we went on
over mountains and across rivers, and the cities we visited we sacked; but usually the
cities opened their gates to us and came out with gold and silver and precious stones.

“But allow me to offer you this pomegranate.”
Kay ate the pomegranate and a second one which the old man offered. The old man

stood up and said:
“Now, there was one special thing about Alexander that I have not yet told you;

when I have told you this you will understand why it was that his soldiers thought that



he was a god.
“We were marching, if you understand, across a burning waste. Whether it was the

Chorasmian Waste, or the Acheronian Waste, I cannot now be sure. It may perhaps
have been the Gedrosian Waste. Know only that it was a burning pitiless desert of glare
and death and dead men’s bones. There were asps in the sand. The glare of that sand
made men’s blood so thin that an asp-bite killed in three minutes. Men died of asps,
thirst, glare and giddiness. The sand stretched, the sky arched, glare below, glare above,
and the moon at night in terrible cold with jackals howling. I made a poem of the sky:

‘It arched, it arched,
We marched, we marched,
And parched and parched.’

Some men’s tongues shrivelled dry and dropped out with the parching. No water there,
no drink: only pebbles and buttons to freshen our mouths with.

“Now, some of the soldiers found in a rock at dawn a little scoop of cold water.
They thought, ‘Now we will win promotion for ourselves by taking this to Alexander,’
so they brought it to him. It was not more than is in this shell here, but in that place,
under that sun, it was Life itself, young Master. Did Alexander drink it and give those
men promotion? He was as thirsty as any soldier there. ‘No,’ he said, ‘I will not touch
what I cannot share with my men,’ and he poured it out in the sand to his Fortune. I tell
you once more, that there has been nobody in this world like Alexander.

“Allow me, now, to recommend to you this egg of the Island Pheasant which I have
baked for you. For salt, here is salt of the sea, and for bread this meal of pounded
almond. Eat, eat, for the young can enjoy what they eat.”

Kay ate gladly; for he was indeed hungry.
“You mentioned, young man,” Arnold said suddenly, “a certain person who had

made a figure in the world.”
“Julius Cæsar?” Kay said.
“Do not name that person to me. No, another whose name I didn’t catch. You called

him great.”
“Napoleon?”
“That was the name,” the old man said. “Who was he?”
“He was a soldier who conquered nearly all Europe,” Kay said.
“Conquered Europe! That miserable collection of barbarians conquered. Could it

ever be anything but conquered?” Arnold said. “And you dare to place these petty
pugilists of yours beside the god-like figure of Alexander. You talk with parochial
insolence. Were you not so ignorant, it would be my duty to strike you dead . . . that
you debase thus a god-like and glorious figure, whose achievements cannot be weighed
because there is no balance with which to weigh them, nor other with whom to
compare him.

“Presently, young man, I shall perfect yet another Box, much greater than any that I
have made yet. I entered the Past of Europe by one Box; I entered the Past of Asia by
another; but with this third box I will go after Alexander, where he rides on some



planet, in some starry place in heaven. I will harness the comets for him, and we will
come down, young man, and we will sweep away all these paltry kings and you English
with tails.”

“We haven’t got tails,” Kay said.
“You know nothing even of your own race,” Arnold said angrily, “and you dare to

presume to speak about Alexander.”
Kay was, by this time, terrified of Arnold of Todi, this extraordinary figure of fun,

whose matted beard was stuck with twigs and leaves, whose coat was of sail, palm-leaf
and old leather, who seemed to be seven hundred years old and to have gone with
Alexander the Great into India. He was now standing with flaming eyes, glaring down
at Kay.

“Mad as a hatter,” Kay thought. “Now he will probably tear me piecemeal.”
At this instant he heard himself called: “Kay! Kay!” There behind him in a little bay

of the sea, so bright and beautiful, were two figures whom he saw to be Herne the
Hunter and the woman of the oak-tree. On their left hands were these curious rings with
the longways crosses upon them.

“Come, Kay,” they said. “We can take you home. You must not be lost in the Past in
this way.”

“Could you take Arnold of Todi too?” he said. “He has been most awfully kind to
me.”

“Yes,” they said, “let him come.”
Kay did not quite see how they were to come, but, when they reached the beach, the

two called and out of the sea there came tumbling the most beautiful dolphins, drawing
a chariot made of one big sea-shell, of the colour of mother-of-pearl.

By the side of these were three bigger dolphins, one, with no saddle, for Herne the
Hunter, two, with high-backed saddles of white and scarlet coral, and stirrups and reins
of amber beads, for Kay and Arnold.

“You will mount these, Kay,” the lady said, as she stepped into her chariot and
gathered the long reins of seaweed; “then follow me.”

“Stick on tight,” Herne said. “They’re odd mounts at first.”
The woman had already set off in her chariot. Kay, Herne and Arnold mounted: the

dolphins at once leaped from the water, plunged in, and again leaped out, on the long
rush towards home. Soon, they were speeding level with the chariot, going swifter and
swifter, racing fish against fish, while the woman called to the team and sang to them:
—



“Fin on, leap, skim the foam,
Swim the green toppling comb
Of blue seas rolling home
Under the west wind
From Yucatan to Ind.
 
Shear the sea-flowers to stubbles,
Crush the blue floor to bubbles,
Gallop, forget your troubles,
Skimming in gladness
The salt sea’s madness.
 
Come, flying-fish, come, whales,
Come, mermaids with bright scales,
Come, gulls that ride on gales,
And albatrosses
That no gale tosses.
 
Speed with us as we thrust
The blue ways none can trust,
The green ways without dust,
The salt ways foaming;
Attend our homing.”

Instantly, as they sped, the mermaids shot to the surface beside them; many white,
grey and gleaming birds swooped out of heaven to them; the whales surged out from
below, snorting out glittering fountains. With little whickering flickers the flying-fish
leaped beside them like tiny silver arrows. The first moment or two, on setting forth,
had been terrifying, but now, in all this glitter and leap and speed, with the lady singing,
the dolphins ever going faster, the mermaids splashing water at him, and himself
splashing water back at the mermaids, Kay loved it more than anything that had ever
happened to him. It was exquisite to feel the dolphins quivering to the leap, and to
surge upwards into the bright light with flying-fish sparkling on each side; then to surge
down into the water, scattering the spray like bright fire, full of rainbows, then to leap
on and on, wave after wave, mile after mile. In the thrill and delight of this leaping
journey Kay fell asleep. He was presently aware of Arnold getting off his dolphin at
Tibbs Wharf near the Lock and Key. He half opened his eyes, thought he heard the
church bells chime, and then woke up drowsily in his seat at Seekings, under the
valance of the dressing-table, where the Box lay on the floor. He went down to lunch. It
was lunch-time and the others were there.

“Well, Kay,” Jemima said, after a while, “you have seemed to us half-asleep ever
since lunch began. Aren’t you going to say something?”

“Say something?” Kay said. “Where is Arnold?”
“Arnold?” they said. “Who’s Arnold?”



“It’s very odd,” Kay said, and he went to the window in order that he might pull
himself together. It was very strange, but there at the top of the garden was a strange
figure of fun, dressed seemingly in old leather, bits of sail and palm-leaf, staring with
admiration at the church tower.

Kay hurried out to speak to him, but he was no longer there.
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W��� he returned to the house, Maria had a little special edition of the Tatchester
paper.

“YET ANOTHER CLERICAL OUTRAGE.”

“Kay,” she said, “you’re losing all the fun. They’ve tried to scrobble another
clergyman who was walking into Tatchester from Tineton.”

“Did they get him?” Kay asked.
“No, they didn’t get him,” Maria said. “Here is the account. I’ll read it.

‘CHURCH BANDITS FOILED.

It now seems undoubted that the recent outrages at Tatchester are the work of
an organised gang, sworn probably by some subversive maniac to prevent the
millennial celebrations. We are happy to state that on this occasion the scoundrels
were defeated. The Reverend Josiah Stalwart, Rector of Tineton, had undertaken,
in answer to the Archbishop’s plea, to be prepared in case of need to help with the
services in the Cathedral tonight. While proceeding to Tatchester along the Roman
Road he was passed by a dark motor-car in which were two men. The car stopped,
the two men got out and coming towards him asked if he would like a lift. He
noticed that one of the men had a white splash upon his leggings and held his right
hand behind his back. Not quite liking their looks, and being naturally on his guard
in view of recent events in Tatchester, he declined the lift and at once the taller man
attempted to fling over his head what seemed like a felt bag, while the accomplice
tried to deal him a short arm punch in the ribs. The Reverend Stalwart avoided the
felt bag and smote his shorter assailant on the head with the holly cudgel which
had been lately presented to him by his admiring colleagues of the Tineton Hockey
Team, which he has so often led to victory. Being an exceedingly athletic
gentleman as well as a very good heavyweight boxer, Mr. Stalwart proceeded to
deal with the bagman. The ruffians, realising too late the kind of man with whom
they had to deal, exchanged rapid passwords, which the Reverend Stalwart thinks
may be of assistance to the Police. The shorter man said, “Kool slop.” The taller
man said, “Mizzle.” They succeeded in tripping the reverend gentleman by a throw



unknown to him, darted into the car, the engine of which had been kept running,
and were at once out of sight, going at great speed.

Mr. Stalwart proceeded at once to Tatchester Police Station and a full
description of both bandits is being broadcast at half-hourly intervals from all
stations. Mr. Stalwart is convinced that both criminals will bear marks of their
meeting with him for some weeks.

We would point out that the mystic words uttered by the reprobates are
common thieves slang: “Kool slop” is what is called back slang: the words Look,
Police turned backwards. It is a familiar warning in the underworld. The other
word, “Mizzle,” of doubtful derivation, means escape, fly or hurry away.

It is hardly credible that armed bandits should thus beset a public highway in
broad daylight to kidnap members of a holy calling. We are delighted that, in this
case, a little resolution and British pluck have defeated their purpose. Needless to
say, the precautions of the Police have been trebled on every road leading to
Tatchester. In future no clergyman will proceed to Tatchester to take Christmas
duty save under Police protection.

We understand that the Tineton Hockey Club has sent a long telegram of
congratulation to their victorious captain.’

“You see,” Maria said, “they’ve been diddled this time. The Reverend Josiah must
be a bit of a boy to take on two.”

“I say, they will be furious,” Kay said.
“I don’t know,” Maria said. “You see here, the Stop Press News. They’ve got the

two Rectors and Curates from the Parish Churches in Tatchester: the Reverend Arthur
Pure, the Reverend William Godley, Thomas Holyport and Charles Lectern: all
disappeared, no one knows how. ‘Consternation and anguish in Rectory and Curacy
alike.’ ”

It was now very nearly half-past two. Kay went back to his room thinking:
“They’ve had a good deal of success, but this set-back, coming at this time, will make
Abner furious; and he may proceed to extremes. I must find out what he intends to do.”

He locked himself into his room and climbed underneath the valance of the
dressing-table. He turned the knob of the Box, so that he might go swiftly and little to
Abner’s room at Chester Hills.

He was set down in the upper corridor of the Theological College, near a door that
stood ajar under the little label “Chief.” Kay listened near this door. Nobody seemed to
be within. He peeped in: no one was there. He slipped inside and then, as he wished to
examine the room, he resumed his proper shape and closed the door. The door clicked
to with a snap. When it was fastened he realised, too late, that it was a spring lock. He
was shut in.

“That may be awkward,” he thought. “But here I am in Abner’s own room; I must
look about to see what I can see.”

By the clock on a little table near the wall, he saw that it was two-twenty-seven.
“I’m early for the meeting,” he thought. “I’ve got a minute or two, before they come.”



Plainly this part of the house was of the sixteenth century, or more than a hundred
years older than the rest of the building. It was a small, irregular room, with a low
ceiling and little Elizabethan windows, still glazed with old, thick, greenish glass in
little panes like the bottoms of bottles. The walls were covered with tapestries, much
worn and faded. The mantel was great, solid, black oak reaching to the ceiling, all
carved with grotesque figures. There was a small alcove at the room’s end; it contained
a hard, little camp-bed that had not yet been made.

“Abner may be fond of food,” Kay thought, “but he’s pretty tough if he sleeps in a
bed like this.”

There were books in the bookshelves: Sermons on Several Occasions, Tillotson’s
Sermons, Dr. Beatty’s Sermons, Dr. South’s Sermons, the Reverend Hart’s Sermons, the
Reverend George Crabbe’s Sermons, Sermons for the Year, etc., etc.; but on all the
books the dust was thick. Kay went to the window to see what could be seen from it.
The window was shut and the glass so thick that he could not see through it. To his
surprise, when he opened it, the window, which had looked like four loop-holes divided
by stone mullions, opened all in one piece. He found that it opened on a charming little
leads between two pitches of steep roof. There were ladders up these pitches and,
apparently, ladders leading down on the other sides of them. “Here is a way of escape,”
Kay thought, “in case of need.” He could judge from the shadows that this window
opened to the south-east.

After this, Kay spent a minute poking the knobs in the carved mantelpiece, hoping
that one of them might work a spring and reveal a secret stair. Then, suddenly, he heard
voices just outside the door.

Abner was saying, “But I left this door ajar!”
A key pressed into the lock. Kay just had time to press the knob of his Box so that

he might go small when the door opened and Abner and Joe came in. Kay squeezed
into a recess by the fireplace behind the tapestry.

“Funny thing about that door,” Abner said. “I left it ajar purposely. Someone’s been
in here and left the window open.”

He shut the window. He went into the alcove, took a hasty glance round under the
bed and behind the tapestries: “I’ll enquire about that door and window,” he said. “I
wonder who’s been in. Do you know who’s been in?”

“No, Chief,” Joe said. “Of course I don’t.”
“Well, why don’t you? You’ve been in charge here while my wife and I have been

in Tatchester. Have you been in?”
“No,” Joe said. “Of course I haven’t.”
“No ‘of course’ about it,” Abner snapped. “But as I’ve told you all many times,

there’s a little trap in store for the man who comes prying in here and you’re most of
you too scared to try it. I shall know tonight who’s been in. Look out for squalls if I
find it’s you.”

“It wasn’t me.”
“Now then, listen to me. Who sent those two fools to tackle Josiah Stalwart?”
“I did,” Joe growled.



“Didn’t I give strict orders that no scrobbling party was to consist of less than four;
three to scrobble, one to keep the car ready?”

“That was before we were short-handed.”
“Did I or did I not give those orders?”
“I suppose you did.”
“Don’t you know that I did?”
“Now, Chief,” Joe said, “chuck it. I’d have sent four after Stalwart if I’d had four to

send. I hadn’t four. You never told us Stalwart was a champ. We didn’t know. You told
me I was to get him scrobbled and I did what we could. If you had seen Eleven and
Twelve before Seventeen dressed their wounds you might feel a little sorry for them.”

“Sorry? I’d have made them a little sorry. What did Stalwart do to them, two
against one, too?”

“He cracked Twelve’s crown across, a fair treat. He give Eleven an eye like a
stained-glass window. They’re marked for a month, the pair.”

“And a jolly good job,” Abner said. “I wish Stalwart had given them each a
cauliflower ear. I wish he’d knocked their silly noses west and banged their ribs blue,
and yours, too.”

“Now, now, Chief,” Joe said. “That’s not fair. They’ve only done their duty and
were badly hurt doing it.”

“They were hurt disobeying plain orders.”
“Chief,” Joe said, “we’ll set that aside, if you don’t mind. I’ve other things to say to

you now.
“You see, Chief, while you’ve been in Tatchester, I’ve been thinking of things, and

I’ve made up my mind.”
“Oh,” Abner said. “Repeat that, will you?”
“I’ve made up my mind,” Joe said.
“So you made up your mind, did you?” Abner asked.
“Yes, Chief, I did.”
“I didn’t know you had a mind, but I am glad to hear it. And so you’ve made it up?”
“Yes, Chief, I have.”
“What did you decide?” Abner asked.
“Tomorrow’s Christmas Day.”
“So I hear. What about it?”
“Christmas Day’s rather a special day. We don’t like keeping all those poor captives

away from their homes on Christmas Day.”
“We don’t like. Who are we?”
“All the lot of us. It’s not Christmas dealing. We’ve spread a lot of misery taking

these poor people, just now; fathers from children, husbands from wives, and the poor
little Choir-boys who’d been looking forward to hanging up their stockings. It’s more
than we can bear.”

“Well?” Abner asked.



“We want you to return all the captives tonight, by air, with a ten-pound note
apiece, the ones we got at the bank-robbery. Then the whole thing would pass off as a
rag . . . and it would tell in our favour, if we ever come to be tried.”

“So,” Abner said, “we don’t like, and we want this and that; and a made-up mind all
piping hot with mutiny. Were you thinking of getting rid of little Abner, Joe, and then
putting in for the command yourself? You, with a made-up mind, would run this
brotherhood to some tune.”

“I was thinking nothing of the sort, Chief,” Joe said. “But you’re making a mistake
and so we warn you.”

“Ah,” Abner said, “a mistake. Well, forewarned is forearmed. Thank you, Joe. And
now, we’ll go down to see the captives.”

“There was another thing we’ve got to speak about,” Joe said stubbornly.
“Got to speak about,” Abner said. “Then speak it . . . proceed.”
“I’ve been telling them about your magic and that,” Joe said. “What we don’t see is

why you don’t use magic to find this Box that you set such store by.”
“You’re a cricketer, aren’t you, Joe?” Abner said, “a fast bowler, with a terrifying

in-swerve?”
“I suppose I can plug ’em in a bit,” Joe said, with modest pride.
“Sometimes I suppose even you come up against a bat who hits you all round the

compass?”
“That might happen to anyone,” Joe said.
“It’s the same with magic,” Abner said. “You don’t believe in magic, I think, but

perhaps this may convince you. Watch, now. . . .”
He lifted his hand in a strange way and uttered some foreign words in a loud, clear

voice. Instantly, the figure of a boy, with a bony, unintelligent and unpleasant face,
appeared through Abner’s desk.

“What d’ye want me for now?” he growled.
“No pertness,” Abner said. “Tell the gentleman what Cole Hawlings did with his

Box.”
“He gave it to somebody to keep for him,” the Boy said. “I told you that before.”
“Learn civility,” Abner said. “To whom did he give it?”
“I don’t know. He put spells round it. I couldn’t see the person. Let me go.”
“If you’re not careful and civil I’ll peg you into the waterfall,” Abner said. “Am I

nearer to getting the Box than I was?”
“Yes. You’re very near to it,” the Boy said.
“Shall I get it?”
“You’ll have it under your hand today. Now I want to go—I’ve told you

everything.”
“Don’t try to dictate to me,” Abner said. “The gentleman would like to ask you

something. Ask him anything you want to know, Joe.”
Joe did not much relish speaking to the Boy, but at last asked:



“What is in this Box?”
“The way into the Past. I will not be questioned by you.”
“Yes, you will,” Abner said. “Anything else, Joe?”
“Yes,” Joe said, “there is. If Cole Hawlings had hold of this Box, why couldn’t he

go into the Past by it and escape from Abner here?”
“The Master there put spells on it. Shut your mouth now and let me go,” the Boy

said angrily.
“You shall suffer for this,” Abner said. “Is there anything more you wish to ask,

Joe?”
“Yes,” Joe said. “What will win the National?”
“Kubbadar, by seven lengths. Now I’m going.”
“Wait, my young insolent friend,” Abner said. “You will have a little lesson before

you go. Come here.”
As the Boy approached, Abner tapped him on the top of his head with a time-table.

The head at once telescoped into the chest, and the legs telescoped into his body.
“Off, now,” Abner said. “You’ll stay plugged under the waterfall for seven weeks

for insolence. Perhaps that may teach you. . . .”
The Boy vanished into the desk, howling loudly from the middle of his chest.
“A general tendency to mutiny, it seems,” Abner said. “I must take steps, I see.

Now come on down to the Zoo.”
Kay was peering from his little cranny to see exactly what was done. Abner touched

something, Kay could not see what, in the corner over his head; then he went to the
hearthrug and stamped upon it with some force. There came a clicking, clacking noise.
Kay saw the fireplace slide open like a door, revealing a lift lit with an electric light.

“Come on, then,” Abner said.
The two men stepped into the lift. Kay, who was only two feet from the door of it,

darted into it after them as the fireplace closed-to upon them. Abner pressed a red
button in the lift wall and the lift slowly began to move down. Kay counted and tried to
guess how far down it went. It went slowly. It passed two different possible landings.
When at last it stopped it did so with a jolt as though it were at the bottom of its shaft.
The Chief opened the door; as he and Joe stepped out, Kay followed.

He was in a wide, high cavern or gallery in the rock. It stretched out to right and to
left. It was not less than fourteen feet high by ten broad. It had every sign of being a
natural cavern worn by water and smoothed underfoot by man. In the main, it was now
a dry cavern. The walls glistened with wet here and there; in some places they shone as
from some quartz-crystal in the rock. There was a little pause and silence when they
left the lift. Kay heard water dropping, drop by drop, like the tick of a very slow clock.
Far, far away, too, water was running over a fall.

The two men turned to the right; Kay followed. At every ten yards or so Abner
would stop, turn out the light and turn on another to light the way ahead. When they
had gone perhaps forty yards from the lift, Kay saw what seemed like a range of ships’
cabins stretching along the side of the gallery. Abner went to the door of the first of



these, pulled aside a shutter, turned on a light to light the cell within and spoke through
the opening:

“And how is the dear Bishop?” he said. “Christmas sermon getting on well? Well,
well, well! And will you tell me where the package is?”

“I tell you, ruffian,” the Bishop answered, “that I know nothing of any package.
These pleasantries had better cease.”

“Tell me where the package is,” Abner said, “and they shall cease, and starvation
shall cease. You shall have a savoury omelet and coffee and rolls and honey. What, you
won’t? Water from the well, then, and darkness to meditate upon it.”

He switched out the light, fastened the shutter and moved to another door.
“Dean,” he said, “still cheerful? Splendid! Can you tell me of the package yet?

What, you don’t know anything about it? That won’t do for me, my Dean: think again.
Keep cheerful.”

He switched out the light and moved to another door.
“Ha,” he said, “the Precentor, I think.” Here he began a song:

“Tell me, shepherd, have you seen
My package pass this way?”

“A strait-jacket’s on its way to you,” the Precentor said, “and then you’ll sing
another tune. What d’you mean by a ‘package’ and shutting us up here?”

“Oh, a proud stomach, still?” Abner said. “A little cold water is very cold Christmas
fare, you’ll find, and not one of you proud prelates will taste more until you tell me
where the package is.”

He went from cell to cell asking the inmates where the Box was. Some said, “We
don’t know what you mean.” Others said, “You are mad. The Police will soon run you
down, to be sure.”

“Don’t you be too sure,” Abner said. “And here, I think, are the Canons Minor.
How that brings back my Latin—major, minor, minimus! And are my Minor Canons
going to tell me of the package?”

“A judge and jury will give you your package, and a heavy package it will be and
you will carry it for a long time,” said young Canon Doctrine, who had once been the
famous three-quarter.

By this time Abner had reached the end of the cells. He raised his voice so that he
could be heard all along the gallery.

“So you are all stubborn,” he said. “You’ll find that I’m stubborn, and the rock is
stubborn and not all the Police in Europe could find you where you are now. One of
you knows where this package is. Tell me and you shall be at home within the day. If
not, I can last and the rock will last, but I don’t think you will.”

He then turned to Joe, who was at his side.
“By the way, Joe,” he said, still in his loud voice, “this cell at the end here—we put

the Earl into it, you remember, because he wouldn’t pay the ransom. Seven years ago, I
think it was: you remember?”



“I remember well,” Joe said. “A dark, handsome man, the Earl: very well-dressed.”
“That’s the man,” Abner said, unlocking the cell door. “Just step in, will you, and

see if his bones are still there? The ransom didn’t come, if you recollect, but I expect
the rats did, or am I wrong?”

Kay saw Joe step into the lighted cell and pretend to rummage in the corners.
“Do you see any bones still?” Abner asked.
“Just the skull and a rib or two,” Joe answered. “Oh, and his marriage ring.”
“Quite so,” Abner said, locking him into the cell and switching out the light. “And

now, my dear Joe, with the made-up mind, meditate with these holy men on the errors
of your ways. Another time you may not be so brave as to tell me that I am making a
mistake.”

Joe, who was a very strong man, leapt at the door and beat upon it. “Let me out,
you hound,” he cried. “Let me out, or I’ll wring your neck.”

“You mean, ‘and I’ll wring your neck,’ ” Abner said. “I’ll keep you there for the
present, thank you, because I think you really might. Sleep well, dear Joe. The floor of
that cell is a little uneven, but you won’t notice it much after the first week.”

Joe continued to beat upon the door and to shout threats and curses. Abner moved
away whistling a few bars of Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony. Kay, who was horror-
struck, moved away after him. Then suddenly, from a cell not yet visited, Peter’s voice
piped up.

“If you please,” Peter said, “I think I know where the package that you want is.”
“Ha,” Abner said, “so! And where is the package?”
“I can’t explain it,” Peter said, “but I could take you there.”
“Oh, could you?” Abner said. “And give us the slip on the way, no doubt. We are

not quite so green. Where is it?”
“Please I can’t explain,” Peter said.
“I say that you can explain. Where is it? In Seekings House? In the garden? In the

town? At the Inn? Where is it?”
“I think it’s peeping out of a rabbit-burrow somewhere on King Arthur’s Camp,

please,” Peter said.
“Whereabouts on the Camp?” Abner said.
“I could take you to it,” Peter said, “but I can’t explain just where.”
“Oh yes, you can,” Abner said. “You could mark the very place on a six-inch-to-

the-mile map. When did you see it?”
“If you please, I thought I saw a package just before they scrobbled the Punch and

Judy man up on the Bottler’s Down.”
“Ha,” Abner said. “Well, you thought wrong, then; think again. . . . And think of

mushrooms for breakfast. Have you thought of them?”
“Yes, please, sir,” Peter said.
“Well, that’s all the breakfast you’ll get,” Abner said. “That may teach you not to

try to deceive me another time. Now snivel.”



He moved away up the gallery so rapidly that Kay could hardly keep pace. As he
came near Joe’s cell Joe cried:

“Let me out, Abner, let me out, I say!” Finding that his cries had no effect and that
Abner was going past paying no attention, he changed his tone: “I say, old man,” he
said, “a joke’s a joke, but don’t leave an old pal here in the dark: not old Joe, Abner.”

“Yes, old Joe,” Abner replied. He had gone past Joe’s cell when something seemed
to strike him. “By the way, Joe,” he said, “you don’t believe in magic, do you?”

Instantly, out of the air, there came little faces, grinning and wicked. They had
pointed ears and pointed teeth. These faces flitted swiftly through the bars of Joe’s cell;
they buzzed round Joe’s head, and spoke, sometimes in squeaky, sometimes in shrill
and sometimes in very musical voices: “You don’t believe in magic, do you, Joe?” Joe
beat at them as though they were wasps, but they were too quick to be hit.

Abner watched the effect of these imps with their words upon Joe’s terror-stricken
face. “No, he doesn’t believe in magic, Joe doesn’t,” he said. “However, take your time.
You will, presently, Joe,” he said; and at that he switched out the light and marched on,
turning swiftly up a gallery which Kay had not noticed. Kay followed, running, where
Abner’s footsteps led. Presently a light went up. Abner had opened the door into a
lighted room; Kay slipped into the room behind Abner before the door closed.

It was a bare room carpeted with a thick red carpet. Certain strange magical
symbols were painted on the walls in red. In the middle of the room on a pedestal was a
bronze head which Kay had seen before. Kay noticed that the bronze head’s eyelids
were closed and the head drooped as though asleep when he entered the room, but, as
Abner lifted his right hand, the eyelids opened, the head raised itself, the lips moved
and a voice from within it said, “Command me, Master.”

“Tell me of our plans,” Abner said.
The voice spoke from the head: “Your agents have now captured every clergyman

attached to the Cathedral, as well as most of the Cathedral servants and staff.”
“Is anything going wrong?”
“Yes,” the bronze head replied. “You should have begun (as I told you) much later

in the day. You have given them time to act against you.”
“Don’t criticise me, Slave,” Abner said; and the head at once cowered down upon

the pedestal and began to whimper.
“Stop that,” Abner said. “Tell me, now, what are they trying to do against me?”
“All sorts of things,” the head said. “Mainly telephoning and telegraphing, trying to

get substitutes.”
“With what success?” Abner said.
“Not much yet,” the head said. “It is Christmas. All the clergy are busy in their own

parishes. But substitutes will be found. There is a body of Friends of the Cathedral; I
told you of them: the Tatchester Trusties: they are the ones. They will rake up clergy
from all sorts of places, you will see.”

“Will I?” Abner said. “Will they? We’ll try that.”
He raised his right hand in a peculiar manner. Instantly, a red-winged figure rose up

out of the floor and bowed before him.



“Cut all the Tatchester telephone-wires and telegraph-wires,” he said. “Wait. Bring
in those Tatchester Trusties.”

“I go, sir,” the winged figure said and disappeared through the ceiling.
“That won’t see you very far,” the brazen head said. “Some of the substitute clergy

have already started.”
Abner raised his right hand again. Instantly, another red figure rose from the floor:
“Command me, Master,” it said.
“Dislocate all railway traffic for twenty miles round Tatchester. Jam the points.”
“I go, sir,” the figure answered and disappeared through the ceiling.
“That won’t be much use,” the bronze head said. “They will come by road.”
Abner raised his hand again. A third red figure rose from the floor and asked for

orders.
“Make every road impassable for twenty miles round Tatchester,” he said. “But

stay, that won’t be enough. We must make the air impassable too. Stay here one
moment.”

He lifted his left hand in a strange way and, instantly, an old, old crone was thrust
through the floor by little red hands, towards him. She looked so old that she might
have been a thousand years or more: nose and chin almost met; her face was the colour
of old wood. She seemed terrified of Abner.

“What d’you want with me, Master?” she said.
“I want a storm out of the north and the east,” Abner said, “with snow.”
“I can’t give it. I can’t give it,” the old woman said. “You ask too much. I can only

sell a storm for a great sum—a bag of amethysts.”
“Give me a storm from the north and the east,” Abner said, “or I will torment you in

a way that you’ll remember.”
“No, give me at least half a bag of amethysts,” the old woman said, “for I need

them for a cordial that I am making.”
“I will give you a quarter bag,” Abner said. “Now let me have the storm.”
He produced from his pocket a little canvas bag which did contain amethysts: Kay

saw the stones as he emptied them out. A very meagre quarter of the bag was handed to
the old woman, who produced in turn from her pocket a little leather bag tied with three
strings at the mouth.

“Don’t open more than two of those strings,” the old woman said, warningly, “or
you may be sorry.”

“Don’t tell me how I am to proceed,” Abner said. “Away with her!” At once the
little red hands plucked the old woman away.

“Servant, here!” Abner cried to the red figure. “Away with this to Tatchester. Open
two strings from the mouth of this bag and fill the roads and the air with snow, so that
neither cars nor aeroplanes shall come near Tatchester: let any clergyman who tries to
get there be buried six feet in snow and not be found until the spring.”

“He cannot do that,” the brazen head said. “He cannot take life.”



“Do not interrupt me, you,” Abner said. “As for you, Servant, take that bag to
Tatchester. Open all the strings and flood that countryside with the deepest snow since
Wolves Ran. Make the drifts eight feet deep round each Cathedral door. Away with
you.”

“I go, sir,” the figure said and vanished through the ceiling.
Abner turned to the brazen head.
“You have interrupted me, you have criticised me,” he said. “All this establishment

seems given over to mutiny. I will have you learn respect. You shall be upside down for
a while.”

“I implore you, Master, not,” the head said, whimpering.
“I say, yes,” Abner said. He plucked the head from its pedestal and jammed it

violently down upon it upside down. It whimpered and wailed in that position.
“Shut up,” Abner said. “Listen to me, and tell me truth: Am I to have that Box

today?” he asked.
“You will have it under your hand,” the head said.
“To do what I like with?”
“To toss and to tumble. It will be your plaything.”
“Then I can open the sluices when I choose?” he asked.
“Whenever you choose.”
“Ha,” Abner said. “Who will bring me the Box?”
“It will come under your hand,” the head said.
Kay was by this time trembling lest the head should say where the Box was at the

moment. It was at this instant that the poor upside-down eyes caught sight of the tiny
figure of Kay near the door. The eyes showed astonishment, then Kay felt that they
showed excitement. “He’ll betray me now,” Kay thought, “so as to be turned right-side-
up again.” Then he saw that the head was rebelling against Abner for being turned
upside-down, one of the eyes winked at Kay to reassure him.

“What are you rolling your eyes for?” Abner asked.
“You’d roll your eyes if you were upside-down,” the head said.
“Who will bring me the Box?” Abner repeated.
“The spells won’t let me say.”
“How soon will it be here?”
“It’s on its way to you now.”
“Is it near?”
“It is very near.”
“Right,” Abner said. “Now mend your manners there.”
“Oh dear,” Kay thought. “He is to have the Box after all, and what will happen to

me when he gets it? And what will happen to all the captives? And what did he mean
by ‘opening the sluices’? Did he mean that he is going to let water into the caves?”

He had no time to consider these questions, for Abner strode swiftly out of the
room; Kay had to follow him at once to avoid being shut in. Abner moved so swiftly to



the left, that Kay lost touch with him. Following on, as fast as he could, he heard
something which made his heart leap:—

“So Miss Caroline Louisa,” Abner was saying, in some dark den in the rock. “You
would not tell me about the Box, though you must know all about it. Now you may like
to know that it is on its way to me; nothing can stop its coming to me.

“Once before you stood in my way and were the cause of great trouble to me and
mine. I promised then that I would be even with you. I am going to be even with you,
never fear, quite soon; as even as water can make me, for water, when released, finds its
own level, they say. This time I shall pay off all our old scores. Good-bye.”

Caroline Louisa did not answer, but Kay heard her cough and knew that she was
there. Abner came striding back past Kay; there came a sudden noise of a door rolling
in a groove; the cave became suddenly bright with light.

Kay saw that a door in the rock had slid back; beyond it, a curious motor-car,
thickly sprinkled with snow, was being opened by masked men, who dragged from it
two figures whose arms and legs were lashed and whose heads were in felt bags.

“Ha,” Abner said, “the Tatchester Trusties, I presume. Working, no doubt, double
time, like good friends of the Cathedral, to find clergy for the services. Excellent work,
but it must now be interrupted for the time. First, action, then, contemplation. Remove
them to the cells . . . but stay one moment . . . it is snowing, I perceive.”

“Snowing,” one of the masked men said. “You’ve said it. I never knew anything
like it. It came on all of a sudden, so blind I thought we’d never get through.”

“Nice seasonable Christmas weather,” Abner said. “A white Christmas, eh? Well,
well; remove them.”

After the two men had been dragged away into the darkness of the corridor, Abner
went to a recess where there was something which looked like a typewriter let into the
rock; he touched some of the keys of this, then spoke into the mouthpiece:

“Is this the Tatchester Evening News?” he asked. “The News and Associated
Papers? . . . Father Boddledale speaking. I wish to give a message to your evening
edition—perhaps you could make it a special edition—that there need be no alarm
whatever about the services in the Cathedral at Tatchester. Got that? Even if none of the
missing clergy be restored in time, it will be possible for my organisation to supply all
the services with qualified clergy. . . . You can print a special edition to that effect at
once, can you? . . . Actually have the copies in the streets in half an hour, can you? . . .
Splendid! . . . . Let there be no anxiety whatever. And you will acquaint the London
evening papers, will you, that all is arranged? . . . Father Boddledale of the
Ecclesiastical Training Centre will see that services are supplied, although there can be
little doubt that the practical jokers, for such they must be, will relent in time. . . .
Thank you so much. And will you allow me to wish you the very happiest of New
Years and of Christmastides? Are you running any particular Christmas charity for the
Old or the Sick or the Poor? . . . Oh! will you allow me to put my name down for
twenty-five pounds? . . . Father Boddledale. . . . Yes: B-o-d-d-l-e-. . . . Thank you. . . .
A most happy Christmas. . . . Thank you. And add that Father Boddledale wishes the
good people of Tatchester a most happy Christmas and New Year. . . . Thank you.”

He closed the recess and moved away; Kay saw a happy smile upon his features.



In deep thought, Abner moved along the rocky gallery. Kay followed with some
difficulty, for this gallery was badly lit. Kay heard a continual murmur of water falling.
Presently, he judged that this noise was not from falling water, but from violent sobbing
and lamenting. When they came near to the noise, Abner turned on a light. Kay could
see an iron cage, at the bars of which were pressed some white faces, whose haggard,
dark eyes made black patches on the flesh.

“Ha,” Abner said, “my vocal and orchestral friends from Tatchester! The Choir, I
think? And is our cocoa as you like it? And do you admire our brand of bun? Now
listen to me, boys. There is something very disgusting to me in the undisguised grief of
boys who do not carry handkerchiefs and use the backs of their hands. Stop snivelling,
you little beasts. Do I see Dr. Blowpipe, the famous Organist? Now then, tell me, you,
Dr. Blowpipe, and you, Organist’s Assistant, and you, members of the Tatchester Choir,
which of you has the Box of Delights and where is it?”

Dr. Blowpipe and some of the elder members of the Choir asked him what on earth
he meant.

“You know quite well what I mean,” Abner said. “Where is it: Cole Hawlings’ Box
of Delights?”

All repeated that they knew nothing whatever about any box; they protested against
their imprisonment and asked to be set free at once.

“Very well,” Abner said. “You have had your chance, then; your bloods will be on
your own heads. You are doomed. Tonight there will be no more Choir-boy, no more
tenor nor baritone nor bass, no more Dr. Blowpipe. Somebody else will play the
‘Requiem in D Minor’ and very soon; because little Abner will turn on the tap and let
the water in.” He paused and then added: “Midnight will soon strike on the Cathedral
clock, and there will be no service in the Cathedral—no! for the Cathedral staff will be
rolling:

‘Where Alph, the sacred river, swishes,
With Organist and boys and Bishes,
Down to a sunless sea.’

The Box is coming to me, let me tell you. I shall turn on the taps, let me tell you, and
you’d better turn off your taps, let me tell you, for you will have water enough when
that happens.”

He walked away, followed by threats from Dr. Blowpipe and cries from the
baritones and basses:

“You let us out of here, my joker. This has gone far enough!”
There were piteous wails from the Choir-boys:
“Oh please, sir, do let me go home. Oh sir, have mercy!”
The voices and crying died as Abner sped swiftly into the recesses of the cavern.

Kay followed as quickly as he could. Abner, who knew the way, walked by the aid of a
torch, which he flashed on from time to time. Kay, on his little tiny feet, had to hurry as
best he could after the occasional flashes. Sometimes he fell into some pit in the floor
and bumped himself; sometimes he ran into a projecting stone and bruised himself. He



felt to the full the misery of being tiny. From time to time, he thought, “If there should
be a cat anywhere down in these cellars, I shall be pounced on and done for.”

Presently, Abner turned on a permanent light. Kay could see that they were in a
broad gallery, in the side of which, backed against the rock, was a cage of strong iron
bars, raised a little from the floor. In the midst of the cage, heavily chained, was old
Cole Hawlings.

Abner walked up to within a few feet of the bars.
“Master Cole,” he said, “or Master Lully: great Master, the time has come for us to

speak together. You are so beset by my power that you can never escape from here
without my leave. I come to tell you that the Box is now on its way to me: nothing can
stop its coming.

“Once, long ago, you walked from Spain to Italy to buy the Box, with your Elixir of
Life. I will sell you the Box for the Elixir. Will you deal?”

“No,” Cole said, “because you are a greedy scoundrel, unfit to have long life.”
“I will repeat the offer once more,” Abner said, “but only once. After that, you will

see.”
As he turned away up the gallery, seizing a shoe-lace, Kay swung himself into the

fold of Abner’s turned-up trouser, so that he might not be left behind. He was so light,
that Abner did not feel him scrambling there, but walked swiftly on. Kay found his
perch pleasanter than the walking had been, but still a giddy way of travelling.

Hanging within the fold of cloth he was tossed and banged by the rapid going till
Abner stopped, unlocked a strong-room, entered it and shut it to behind him. It was a
stronger room than any that Kay had thought possible. No sound of any sort came
within it. The walls might have been more than a foot thick of solid iron. It was brightly
lit. It was about nine feet high and twelve feet across. On one side, there was a small
sofa with cushions. On another side there was a table on which stood an open iron
deed-box; a chair was near the table. On the walls opposite were shelves holding iron
deed-boxes, labelled with capital letters—R. E. P. S. D., etc., etc., Abner went to the
table and burrowed in the open box.

“Yes,” he said, “we have done not badly with our little ventures; not badly at all.
When the Box of Delights comes, I can sail with these to my quiet island. Ramon Lully
will see wisdom: he will grant me the Elixir too before I go. But I must have a look at
these once more.”

He felt at the door to be sure that it was closed:
“Strange,” he muttered, “once before when I had my hand on a great treasure that

little boy, Kay Harker, upset my schemes. Why should he come into my mind now?
He’d better not come into my presence;” at this he produced from his hip pocket a
pistol, which he put upon the table beside him. Kay slipped from the trouser end to the
floor, where he could watch.

Abner opened one of the bags in the deed-box:
“Ah, the Duke’s rubies!” he said. “The setting is rather coarse—those Victorians

were heavy in the hand—but they are a rare crimson: worth thirty thousand, if they are
worth a penny. And these—those emeralds: twenty thousand. And these are the pearls.



We have done well in pearls and they are very light—very light to carry. Fashionable
things—pearls. Liver disease in the oyster, I understand, but ladies don’t know that.
Ah! this was the Countess’s that there was such a fuss about. And this was Mrs. Julius
K. What’s-her-name’s, who offered the big reward. And this was the dancer’s: a very
foolish young woman, if I am any judge. Ninety-four thousand the three. That shows
you what love will do. Then these big ones: anything up to fifty thousand, these. And
these are my sapphires—blue and yellow: my favourite stone.” Kay saw him turn out a
little bag of sapphires onto the table. “Ah, I could never part with these,” he muttered.
“There is something about this blue and this yellow. Why anybody should prefer other
stones I cannot think. But now for the real box—the rich box.”

Kay watched him open a silver jewel-box which contained what looked like rolls of
brown paper. He unrolled some of these. Kay could see the glitter of pendants,
necklaces, coronets and stars of glittering diamonds. Abner chuckled as he played with
them.

“All the clever jewel thieves in this world,” he muttered, “have worked for little
Abner getting these; and then those stones from the mines that the kind black men kept
for little Abner. What a lot of burglars have had anxious nights so that little Abner
might have his quiet island! Dear! Dear! And where are the burglars now? Boxed up in
iron bars and granite, most of them. Well, they meet their friends there and they have
time for thought. There must be a matter of three hundred thousand in this little box
alone. I shall retire. It’s enough, even for me.

“Strange,” he said, “strange! That little mildew of a boy is in my thoughts the whole
time. The trouble with me is that I have been doing too much in these last anxious days;
I have had no proper rest. It’s as wearing as a war, this kind of thing. I think I will take
a nap; that will do me good.”

Kay saw him slip off his shoes, take off his coat, lie down upon the sofa, settle the
coat over his toes, shake the pillows a little and fall instantly asleep. There Kay was,
shut up in the strong-room for what seemed like hours, while Abner slept.

“What shall I do?” Kay thought. “Shall I go home and tell the Lord-Lieutenant or
the Colonel of the Tatshire Regiment that there isn’t a moment to lose? No, no, of
course, I know what I’ll do. I’ll go to Caroline Louisa and ask her advice.”

He had only to twirl the knob and speak his wish to be whirled to the corridor
where she was prisoned: but here he found himself beset by magic; he called, but she
did not hear; he groped, but could not find the prison; heavy felt blankets came in his
way, tripped him up and baffled him. Besides these, horrid little aeroplanes with snouts
like wolves came snapping at him. He was soon glad to wish himself back in Abner’s
strong-room, where he found Abner just waking from his nap; he was growling as he
woke, that “he would soon teach them.”

Kay realised suddenly that, tiny as he was, his suit of grey was very conspicuous
against the red carpet. “If I am not careful,” he said to himself, “I shall be seen.” Abner
rolled over towards him and opened his eyes, then rubbed them. Kay pressed back
towards the wall and lay down along the edge of the carpet. Abner sat up, slipped on
his shoes, put on his coat, rose and stretched himself.



“Ha,” he said, “a very snug little snooze. Now let me see; let me see. . . . Of course,
the first thing is this boodle. I have packed most of it. There is nothing like going over
things a second time. I may have left out something.” He looked at his watch: “I have
had a sleep,” he said. “Come on now.”

He took the deed-box from the table and laid it on the floor close to Kay. Then he
knelt down and unpacked its contents. Some of the bags of jewels almost fell upon Kay,
who trembled in every limb lest he should be seen.

“Oh, what shall I do?” Kay thought. “He is bound to see me. Shall I twiddle the
knob and go home? It is no good going to the Inspector, he simply will not believe the
things I tell him, and I must stay here to learn more of this place, if I am to rescue the
others.”

He lay still, hoping that Abner would not see. Abner was intent upon the jewels:
“Rubies,” he said, “Emeralds, Pearls, Diamonds, my own Sapphires . . . there, I

knew I had forgotten something: the Cat’s-Eyes. I do not value those silly stones
myself, but those Eastern Kings think the world of them and pay just what one asks.
Well,” he said, “we have done quite well in Cat’s-Eyes . . . here we are.” He took some
packages from a shelf, removed some of the packages already packed and began to
restow the box. “No,” he said, when he had finished, “even now it won’t do. I must get
some amethysts in.”

He pitched out some of the packages, poured loose amethysts into the box, shook
the box to make them settle down and then snatched the packages lying on the floor
and crammed them in on the top. In his hurry he picked up Kay with one of the
packages, not noticing him, pitched him with the package into the box, jammed him
down tight, so that Kay’s bones were nearly smashed, and then squeezed him fast with
a couple of packages. Then he shut the lid, sat on it to make it close, locked it, passed a
chain round the outside of it, apparently secured the chain with a padlock, then lifted it
with a jerk and banged it down on the table with a jolt, so that Kay was shaken,
squeezed, banged, bruised and battered, as though the coals had been delivered on top
of him. By kicking and struggling Kay managed to reach the top of the heap, so that he
could breathe what little air there was.

“This is enough for me,” he muttered. “I will go home.” Struggling hard he
contrived to move his arms and felt in his pocket for the Box, but alas, it was no longer
there: it must have been jolted out as he struggled among the jewel bags. The precious
Box was gone. There he was, no bigger than a mouse, perhaps forty miles from home,
in a strong-room in a prison in the rock, padlocked and chained within a locked iron
box, which was perhaps soon to be carried to some distant island. He heard Abner
putting things on the table beside him. He heard a cork drawn; then he heard Abner
apparently cracking walnuts. There came the glug-glug of something poured from a
bottle. He heard Abner’s teeth crunching nuts and his lips smacking over his drink.

“A very pretty little port,” Abner was saying. “A little lacking in body, but a
pleasant afternoon drink.”

Kay heard the glug-glug repeated more than once; then Abner picked up the deed-
box from the table and shook it.



“Ah,” he said, “not many people shake half a million pounds of jewels at one go.
Now, soon I shall be aboard the submarine, speeding through the billows. This day next
week, instead of a foot of snow, there will be the tropical island; instead of my Pouncer,
there will be peace; and instead of this Brotherhood, I shall have that Box of the Past, to
enter at will. Oh, happy Abner!

“And think of all the benefits that I have conferred; the stimulus that I have given to
the jewel trade. Half the noble families of England, you might say of Europe, have had
to buy new jewels because of me. Think of the impetus that this has given to the mining
industry. Many black and brown creatures in remote parts of the world are munching
the banana of content in full employment when, but for little Abner, they might be
sitting in the sun doing nothing—starving. Now, very likely, they can even go to the
cinema. Then, too, the benefit that I conferred upon the Church. All the clergy of the
diocese who have perhaps had embittered years thinking that they would never get
promotion—what is the clerical name, by the way? not promotion, not translation—
preferment. Now, at one swoop, the curate becomes a rector, the rector a canon, the
canon an archdeacon, the archdeacon a dean and the dean a bishop. Think, too, what I
do to the tourist industry. Thousands will come to Tatchester to see the scene of the
recent outrages: hotels will prosper: tea-rooms will enlarge their premises. The master
masons of Tatchester will obtain an enormous sum of money by public subscription in
order that they may put up a memorial to the martyred clergy—Tatchester represented
as something between Britannia and, shall we say, Miss Garbo, will be seen weeping in
a recumbent position, or perhaps clinging to the foot of a big stone cross. In my
retirement in the peaceful island I think I will send them some designs—the tears of
Tatchester for the missing Bish. When the memorial is unveiled of course, there, too,
Tatchester will benefit through me: a general holiday: the Lord-Lieutenant of the
County; Yeomanry parading; a platform in the Cathedral precincts: and the Tatchester
Light Infantry Brass Band.

“And this romantic pile here will be all water underneath and charred ashes above. I
will open the sluices now. I have emptied six gallons of petrol in the older parts of the
house downstairs, where the wood is driest. A wax vesta on my return from Tatchester
will suffice for that. With what splendour shall I pass from here: a gurgling flood deep
down in the caves and a roaring bonfire above.”

Having finished his speech, Abner said, “Now, come along.”
His rest and refreshment had put him into a merrier mood. Kay heard him open the

strong-room door, which he slammed-to behind him. He set out walking fast, swinging
the deed-box to and fro and singing light-heartedly. Each swing drove hard knobs in the
bags onto some part of poor Kay, who rolled this way and that, out of breath, banged,
bruised, almost suffocated, and forced to lie face-downwards with arms outspread, to
keep from being shaken under the bags.
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P�������� K�� realised that Abner had reached a lift. He heard the little grille thrust
back, then closed. He felt the lift started. Presently it stopped at the top of the shaft.
Abner came out into what Kay judged to be Abner’s bedroom.

“Hurray, hurray,” Abner carolled. “No more of the worry of thinking for all these
fools.”

He put the box upon his table. “There are one or two things I still must do,” he
muttered. “I say, how it is snowing. I wonder what fool left my window open. There is
a foot of snow on my pillow. No doubt about this being a storm. No clergy will get to
Tatchester through this.”

Kay heard him slam the window to and judged, from the muffled sound of the slam,
that the snow kept it from shutting. Abner had to clear it before he could snap-to the
hasp.

“Now, wait one moment,” Abner muttered to himself. “It might be just as well if I
heard what my merry mariners are up to. They aren’t exactly the kind of lad to trust
further than there’s need. I’ll tune in the wireless to their mess deck.”

Kay heard Abner turn a switch. Instantly, from just beside him, as it seemed, there
came a confused growling murmur of knives and forks, and conversation. Then
somebody pounded a bottle on a table, and a voice said, “And now, gents, please
silence for a intellectual treat. Our gallant Captain, known to his enemies as Death-
Chops, but to us as Rum-Chops, is kindly going to oblige with a song of his own make
about one we all wot of. Gents, all, pray silence for our great commander’s melodious
joy.”

There were loud cheers. Kay heard a chair pushed back. Rum-Chops cleared his
throat and at once burst into his melodious joy, as follows:—



“Our Abner is a captain bold,
        the nimblest ever seen-O
He thinks to fly with all his gold
        aboard our submarine-O,
To leave his gang to wreck or hang,
        or languish in a jail-O,
While he in his isle does sit and smile,
        and lives on cakes and ale-O.
Says Abner Brown, ‘I will do you down,
        and none shall find my trail-O.’ ”

Loud cheers followed this ditty.
“That is clever of Rum-Chops,” Abner muttered. “I had not given him credit for so

much wit. So he has guessed that I am leaving for good. Wait, now; there is to be some
more. I love the simple mirth of these rough diamonds. Hush, now.”

As the coarse laughter, cheers, banging of pots, table-pounding, guffaws, and
stamping of feet died away, Rum-Chops called, “Hold on, gents, all; there’s some more
about Abner.”

“Good old Rum-Chops,” they shouted. “Hark to Rum-Chops about Abner. He does
old Abner to the life.”

Rum-Chops prepared to sing a second stanza. “I’m going on about old Abner,” he
called. “Wot d’jer think of this, boys?” Then he sang:—

“ ‘For O,’ he says, ‘I’ll love my time,
    all secret in the sea-O,
Where blushing peach and yellow lime
    are dangling from the tree-O,
Where the bread-fruit-bun toasts in the sun
    and comes to lunch on trays-O,
In a hammock cool by a shady pool
    I will read my book and laze-O,
While the gang will be still in Pentonville
    in cells for all their days-O.’

Chorus this, gents, please,” Rum-Chops called.
All the terrible sea-wolves, bursting with laughter, shouted the last line three times:

—

“While the gang will be still in Pentonville
    in cells for all their days-O.”

After they had sung it, they mocked, and roared with laughter. There were cries:
“That’s exactly Abner; that’s Abner all through: him to the island, the gang to
Pentonville. My, don’t old Rum-Chops hit him off? Good old Rum-Chops. At it again,



Rum-Chops. Rum-Chops, once more. Encore de Rum-Chops. Encore, Rum-Chops;
Rum-Chops, a second helping with more sauce. Hurray.”

“Well, gents, since you are so pressing,” Rum-Chops said, “I’ll try your patience
yet once more. There’s nothing like good company for making a man do his best; that’s
sure. Now will you all load your pistols and charge your glasses; we’ll give the last
chorus Fiery Honours. Are you all ready now . . . ?”

There came the glug-glug of rum pouring from bottles, and the click of many pistol-
catches being snapped and resnapped. “All ready, governor,” several voices said.

“I wonder what is to follow,” Abner muttered. He was not long left in doubt. Rum-
Chops pounded the table with a bottle and began a third stanza:—

“This may be nice for Abner Brown,
    but not so nice for us-O,
And so we plan to let him drown
    without unpleasant fuss-O.
When the submarine is seething green
    and the water’s far from shoal-O,
We’ll weight his heels for all his squeels
    and drop him through a hole-O . . .
Then Bim Bam Bon for Abner gone
    And Hot Rum Punch in a bowl-O.
His golden showers will then be ours,
    sing hey what joy to the soul-O.”

All through the stanza, there had been sounds of ill-suppressed joy, but when Rum-
Chops reached his fourth line there were shrieks of ecstasy; at the fifth line all present
rose to their feet, and towards the end of the sixth, bang went all the pistols, crash went
all the glasses, there were yells and cheers, and the last two lines were repeated and
repeated. . . . A young pirate called out, “I know another line we could sing:—

“ ‘Though Abner Pi has scored the try,
    yet Rum-Chops kicks the goal-O.’ ”

This was repeated a good many times. At last, as the noise abated, the voice of Rat,
much excited and rather confused, was heard saying, “I know another line what we
could sing.”

“What line is that?” someone asked.
Rat gurgled with laughter. “I’ll die laughing at it,” he said.
“Come, out with it, Rat,” some voices said. “Stand up and sing it . . . up, on your

hind legs, now.”
Kay could hear Rat’s chair pushed back: the clamour ceased for the new line; there

was silence. Rat gulped with laughter.
“Come, spit it out, man,” someone said.
Rat gurgled with laughter: “You’ll die laughing at it,” he said. “This is what it is: I

don’t know that I can, for laughing:—



“ ‘Ho, something . . . diddle and diddle and
    something . . . and something diddle
                                  and Olo.’

That’s what.”
He gurgled with laughter: there was a long silence. Then Rum-Chops said:
“I don’t think I quite followed. Would you repeat it?”
The wretched creature repeated it, but seemed to feel that something had gone

wrong. There was a long, awful silence. Then Kay heard one of the pirates say:
“Where’s that nephew of his? Here, Alf Rat, help your uncle up to bed.”
Abner turned off the wireless set with a click.
“So,” he said, “mutiny even here. I rather feared it. No matter. They shall pay the

penalty and I will go to my island by aeroplane. Number Three Plane is at all times
ready for the voyage. And these clumsy brutes think to pit their wits against me. . . . So
be it. They shall pay dearly, that I promise them. Very good. . . .

“And now,” he added, “now for the great moment. Now for my Pouncer. Much as I
have suffered from these fools, I have suffered more from my sweet Pouncer, but to
make sure of my sweet Pouncer will be but the work of half an hour.”

So saying he left the room, singing a little ditty with a chorus:—

“Hey trolly-lolly-lo.”

The clock ticked slowly. It struck for a half-hour, then for ten o’clock, then for half-
past ten, but Abner did not return. Presently, Kay heard the door open. He thought for a
moment that it would be Abner returning, but two people came in.

“You see, my Pouncer, what,” a familiar voice said, “I told you he was going to put
a double-cross on us. There is the boodle, all packed up.”

“False-hearted, treacherous Abner,” the Pouncer said.
“Ha-ha, what,” the foxy-faced man replied. “My master-key will soon resolve the

matter.” Kay heard him unlock the padlock on the chain and unlock the deed-box. “Ha-
ha, you see, what,” the foxy-faced man said, thrusting back the lid. “Cat’s-Eyes,
Diamonds, Pearls, Emeralds, Rubies—everything; even the special blue and yellow
Sapphires.”

“Never shall he look upon them again,” the Pouncer said. “Quick, into our suit-
case.”

The pair had a suit-case. “They are going to fly together,” Kay thought.
In their hurry and excitement they did not notice Kay, but they thrust bag after bag

of jewels into the suit-case.
“Wait, you have left something,” the Pouncer said.
“Ah, it is only a bit of rag,” the foxy-faced man answered. It was not a bit of rag: it

was poor, trembling Kay at the bottom of the box. The foxy-faced man picked him up
between thumb and forefinger and pitched him into the grate, where luckily he fell into



the ashes, not into the fire. “It was only a bit of old chamois,” the foxy-faced man said.
“A bit of jeweller’s rag. Now we had better be off.”

“Wait,” the Pouncer said. “Fill the box up with coal.”
“My Sylvia, what an inspiration,” the foxy-faced man said. “Never was your equal

born.”
Nimbly he placed some big lumps of coal from the scuttle inside the deed-box; he

then carefully muffled their jolting with a towel and a table-cloth.
“My dear Charles, you think of everything,” the Pouncer said.
“Who would not, inspired by Sylvia,” he answered, taking up the keys. “Now, swift

. . . there it is, locked . . . there is the chain . . . and there, finally, the padlock, Beautiful,
and no traces left.”

“And now, away, my Charles,” the Pouncer said.
“Wait yet, my Sylvia,” the foxy-faced man answered. “He has put old Joe in one of

the dungeons. We must set old Joe free first. Did you ever see his Zoo?”
“I never did,” the Pouncer said.
“You shall now,” the foxy-faced man said. “We’ll have time before the Police are

here.”
Kay saw them work the mechanism of the lift and disappear within it. As soon as

they were gone, he crawled out of the grate, which was unpleasantly hot. He was half
stunned by his fall into the grate, and half choked by the ashes. He was too miserable at
the loss of the Box to mind these things. All that he could think was, “Now I shall be
tiny, like this, unable to help those people, who will all be drowned; and for my own
part I shall be burned when he sets fire to the house.”

He was crouching in a corner of the room when he heard the lift drawing near.
Sylvia, Charles and Joe came out. Sylvia was wearing nine diamond necklaces. Kay
saw that the suit-case had gone. Joe carried a small bag; Charles had a big dressing-
case. “They have been re-packing for their journey,” Kay thought.

“There’s the box that he’d packed the boodle in,” Charles said, pointing to the deed-
box.

“I’ll boodle him, the beauty,” Joe said. “What can I do against him, I wonder.”
“Oh come along, Joe,” Charles said.
“I’ll put my boot through his window first,” Joe said.
He kicked through each pane: snow came driving in in a cloud.
Sylvia Pouncer peered into the fireplace. “Didn’t you throw away a bit of chamois,

Charles?” she asked. “I’d like it now, if you could find it, to give my diamonds a rub
with.”

Charles peered into the grate beside her. “It was just a bit of dirty chamois,” he said.
“Like a little rag, what? I’m afraid it went into the fire and got burned. It doesn’t seem
to be there now. Perhaps we’d better come along now. Come along, Joe.”

“No, wait just one minute,” the Pouncer said, “for perhaps it didn’t go into the
grate, but beside the fireplace here. I thought I saw it, to tell the truth.”

She poked about quite close to Kay, but luckily didn’t see him.



“If it’s chamois leather that you want,” Joe said, “you’ll find a piece in the kit-box
in the aeroplane; if that would do.”

“Yes, that would do,” Charles said. “We had really better go.”
They stole out of the room and were gone.
“I shall never find the Box again now,” Kay said to himself. “If it’s in the deed-box,

Abner will find it, as the Boy said he would. If it isn’t in the deed-box, it is probably in
one of those bags which they are carrying; they’ve been sharing the spoils evidently.
There is just a chance that it has been spilled out onto the floor here. . . . Oh, I do hope
it has.”

He looked, with a beating heart, but could not see it. While he was looking, the
door of the room opened: Abner came in.

“Confound this window,” he said. “The snow’s drifted in all over the place again
and broken the window, too.

“Where on earth has the Pouncer got to? Well, I must get going, and leave that deed
undone.”

He picked up the deed-box. As he did so, Kay clutched Abner’s shoe-lace and
swung himself once more into the turned-up trouser end. Abner did not notice him
doing this. He took the lift down to the gallery and walked swiftly to Cole’s cage. Near
the cage, all muttering, snarling and snapping, was a pack of little aeroplanes and
motor-cars, each headed like a wolf, plainly ordered by Abner to be guards and
annoyances to Cole. Abner stopped, put down the box, sat upon it and spoke:

“Now, Ramon, or Cole, my merry old soul,” he said. “I have only one thing to say
to you: I want your Elixir. How about it?”

“No,” Cole said, “nothing that you can offer shall buy the Elixir from me. You are
unfit to possess it.”

“You realise the alternative,” Abner said. “If I am not to have the Elixir, be sure that
you will not profit from it. You see this iron wheel in the rock-face? It works sluices by
which I can flood these cellars at will. I think the Elixir would hardly preserve you
from twenty feet of water, chained as you are.”

“Whether it will preserve me or not,” Cole answered, “will be known later. But my
secret shall not preserve you from anything through any weakness of mine.”

“So?” Abner said, “you remember of course that I am offering to bargain. . . . Your
Box for your Elixir. . . . It is a fair exchange.”

“You have nothing with which to bargain,” Cole answered. “You say that you have
my Box, or will have it. You are wrong: you will not have it. But I most absolutely
refuse to bargain with you in any way whatsoever. I defy you.”

“Very good then,” Abner said. “In any case, there is no need to continue the
conversation.” He walked over to the wheel in the rock and cast loose its safety-catch
. . . “You still refuse?” he asked.

“I do,” Cole said. “I most absolutely refuse to bargain with you in any way.”
“Very good then,” Abner said. “The water shall come in.” He took the wheel and

was about to swing it round, when a thought seemed to strike him; he turned again to
Cole. “Wait one moment,” Abner said. “I confess I do set a little store by your Elixir of



Life. You are not ignorant of Magic. If you see my Helper, you will hear from him that
your Box of Delights will be mine before midnight. That may convince you.”

He lifted his hand in the familiar way. There came a noise of dripping, mixed with a
limping, hobbling, shuffling step, difficult to describe. In the corridor appeared that boy
whom Abner had smitten with the time-table. The creature’s head was still deep within
his chest, his legs were still telescoped into his body; but his sulkiness and pertness
were gone. He was dripping wet. Dead leaves and bits of sodden twig were stuck about
him. He came limping, hobbling, shuffling up to Abner, where he stood and dripped
and whimpered.

“So,” Abner said, “the waterfall has taken some of the insolence from you, it would
seem. Now, tell this gentleman the truth. The Box that I search for, shall I not have it by
midnight?”

“No,” the boy whimpered.
“You told me that I should have it,” Abner said.
“I didn’t,” the boy said. “I said you’d have it under your hand and you’ve had it

under your hand. You’ve had it under your hand for something like an hour this
afternoon and you didn’t know. Now, it isn’t under your hand and it won’t be under
your hand again, and you don’t know where it is and you’ll never know where it is.”

“Tell me instantly where it is,” Abner said.
“I won’t tell you another thing more,” the boy said. “You can peg me under the

waterfall, or melt me in the fire, or bury me, or blow me through the winds, yet I’ll
never tell you another thing, except that you had the Box and didn’t know it and now
won’t have it again, ever. So that’s what I call Squish to you.”

Abner smote the boy on the top of his neck and Kay saw him telescope up under the
blow: this time his legs went right through his body, and out at the shoulders.

“Get you back to your waterfall,” Abner said; “and you will stay there for seven
years.”

At this moment, Kay saw Cole Hawlings in the cage lifting his right hand in spite of
his irons. As he did so, the boy slowly began to untelescope: the legs went down; the
body rose up from the legs; the neck and head rose up from his chest, till there he was,
a boy again, looking, Kay thought, rather less bony and unpleasant than he had looked
in Abner’s study.

“Well, I shan’t,” the boy said to Abner. “I shan’t be pegged under the waterfall, for
I’ve been set free, see, from you and yours. You had the Box under your hand and
didn’t know it and now you’ll never get it again. A jolly good Squish to you—Squish,
Abner!” At this he suddenly became fainter and disappeared upwards.

“You see,” Cole Hawlings said, “you have deceived yourself. The Box will not be
yours, nor shall my secret be yours, whatever happens to myself.”

“Very well,” Abner said. “I have other Helpers beyond any power of yours. I am
not to have your Elixir, it seems, and I am not to have your Box. Very well; but I shall
have something, and that’s revenge on you. D’you know what this river and lake are
famous for?”

“I know what they are infamous for,” Cole answered—“a very ugly scoundrel.”



“They are famous for crayfish,” Abner answered, “little fresh-water lobsters,
excellent with mayonnaise. Before midnight some of them will have begun upon you:
for I am going to drown you, Cole Hawlings, like a rat in a trap.”

He seized the wheel and spun it round. Kay heard a distant clattering noise, a thud,
and then a great, fierce but still distant roaring rush of water.

“You hear,” Abner said. “The sluice is working beautifully. I love the noise of
running water. As one of the poets says:—

‘Beauty born of murmuring sound,
Does pass into my face.’

You feel that draught of air rush past? That’s air driven out by the water. There’s a great
head of water in the lake: thirty feet of dammed-back flood water is coming after you.
It won’t take very long to reach you. And now I shall set off with my little earnings to a
place of rest and beauty.”

“You will not set off,” Cole answered. “All the exits to this place are now guarded
by Police.”

“No Police can guard the exit by which I shall go,” Abner answered. “Good-bye.
My last act before I leave will be to drop a wreath down the sluice for you and your
clerical friends. Sleep well, Cole.”

He kissed his hand to his victim and turned to walk away. As he turned, Kay
slipped from the folded trouser-edge; he had had enough of Abner.

Abner whistled to his guard of little wolves that were yapping and snarling. They
came to heel with their little headlights glaring like radiant eyes. One of the little
motor-cars snapped at Kay and almost got him. They passed rapidly along, following
Abner like a pack of dogs at the heel of their master.

From far away Kay heard something give way at the intake of the water. The rush
of the flood water increased suddenly threefold.

“Mr. Hawlings,” Kay said. “Mr. Hawlings.”
“Ah, is that you, Master Harker?” Cole said, leaning towards the bars of his cage.

“If I were you, I wouldn’t keep that size, Master Harker.”
“Mr. Hawlings,” Kay said, “I have lost your Box: I had it: it was shaken out of my

pocket somewhere, and now I can’t get back to my proper size.”
“That’s a pity,” Cole said. “You are not much bigger than my thumb.”
“Yes, and the water’s roaring in,” Kay said; “and he’s got you all chained up here in

these caves. How can I help?”
“I told you, Master Harker,” Cole said, “that the Wolves were coming very close

and now they are here.”
“Could you suggest something, Mr. Cole, please,” Kay said, “that I could do to

help?”
“It is not so easy, is it?” Cole said: “hard rock floor, hard rock ceiling, and thick

iron bars in the walls. From the sound of the water, too,” Cole said, “the lower cellars
are pretty nearly full up already. There’s a lot of water coming in. And it is nearly here,



mark me; the air hasn’t been coming past in such a draught for some minutes. Do you
remember the time, Master Harker,” Cole said, “when the Wolves came very close at
Seekings, yet I got away?”

“I do, indeed,” Kay said. “Could you do something of that sort now?”
“Why, I am not so sure, Master Kay,” Cole said. “Have you such a thing as a pencil

and a bit of paper?”
“No, I have not,” Kay said.
“That’s a pity,” Cole answered; “but if you’d come up into my cell here through the

bars. . . . That’s the style: well climbed indeed, sir. Now you see in the corner there my
coat that they took from me: I can’t reach it: I am chained. If you can rummage in the
pockets you should find a bit of paper and a pencil.”

Kay went to the corner of the cell. There was Cole’s coat tossed in the corner. To
such a tiny being as himself it looked like the mainsail of a line-of-battle ship. Sticking
from one of the pockets was a piece of timber, which looked like a bridge pile
sharpened for driving or a newly-cut larch sapling. Near it was a pocket-book some
four times bigger than himself.

“I can’t use these,” Kay said. “I can’t lift the pencil nor open the pocket-book.”
“Get down into the pocket, Master Harker,” Cole said, “for inside, if you grope, you

may find a bit of lead that was broken off, and a crumpled sheet or two.”
Kay crept into the pocket. It was rather like going into a coal-mine. There were

some crumbs, so dry that they were now rough and sharp, like lumps of rock; further
down, beside a penknife bigger than himself, and a spectacle-case that might have been
a coffin for him, he found a piece of lead, in weight and shape like a poker; near it was
a piece of folded paper. He dragged these out into the light.

“I have got them,” he said.
“Good, Master Harker,” Cole said. “And now, perhaps, it may just be that the wind

will set a little in the favour of a travelling man. Now are you a good hand at drawing,
Master Harker?”

“No, I am not very good,” Kay said, “except at horses going from right to left.”
“Well, I am not very good at drawing,” Cole said, “with two hundredweight of

chain on each wrist, but can you unfold that paper, Master Marker, and draw on it two
men with hammers and cold-chisels, smiting off these irons?”

“I’m afraid I’m not very good at drawing men,” Kay said. “I can draw horses going
from right to left, and trains going a bit the other way.”

“Well, suppose you draw horses, Master Harker,” Cole said, “coming to bite these
chains in two.”

Kay opened the folded sheet of paper, which was Mr. Hawlings’ bill at the Drop of
Dew by Henry Cockfarthings.

He had never before realised how troublesome a sheet of paper can be when it is
rather bigger than a blanket, naturally of a stiff quality, and already crumpled from
some days in a pocket. As he drew it out, opened it and bent back the crumpled corners,
he became suddenly aware that the Wolves were Running with a little whirring snarl.



Little motor-cars with wolf heads rushed at him from different points of the cave, and
snapped at him.

“Don’t heed those, Master Kay,” Cole Hawlings said.
It was not so easy not to heed them, for they came at him with such malice that the

snapping of their bonnets was very terrifying. Any bonnet of them all was big and
strong enough to snap him down into the engines, where he would have been champed
up in no time.

For about half a minute he wrestled with the paper, trying to get it flat. The little
motor-cars snapped at him all the time. Snap, snap. One of them would run behind him
and snap at his ankles, while another darted at him to bite his toes. Then he realised that
though they snapped very near, they never really bit him; he himself was in some way
safe, they could only annoy and hinder. Presently, he straightened out one corner of the
paper; instantly, one of these snapping motor-cars rushed over it and crushed it back.

“Hit them with the pencil, Master Kay,” Cole Hawlings said. This was very much
like saying, “Hit them with the lamp-post,” or, “Whack them with the telegraph pole.”

“I don’t think I can lift the pencil,” Kay said; “it’s too heavy.”
“Well, try now,” Cole said.
Kay tried, and to his great delight found that he could lift this great fir-tree of a

pencil. For a moment he felt like one of those heroes at the Scottish Games tossing the
fir-tree for a haggis. As the motor-car came at him once more, trying to force the paper
from under him, he smote the bonnet a lusty blow. The car at once upset and rolled over
and over and over with a puncture in all four wheels. A little whimper of pain came
from its klaxon, and the other little wolf motor-cars drew to one side and clashed their
bonnets at Kay, snap, snap.

“Now draw, Master Harker,” Cole Hawlings said, “two horses coming to bite the
chains in two.”

“D’you mean coming head-on?” Kay said. “I don’t think I have ever drawn horses
coming head-on. I always make them look so like cows.”

“Well, try it, Master,” Cole said.
Kay went at it with the piece of lead like a poker on the crumpled paper big as a

blanket which kept rolling up and hitting him. Somehow it seemed to him that what he
drew was (for once) rather like a horse. Then, suddenly, at him out of the air with a
whirring yap, came little aeroplanes with heads like wolves. They snapped their
propellers at him and tried to knock the lead from his hand. This was very much worse
than being attacked by hornets, and, while he was dodging their attacks, the wolf
motor-cars began again.

“Bat them with the pencil, Master Harker,” Cole said.
Kay put down the lead and seized the pencil, but the creatures were as cunning as

wolves; they skipped away. When he put down the pencil they were at him again: the
motors snapping at his heels, the aeroplanes all round him. Kay lifted the lead with
which he was drawing and smote with it on the propeller of one of the aeroplanes. The
propeller snapped, the aeroplane crashed into two others, they spun round and round in
flames and set fire to one of the motor-cars, which exploded.



“That’s the way, Master Harker,” Cole said. “Now the other horse.” The Wolves
stood aside while Kay finished the second horse. “There you are, Master Kay,” Cole
Hawlings said. “You come over to my side now a moment, and stand that paper up on
its end so that we may take a good look at it.”

Kay propped the paper on its end and stood beside the old man, who was indeed
laden down with chains: there were great shackles on his ankles and knees; which were
chained to ring-bolts in the stone; a great weight of chains secured his wrists to his
ankles. “Watch the paper, Master Harker,” Cole said, “don’t heed the chains.”

Kay looked at the horses in his drawing. Sometimes, in earlier days, when he had
drawn horses, he had felt that his effort had some merit. These today were the first end-
on horses drawn by him; somehow they did really look liker horses than cows. They
hadn’t got the Newfoundland dog look that some of his horses had. He thought, “I’d
like to keep those drawings. They are the best I’ve done.”

In fact, the drawings did stand out from the paper rather strangely. The light was
concentrated on them; as he looked at them the horses seemed to be coming towards
him out of the light, and, no, it was not seeming, they were moving; he saw the hoof
casts flying and heard the rhythmical beat of hoofs. The horses were coming out of the
picture, galloping fast, and becoming brighter and brighter. Then he saw that the light
was partly fire from their eyes and manes, partly sparks from their hoofs. “They are real
horses,” he cried. “Look.”

It was as though he had been watching the finish of a race with two horses neck and
neck coming straight at him at the winning-post. They were two terrible white horses
with flaming mouths. He saw them strike great jags of rock from the floor and cast
them, flaming, from their hoofs. Then, in an instant, there they were, one on each side
of Cole Hawlings, champing the chains as though they were grass, crushing the
shackles, biting through the manacles and plucking the iron bars as though they were
shoots from a plant.

“Steady there, boys,” Cole said to the horses, as he rose and stretched himself. He
put on his coat, pocketed the paper, pencil and lead, and placed Kay on one of the
horses. “Now, Master Harker, I will put you up on this one,” he said. “Hang on to the
mane. I will take the other; we will see if we can get out of this. I will lead the way,
Master,” he said. “Hang on to the mane, for you are rather small for a horse this size.”

He turned the horse along the rocky corridor. No light burned in that part, but the
horses gave such light that it was like daylight wherever they went. They had not gone
far down the corridor when Cole said, “No, we are a little too late to go this way. The
water’s coming in.”

There before them, the water was coming in. Little wave followed little wave, each
marking the rocky walls at a higher level. It came in, muttering and snarling, from
somewhere far away to the left. Angry little eddies spun away with dead leaves and bits
of twig; the corridor was windy with the air displaced by the water; everywhere in that
expanse of caverns there was the booming, roaring, drumming of water echoes. The
horses shied at the water. When their hoofs touched the stream, they hissed and
smoked, as white-hot metal will when wetted.



“Back a little, Master Harker,” the old man said. “These horses are fiery. They can’t
abide water, which puts out fire, as you know. We must get back up the passage a piece,
and we have not too much time by the look of things. The water’s coming in very fast.”
He swung himself down from the horse and helped Kay down. “Steady there, boys, and
give us light,” Cole said. “We must proceed once more as before,” he said, “with this
paper and pencil. Draw me a long roomy boat with a man in her, sculling her.”

“I’m not very good at boats, and I’ve never drawn a man sculling,” Kay said.
“Draw now,” Cole Hawlings said; “and put a man in the boat’s bows and draw him

with a bunch of keys in his hand.”
“I shan’t make much of a hand at that,” Kay said.
However, it was not so difficult as the horses had been. Old Cole was there to hold

the paper and to keep away the Wolves. They were there, muttering, at some little
distance. He could see their wicked little red lights and hear them snarling. The thing
that he was afraid of was the water, that was rising rapidly. He could see that the horses
were alarmed.

“Well, here’s the boat,” Kay said. “And then, here’s the man sculling. Now, this is
the man standing in the bows with a bunch of keys.”

“Won’t you give him a nose?” Cole said. “Men do generally have them and they are
fine things to follow on a dark night when you can’t see your way.”

“I’m afraid the nose is rather like a stick,” Kay said.
The old man took the drawing to the water, set it afloat, and watched it drifting

away. Somewhere far away to the left there came the noise of another rock or barrier
collapsing under the pressure of the stream. Instantly, the swirling of the water
intensified and took to itself an angrier note. Bigger waves rushed out of the darkness at
them and licked up more of the floor.

“The sluice-mouth has given way,” Kay said.
“That is so,” Cole Hawlings answered. “But the boat is coming too, you see.”
Indeed, down the stream in the darkness of the corridor, a boat was coming. She

had a light in her bows; somebody far aft in her was heaving at a scull which ground in
the rowlocks. Kay could see and hear the water slapping and chopping against her
advance; the paint of her bows glistened from the water. A man stood above the lantern.
He had something gleaming in his hand: it looked like a bunch of keys. As he drew
nearer, Kay saw that this man was a very queer-looking fellow with a nose like a piece
of bent stick.

The boat drove up into the corridor beside them. The man with the nose like a piece
of stick steadied her with a boat-hook. The sculler was a bushy-bearded man with his
face hidden under a boat cloak. He bent down in the stern of the boat and thrust over a
plank. Cole lifted Kay into a safe place in the stern-sheets and then turned to fetch on
board the horses, who stamped, snorted and backed, not liking the water. Kay, who was
always thrilled by the presence of horses, clambered up on to the gunwale to see them
come on board. He half expected to see the boat upset, but Cole and the boatman so
trimmed the boat that the first horse clambered on board without trouble. The second
horse was more nervy and made the boat rock. Cole brought it on board and soothed it
down in the stern-sheets. His eyes stared and his crest rose at the rising water.



“There, there,” old Cole said. “And now, perhaps, we’d better shove off to see if we
can save some other prisoners. We haven’t too much time, the way the water’s coming
in.”

Kay looked along the corridor in the direction from which the water was pouring. It
was now so brightly lit that he recognised stalactites which he had passed earlier in the
day with Abner. There, near one of the stalactites which he had specially noticed,
something was shining on the floor just above the edge of the stream. It caught the light
and sparkled. Kay looked at it with attention. “It must be some of Abner’s diamonds,”
he thought. Then he thought that the thing was shining not from reflected light, but
from light of its own. He wondered for a moment whether this were an underground
snail or slug that had a power of phosphorescence: he seemed to have read that there
were such things. Then the lipping water touched it and seemed to lick it away an inch
or two; then, as the next gush of water came, it sidled from its place onto the current,
drifted a couple of feet towards them, stuck an instant, and then came dallying along on
the edge of the stream.

“Oh,” Kay said, “look, look! It is your Box! However did it get there? The foxy-
faced man must have dropped it.”

“That is what it is,” old Cole said. “And what quick eyes, Master Harker.”
The old man went swiftly along the boat’s length and vaulted over the gunwale into

the stream, which was now over his ankles. He had been quick, but the little aeroplanes
now darted down at the shining prize. One of them swooped at it and missed, tried to
rise from the water but failed and went directly under the current with a great noise of
sizzling. A second darted out; all the wolf motor-cars dashed to the brink of the stream.
Cole knocked the aeroplanes aside, caught the glittering treasure as it sailed by; then,
scooping the water with his free hand, he splashed it into the champing bonnet of the
nearest motor-car wolf, which at once stopped working and sputtered.

Cole vaulted into the boat. “Shove off,” he said. He reached to Kay and at a touch
restored his shape. “That’s rather better, Master Kay,” he said.

“Indeed it is,” Kay said. “And look, there are some oars floating; they must have
come from the lake.”

He leaned over the side of the boat and salved one oar: Cole salved a second.
“Now, here we are,” Cole said. “You stand on that side, Master Kay, and shove her

off the rocks. I will do the same on this side.”
The current drove the boat into the alleys of blackness. The gallery in which they

were floating was now almost full: they had to stoop to avoid the roof; often they
snapped off the stalactites as they passed. The boat drove into another gallery. There,
clinging to a stalactite, submerged up to the waist, was a drenched and sodden Rat,
crying, “Pity a poor drowning man; an old naval pensioner what give his youth for the
Empire.”

The man with the boat-hook said, “I’ll fetch that chap a clip as we pass.”
“No, no,” Kay said. “He will help us to find the prisons.”
Cole Hawlings leaned over and pulled the Rat on board by his mangy collar. He

was very cold with wet and terror; he shivered with chattering teeth.



“That’s what comes,” he said, “of having cisterns what burst. Time was when a
cellar was a cellar, but now, in these upside-down-side days, folk keep their water with
their wine, it seems.”

“You know these cellars,” Kay said; “where are the prisons with the clergymen in
them?”

“Would they be what you call ‘religious parties’?” the Rat asked. “They’re along
here, quite close. I was having as nice a little bit of a religious biscuit as ever I ate, out
of one of their pockets, when this water came in and I had to leave it. That’s Life, that
is: a poor man works for five years and gets nothing, then, when he gets a bit of biscuit,
the cistern bursts. And such is Life. That’s what.”

“They were along here?” Kay asked, pointing into the cave.
“They were along there,” the Rat said, “so was the biscuit; but the biscuit will be

pulp by this and the religious parties not much better. And my young nephew, Alf, will
have water in his works, too, I shouldn’t wonder, which would be a loss. As pretty a
young larcener, he was, as ever I tried, so the Judge said. I suppose you ain’t got a bit of
bacon-rind you could give a poor man?”

“No, we haven’t,” Kay said.
“There’s nobody keeps bacon-rind now,” the Rat said. “They’re too proud. Stuck-

up, I call it. Yah.”
The boat drove under a low-hanging stretch of cave. There, near a stalactite, was a

hole in the roof. Kay thought that he saw the evil mouth of Alf there, saying, “Hop it,
uncle.” As the boat drove under the stalactite, Kay saw that it was Alf stretching a dirty
paw. The Rat sprang, caught it, swung himself to the hole and disappeared into it.

“Well, that’s got rid of him,” Kay said. “And there are the cells.”
He was wrong; it was not the prison; it was the cell containing Caroline Louisa.
“It’s all right,” Kay cried, “we are coming to get you out.”
“Try your keys, keyman,” Cole said.
The man with the nose like a broken stick, took his keys and opened the door

without difficulty. “I’m afraid you are sopping wet and half frozen,” Kay said to
Caroline Louisa, as he helped her in, “but we’ll soon get you to some dry and warm
things. D’you happen to know the way to the other prisons?”

“I don’t indeed,” she said. “They weren’t anywhere near here.”
At this moment they heard a hail from along the corridor: “Boat ahoy!” Somebody

away there in the darkness of the alley was clapping hands and shouting, to attract
attention.

“Who are you?” Cole cried.
“The Tatchester Cathedral staff,” the Bishop’s voice answered.
The boat drove on along the gallery. There, indeed, ankle-deep in the stream at the

edge of the corridor, were the Bishop, the Dean, the Archdeacon, the Bishop’s
Chaplain, the Canons, the Minor Canons, the Precentor, the Organist, the Master
Vesturer, the Bursar, the Librarian, the Chief Theologian and Peter Jones. Cole and his
crew helped them on board.

“How on earth did you all get out?” Kay asked.



“Oh,” the Bishop said, “we’ve been out some time. A man and a woman came
down, to let out a friend of theirs, called Joe. They went away with him, but after a
minute, Joe ran back with the keys and let us all out, and said, ‘It would be sure death
to us to follow him, but that there was another way out,’ to which he directed us.

“We started as he told us, the caves were lit at that time. Then some terrible
scoundrels, pirates evidently, wearing red aprons and sea-boots, came stamping along,
led by one whom they called Rum-Chops. They said, ‘It’s no good going that way; all
the lower caves are full already, and our submarine’s at the bottom of them sunk.
Mizzle’ (so they told us), ‘dead right about, or you’ll be sunk, too.’

“They ran on and we followed them, but all the lights went out suddenly, and we
lost them. Since then we have been groping in the dark, almost at the end of our
matches and our hope. Where are we, can you tell us?”

“Down in the heart of the Chester Hills,” old Cole said; “but perhaps we’ll get you
out afore long. Give way, all.”

They shoved the boat on, up-stream, poling with oars and boat-hook, heaving with
eager hands against the rocks.

“Where are the others?” Kay asked.
“What others?” the Dean asked.
“The Bell-ringers, the Choir-boys and at least half the Choir,” Kay said. “Oh, and

the Friends of the Cathedral, and perhaps a lot of others.”
“Shout, everybody,” Cole said. “If they’ve not all been drowned, they may hear us.”
They shouted: their voices echoed and boomed among the galleries. It seemed to

Kay that some other sound of voices could be heard when the echoes died a little.
“Isn’t that singing?” he said.
“And what quick ears, Master Harker,” Cole said. “Singing it is, away along there

in the darkness. Heave all together, now, for they must be sorely pressed.”
They drove on against the stream: presently they heard the voices of the Bell-

ringers and some of the Choir singing, “Good King Wenceslas.” They shouted to
reassure them and soon heard answering shouts. Very soon the boat was alongside the
cage, where the poor fellows stood in the cold water which was already over their
knees. It was pitiful to hear the piteous cries of the Choir-boys, some of whom were
saying, “Oh, if I’d only known, I’d never have cheeked my poor mother,” or, “Oh, if I
could only have my time again, I’d do what my kind master told me,” or, “Oh, I wish I
hadn’t tied that tin can on the dog’s tail,” or, “Oh, if only I could get away, I’d burn my
catapult and I would be good; oh, I would be good.”

“Cheer up,” Cole shouted to them. “We’ll soon get these locks open.”
But to get these locks open was not easy. It was a different kind of lock from any

the keyman had known; he tried one key after another.
“No, they won’t fit these locks,” he said. “You want the Handcuff King for these.”
“Oh, please be quick, sir; please be quick,” the boys cried. “It is up to our knees

already.”
“I’m afraid it is no good,” the man with the keys said. “I can’t get these locks to

work.”



“I’ve got keys; try these,” the Bishop said.
“And these,” the Dean said. But, no, none of the keys fitted.
“There’s nothing for it,” the keyman said solemnly, “but to compose yourselves

unto a set of watery tombs.”
“A set of watery rubbish,” Cole said, heaving himself out of the boat to the door.

“Let me have a look at these locks. Why,” Cole said, “no wonder you couldn’t get them
to work. They aren’t locks: the doors have spring catches and not locks at all. You have
only got to open them by the handle here . . . there you are. Now, come out. See that
you are all out. And mind you don’t swamp the boat as you get on board. Lively with
you now. That’s the ticket. Come, now, are you all on board?”

“Yes,” the Master Bell-ringer said. “This is the lot of us.”
“Well,” Cole said, “if you are all on board the lugger, we’ll push off then, up-

stream. These galleries are almost full to the roof now. There is not much room for us.
We all will have to do what they do in the barges in the London tunnels: all lie on our
backs and push the boat forward by our boots upon the ceiling.”

All in the boat lay down upon their backs as Cole had bidden, and pushed the boat
forward by getting their boots against the roof of the corridor. The sculler alone did not
lie down: he bent in the hollow of the stern-sheets, heaving at his oar, which grunted in
the rowlock and splashed with the blade. The Precentor kept the time for the kickers:
“One—Heave! . . . Two—Lift leg . . . Three—Boot on the roof . . . then, One—Heave!”
The boat forged slowly ahead with gurglings and cluckings of water. There was a great
current against them and in some places the roof was very near. Kay could see little
save archings of rock, which sometimes glistened with water and were sometimes hung
with stalactites. His little legs were so short that they were not much good in heaving
the boat forward.

In one place, the river ran through a wide cavern, the wall of which had been
painted with a procession of men leading bulls and horses.

“That was our old religion, Master Harker,” Cole said, nodding towards it. “It was
nothing like so good as the new, of course, but it was good fun in its day though,
because it ended in a feast.”

“You didn’t eat horses,” Kay said, “did you?”
“Ah, didn’t we,” Cole said.
After this they came into a narrow cave where the current was very strong. A sort of

glimmer of light showed ahead. “There is moonlight and there is the sluice,” Cole
cried.

Kay sat up. There ahead was a silvery, shaking patch of light with a troubled
roaring water pouring down in a fall. All about them the water eddied and jobbled. The
boat tossed. The men, heaving with their boots, trebled their efforts, and slowly the boat
plunged forward against the rush.

“We will never get up a fall like that,” the Bishop said.
“Where a salmon can go a man can go,” Cole said.
The boat drew slowly nearer against the rush of the stream. “This is only the first

half of it,” Cole said. “There is another fall above this. But lay hold of that tumbled tree



there: it seems to me to be jammed firm. We can haul ourselves up by that.”
Jammed along the length of the fall, boughs downward, was a young fir-tree.

Leaning over the side, all who could caught hold of the trunk of this. Heaving all
together they drove the boat into the rush and upward. Icy cold water spurted all over
them in a sheet; but they hove again, held all they had won, and then hove onward.
Heaving all together they drove the boat up to the top of the first fall.

There beyond them, as Cole had said, was another shorter fall. In bright moonlight,
at the mouth of this upper fall, Kay saw Abner heaving on a big winch-handle which
worked the sluice there. Abner was crying out:

“This thing has jammed. It ought to be wide but it’s only half open. Open, will
you!”

He hove and hove, then he left the winch-handle and dug at one of the cog-wheels
with a knife.

“It’s this cog that’s jammed,” he cried. “Open! Open!”
The boat forged forward to the foot of the second fall.
“We are in luck’s way,” Cole said. “See, there is an iron railing along the fall. We

can heave up by that.”
All hands seized the iron rail and drove the boat up. In the fury of his own effort

Abner heard nothing of the boat’s approach. Kay saw him fling off his coat and again
heave upon the winch. The boat was just behind him, but he knew nothing about her.

Kay heard him cry, “She’s moving; she’s moving. There she goes.” He burst into
song:—

“Wheel, Wheel, pull up the sluice;
Sluice, Sluice, let in the stream;
Stream, Stream, cover them deep
So they won’t sing hymns in the morning.”

“Now,” Cole said, “heave together—heave!”
Under their enormous heave, the boat moved up in spouting, drenching jerks. She

paused for one instant on the timbers of the sluice-boards—Kay distinctly felt them
give way beneath the boat’s weight—but the boat, under the impetus of the final heave,
drove on past the astonished Abner and roaring fall, into the calm water of the lake.

Just as Kay passed Abner, something big swooped silently down and hovered just
over their heads. Kay saw that it was one of the silent aeroplanes used by the gang. A
light suddenly went up within its pilot-house. On the side of the car, the words
‘Number Three Plane’ appeared in red. Kay saw the Pouncer, the foxy-faced man and
Joe leaning from the windows.

“Oh, Abner, did you really think to diddle me?” the Pouncer called.
“We’ve got all your jewels, Abner, ha-ha, what,” the foxy-faced man cried.
“Good-bye, Abner,” Joe called. Kay saw Joe lean further out and heave down what

seemed like a bomb on Abner’s head. It struck his head and exploded, but it was not a
bomb: it was a two-pound bag of flour. “Got him,” Joe said.



Then the aeroplane lifted and was away into the air.
Abner was blinded by the flour, he came too near to the sluice, slipped, clutched,

gave a startled cry and fell headlong into the torrent. For one instant Kay saw his legs
thus:—

Then they were sucked down into the gulf and disappeared. Before any of the people in
the boat could fling off coat and go in after him, there came a swift warning noise of
yielding in the structure of the sluice now all sapped by the pouring of the cataract. It
collapsed suddenly and utterly. With one great swirl the released water surged over it
and filled its mouth. “Forever and forever, farewell, Cassius,” Cole quoted. The boat
drove out into the moonlit lake.

But oh! how the scene had changed since Kay had been there in the morning. The
world was white with deep snow. Many trees were branchless or broken. Those which
remained were bowed with the great clots of snow upon them.

But what was happening at the Training College? There were lights in all windows.
Many men were floundering with lanterns outside the house. Men were calling. There
were shouts of, “Here’s another of them, hiding in the outhouse;” “Another pair of
handcuffs for this chap, quick.” A party of men in the snow near the lake-side hailed to
the boat to stop: the voice of the Inspector cried:

“Halt there, in the boat. Halt there. We have got you covered. Who are you?”
“It’s the Bishop of Tatchester and all the prisoners,” the Bishop called.
“Why, is that you, Your Grace?” the Inspector answered. “Pass the word there that

the Bishop’s saved. . . . And you, Your Grace, would you ask your boatman to come in
towards the shore a bit.” As the boat drew in, he said, “Well, thankful I am, Your Grace,
to see you safe and sound again. Is this all your party?”

“Yes, everyone: we are all here,” the voices answered.
“Pass the word to the wireless-men,” the Inspector called, “to report All Saved. We

are in time, it seems,” he added, “but it was a near thing. I’ll tell Your Grace how it all
came about.

“The Chief Constable thought we’d better act on Master Harker’s information, but
by that time the snow made it difficult to get here. However, what with planes and a
will, we just did it.



“We have got most of these birds already, and we’ll have the rest before dawn; they
can’t get far in this snow; and we’ll have the leader, too, for all he’s so clever.”

“He’s gone down into the caves with the flood,” Cole Hawlings answered. “I don’t
think any man will find any part of him again. Now, can we come ashore there?”

“No, don’t you try it here,” the Inspector cried: “you will never get through the
snow on this side. The drifts are six feet deep between me and you; but on the other
side, just opposite, by the bathing-box, it looks to me to be clearer. The hill tipped the
snow just clear there. By the way, have you got Master Kay Harker among you?”

“Yes,” Kay cried, “I am here. Have you got their submarine?”
“Oh, I am glad to see you safe, Master Harker. It’s through you that all the rest are

safe,” the Inspector called back. “No, we have not got the submarine. They left her
windows open and she has sunk and very nearly took the crew with her; but we have
got the crew—as choice a lot as ever graced handcuffs. You trust the Law, Master
Harker. Sometimes she is slow, but always she is sure. The Law’s motto, Master
Harker, is: ‘The Law never sleeps, though it knows when to close its eyes.’ Oh, Master
Harker, my nephew’s down for Christmas, and he has brought a pair of Belgian hares
for you—as pretty a prize pair as ever I did see. Now, I must go to my men here, but, if
you will shove your boat over there by that little bathing-box, I think you will get
ashore there without being sunk in the snow.”

They gave way as well as they could with their two oars, a plank and a boat-book.
Presently, they ran the boat alongside the spring-board and clambered out. The two
horses whinnied and shook their manes, the two boatmen leaped on their backs and
galloped away, straight up the slope of the Roman Camp. They disappeared over the
rampart and were seen no more.

But indeed, now that the party had landed on the lake-side, they were amazed at the
snow that had fallen in so short a time. The weight of snow had levelled all the lesser
shrubs to the earth: there was no cover anywhere for so much as a rabbit. From time to
time along the wood there came a melancholy cracking crash as some other bough or
tree gave way under the strain. Quite close to them, in what had been thickets in the
wood, the wind had driven the snow capriciously into drifts that might well have been
eight or nine feet deep. Kay, who remembered the path near the water, was amazed to
see it so deeply covered.

But whatever the storm had been, it had now passed over, leaving a clear sky, with a
full moon shining so brightly that only the very big stars could be seen.

“It’s eleven o’clock at night—after eleven,” the Bishop said. “We’d better push on
to Hope-under-Chesters and telephone from there.”

They took a few steps along the path towards Hope-under-Chesters and then
realised that it might well take them all night to flounder through the drifts. No one
there had ever seen such snow.

“Well, it’s very disappointing,” the Bishop said. “I am afraid that after all there is no
chance of our holding our Midnight Service in any church in the Diocese.”

“Ah, I’m not so sure, Your Grace,” Cole Hawlings said. “A travelling man, who
goes up and down the world, he finds ways of doing things—or doesn’t he?” he asked
Kay.



“I think he does,” Kay said.
“Ah, you think he does?” Cole Hawlings said; “I think by this and that, we needn’t

give up hope yet. Listen, all.”
The night was so still that they, standing there in the snow, could hear the bells of

nine churches ringing for Christmas. The Precentor, who had been a curate in that
district, told Kay which village each bell belonged to:

“That one,” he said, “with the tenor bell that needs recasting, is Naunton Crucis.
Old Father Goodman has rung that bell for forty-nine Christmas Eves and this is his
fiftieth.”

Above the noise of the bells Kay heard the jangling of lesser bells, or so it seemed.
Then it died away so that he felt that he was mistaken, but immediately it broke out
again louder than before. They were bells not ringing to any tune or time.

“They are sleigh-bells,” he said.
“Why, it’s Father Christmas,” said the Precentor, “coming with his team of

reindeer.”
But it was not Father Christmas. Over the wall of the Roman Camp some lights

appeared; the bells rang loud and clear. Leaping towards them, seeming hardly to brush
the snow with their paws, came a magnificent team of harnessed lions drawing a long
sledge driven by a lady whose eyes shone like sparks of fire. Kay saw at once that she
was the Lady of the Oak Tree who had stood by Bob’s shop waiting for a word from
Cole Hawlings. Outside the glove of her left hand was the strange ring with the St.
Andrew’s Cross upon it. Kay was amazed at the beauty and strength of the lions, their
gleaming eyes, and the way in which they tossed back their manes and snarled, or
scuffled the snow with their pads, or showed their teeth with coughing, terrifying roars.
He had never seen lions so beautiful, so powerful, nor with eyes so full of yellow
flame.

“Get in, Bishop,” the lady said. “I can take half of you in this sleigh.”
The Bishop and some of the others got into the sleigh, which seemed to be made of

bright gold. It was heaped with great scarlet rugs and the furs of strange beasts. As soon
as they were snugly in the sleigh under the rugs, the lady called:

“I must start before my team starts quarrelling with the other team.”
She called to the lions, who bounded forward roaring. All the bells upon their traces

and on the rim of the car jangled out clearly and seemed to Kay to strike now into a
kind of tune. Kay saw them whirl round in a half-circle sending a great sheet of snow
aloft, then they strode on to the night striking sparkles out of the air. Kay heard the
Precentor, who was sitting with the Bishop, start singing, “The First Noël,” but they
were out of earshot in half a moment; a second sleigh drew near.

Kay had been delighted by the first sleigh, though the lions had a little scared him,
but what was his delight when he saw that the second sleigh was drawn by unicorns!

“Oh,” he said, “unicorns! And they always told me that they never existed.”
But there was no doubt about these. It was a team of eight of the most beautiful

unicorns that ever stepped. In build they were something like the very best white Arab
stallions, only slimmer in the barrel and even neater in the leg. They had the same



proud little heads and twitching nostrils. They were all snow-white except their hoofs,
which were bluish. From their brows sprouted the most exquisite white horns about two
feet long, sharp as needles and glowing, Kay thought, rather like mother-of-pearl, but
perhaps that was the effect of the moonlight. Their traces and harness were of silver all
studded with moonstones. They were driven by a man, whose sleeves were hung with
little silver chains. In his helm there were antlers; over his glove a red cross glowed
upon a ring.

“Oh, it is Herne again,” Kay said. “I do love going with Herne the Hunter.”
“Jump in, the rest of you,” Herne cried. “There will be room for all of you.”
The sleigh was heaped with Polar bear-skins and great white fleeces from some

mountain sheep. They all clambered on board and snuggled down into the fur. The
driver called to his unicorns, who at once whinnied together and tossed up the snow
with their hoofs. They, too, like the lions, whirled round and sent the snow flying in a
cloud. Then away they went, whirling through the heaven, striking sparkles out of the
air. Old Cole Hawlings touched something, all the side of the sleigh at once thrust out
lighted Japanese lanterns attached to long streamers; smaller lanterns flew out from the
reins of the unicorns as they sped. Cole Hawlings, who had a most beautiful voice, Kay
thought, began to sing this carol:—



“George took his lantern from the nail,
  And lit it at the fire-a;
He said, ‘The snow does so assail,
  I’ll shut the cows in byre-a.’
 
Amid the snow, by byre-door,
  A man and woman lay-a;
George pitied them, they were so poor,
  And brought them to the hay-a.
 
At midnight, while the inn kept feasts,
  And trump and whistle blew-a,
George heard a trouble in the beasts,
  And to the stable drew-a.
 
And there within the manger-bars
  A little child new-born-a,
All bright below a cross of stars,
  And in his brow a thorn-a.
 
The oxen lowed to see their King,
  The happy donkey brayed-a,
The cocks and hens on perch did sing,
  And George knelt down and prayed-a.
 
And straight a knocking on the door,
  And torches burning red-a,
The two great Kings with Melchior,
  With robes and wine and bread-a.
 
And all the night time rolled away
  With angels dancing down-a;
Now praise we that dear Babe today
  That bears the Cross and Crown-a.”

“Now, brothers,” Cole said, “sing this last bit all together, will you?”
All there joined in with a will, and then made Cole sing it all again, so that they

might sing the chorus after each stanza.
It was most beautiful to drive through heaven thus. The shining country spread out

below them was starred by the lights in villages and towns and musical with bells
ringing for Christmas. The rivers gleamed where they caught the moonlight. Sometimes
big white and tawny owls came floating alongside the sleigh, so close that Kay could
stretch out his hand and stroke them.

“I say,” he said, “how beautifully your unicorns move.”
“You see, Master Kay, they hate being beaten by the lions,” Herne said.



Kay had some misgivings as to what would happen if they caught up the lions; then
he thought that the drivers would probably be able to stop any fatal battle.

“There is the land you know,” Herne the Hunter said.
Leaning over the rail of the car Kay saw Condicote brightly lit; he heard a few

notes from the famous Condicote bells. The unicorns were now going so fast that, a
moment later, he saw the pinnacled tower of Tatchester Cathedral floodlit for the great
night. In an instant he saw all the lights of Tatchester.

“Of course,” he thought, “everybody in the city has lit a window as part of the
celebration.”

The unicorns swerved suddenly, then swerved again, in a great sweep, cutting in
ahead of the team of lions, who roared with rage at being passed. Dipping down, both
sleighs skimmed into the snow, and galloped its feathery surface for Tatchester Gate. A
delicate faint noise of bells came to them from the Tatchester parish churches.

“Ah, there, listen now,” one of the Cathedral Bell-ringers said to Kay. “Christmas
Eve, near midnight, and no bells ringing in the Cathedral, no, not one. Those are only
St. Margaret’s and St. Wincom’s. I never thought to hear so un-Christian a silence;
never.”

“There’s nothing stamps a Christian town more than its bells,” Cole Hawlings said.
“And a wandering man gives heed to bells, for often in the dark night they will ring
him home, who would otherwise be ate by wolves and that.”

“I could weep,” another Bell-ringer said, “that our great Bell, Old Truepenny, of
1427, isn’t throwing his tongue. He did ring in King Henry from the French Wars, Old
Truepenny.”

“We might still be in time to start Old Truepenny,” the Dean said. “It is still not a
quarter to twelve; we are nearly there. The only questions are, ‘Can we reach the
Cathedral in all this snow?’ and, ‘Have these ruffians who kidnapped us stolen the bell-
tower keys, or cut the bell-ropes?’ ”

“We shall soon know, sir,” Cole said. “The snow is deep: it has been a sad storm.
Wolves’ Weather, as we used to say in King Harold’s time.”

Now that they were over the Common, nearing the Gate, Kay could see what
desolation the storm, had wrought. The telegraph-posts were down; the brackets of
telephone-wires had been wrenched from buildings; two old elms on the Council Piece
had been uprooted; and the snow had drifted so deep at the Gate and in the High Street
that no one had trodden it nor tried to drive it. The way was white unspeckt snow
deserted under the lamps.

The sleighs turned up the narrow lane known as St. Margaret’s Barbican; the snow
scattered from their runners with a crisp, soft, slithering swish; it was so deep in that
narrow lane that Kay could see into the lighted rooms on the first floors of the old
houses. He saw old black beams, old men and women drinking to Christmas, or
stooped over children’s stockings, as they filled them with toys, neat surprise packages,
Eggs of Delight, and oranges. All the narrow lane boomed and hummed with the noise
of the bells of St. Margaret’s Church; tremblings of music went thronging by in the air.

“Where are we going to, please?” Kay asked.



“To the Parvice St. Michael, Master Kay,” Herne said.
Now the Parvice St. Michael was a space in front of the Cathedral’s North Door. It

had once been a part of the Monastery: a wall still shut it from the approach to the West
Door which was in the Precincts. From the Parvice there was a wicket into the
Cloisters.

The sleighs sped out of St. Margaret’s Lane into the Parvice; as they entered it, the
Cathedral suddenly rose up in front of them with its enormous black bulk, its windows
unlit, its tower transfigured with floodlight, its ledges, mouldings and carvings all
topped with snow. A man held up a lantern to check the unicorns. He came slowly past
the team to the sleigh with his lantern lifted so that he might see who was there. He
dragged a spade from his left hand. Kay noticed that he wore a rough dark sackcloth
overall, and that other men, clad like him, were shovelling snow from the North Door.
On the farther side of the wall, the scrape of shovels on stone told Kay that other
workers were clearing the West Door.

“Ah, pass in, brothers, to St. Michael’s Door; we’ve cleared the way for ye,” the
man who held the lantern said.

He waved his light, and Herne moved the unicorns up the path to the Door: the
shovellers stood aside as they passed and called blessings on them. They were all little
men, Kay thought, with faces which looked white and tense in that dark place.

“I believe their heads are all shaven,” Kay thought. “Are these the Monks?”
“These are the Monks of the Abbey, Master Harker,” Cole Hawlings said, “for on

such a Christmas Eve what one of them would keep away? They’ve all come for the
glory of St. Michael’s Abbey.”

Whoever they were, they had cleared a way to the door. The clergy and Bell-ringers
flung aside their rugs and pressed into the porch of the dark North Door. The leader of
the snow-shovellers held his lantern while the Bishop left his sleigh. Kay long
remembered the thin eager faces of the Monks on both sides of the approach lit by the
lantern.

“Pass in, my Lord Bishop,” some voices said.
It was strange. No one knew why the Parvice had been called Parvice St. Michael.

This night, it was clear; a big statue of St. Michael stood at the entrance to the porch.
There he stood, in painted armour, as though he had just been carved there.

There was someone inside the porch, working at the fuse-box, with a clutter of tools
and one little inefficient electric torch.

“Mind, please,” this man said. “You can pass in to the side.”
“Ha,” the Bishop said. “It is Winter, the electrician. Can you give us the lights in the

Cathedral?”
“Why, welcome back, my Lord Bishop,” he said. “Welcome indeed. But as to the

lights, I can’t yet give you as much as one; no, not a light, Your Grace,” he said. “No;
the storm’s got all the lights wrong. Whether it’s these fuses or something worse I can’t
at the moment say.”

The clock in the central tower gave a heavy tocking whirr and rang out:



Ding dong ding dong,
Dong dong ding ding
Ding ding ding dong.

“Just a quarter of an hour,” the Dean said, “to robe and get the bells and lights and
organ going. I wonder will that snow-shoveller very kindly lend me his lantern. Oh,
thank you so much. Come, then, will you please, to the Dean’s Cell, where we shall
know whether all the keys have been taken.”

He led the way into the end of the dark North Aisle, where he unlocked the office
known as the Dean’s Cell. He struck a light and lit the tapers which he sometimes used
for heating sealing-wax. “No, they’ve left us alone,” he said. “Here are all the keys.”

There on the walls, neatly ticketed, and hung with plaques of wood or brass, to keep
them from being easily pocketed, were all the Cathedral keys.

Some clergymen, in robes, who had been waiting outside the office, now welcomed
the Dean.

“I am Jo Stalwart,” one of them said. “We were all here ready to carry on in case of
need. We are so glad that you are back. If you’ll allow us, we’ll go up to light the
Choir.”

When they had gone, the Dean gave his other orders.
“Bell-ringers first,” the Dean said. “Here are the keys of the Belfry. You may still

have time to ring the bells in, and start a chime before midnight. Now where has my
Lord Bishop gone?”

“He has gone to robe,” the Bishop’s Chaplain cried. “He promised long ago to bless
the Bell-ringers in the Tower tonight before they begin to ring.”

“I was afraid, for a moment,” the Dean said, “lest he should have been captured
again. Now, Vergers, take quickly all the wax candles in the store-room and set them in
the old sconces along the Nave and in the Transepts. They will at least make the
darkness visible. Choir-boys, quick, to the Vestry, to robe. Anyone who has nothing to
do with the service, get out candles, please, with the Vergers and help to light the doors;
we must let in the people in a moment. Who are those there, please? Oh, Mr. Hawlings
and Kay, it is you. Will you please very kindly take these old bronze incense tripods to
the West Doors; put wax candles in them and light them, so that the people coming in
may see where they are treading: oh, and open the West Doors, will you please?”

Kay had not seen him enter the Church, but when he and Cole had placed the
bronze tripods near the great Entrance, lo, there was Arnold of Todi beside them. He
looked perhaps madder than ever, brighter in the eye and queerer in his way.

“Ha,” he said. “This is Feast of Nativity? You will pardon and excuse, this night, he
Christmas?”

“Yes, yes,” Kay said. “Yes, Mr. Arnold. . . . Christmas dans cinq minutes.”
“Ha,” Arnold said, “then I’m back in Anno Domini?”
“Yes, to be sure,” Cole said. “And you must have a sup from my bottle that I

brought all the way from Spain for you. And here is your Box of Delights that you have
been parted from for so long.”



“No, no,” Arnold said, “keep it, keep it. Now that I’m back in Anno Domini I’ll
stay there, thanky.

“But you,” he added, “must have here a sup from my bottle that came from a
temple which Alexander took; see, now, I will show.”

He produced a small glass bottle, which he opened over one of the bronze incense
tripods. He poured into the cup of this a little fragrant oil from his bottle. He poured a
few drops more into the second of the censers. “Watch now,” he said.

As Kay watched, the oil burst into a bright light, which lit up that end of the Nave.
“So Alexander found it burning,” Arnold said, “in that temple beyond the

Gedrosian Waste, or one of the other Wastes. It will burn for seven hundred years,
being Oil of Eternity.”

It burned now so clearly, that Kay heard the people outside the West Doors
cheering. He heard cries of, “Hurray, there go the lights. There’s going to be a service
after all.” Some hands pounded on the doors, as Kay and Cole turned the giant key in
the lock and dragged back the bolts one by one. All Tatchester seemed to be gathered
outside there, waiting to get in.

“Oh,” some were saying, “whoever’s going to take the service? Have they found
the clergy?”

“No, indeed,” others said, “nor ever will, I’m afraid.” “No, the poor Bishop’s in his
grave by this.” “I’m told the Dean’s legs have been found done up in brown paper,
gaiters and all, in the Brighton Waiting Room.” “These people who go murdering are
just like wolves, they stick at nothing.”

As Cole Hawlings seized one leaf of the double door, they seized the other. They
swung the great doors back as far as they would go. The light from the tripods lit up a
sea of faces gathered there cheering the opening of the doors.

As the cheers rose, Kay saw that a great table had been laid immediately outside the
Door. This table was heaped with boxes of chocolates, bottles of sweets, dolls of all
sorts and sizes, bats, balls, hoops, peg-tops, humming-tops, boxes of bricks and of
soldiers, toy ships, kites, toy aeroplanes, crackers, fruits, books, papers, musical
instruments and charming little mechanical toys. By this table were the three Jones
girls, each dressed in white. With them was the dog Barney, who barked with joy to see
Old Cole again.

“Walk up,” little Maria was saying, “walk up, Parents. This is the Jones’ Christmas
Fund, organised by Maria Jones as a token of her great gratitude for having been thrice
expelled from school. Every parent of a child attending this Service is entitled to one
package per child.”

“Hullo, Maria,” Peter said.
“Hullo, you two. I hear they’ve got the scoundrels,” Maria called. “We had it on the

wireless; but we’ll talk about that later. . . . Is yours a girl or a boy, Madam?”
She and her sisters pressed packages on to all those who came thronging into the

church.
At this instant, the organ sent out some spiring and quavering rumbles which passed

into “Sleepers, Wake.” Then, with a sudden burst of light, all the Cathedral lights went



on, shone for one glorious instant, went out again, recovered and then burned clearly;
the electrician had found out what was amiss.

Now that the West Doors were open, Kay could hear that the Cathedral bells were
ringing. He stayed there, listening to them for a moment or two. Old Cole was beside
him, saying, “A happy sight: a blessed sight, Master Harker, all these coming here to
sing.” Arnold of Todi went up the Nave to stare at the decorations: he seemed to Kay to
be in a trance of pleasure at being certainly back in Anno Domini.

“Just two minutes more to go, Master Harker,” old Cole said.
There came the sound of many men marching to a drum-tap: a clear voice called an

order. With a clink of metal and grunt of leather the band of the famous Tatshire
Regiment, the Tatshire Toms, moved into position inside the church. A and B
Companies of the same glorious battalion filed into place there, with the old blue and
white colours, once a Spanish lady’s dress, under which the survivors of the regiment
had fought all one blazing summer’s day in the never-to-be-forgotten wheat-field of
San Luis Frontera “against the massed might of Massena’s veterans,” as the History
Books said. There came an instant’s silence.

Then Crash came the salute of cannon in the Barrack Square for the stroke of
midnight. In all the church towers of Tatshire men fired the bells. Organ and brass band
struck up, full strength: the Vestry door curtains fell back to each side: out came the
great Cathedral crosses and blessed banners, with all the Cathedral Choir and Clergy,
with all voices lifted aloft in “Come, all ye Faithful.” By this time, the triforium and
clerestories, as well as every space in the Cathedral, was packed with faces: all there
sang as they had never sung: the singing shook the whole building.

Somehow it seemed to Kay that it was shaking the Cathedral to pieces: all the heads
came off all the bodies and moved up into the air still singing. He himself was being
shaken to pieces, his own head was surely coming off, still singing, through the
Cathedral roof. In fact, the Cathedral was not there, nor any of all that glorious
company: no: he was in a railway carriage on a bitterly cold day: the train was stopped:
he was at Condicote Station, with his pocket full of money, just home for the holidays
and Caroline Louisa was waking him. “Why, Kay,” she was saying, “wake up, wake up.
You have been sound asleep. Welcome home for the holidays. Have you had a nice
dream?”

“Yes,” he said, “I have.”





TRANSCRIBER NOTES
Misspelled words and printer errors have been corrected. Where multiple spellings

occur, majority use has been employed.
Punctuation has been maintained except where obvious printer errors occur.

 
[The end of The Box of Delights; or, When the Wolves were Running by John
Masefield]
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